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INDIAN JUVENILE ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG
ABUSE PREVENTION

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1985

HOME OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC
The committee met at 10:15 a.m., in room 2203, Rayburn House

Office Building; Hon. Jim Moody presiding.
Mr. MOODY. The committee will come to ordc:.
Today the committee will complete its hearings on H.R. 1156 by

Mr. Bereuter and Mr. Daschle and H.R. 2624 by Mr. McCain. With-
out abjection a copy of both bills and the reports of the Depart-
ments, when received, will be made a part of the record at this
point.

[The bill:1 H.R. 1156 and H.R. 2624; background information; and
a section-by-section analysis follow:]

(I)

7
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99m CONGRESS

1156
To coordinate and expand serv.oes for the prevention, identification, treatment,

and follow-up care of alcohol and drug abuse among Indian youth, and for
other purposes.

IN TEE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FEDIULIT 20, 1985

Mr. Bsnwrzi (for himself, Mr. Etecims, Mr. UDALL, Mr. Youtio of Alaska,
and Mr. WILLI Asts) introduced the following bill; which was referred jointly
to the Committees on Interior and Insular Affairs, Energy and Commerce,
and Education and Labor

A BILL
To coordinate and expand services for the prevention, identifica-

tion, treatment, and follow-up care of alcohol and drug
abuse among Indian youth, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Indian Juvenile Alcohol

4 and Drug Abuse Prevention Act".

5 TITLE IINTER-DEPARTMENTAL AGREEMENT

6 SEC. 101. (a) Within 90 days after the date of enact-

? ment of this Act, the Secretary of the Interior and the Secre-

St



1

3

2

1 tary of Health and Human Services shall agree by means of a

2 memorandum of agreement to-

3 (1) coordinate the Bureau of Indian Affairs and

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24 (b)(1) The Secretary of the Interior and Secretary of

25 Health and Human Services shall consult with and solicit the

Indian Health Service alcohol and drug abuse pro-

grams existing on the date of enactment of this Act

and programs established by this Act;

(2) identify Federal, State, local, and private re-

sources to combat alcohol and drug abuse among Indi-

ans;

(3) delineate the responsibilities of the Bureau of

Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Service to coordi-

nate alcohol and drug abuse-related services at the

central, area, agency. and service unit levels;

(4) determine the scope of the Indian juvenile al-

cohol and drug abuse problem and its estimated finan-

cial and human costs;

(5) authorize the Bureau of Indian Affairs agency

superintendents and education superintendents and the

Indian Health Service service unit directors to enter

into agreemen.s described in section 102; and

(6) provide for biannual review by the Secretary

of the Interior and Secretary of Health and Human

Services of the agreement under sabsection (a).

9
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1 comments of interested Indian tribes and Indian individuals

2 and Indian organizations in developing the agreement under

3 subsection (a).

4 (2) The agreement under subsection (a) shall be submit-

5 tad to Congress and published in the Federal Register within

6 90 days cf the date of enactment of this Act.

7 SBc. 102. (a) At the request of any Indian tribe, the

8 Bureau of Indian Affairs agency superintendent, the Bureau

9 of Indian Affairs education superintendent, and the Indian

10 Health Service service unit director for such tribe shall enter

11 into an agreement with such tribe to coordinate resources

12 and services related to alcohol and drug abuse prevention,

13 identification, treatment, ane follow-up care.

14 (b) Such agreement shall-

15 (1) identify the responsibilities and referral re-

16 sources of all agencies and programs providing alcohol

17 and drug abuse- related resources or services within

18 such tribe's service area; and

19 (2) be modified semjaitnually to reflect changes in

20 the availability of resources and services related to al-

21 cohel and drtig abuse prevention, identification, educa-

22 tion, treatment, and follow-up care.

23 SEc. 103. The Secretary of the Interior, acting through

24 the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the Secretary of Health

25 and Human Services, acting through the Indian Health Serv-

14
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4

1 ice, shall bear equal responsibility for the implen lntation of

2 this Act in cooperation with Indian tribes.

3 TITLE IIEDUCATION

4 SEc. 201. Section 304 of the Indian Elementary and

5 Secondary School Assistance Act (20 U.S.C. 241cc) is

6 amended by-

7 (1) striking out "and" at the end of paragraph (1);

8 (2) striking out the period at the end of paragraph

9 (2) and inserting in lieu thereof "; and"; at,d

10 (3) adding at the end thereof the following new

11 paragraph:

12 "(3) the training of counselors at schools eligible

13 fur funding under this title in counseling techniques rel-

14 evant to alcohol and drug abuse .".

15 SEc. 202. Section 423 of the Indian Education Act (20

16 U.S.C. 3385b) is amended by adding at the end thereof the

17 following new subsection:

18 "(e) 10 percent of the fellowships awarded under sub-

19 section (a) shall be awarded to perrins who are receiving

20 training in guidance counseling with a ppeciaLy i,n the area of

21 alcohol and drug abuse counseling and education. ".

22 SEC. 203. Section 315(a) of the Adult Education Act

23 (20 U.S.C. 1211a(a)) is amended by-

24 (1) striking out the period at the end of paragraph

25 (5) and inserting in lieu thereof "; and" ; and

i i
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5

1 (2) adding at the end thereof the following new

2 paragraph:

3 "(6) to provide alcohol and drug abuse counseling

4 services to better enable Indians in need of such serv-

5 ices to take advantage of educational and employment

6 opportunities.".

7 SEC. 204. (a) The Secretary of the Interior shall require

8 Bureau of Indian Affairs schools and schools operated under

9 contract under the Indian Self-Determination and Education

10 Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638) to provide a program of

11 instruction regarding alcohol and drug abuse to students in

12 kindergarten and grades one through twelve.

13 (b) Schools providing programs of instruction ;coder sub-

14 section (a) arc encouraged to emphasize family participation

15 in such instruction.

16 SEc. 205. (a) The Secretary of the Interior shall-
17 (1) establish summer recreation and counseling

18 programs for Indian youth on reservations;

19 (2) require such Bureau of In?lan Affairs schools

20 and schools operated under contract under the Indian

21 Self-Detennination_ancL Education Assistance Act as

22 he determines to be necessary to remain open during

23' the months of June, July, and August of each year to

24 provide adequate facilities for such programs; and

/

/

12
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6

1 (3) provide, as needed, salaried coordinators for

such programs.

3 (bX1) In addition to the facilities described in subsection

4 (a)(2), the Secretary of the Interior is encouraged to use

5 public facilities, other than those described in such subsec-

6 Lion, cild private facilities wharever possible for programs es-

7 tabliahed under subsection (aX1).

8 (2) Facilities which the Secretary may use under pars-

9 graph (1) shall be used under such terms and conditions as

10 may be agreed upon by the Secretary and the authority

11 having jurisdiction over any such facility.

12 (c) The Secretary of the Interior shall coordinate any

13 programs established under subsection (aX1) with any other

14 summer programs for Indian youth.

15 Sac. 206. The Secretary of Interior shall, within 120

16 days of the date of the enactment of this title, publish an

17 alcohol and drug abuse newsletter in cooperation with the

18 Departments of Health and Human Services and Education

19 to report on Indian alcohol and drug abuse projects and pro-

20 grams. The newsletter shall be published once in each calen-

21 der quarter and shall be circulated without charge to schools,

22 tribal offices, Bureau of Indian Affairs agency and area of-

23 flees, Indian Health Service area and service unit offices,

24 Indian Health Service alcohol programs, and other entities

3
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7

.t providing alcohol and drug abuse-related services or re-

2 sources to Indian people.

8 TITLE DIFAL...a AND SOCIAL: SERVICES

4 Sec. 801. (a) Any training program for community

5 health representatives funded under the Act of November 2,

6 1921 (25 U.S.C. 18) shall include not less than two weeks of

7 training on the problems of alcohol and drug abuse and shall

8 include instruction in crisis intervention, family relations, and

9 the causes and effects of fetal alcohol syndrome.

10 (bX1) The Director of the Indian Health Service shall,

11 either directly or through contract, make available training

12 on the problems of alcohol and drug abuse, including instruc-

13 don in crisis intervention, family relations, and the causes

14 and effects of fetal alcohol syndrome to-

15 (A) the Bureau of Indian Affairs Superintendent

16 of Education (or his designee);

17 (B) the Bureau of Indian Affairs Agency Superin-

18 tendent (or his designee);

19 (C) Indian Health Service service unit directors;

20 (D) Bureau of Indian Affairs social workers;

21 (E) Indian Health Service doctors, nurses, nurse's

22 aides, and paramedical personnel;

23 (F) Bureau of Indian Affairs school personnel;



//

1

2

3

4

5

6

7 offer, upon request, the training described in paragraph (1)

9

8

(G) personnel of schools operated under contract

under the Indian Self-Determination and Education

Assistance Act; and

(H) supervisors of emergency shelters established

under section 402(c) of this Act.

(2) The Director of the Indian Health Service shall also

8 to-
9 (A) members of school boards governing-

10 (i) schools operated by the Bureau of Indian

11 Affairs;

12 (ii) schools operated under contract with the

13 Bureau of Indian Affairs, and

14 (iii) public schools on or near Indian reserve,-

15 tions and public schools in Oklahoma, Alaska, and

16 California with significant numbers of Indian stu-

17 dents;

18 (B) members of parent advisory committees of

19 Bureau of Indian Affairs schools;

20 (C) members of child welfare protection commit-

21 tees serving Indian cotruninities;

22 (D) educators at Tribal colleges which do not oth-

23 erwise provide alcohol and drug abuse training to their

24 personnel;

25 (E) Urban Indian Center counselors;

I 5.
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9

1 (F) home-school-liaison personnel funded under

2 the Indian Elemcr....try and Secondary School Assist-

3 once Act;

4 (r) Tribal Council members;

5 (II) Tribal court judges;

6 (I) Administrators of the Women, Infants and

7 Children Program operated by the Department of Ag-

8 riculture;

9 (J) personnel of public schools on or near Indian

10 reservations and public schools in Oklahoma, Alaska,

11 and California with significant numbers of Indian stu-

12 dents; and

13 (K) any interested member of the Indian commu-

14

15

16

17

nity.

(c) The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall,

upon request, provide certification to any person who com-

pletes training under this title for the purposes of obtaining

18 academic credit or certification at any post-secondary educa-

19 tional institution.

20 TITLE IVLAW ENFORCEMENT

21 SEC. 401. The Director of tLe Bureau of Indian Affairs

22 shall, in the training of Bureau of Indian Affairs law enforce-

23 ment personnel, provide education on the problems of alcohol

24 and drug abuse among Indian juveniles.

16
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

11

10

SEC. 402. (aX1) Subject to paragraphs (2) and (3), any

tribal, Federal, or Bureau of Indian Affairs law enforcement

officer who arrests an Indian juvenile for any offense related

to the abuse of alcohol or drugs shall, in lieu of incarceration,

place such juvenile in a temporary emergency shelter de-

scribed in subsection (c) or a community-based alcohol or

drug abuse treatment facility to the extent such facilities are

available.

(2) Paragraph (1) and any regulation promulgated under

paragraph (3) of this subsection shall not supersede any tribal

law.

12 (3) The Secretary of the Interior, in consultation with

13 the Attorney General of the United States, shall promulgate

14 guidelines under which a law enforcement officer may place

15 an Indian juvenile arrested for an offense related to the abuse

16 of alcohol or drugs in a facility other than an emergency

17 shelter described in subsection (c) for the benefit of the Indian

18 juvenile or the safety of the community.

19 (b) In the case of any State which exercises criminal

20

21

22

23

24

25

jurisdiction over any part of Indian country under section

1162 of title 18 of the United States Code or section 401 of

the Act of April 11, 1968 (25 U.S.C. 1321), such State is

urged to require its law enhriement officers to

(1) place ary Indian juvenile arrested for any of-

fense related to the abuse of alcohol or drugs in a tem-

i
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14 established under paragraph (1) shall commence operation

15 until-

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

12

1.

porary emergency shelter described in subsection (c) or

a community-based alcohol or drug abuse treatment fa-

cility in lieu of incarceration to the extent such facili-

ties are available; and

(2) observe the guidelines promulgated under sub-

section (a)(3).

(cX1) The Director of the Bureau of Indian Affairs shall

establish a program and approve a compensation schedule

under which households of Indian families will be compensat-

ed to serve as temporary emergency shelters for Indian juve-

niles apprehended by any law enforcement officer for offenses

related to the abuse of alcohol or drugs.

(2) No emergency shelter established under a program

(A) the tribal council of any tribe to be served by

such shelter approves such shelter; and

(B) such shelter meets the licensing requirements

promulgated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs under

paragraph (3).

(3)(A) The Bureau of Indian Affairs shall, within 120

days of the date of enactment of this paragraph, promulgate

standards by which the emergency shelters established under

a program under paragraph (1) shall become licensed.

18
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12

1 (B) Such standards shall require that any individual su-

2 pervising such shelter have completed the training described

3 in section 301(bX1) of this Act.

4 (4) The costs of construction of any emergency shelter

5 are not authorized by this Act.

6 TITLE V JUVENILE ALCOHOL AND DRUG

7 ABUSE TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION

8 Sze. 501. The Director of the Indian Health Service

9 shall, within 6 months of the date of enactment of this Act,

10 conduct a study to determine-

11 (1) the size of the juvenile Indian population in

12 need of residential alcohol and drug abuse treatment;

13 (2) where facilities to provide such treatment are

14 or should be located; and

15 (3) the cost of providing such treatment.

16 Sac. 502. (a) The Director of the Indian Health Service

17 shall provide a program of comprehensive a"..lohol and drug

18 abuse treatment services, including detoxification and coun-

19 soling services, and follow-up care in Indian Health Service

20 facilities and in facilities operated under contract under the

21 Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act to

22 Indian juveniles and adults in need of such services.

23 (b) No health facility described in subsection (a) shall be

24 required under this section to provide inpatient services if

25 such facility is primarily an outpatient facility.

i
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13

1 (c) The Director shall report on the progress of the pro-

2 ram provided under subsection (a) to relevant committees d

3 the Congress within 18 months after the completion of the

4 study described in section 501.

5 Sec. 503. (aX1) The Secretary of Health and Human

6 Services shall, in consultation with the Indian Health Service

7 and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, identify and utilize wherev-

8 er possible existing federally owned structures suitable for

9 use as residential alcohol and drug abuse treatment centers

10 for Indian juveniles to meet the needs identified in the study

11 under section 501.

12 (2) Any structure described in paragraph (1) may be

13 used under such terms and conditions as may be agreed upon

14 by the Secretary of Health and Human Services and the

15 agency having responsibility for the structure.

16 (3) The Secretary of Health aid Human Services may,

17 directly or by contract, renovate any facility described in

18 paragraph (1). Any such renovation shall conform with such

19 terms and conditions as have been agreed upon under pare-

20 graph (2).

21 (b) The Secretary of Interior shall identify for the Secre-

22 tary of Health and Human Services any existing Bureau of

23 Indian Affairs facilities which could be utilized for residential

24 alcohol and drug abuse treatment centers for Indian juve-

25 niles.

2,0
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1 (c) If there is not an adequate number of facilities which

2 may be renovated under subsection (aX3) to meet the treat-

3 went needs identified in the study under section 501, the

4 Secretary of Health and Human Services shall seek specific

5 authority to construct such facilities as he finds necessary to

6 meet such treatment needs.

7 TITLE VIDEFINITIONS, Et t bCTIVE DATE, AND

8 AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

9 SEC. 601. For the purposes of this Act, the term-

10 (1) "Indian tribe" means any Indian tribe, band,

11 nation, or other organized group or community of Indi-

12 ans, including any Alaskan Native village or regional

13 or village corporation as defined in or established pur-

14 suant to the Alaska Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C.

15 1601, et seq.) which is recognized as eligible for spe-

16 cial programs and services p. ovided by the United

17 States to Indians because of their status as Indians;

18 (2) "Indian" means any person who is a member

19 of an Indian tribe;

20 (3) "juvenile" means any Indian under the age of

21 18;

22 (4) "service unit" means an administrative entity

23 within the Indian Health Service serving one or more

24 Indian tribes within a geographical area defined by

25 regulation by the Indian Health Service;

r
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15

1 (5) "service area" means the geographical area

2 served by a service unit;

3 (6) "Indian Health Service area office" means an

4 administrative entity within the Indian Health Service

5 through which services and funds are provided to serv-

6 ice units within a geographical area defined by regula-

7 tion by the Indian Health Service;

8 (7) "Bureau of Indian Affairs area office" means

9 an administrative entity within the Bureau of Indian

10 Affairs through which funds and services are provided

11 to agency offices within a geographical area defined by

12 regulation by the Bureau of Indian Affairs; and

1F (8) "agency office" means an administrative entity

14 within the Bureau of Indian Affairs serving one or

15 more Indian tribes within a geographical area defined

16 by regulation by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

17 SEC. 602. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), this

18 Act shall become effective October 1, 1985.

19 (b) Titles I and VI and section 402(bX3) of this Act shall

20 become effective on the date of enactment of this Act.

21 SEC. 603. (a) There is authorized to be appropriated

22 $5,000,000 to carry out the amendments in title II, the pro-

23 visions of titles III and IV and the study in section 501 of

24 this Act.

22;
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1 (b) There is authorized to be appropriated such sum as

2 Congress determines to be necessary to carry out sections

3 502 and 503 of this Act after taking into consideration the

4 findings of the study conducted pursuant to section 501.

21.1
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. R. 2624

I

To authorize programs for the treatment and prevention of drug and alcohol abuse
among Indian juveniles.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAT 23, 1985

Mr. MoCurr (for himself, Mr. BARTON of Tens, Mr. MEREUT11, Mr. BLAZ, Mr.
LAGOILOSINO, Mr. STRAND, Mr. UDALL, VUCANOVICH, and Mr.
Tomo of Alaska) introduced the following lnii; which was referred jointly to
the Committees on Interior and Insular Affairs, Energy and Commerce, and
Education and Labor

A BILL
To authorize programs for the treatment and prevention of drug

and alcohol abuse among Indian juveniles.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tines of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That the Secretary of Health and Human Services, herein-

4 after "Secretary ", is authorized and directed to formulate a

5 program for the treatment of Indian juvenile drug and alcohol

6 abuse and coordinate such program within existing general

7 programs for the treatment and control of alcoholism and

8 drug abuse. Wherever possible, the Secretary is authorized to

9 enter into an appropriate agreement with the Secretary of

24
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1 the Interior to share resources, including field facilities. Such

2 Indian Juvenile Treatment Program should include post-

3 treatment counseling. The Secretary is also authorized to al-

4 locate existing funds or personnel of a existing or new pro-

5 gram to designated "crisis areas" on an emergency basis, as

6 determined in section 5 of this Act.

7 SEC. 2. The Secretary shall establish an Office of Indian

8 Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse within the Alcohol, Drug

9 Abuse and Mental Health Administration which shall be re-

10 sponsible for integrating the provisions of the first section of

11 this Act with the programs and authorities of the Department

12 in the field of alcohol and drug abuse. The Office shall have

13 assigned to it a number of full-time equivalent positions,

14 which shall not number less than eight, and such other posi-

15 tions as the Secretary deems necessary. Through this Office

16 the Secretary is directed to consult with tribes concerning

17 implementation of the programs authorized by this Act.

18 SEC. 3. (a) The Secretary shall within one hundred and

19 eighty days of the date of enactment of this Act, enter into an

20 agreement with the Secretaries of the Interior and of Educa-

21 tion to coordinate their Departments efforts and programs

22 related to alcohol and drug abuse among Indian juveniles.

23 The agreement shall provide for the identification and coordi-

24 nation of available resources and programs to address and

25 treat Indian juvenile alcohol and drug abuse through preven-

2 5
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1 tion, education, counseling, and referral. The Secretary shall

2 publish such agreement in the Federal Register within thirty

3 days after an agreement has been entered into pursuant to

4 this subsection.

5 (b) The Secretary, in consultation and in cooperation

6 with the Secretaries of the Interior and of Education, shall

7 develop a program to provide training in-

8 (1) the identification of juvenile alcohol and drug

9 abusers; and

10 (2) prevent education (including drug and alcohol

11 abuse), health promotion and disease prevention;

12 (3) counseling techniques on juvenile alcohol and

13 drug abuse.

14 Such training shall be made available to elementary and sec-

15 ondary teachers and counselors-

16 (A) in schools operating by the Secretary of the

17 Interior;

18 (B) in schools operated under contract with the

19 Secretary of the Interior; and

20 (C) in public schools on or near Indian reserva-

21 tions (including public schools in Oklahoma, Alaska,

22 and other States with significant numbers of Indian

23 students).

24 The Secretary may provide such training either directly or

25 through contract with qualified private or public entities.

26
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1 (c) The Secretary of the Interior, in consultation and in

2 cooperation with the Secretaries of Education and of Health

3 and Human Services, shall review existing materials on juve-

4 nile alcohol and drug abuse, including studies and school cur-

5 ricula and any other material relevant to an understanding of

6 the problem of juvenile alcohol and drug abuse, and shall

7 make available the results of such review to the schools de-

8 scribed in subsection (b).

9 (d) The Secretary of the Interior shall require Bureau of

10 Indian Affairs schools and schools operated under contract

11 pursuant to the Indian Self-Determination an. Education As-

12 sistance Act (Public Law 93 -638) to provide a program of

13 instruction regarding alcohol and drug abuse to students in

14 kindergarten and grades one through twelve. Schools provid-

15 ing programs of instruction under this subsection are encour-

16 aged to emphasize family participation in the programs.

17 (e) For the purpose of implementing subsection (b) there

18 is authorized to be appropriated $1,500,000 for each of the

19 fiscal years 1986, 1987, 1988, and 1989.

20 SEC. 4. (a) Any training program for community health

21 representatives funded under the Act of November 2, 1921

22 (25 U.S.C. 13) shell include training on the problems of alco-

23 hol and drug abuse and shall include instruction in crisis

24 intervention, family relations, and the causes and effects of

25 fetal alcohol syndrome.
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(bX1) The Secretary, in consultation with the Secretary

of the Interior, shall either directly or through contract, make

available training on the problems of alcohol and drug abuse,

including instruction in crisis intervention, family relations,

the causes and effects of fetal alcohol syndrome to

(A) the Bureau of Indian Affairs Superintendent

of Education (or his designee);

(B) the Bureau of Indian Affairs Agency Superin-

tendent (or his designees);

(C) Indian Health Service service unit directors;

(D) Bureau of Indian Affairs social workers;

(E) Indian Health Service doctors, nurses, nurse's

aide and paramedical personnel;

(II Bureau of Indian Affairs school personnel;

(G) personnel of schools operated under contract

5 and

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16 under the Indian Self-Determination and Education

17 Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638).

18 (2) The Secretary shall also make available, upon re-

19 quest, the training described in paragraph (1) to-

20 (A) Federally recognized tribal organizations and

21 personnel, including but not limited to tribal council

22 members, tribal court judges, and tribal law enforce-

23 ment officials.

2 .3.
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1 (B) Administrators of the Women, Infants and

2 Children Program (WIC), operated by the Department

3 of Agriculture; and

4 (C) Personnel of public schools on or near Indian

5 reservations and public schools in Oklahoma, Alaska,

6 ana other States with significant numbers of Indian

7 students;

8 (c) The Secretary shall, upon request, provide certifica-

9 tion to any person who completes training under this section,

10 for the purpose of obtaining academic credit or certification at

11 any post-secondary educational institution.

12 SEc. 5. The Secretary shall, within one year of the date

13 of enactment of this Act, conduct a study to determine-

14 (1) the size of the juvenile Indian population in

15 need of residential alcohol and drug abuse treatment;

16 (2) the definition of a "crisis area" in which the

17 ,need for treatment is critical and immediate;

18 (3) where other programs for emergency and long-

19 term treatment should be located; and

20 (4) the cost of providing such treatment.

21 SEC. 6. The Secretary is authorized to enter into an

22 agreement for the operation of any program authorized under

23 this Act, with a "participating" tribe or tribal organization.

24 A participating tribe or tribal organization is one that has

25 notified the Secretary of its willingness to operate a program
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1 and to provide 25 per centum of the costs of such a program,

2 either through funding, facilities, or in-kind services.

3 SEC. 7. There is authorized to be appropriated such

4 stuns as the Secretary and Congress determine to be neces-

5 sary to carry out the provisions of this Act.

0
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BACKGROUND ON H.R. 1156 i H.R. 2624

H.R. 1156 and H.R. 2624 provides for the development of a

comprehensive effort to combat the severe, adverse impacts of

alcohol and drug abuse among Indian youth. The Secretary of the

Interior and the Secretary of Health and Human Services, acting

through the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health

Service respectively, are directed to identify and coordinate

existing efforts and resources to develop a comprehensive

program of education, prevention, and treatment of alcoholism

and drug abuse among juvenile Indians.

Alcohol (and more recently, drug) use and abuse is

reportedly the most widespread, severe and all-encompassing

health and social problem among American Indians today. Nothing

is more costly to the Indian people than the consequences of

alcohol and drug abuse whether measured in physical, mental,

social or economic terms for the individual, the family, the

community, or the entire population of Indian people.

The adverse impact of alcohol and the Indian concern is nor

new. In pre-colonial America, liquor became a bargaining tool

for the white settlers who found it useful in negotiating

treaties and trading rights with Indians. Traders found that

alcohol led some Indians to give up their most valuable rights

and alcoholic ueverages became common in many Indian villages

along the frontier.

Indian leaders of the time recognized the danger that

alcohol use and abuse posed for their people and pleaded with

the European and American governments to ban or restrict the use

of alcohol by White traders.

3I
.1.
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As early as the 1820 treaty with the Choctaw, a provision

of a treaty was included relating to the use of alcohol.

Article 12 of that treaty stated:

"In order to promote industry and sobriety amongst all
classes of the Red people, in this nation, but particularly
the poor, it is further provided by the patties, that the
agent appointed to reside here, shall be, and he is hereby,
vested with full power to seize and confiscate all the
whiskey hich may be introduced into said nation. . . ,"

By the 1850's, such treaty provision, 4n many cases at the

insistence of the Indians, became commonplace. For instance,

article 7 of the 1854 Chippewa treaty stated:

"No spirituous liquors shall be made, sold, or used on any
of the lands herein set apart for the residence of the
Indians, and the sale of the same shall bv prohibited in
the Territory hereby ceded, until otherwise ordered by the
President."

Ironically, however, alcohol use was not practiced

extensively by the Indian tribes before the influx of immigrant

Europeans. Only tribes in Mexico and the American Southwest

were known to have used alcoholic beverages and did so only as a

part of ceremonial practice. The Papago, for instance, made a

fermented liquor from the fruit of the giant cactus that was the

central feature of one of their religious ceremonies. They

drank on] once a year.

In recognition of the severe, deleterious impact of alcohol

upon the Indian tribes, Congress passed legislation, in 1832,

prohibiting the sale of liquor to and among Indians. This law,

supplemented by later amendments, became known as the 'Indian
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Prohibition Laws" and contirued to effect until 1953, 20 years

after the repeal of Prohibition Amendment to theConstitution.
_....,

become

the legal attempts to bar or r strict the

use of alcohol by Indian people, its use has bec rampant in

Indian communities. The 1985 Indian Health Service Chart Series

shows that the age-adjusted alcoholism death rate per 100,000

population for Indian in 1982 was 35.8 as compared with a

national rate of 6.4. This mortality rate includes deaths due

to alcohol dependence syndrome, alcoholic psychoses, and chronic

liver disease and cirrhosis. However, this simple statistic

cannot adequately convey the disastrous social, cultural, and

economic impacts of alcohol and drug abuse on Indian people.

Because of the nature and demography of Indian communities,

the problem of Indian alcohol and drug abuse is most critical

for the young. The 1980 census shows that the Indian population

on Indian reservations is younger than the national population.

32% of the Indian population is younger than 15 years and 5% is

over the age of 64. The corresponding figures for the Nation

are 23% and 11% respectively. The Indian median age is 22.6 as

compared with 30.0 for the Nation. The Indian birthrate of 27.9

per 100,000 population is 75% greater than the national

birthrate of 15.8.

Considering only the health impact of alcohol and drug

abuse, the impact on Indian youth is devastating. Deaths

attributable to motor vehicle accidents, homicide, suicide, and

alcoholism are reliable measures of the incidence of alcohol and

drug abuse among Indian youth. The following statistics compare
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the Indian death rate per 100,000 population from these causes

with the national rate for ages 5-14 and 15-24:

Indians and
Alaska Natives U.S. All Races
Both
Sexes Male Female

Both
Sexes Male Female

ACCIDENTS, MOTOR VEHICLE
5-14 years 11.3 8.9 9.7 5.2
15-24 years 121.0 48.1 52.2 19.8

SUICIDE
5-14 years 0.7 1.2 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.3

15-24 years 28.0 48.6 9.0 12.3 19.7 4.6

HOMICIDE
5-14 years 1.4 1.9 1.0 1.3 1.4 1.2

15-24 years 22.4 35.2 9.5 14.7 23.0 6.2

ALCOHOLISM
5-14 years
15-24 years 3.2 4.9 1.6 0.2 0.2 0.1

A 1980-82 survey of drug use among Indian students of the

Oglala Sioux on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota

discloses the following comparisons:

Pine
Total

Percentage of Students
Ever Used Drugs --

Having
1982

National
Sample (12-

Ridge
(12-

17 year olds) 17 year olds)
Alcohol 79.3% 65.3%
Marijuana 71.4 2'.3
Inhalants

(excluding
59.4 49.9

Cocaine)
Stimulants 24.6 6.5
Tranquilizers 3.1 4.8
Sedatives 6.2 6.1
Cocaine 5.7 6.9
Hallucinogens 5.3 5.2
PCP 3.5 (not available)
Heroin 1.7 0.5

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Arrests made of juveniles for alcohol or drug related

offer.:os is also a reliable measure of alcohol or drug use. The

Division of Law Enforcement Services of the Bureau of Indian

Affairs (Aberdeen Area Office) compiled statistics relating to

the arrest of Indians under the age of 18 for alcohol/drug

related misdemeanor offenses for period 1/1/83 to 12/31/83. The

total of such arrests of Indian juveniles for that 3-State

region alone is 840 with 103 being age 10 or under and 237 being

age 17. The largest category of offenses are simple

drunkeness. Of 160 male Indian juveniles arrested for

drunkeness, 46 were 10 or younger and 59 were age 17. Of the 73

females, 9 were 10 or younger end 33 were age 17.

Despite the long existence of this severe problem on Indian

reservations and the enormity of the problem, the Federal

government, which has primary responsiblity, has done little to

deal with its effects. The Indian Health Service in the

Department of Health and Human Services, which has been

statutorily charged with treatment and rehabilitation efforts

has a small budget for this purpose. For FY1985, IHS was

appropriated $24,482,000 for the alcoholism program. The

primary focus of the IHS efforts is in the treatment of adult

alcoholism and little of their effort is ditected toward the

problems of juvenile alcohol and drug abuse.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Department of the

Interior has developed and has responsiblity for programs in the

field of education, social services, welfare services, child

70-977 - 87 - 2
as
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welfare, law enforcement, employment assistance, and economic

development has assumed no responsibility for coordinating their

various efforts to focus on the prnhlems of juvenile alcoholism

and drug abuse and very littl- : .y, of their funds are

directed to that end.

3
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SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS ON H.R. 1156

Section 1

Section 1 cites the Act as the "Indian Juvenile Alcohc.1 and

Drug Abuse Act".

TITLE I

Section 101

Subsection (a) provides that, within 90 days of enactment,

the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Health and

Human Services enter into a memorandum of agreement to

coordinate and delineate the programs and responsibilities of

the two Departments in the field of Indian juvenile alcohol and

drug abuse and to otherwise develop efforts to combat alcohol

and drug abuse among Indian youth.

Subsection (b) provides that the two Secretaries shall

consult with Indians in developing such an agreement and shall

publish the agreement in the Federal Register.

Section 102

Section 102 provides that the two Secretaries, acting

through the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and the Indian Health

Service (IHS), shall bear equal responsiblity in implementing

the provisions of the Act.

TITLE II

Section 201

Section 201 amends section 304 of the Indian Elementary and

Secondary School Assistance Act to add a provision requiring the

training of counselors in eligible schools in counseling

techniques relevant to alcohol and drug abuse.

37
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Section 202

Section 202 amends section 423 of the Indian Education Act

to add a new subsection (0 to authorize the award of fellowship

grants to persona receiving training in alcohol and drug abuse

counseling.

Section 203

Section 203 amends section 315 of the Adult Education Act

by adding a provision to provide alcohol and drug abuse services

to Indians to aid them in taking advantage of educational and

employment opportunities.

Section 204

Subsection (a) requires the Secretary of the Interior to

insure that a program of instruction in alcohol and drug abuse

is made available in BIA schools and schools operated under

contract under the Indian Self-Determination Act (638) in

kindergarten through grade twelve.

Subsection (b) provides that schools cited in subsection

(a) are encouraged to emphasize family counseling in alcohol and

drug abuse instruction.

Section 205

bubsection (a) directs the Secretary of the Interior to (1)

establish summer recreation and employment programs of Indian

youth on reservations; (2) keep BIA and 6.8 school facilities

open during the summer months to facilitate such programs; and

(3) provide salaried coordinators of such programs.

Subsection (b) encourages the Secretary of the Interior to

use other available facilities, public and private, for summer

33
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programs under such terms and conditions as may be agreed to by

the entity having jurisdiction over such facilities.

Subsection (c) directs the Secretary of the Interior to

coordinate summer programs under this section with other

available summer programs for Indian youth.

Section 206

Section 206 authorizes the Secretary of the Interior, in

cooperation with the Secretary of HHS, to periodically publish

an alcohol and drug abase newsletter and to rculate such

newsletter, without charge, to relevant public and private

agencies providing alcohol and drug abuse services to Indian

people.

TITLE III

Section 301

Subsection (a) provides that any training program for

Community Health Representative (CHR's) shall include not less

than two weeks on alcohol and drug abuse including crisis

intervention, family relations, and fetal alcohol syndrome.

Subsection (b) directs the Director of IHS to make similar

training available to various BIA and IHS personnel, school

personnel of under 638 contracts, and emergency shelter

supervisors under section 402 of this bill. In addition, upon

request, the Director is to make such training available to

various school boards of schools serving Indian children end

numerous other persons working in the field of Indian affairs.

Subsection (c) provides that the Secretary of HHS will,

upon request, provide certification to persons trained under

this title for purposes of scholastic credit.
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TITLE IV

Section 401

Section 401 provides that the head of the BIA shall provide

alcohol and drug abuse training to BSA law enforcement

personnel.

Section 402

Subsection (a) provides that any tribal, Federal, or BIA

law enforcement personnel arresting an Indian juvenile for an

offense relating to alcohol or drug abuse shall place such

juvenile in an emergency shelter as described in subsection (c)

or in a community based alcohol or drug treatment facility in

lieu of incarceration. Nothing in the subsection is to

supercede any tribal law. In addition, it provides that the

Secretary of the Interior in consultation with the Attorney

General can develop guidelines for the incarceration of an

Indian juvenile arrested for alcohol and drug related offenses

in facilities other than emergency shelters.

Subsection (b) provides that any State which exercises

criminal jurisdiction within Indian country pursuant to Public

Law 280 shall be urged to comply with the provisions of

subsection (a).

Subsection (c) directs the BIA to establish a program and a

compensation schedule for the use of Indian homes as temporary

emergency shelters for Indian juveniles arrested for alcohol or

drug related offenses. No such emergency shelter is to be

established or commence operation without tribal approval or

without meeting the licensing requirement which the BIA is to

establish. Standards developed for BIA for such licensing is to

4Q
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require that individuals have complesad trairng described in

mection 301 of tne bill.

TITLE V

Section 501

Section 501 directs IHS to conduct a study to determine the

number of juvenile Indians needing residential alcohol and drug

treatment, where such facilities should be located, and the cost

of providing such treatment.

Section 502

Subsection (a) directs IHS to provide col -ehensive alcohol

and drug abuse treatment, including de-tox, counseling, and

follow-up care, in IHS facilities or facilities operated under

638 contracts.

Subsection (b) provides that no such facility shall be

required to provide inpatient care if the facility is primarily

an outpatient facility.

Subsection (c) requires IHS to make a report to Congress on

progress under this section 18 months after completion of the

study required by section 501.

Section 503

Subsection (a) directs the Secretary of HHS, in

consultation with IHS and BIA to identify and, wherever

possible, utilize existing Federal facilities for residential

treatment centers to meet needs identified in the section 501

study. These facilities may be used under any terms or

conditions agreed to by the Secretary ..nd the agency having

jurisdiction over such facilities. The Secretary is authorized

4
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to renovate such facilites under the terms and conditions agreed

to between the Secretary and the relevant agency.

Subsection (b) provides that the Secretary of the Interior

is to identify, for the Secretary of HHS any existing BIA

facilities which c uld be used as residential treatment centers.

Subsection (c) provides that, if there is not an adequate

number of facilities which may be renovated under subsection

(a)(3) to meet the needs identified in the section 501 study,

the Secretary of HHS shall seek specific authority to construct

such facilities as he finds necessary.

TITLE VI

Section 601

Section 601 defines the terms "Indian tribe", "Indian",

'juvenile", "service unit", "service area", "Indian Health

Service area office", "Bureau of Indian Affairs area office" and

"agency office".

Section 602

Section 602 provides that title I and VI and section

402(b)(3) shall become effective upon enactment.

Section 603

Subsection (a) provides that there are authorized to be

appropriated $5,000,000 to carry our the provisions of titles

III and IV and section "1.

Subsection (b) authorizes the appropriation of such sums as

may :re necessary to carry out section 502 and 503 based upon the

findings of the study under section 501.

42,,
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SECTION BY SECTION ANALYSIS

H.R. 2624, a bill "To authorize programs for the treatment and
prevention ,f drug and alcohol abuse among Indian juvenile".

FIRST SF

This section authorizes and directs the Secretary of Health and
Human Services to formulate, within existing programs, a Indian
Juvenile Treatment Program. The Secretary is also authorized to
reallocate existing funds And personnel to "crisis areas",
determined in section 5.

SECTION 2

This section directs the Secretary to establish u departmental
coordinating office for the Indian Juvenile Treatment Program
within the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration.
The Secretary is also directed to consult with the tribes on
implementing programs pursuant to the Act.

SECTION 3

This section authorizes an appropriate agreement between the
Secretaries of HHS, of the Interior and of Education to
:oordinate efforts among the Department to treat and prevent
Indian juvenile drug and alcohol abuse. The section also
authorizes a trair)ti.g program in prevention and counseling of
drug and alcohol abuse, and authorize $1.5 million annually for
fiscal years 1986-1989 for the program. This section also
mandates that Bureau of Indian Affairs(DOI) operated schools and
contract schools (P.L.S3-638) provide programs for K-12,
encouraging family participation.

SECTION 4

This section provides that the training of community health
representatives funded onder the Synder Act include problems of
drug and alcohol abuse, crisis intervention, family relations and
fetal alcohol syndrome.

This section also mandates that such training be made available
to a list of personnel and officials associated with Indianaffairs.

SECTION 5

This section authorizes a study of the extent of the problem, a
0/finition of a "crisis area", the location of emergency and
long-term treatment, and associated costs.

4.3,



SECTION 6

This section authorizes
participating tribes --
costs, through funding,

SECTION 7

This section authorizes

38

the operation of these programs by
tribes that agree to provide 252 t.f the
facilities or in-kind services.

appropriations for programs established.
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Mr. MOODY. The committee has held 3 days of field hearings on
this legislation in South Dakota, New Mexico, and Arizona. In ad-
dition, we are working closely with the Senate Select Committee on
Indian Affairs which has also held several hearings on this legisla-
tion. So we have a very extensive record.

Today, with administration and other testimony, we will com-
plete our hearings and begin the process of moving a bill out of the
committee and onto the floor.

To quote the statement of the administration which will be pre-
sented to this committee today, this is "the most serious social and
health problem facing Indian people today."

I will turn the gavel over to our Honorable chairman, Mr. Udall.
The CHAIRMAN I apologize for being late. I assured the staff that

you should go ahead, you and Mr. McCain.
Mr. McCaw. Mr. Chairman, T would like to make E statement.
Mr. MOODY. Of course. Go ahead.
Mr. McCang. Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit a statement

in full for the record, if I may, and just briefly summarize my re-
marks.

Mr. MOODY. Without objection.

ix I.
[EDITOR'S NOTE.Pre] statement of ',goon. John McCain may

be found in appendix
Mr. McCAni. First of all, I would like to express my appreciation

to both Mr. Daschle and Mr. Bereuter for their dedication to trying
to assist in alleviating probably one of the most severe issues that
faces our Indian reservations. I would particularly like to express
my appreciation to Mr. Bereuter who preceded me as the Chair-
man of the Republican Task Force on Indian Affairs. Mr. Bereuter
attacked that task with dedication and set a very high standard for
me to try and live up to when he left the committee.

Mr. Mairman, I do not want to waste the committee's time by
emphasizing the tragedy that continues to unfold on a daily basis
on Indian reservations throughout America. I would like, if I may,
to quote a letter that I received from Mr. Norman Austin, who is
the Council President of the Fort McDowell Mohave Apache Indian
Community in Fountain Hills, Arizona. It says:

DEAR Me. CHAIRMAN: I am aware that H.R. 2624, introduced by you, and H.R.
1156, introduced by Congressman Bereuter, are bills that would directly address the
problems of juvenile alcohol and drug abuse on Indian reservations. In the Fort
McDowell Mohave Apache Indian Community 65 percent of our juveniles are abus-
ing Alcohol or other drugs. Our young people are an important human resource to
us since half the reservation population is made up of people under 25 years of age.

I w uld just like to repeat that.. Sixty-five percent of the juveniles
on that reservation are alining alcohol or other drugs; over half
the reservation population is made up of people under 25 years of
age. This is not an unusual example. In fact, it is very typical of
the situation that exists on reservations througilout America.

I will be looking forward vtry much to li.'ring the testimony of
the witnesses today. I know frorr. seeing copies of their testimony
that to some degree both the representatives of IHS and BIA feel
that significant steps are being taken. My question to them will be,
what are the results? I think the answer may be that there are
more steps that need to be taken. There is not any evidence that I
have seen of improvement in this problem. That is why I think Mr.

4J
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Bereuter and Mr. Daschle's bill is very important for consideration,
as well as my own.

Finally, I would just like to say one more thing about both bills. I
think any bill that we pass out of this committee must be consid-
ered as to its opportunity of final passage and receiving administra-
tion support. The great debate is now taking place in the Congress
of the United States on Gramm-Rudman, which will entail further
budget cuts; it will require difficult decisions to be made. I think
that we ought to address a bill which has the best opportunity for
passage and administration support.

I look forward to working w;th Mr. Daschle and I Ir. Bereuter in
shaping that kind of legislation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MOODY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Would the chairman recognize me for just a

moment.
Mr. MOODY. The gentleman from Arizona.
The CHAIRMAN. I have about four hearings I am supposed to be

at this morning and I won't want to miss anything here if I can
help it, because this has been something I have been concerned
with with my colleagues Mr. Bereuter and Mr. Daschle and a
number of others.

I remember being out in New Mexico a couple cf years ago and
talking about Indian problems generally. We asked local leaders of
the Navajo community if they had to name one problem, what
would it be? It was the alcohol and drug abuse problem that most
of them identified.

We have not done very much these last 2 years and I take part
of the blame. One of my hopes is that in this Congress we can take
some steps to begin to grapple with this very difficult social and
family problem that affects our Indian brothers and sisters more
than perhi.ps anyone else.

So I will be in and out of here this morning. I hope Mr. Moody
can help preside. B it I wanted to emphasize the importance I place
on this issue and my determination to do something about it this
time around.

Mr. Chairman, I particularly want to thank Mr. McCain. I omitted
to mention him. He has done as much or more than anybody else on
this committee to keep pushing this issue along. Without him we
would not be where we are. I ...ppreciate his support and help and
advice very much.

Mr. MOODY. Army good. Thank you.
Our first witnesses are the Honorable Thomas A. Daschle and

the Honorable Douglas K. Bereuter.
[Prepared statement of Hon. Thomas A. Daschle may be found in

appendix I.]

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS A. DASCHLE, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKGTA

Mr. DASCHLE. Mr. Chairman, I want to add my thanks to Mr.
McCain and to our chairman of the full committee, Mr. Udall, for
their diligent effort, their oversight and their demonstrated con-
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cern about what Mr. McCain so eloquently stated to be perhaps the
single most important problem facing the Indian community when
health considerations are taken into account.

Mr. Chairman, we are grateful to you also for this opportunity. I
have a statement that I would like to present at this time.

Alcohol and drug abuse among native Americans, especially
among Indian youth, remains a devastating and debilitating prob-
lem on reservations in my home state of South Dakota as well as
across the country.

Without question, alcoholism and drug abuse is the number one
social and health problem among native Americans. The 1980
Census shows that alcoholism for Indians is 451 percent higher
than the rest of the U.S. population. Alcohol related death and dis-
ease are the biggeet killers on the reservation, nearly eight times
greater than that of the non-Indian community. The impact of sub-
stance abuse in the Indian community is revealed in statistics di-
rectly related to trouble with the law, a high rate of suicide, and
disruption of family life.

These troubles have unfortunately but unquestionably been
passed along to t.. younger generation of native Americans.
Indian children are drinking alcohol frequently by the age of 13,
studies show, and the use of marijuana and inhalants like Lysol,
paint thinner, antifreeze, and other toxic substances is beginning
at a very earlier age and occurring more often. One study that
came out in our South Dakota hearing, which I think is incredible,
indicated that among 4th, 5th and 6th graders on the Pine Ridge
Reservation as many as 35 percent of elementary school children
have experimented with or continue to use alcohol.

We can no longer deny that a crisis exists. Furthermore, we can
no longer afford to sit back and hope that this problem will solve
itself. It has not done so in the past and it simply will not resolve
itself in the future.

That is way Congressman Bereuter and I are here today, to con-
tinue to plead the c .ae for the Indian Juvenile Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Prevention Act. We saw a need for this legislation 2 years
ago. In 1983 we began to develop legislation which would focus not
just on the causes of the Indian youth substance abuse problem but
would also provide educational programs about its dangers and
identify the problem cases and establish counseling and treatment
programs as well.

The Indian alcohol bill is an improved version of the legislation
that Congressman Bereuter and I introduced in the 98th Congress.
We know that it needs additional work, additional attention, addi-
tional oversight on the part of this committee. We are clearly of
the mind that we certainly need to develop this legislation this
year, that we need to continue to work and in the process come up
with a bill that we can support in a strong bipartisan effort.

Throughout the development of this measure we consulted over
700 Indian leaders and health professionals, both groups and indi-
viduals, in order to receive their suggestions and valuable insight.
The legislation that is being discussed in the Interior Committee
today reflects information and ideas gathered from and presented
by a wide range of authoritative sources, from agencies here in
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Washington to local tribal members who have personally witnessed
the tragedies caused by alcohol and drug abuse on the reservation.

There has been bipartisan support in the House for legislation
such as this since it was originally introduced, and that strong sup-
port is evident on both sides of the aisle today. A companion bill is
being considered in the Senate and also enjoys bipartisan support.
Becatret an issue like this, a desperately needed attempt to improve
lives, to save lives, supersedes any political concerns.

Numerous hearings have bean held across the country in the
past two years on the Indian juvenile alcohol bill, and it is unani-
mously acknowledged that we must act on it now before yet an-
other generation of native Americans is ravaged by this problem.

Congressional action is essential because of the current Adminis-
tration's lack of attention and effort toward the Indian juvenile
substance abuse problem. While officials of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and the Indian Health Service admit that alcohol and drug
abuse is the most serious social and health problem facing Indian
people, the IHS has directed only one percent of its budget toward
the combined area of drug and alcohol abuse. Such a lack of re-
souces, a lack of response, a lack of initiative applied to the drug
and alcohol problem clearly proves it is not a priority. But I would
emphasize here that it has not been a priority in past Administra-
tions either or we would not have the problem that we have today.

They claim that sufficient funding and adequate programs are al-
ready in place to deal with alcohol and drug abuse. I believe that
mien claims are unfounded and that they present an attitude of in-
sensitivity and apathy on the part of the bureaucracy toward the
needs that really exist at the local level. BIA and contract schools
on most reservations are lacking in comprehensive, or even mini-
mal, programs to address the abuse problem.

The schools are also our greatest hope for attacking the problem.
A preventive approach is the underlying premise of the Indian ju-
venile alcohol bill, which pro% liles training for teachers as well as
educational and instructional programs and other structured activi-
ties for students. If we can reach Indian students at an early age
and make them aware of the dangers of substance abuse, we have
an important opportunity to prevent their involvement with the
problems I mentioned earlier in my testimony.

I hear repeated complaints of an absence of coordination between
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Service, and I
understand that there are seldom any attempts on their part to in-
volve local tribal governments in policy and program decisions in
this regard. Other reports I have received from Indian leaders in
South Dakota indicate that there is a serious lack of quality eval-
uation, monitoring and direction in the few programs which do
presently exist. Title I of the Indian juvenile alcohol b ill would re-
quire the BIA and IHS to coordinate their efforts and resources
and to periodically review their joint progress.

One of these few successful programs is Project Phoenix, a resi-
dential treatment center for native American youth located on the
Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. It is operated on a contract basis
with the Indian Health Service.

While Project Phoenix has made a significant contribution in the
past 5 years in helping hundreds of young Indian people salvage
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their lives from the danger of serious alcohol and drug abuse prob-
lems, there are thousands more who still need help. Each month
the project must turn away dozens of potential clients because of a
lack of space and unsafe facilities. IHS training programs are infre-
quent and can create financial, transportation, and scheduling dif-
ficulties for counselors. Project Phoenix has a number of problems
and needs that must be addressed. Certainly this bill will help in
that regard. Title V of the Indian juvenile alcohol bill would ease
these problems by directing the BIA and IHS to study thoroughly
the extent of the drug and alcohol problem and would provide
treatment services such as detoxification, counseling, and followup
care.

The Indian Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Act
would not only supplement and strengthen Project Phoenix, but it
would improve the relatively few existing services and develop new
preventive and educational programs in the schools. These changes
.:-.nd additions are desperately needed by the Indian population. I
strongly urge the members of the Committee to act swiftly and ju-
diciously to report this bill or something similar for consideration
by the full House.

I thank the members of the committee for their attention this
morning and certainly their support for this effort.

Mr. MOODY. Thank you.
Mr. Bereuter.

STATEMENT oF HON. DOUGLAS K. BEREUTER, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF NEBRASKA

Mr. BEREUTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Chairman Udall.
Mr. McCain, I want to say that I have always felt very good

about having you follow me in that responsibility for people on our
side of the aisle. You have been extremely dedicated and competent
in pursuing it, and T feel very good about the leadership you have
brought to the subject. And I appreciate your kind words as well.

It is always a pleasure to testify before this committee. My only
disappointment is that it is not in the main hearing room, because
that is one of my favorite places iii the whole Capitol Hill area.

Today I am here to talk about a matter that is extremely impor-
tant to me as well as to hundreds of thousands of young Indian
children growing up in a difficult and challenging world. I am here
to talk about the pervasive problem of alcohol and drug dependen-
cy that occurs far too much on reservations and in Indian commu-
nities across the United States.

For several decades researchers have been investigating the use
and consequences of alcohol and drug abuse among native Ameri-
cans. Inevitably stereotypes developed about Indian drinking pat-
terns, although it is important to note that the phenomenon began
with the introduction of alcohol by early European explorers. Not
only did they bring horses, guns, and tools for trading purposes,
but they brought whiskey as well.

While clearly the reasons leading to such high rates of alcohol
and drug abuse among Indian people are complex, most Indian and
non-Indian researchers alike point to joblessness, dislocation from
tribal homelands, a decline in the importance of traditional cultur-
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al and religious influences, and increased external stresses on the
family unit as being among the major causes of alcohol and drug
abuse.

Obviously something needed to be done. This need goes back a
long, to way. I think we ought to expect that the blame not be
specifically directed to any one group of people, any one President,
any one Ad. ainistration, and that the natural bureaucratic tenden-
cy of any institution to be defensive ought to be resisted. We ought
to all move forward and try to find a solution and implement it.

As a result of concern that Mr. Daschle and I shared, in Novem-
ber 1983 we began discussing the extensive problems of alcohol and
drug abuse that we had observed among Indian youth on reserva-
tions in our own states and across the nation. Working closely with
the Interior Committee staff and members of the Interior Commit-
tee, we drafted a bill that we introduced late in the 98th Congress
as a discussion draft, H.R. 6196, the Indian Juvenile Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Prevention Act. We then mailed this legislation for
discussion to some 700 Indian tribal leaders, health and education
specialists and policymakers throughout the Unite.1 States, solicit-
ing their ions and opinions.

As a result of the hundreds of responses we received we redraft-
ed the measure and reintroduced it in this Congress, where it is
known as H.R. 1156.

In this regard, I would take this opportunity to express on the
record my tremendous appreciation for all the comments, the tribal
resolutions of support, and helpful suggestions that we received
from Indian people from all corners of Indian country and urban
areas, from Alaska to the Carolinas. Without their very concrete
assistance we could not have produced the legislation that you are
hearing today.

I might mention at this point t' at we have 57 cosponsors, a bi-
partisan basis for H.R. 1156. I also want to say that I am pleased to
be an original cosponsor of the legislation introduced by John
McCain, H.R. 2624. We are looking for, as Mr. McCain put it, the
bill that will be passed, signed into implemented.

The great response from Indian peo was not really a surprise.
After all, tribal leaders have been to Congress for some time
that alcohol and drug abuse is one of the greatest and perhaps the
greatest health and social problem found on reservations today.

Recognizing the urgency of the problem, members of the Senate
were also stimulated to offer legislation. Senator Mark Andrews of
North Dakota and a bipartisan group of cosponsors introduced com-
panion legislation and have held one hearing in this city. That bill,
incidentally, is almost exactly 1 le the one that you are hearing
here today. Tomorrow they are conducting their final hearing in
Anchorage, Alaska. My sincere thanks to my Senate counterparts
too for their swift response.

Finally, I want to shy a word of thanks to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and Indian Health Service for their actions in response to
congressional interest. While, candidly, we do not believe that their
actions go far enough nor that they are sufficiently comprehensive,
we have known and can see that they too share our concerns and
the concerns of the Indian people everywhere. We certainly agree
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that the insidious and devastating hold of alcohol and drugs on
Indian young people must be stopped.

Now I want to turn to a few points of substance in my testimony
today about the bill. Naturs.11 y I believe that all the pro7isions of
this bill are important, but today I will focus on only a couple.

The first matter I will address is what we mean as cosponsors of
this legislation by the term "program of instruction," a term used
in section 204 on page 5 of the bill. I think this is crucial, because
you are going to be receiving testimony following this explaining
the existing educational prevention efforts.

The bill would require the Bureau of Indian Affairs schools and
Bureau contract schools to offer programs of instruction in alcohol
and drug abuse prevention from kindergarten through 12th grades.
The legislation would encourage public schools that serve Indian
children to do the same. The point here is that we want alcohol
and drug abuse prevention and education to be a regular, consist-
ent part of the academic program, interwoven where appropriate
into health and physical education programs or history programs
or science or creative writing classes. The limits of teachers' imagi-
nations are the only limits to the ways that prevention can be
taught. Moreover, I specifically reject a 1-hour audio-visual presen-
tation, for example, an occasional evening lecture for families and
young people, or information posted on the school bulletin board as
meeting the uefinitions or intent I have in using the phrase "pro-
gram of instruction."

do not mean to suggest that this kind of minor emphasis given
to this serious problem is typical, but I want to be very specific and
say what we have in mind in this. neither do I believe it is accept-
able to have critical drug and alcohol prevention programs subject
to the vagaries of yearly funding competition or the shifting prior-
ities of administrators or teachers. We have heard too many stories
of tribes with drug and alcohol prevention programs well underway
who lose funding in subsequent years. Providing this critical type
of integrated educational offering in the classroom setting is the
best way to guard against the uneven funding patterns of compet-
ingprojects or emphases.

There is another education related matter that I wish to discuss,
Mr. Chairman. Our bill, H.R. 1156, makes provision to reach Indian
young children in public schools by expanding the Indian Educa-
tion Act, Title N. I believe that is perhaps lacking in the Senate
version.

I believe that meeting drug and alcohol prevention needs for
Indian youth would be incomplete if urban Indian adolescents were
not included in our efforts or concerns. After all, 50 percent of
Indian people now live in urban areas. In addition, there are some
areas where nearly all Indian children on a reservation attend
public schools. This is the case in my congressional district, the
First District of Nebraska. Nearly all of the children of the Santee
Sioux, the Omaha, and the Winnebago tribes of Nebraska are
served by public schools.

I would be disappointed if my effort to combat alcohol and drug
abuse among Indian youth did not benefit my own constituents.
Thus we revised Part A of the Indian Education Act to include as
eligible activities alcohol and drug abuse counseling. We also speci-
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fled that Part C moneys would be made available to urban Indian
centers for the training of alcohol and drug abuse counselors. And
we set aside 10 percent of Part B moneys for graduate fellowships,
although that is r matter of some controversy. But I think it is the
only way we are effectively going to see sufficient moneys going to
training counselors in this area.

When the use of Title IV provisions, which fund culturally rele-
vant programs under the Indian Education Act, are inadequate to
help Indian children in the public school setting, Part C moneys
that can be used to train counselors in Indian centers become par-
ticularly important. Experts have advised us that oftentimes the
Indian center provides a more secure, culturally relevant setting
for such young people. Therefore the role of Indian centers in
urban areas in this effort is a crucial one. They and tLe public
schools will provide the necessary and vital leadership needed in
urban Indian communities in the fight against alcohol and drug
abuse.

Finally, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I want to
share with the subcommittee an experience I had at a public school
on one of the reservations in my district. The impact of that visit
some 2 or 3 years ago has provided me with a constant source of
deep concern and resultant commitment to this legislation. Some
time ago I spent an afternoon at a school that has a fetal alcohol
syndrome program run by the Carl T. Curtis Health Education
Center in conjunction with the Omaha Tribe. Fetal alcohol syn-
drome, as most of my colleagues know, is caused by excessive
drinking during pregnancy. The most common manifestations of
the syndrome are varying degrees of mental retardation, facial ab-
normalities and abnormalities to the extremities, reduced birth
weight and length, as well as lifelong growth deficiencies. Fetal al-
cohol effect is a less devastating result of maternal drinking.

The tragic consequences of fetal alcohol syndrome and the ensu-
ing terrible waste of human lives can be totally prevented if moth-
ers abstain from alcohol consumption during pregnancy. But with-
out prenatal counseling about the effects of alcohol on t ? .e growth
and development of the fetus many young mothers will never know
what their drinking is doing to their unborn babies.

If you were to see the proportion of Indian children that are suf-
fering from mental retardation as a direct result of fetal alcohol
syndrome in these schools, I think most of you, despite your knowl-
edge of Indian affairs, would be shocked and appalled. Certainly
our colleagues who never get to an Indian reservation would be ap-
palled.

There is nothing more precious than the health and well-being of
a community's youth. As I am sure all of you would agree, young
people who have their health, their pride and sense of self-worth
will grow up to make the changes and meet the challenges that are
necessary to any society's growth and survival. I suggest that the
existence of strong, culturally viable, proud and self-sufficient
American Indian communities within our midst enriches the lives
of all Americans and reaffirms our dedication to a pluralistic socie-
ty. I firmly believe that this legislation is a necessary component in
the effort to achieve that goal.
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In closing, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I re-
quest permission to submit for the hearing record the letters of of-
ficial comment that we have received regarding H.R. 6196 of the
98th Congress and now H.R. 1156. I believe that these letters will
form an important addendum to the hearing record.

I thank you for your interest, your time and support, and we wel-
come any questions you might have for us.

Mr. MOODY. Thank you very much. Without objection, those let-
ters will be made part of the record.

[EDITOR'S NOTE.-At time of printing, Mr. Bereuter had not yet
supplied the above-mentioned letters. When received, they will be
placed in the committee files of today's hearing.]

Mr. MOODY. Does the gentleman from Arizona have any ques-
tions?

The CHAIRMAN. No. I just want to commend my two colleagues
for their ongoing support for this program. These are two very elo-
quent statements. I do not think I have very much to add to them.

I do think, as Mr. Bereuter pointed out, that we have got to
insist upon a major ongoing adequate program. The Administra-
tion's testimony in few minutes will tell us that there are some-
thing like 122 programs in effect, which would seem to me to be
suggesting daily ongoing programs. Actually they count a slide
show once or twice a year as an ongoing program; they count
things that are very small and really do not touch on a continuing
basis the people on our Indian reservations. I hope we will focus on
these things ,And this legislation will bring about a much better sit-
uation than we have today.

Thank you.
Mr. MOODY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The other gentleman from Arizona.
Mr. MCCAIN. I would just like to thank my two colleagues for

very important and impressive statements. I would like to elabo-
rate on what the chairman said. The statements, which I have
read, indicate that there are ongoing and serious programs. I do
not dei.y those statements. What I do question, and I think the
reason why there is need for legislation, is what has been the
effect? I hope that the witnesses that are coming up can show us
where there has been some improvement. So far the evidence that
my two colleagues and I have been able to obtain shows that not
only has there been no improvement, but there has been a serious
regression. That is why I think there is a strong requirement for
the Administration to consider further legislation.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I thank my colleagues.
Mr. MOODY. Thank you.
Let me just ask a question myself. I know you are not here to

testify on both bills, but could you just briefly outline the cost level
of your bill and perhaps comment on the cost level of the other
bill?

Mr. BEREUTER. I will be happy to try. We have a specific authori-
zation of $5 million to carry out Title II, III and IN, which relate to
law enforcement, family and social services and education.

Mr. McCain's bill, unless I am misinformed, has an authorization
of $1.5 million a year for education and training provisions. The
rest of the training would be out of existing HHS authority.
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I do think it is probably important to mention that the bill in the
other body calls for such sums as are necessary.

It is also probably important to mention that while there was
some early confusion section 503(c) does not authorize construction
of facilities. So that is an important point I hope you will keep in
mind. We asked that they look at existing Federal facilities and
then after looking at that come up with a deficit of facilities that
might be needed. But an additional separate authorization would
be required. Section 503, we have been told, and,we certainly in-
tended, does not constitute an authorization for construction.

Mr. DASCHLE. We think it is important that a dollar amount be
affixed at this point. Clearly you can authorize additional amounts
as you see the need, but I think some cost savings may actually be
accrued as well through much better coordination between BIA
and IHS and therefore a better understanding of what effort is un-
derway currently in the 122 projects, many of which may cost more
money but certainly have not demonstrated, as Mr. McCain said,
the effectiveness that they must to show the successful effort in
trying to address this problem.

Speaking for myself, I think it is difficult to affix a fmancial cost
here. Budgetarily it may be more than $5 million, but I think that
is an accurate assumption. It is a way to begin. I think that a
dollar amount has to be associated with this program. To the best
that we can establish, that is probably as reasonable an amount of
money as one could anticipate going into the program for the first
year.

Mr. BEREUTER. May 1 continue?
Mr. MOODY. Sure.
Mr. BEREUTER. We tried, of course, to be conservative in our

amount. People may well ask, how can you really accomplish any-
thing for an annual authorization of $5 million? Of course what is
important to bear in mind is the fact that we are talking about two
primary agencies in different cabinet level departments plus other
Federal Agencies that have an impact. I think coordination of ex-
isting programs through required agreements, memos of under-
standing, are crucial. It can be argued these things can be dome al-
ready, and indeed it is true most of them could be done. But they
obviously have not been done effectively, and I think that legisla-
tion, statutory direction where we can measure the results and spe-
cifically identify the expectations that Congress has for the kind of
coordination necessary to use existing facilities is essential, and
that is why we are able to accomplish what we think are major im-
provements with only $5 million authorization included.

Mr. DASCHLE. I would say one other point. It is not only existing
facilities but existing budget. I think there is room within the cur-
rent budget. If we would address the goals that we have set out in
this bill and try to address the organizational and structural re-
sponse to those goals, not only can we use existing facilities but we
can also use existing funds. Clearly in a year or so we may have to
reevaluate total cost and the impact that this is having, but I have
to say with some optimism that we can do this effectively given
current budget constraints and setting out the appropriate goals
with the budget and facilities that we have.
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Mr. MOODY. Are there any studies that either of you gentlemen
are aware ofand perhaps other witnesses laver on will bring them
upthat have pointed out the financial and social costs of not at-
tending to the problem? That is, it is not free to do nothing; there
are very serious and expensive consequences of the current state of
affairs. Has there been any quantification or measure of that?

Mr. DASCHLE. There have been efforts to quantify it, I do not
think successfully. There are parochial studies that have been
done, individual studies with regard to the impact on health care
in particular. But when one looks at health care and unemploy-
ment, the problems that we have in trying to provide the means by
which these people can even survive on the reservation, the eco-
nomic impact is clearly very, very devastating. While there may
not be a comprehensive report, there are plenty of reports on a spe-
cific basis dealing with specific reservations that give us pause and
certh'-ly give us a better understanding of the implications of
having done nothing so 41ir.

Mr. MOODY. Is it your impression that the cost of the current sit-
uation would probably exceed many, many millions of dollars? It
would sound that way. Do you have any indication that that is so?

Mr. DASCHLE. Based on the data that we have, there is no doubt
about it. Given the studies and the hearings that have already
been held in Arizona and South Dakota and elsewhere, the over-
whelming evidence is that because the sky...Lion has now become so
grave, not only among the adult populat;in but also among the
children, the cost of maintt: ling adequate health and economic
stability on the reservation is dramatically increasing simply be-
cause we are not effectively dealing with this problem.

Mr. BREMNER. I have heard Indian leaders and people who are
trained in the field suggest that over half of what we spend for as-
sistance in the area of medical assistance and social service assist-
ance to the Indian people of this country is directly related to
Indian abuse of alcohol and drugs; over half of our total expendi-
tures for medical and social service needs is related to that prob-
lem. I have no doubt that that is conservative.

Mr. DASCHLE. Ninety-one percent of the arrestsand I could be
off by one or two percentage pointson reservations today are al-
cohol related.

Mr. MOODY. Obviously all of those have costs.
Mr. Bereuter, do you know what the total cost is? You say over

half is related to alcohol. Do you know what that total is? We can
look it up.

Mr. BEREUTER. Total medical costs? I do not know at thismoment.
Mr. MOODY. Probably a lot more than $5 million.
Mr. BEREUTER. I think we are talking about hundreds of millions

of dollars annually.
Mr. DebODY. Probably close to $1/2 billion. To the extent that that

eluld be impacted, this bill might be very cost effective.
Mr. DASCHLE. There is no questions about that.
Mr. BEREUTER. That is right. All one has to do to get a quick ideaof it is to go to an Indian Health Service hospital and see the

extent of the hospital's resources that are set aside specifically fir.
treatment of people with this difficulty.
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Mr. MOODY. Are there any further comments?
[No respc Ilse.]
Mr. MOODY. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is Mrs. Hazel Elbert, Acting Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Indian Affairs, U.S. Department of the Interior.
[Prepared statement of Hon. Hazel Elbert, with attachment, may

',e found in appendix I.]

STATEMENT OF HON. HAZEL ELBERT, ACTING DEPUTY ASSIST.
ANT SECRETARY FOR INDIAN AFFAIRS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR, ACCOMPANIED BY NANCY C. GARRETT,
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN EDUCATION PRO-
GRAMS

Mrs. ELBERT. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
Committee. I am pleased to be here today to discuss with the com-
mittee the views of the Department of the Interior on H.R. 1156
and H.R. 2624 which deal with the prevention, identification and
treatment of alcohol and drug abuse among Indian youth.

Based on the testimony presented by the previous two witnesses
and discussions that the committee has had this morning, it is obvi-
ous that everyone has read the Department's statement. If it is OK
with the committee, I would like to submit the statement for the
record and answer questions that you might have.

Mr. MOODY. Without objection, the full statement will be made a
part of the record.

Mrs. ELBERT. I have with me to help answer questions on the
education portion of the testimony Nancy Garrett, who is the
Deputy Director, Office of Indian Education Programs, in the
Bureau.

M.. MOODY. Mrs. Elbert, would you take a moment just to sum-
marize your statement to give us a point of departure?

Mrs. ELBERT. Mr. Chairman, we too consider alcohol and drug
abuse to be the most serious social and health problem facing
Indian people today. Our statistics show that the majority of BT A
and tribal arrests involve alcohol and drug abuse and that many of
those arrested are juveniles.

The two bills that we are discussing here today attempt to ad-
dress the critical problem of alcohol and drug abuse in Indian
country by requiring more coordination of informa lion and services
between the BIA and the Indian Health Service; training of all per-
sonnel working directly with Indian youth; a more cr:nprehensive
education program in BIA schools; alternatfve placJments for chil
dren arrested for drug and alcohol related offenses; and more com-
prehensive alcohol and drug abuse treatment centers, which in-
clude detoxification facilities, counseling services, and followup
care.

Mr. Chairman, while we support the concepts of the legislation,
we oppose both of the bills as they are drafted. We agree there is a
need for better coordination with the Indian Health Service, which
H.R. 1156 provides. However, we believe that the Indian Health
Service is in a better position to provide services available to
people in the imn.ediate geographic areas. We also question wheth-
er there is a need for formal tribe-by-tribe agreements to identify
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and coordinate services which would force assistance to be allotted
on a first-come, first-served basis rather than to where the greatest
need might exist.

Both of the bills require that alcohol and drug abuse instruction-
al programs be provided to all students in BIA and contract
schools. We believe that this provision would be an appropriate re-
placement for the Indian school provisions in the Act of May 29,
1886, which requires similar instruction.

We have 122 alcohol and drug abuse programs in place in our
schools. We have attached a list of these schools to our testimony.
This year we plan to expand and improve these programs, in con-
nection with an interagency agreement with the Department of
Justice under which we have received $150,000, for training school
and dormitory staff in alcohol and drug abuse programs and for
purchasing classroom materials. Our preliminary plans are to pro-
vide training to teachers from 48 schools in 8 locin.::ns. This pro-
gram will also provide materials to schools which can be used im-
mediately by the teachers after they receive the training. We esti-
mate that this program will affect approximately 10,000 students.

In addition, five of our employees will receive training in Seattle
and become trainers of a new in-house training cadre. This cadre
will be used throughout the Bureau's education system to train
other teachers and staff.

Title II of H.R. 1156 requires the BIA awl contact schools to
remain open during the summer months to provide recreation and
counseling programs to Indian youth. We believe that this provi-
sion is unnecessary and would require the Bureau to provide pro-
grams that should be left to the Secretary's discretion. The need
for such programs should be determined by the agency on the basis
of need and availability of resources rather than by congressional
mandate.

Finally, Title II of H.R. 1156 requires the Bureau to publish a
quarterly newsletter to report on Indian alcohol and drug abuse
projects. We feel that this provision is unnecessary. The Bureau re-
cently contracted with the Tom Clary Institute Inc. to publish and
distribute a newsletter called "Linkages for Indian Child Welfare
Programs." We propose expanding this newsletter to include topics
on juvenile alcoholism and drug abuse. The first issue is scheduled
to be published under the contract this month, and I believe we al-
ready have that publication in the mail to the recipients of the
newsletter.

Title IV of H.R. 1156 authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to
promulgate guidelines authorizing law enforcement officers to
place juveniles arrested for offenses related to the abuse of alcohol
and drugs in emergency shelters or a community-based treatment
facility. We agree that where such facilities are available law en-
forcement officers should have guidelines to asist them in deter-
mining proper placement of juveniles when they are apprehended.

Title IV of H R. 1156 also requires the Secretary to establish tem-
porary emergency shelters to house Indian juveniles apprehended
for offenses relating to alcohol and drug abuse. We recognize the
need for some kind of emergency shelter or facility to address the
problem. However, we must assure that any facilities that we es-
tablish for these purposes are not duplicative of the existing net-
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works of special care facilities and foster homes supported by the
Indian Child Welfare Act grant program. We therefore telieve that
no special funding authority is presently needed to establish special
new emergency shelters.

In using any facilities, we would propose using State and tribal
licensing requirements as we do under the Indian Child Welfare
Act. We do not support the concept of compensation to Indian fami-
lies providing emergency shelters to juveniles. The number of
available families with adequate facilities to provide these services
is limited in the reservation setting and if the juvenile is not pro-
vided with counseling or other necessary services the home simply
provides a holding facility that in many cases wodt-i not be ade-
quate to deal with the needs of the youth.

There are several provisions in the bill that pertain specifically
to Indian Health Service and we would defer to Indian Health
Service to answer those questions. I will not elaborate on those.

We applaud the Congress in attempting to address this very seri-
ous and complex problem, but for the reasons outlined above we
oppose both of the bills. However, we would be pleased to work
with the Committee in addressing these problems.

This concludes my statement.
Mr. MOODY. Thank you.
It sounds as though your opposition is based more on some of the

drafting language than on substance.
Mrs. ELBERT. That is essentially correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MOODY. Maybe there are ways of redrafting or modifying

those bills which would make them acceptable. Is that accurate?
Mrs. ELBERT. I would think we would be able to work with the

Committee to work out some of the problems that we have with the
bill.

Mr. MOODY. Thank you.
Mrs. ELBERT. Mr. Chairman, I would also like to offer for the

record a copy of our newspaper "Linkages", which we just pub-
lished and is now in *lie mail to all of the recipients.

Mr. MOODY. We will be glad to put that in the record. Thank
you.

[EDrroR's NOTE.-At time of printing, the Department had not
yet supplied the above- mentioned newspaper. When received, they
will be placed in the committee files of today's he wring.]

Mr. MOODY. Let's see if the committee member s have questions.
The gentleman from Arizona.
Mr. McCADr. Madam Secretary, I thank you very much for your

statement of desire and commitment to address this issue. I am a
bit intrigued at your statement that you object to the legislation as
drafted. I see numerous objections to H.R. 1156, but I do not see
any objections to H.R. 2624. Perhaps you could tell me where it is
that you object to H.R. 2624.

Mrs. ELBERT. I believe the bills are essentially the same except in
some areas where the Indian Health Service or the Department of
HHS would be required to do some thini,s different than what is in
H.R. 1156, and it was in those areas where we deferred to HHS for
response.
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Mr. McCAThi. I understand that you referred them to IHS for a
response, so you basically took it out of your area of responsibility.
Can you tell me where the BIA objects to H.R. 2624?

Mrs. ELBERT. I believe the way it is drafted, where it touches
upon those areas that I elaborated on here, we would object to
those.

Mr. McCMN. Madam Secretary, I see nothing in your statement
that objects to H.R. 2624. You were asked in your testimony to
show the areas where you objected. I see numerous objections to
H.R. 1156, which are areas which are different from H.R. 2624. I
hope you will go back and look at H.R. 2624 and illuminate the
committee on the areas where you are objecting to H.R. 2624.

I also would like to follow up on the chairman's statement and
elaborate a bit. Do you agree that not enough is being done to
combat the problem of alcohol and drug abuse on Indian reserva-
tions in America today?

Mrs. ELBERT. Mr. Chairman, this is such a serious problem with
the Indian people in Indian country today that I do not think we
can do enough at the moment. This bill is not enough. Anything
that we can do would simply not be enough to combat the problem.

Mr. Meaux. Thank you. Do you think that we are doing enough
at the present time?

Mrs. ELBERT. My own personal view is, no, we are not. We are
doing as much as we can, I think, within our available resources.

Mr. MeCADT. I understand that and apprciate that, and I appre-
ciate your efforts and those of your organization. If not enough is
being done, though, outside of the amounts of funding and author-
ity that your office has, is there a need for then to take addition-
al steps to try and address the problem with bills such as that of
Mr. Daschle and Mr. Bereuter's and my own? Would you agree
with that?

Mrs. ELBERT. Yes, I would agree with that. That is why we would
be happy to sit down with the committee to work on the bills to
reacn agreement on how we think they should be drafted.

Mr. MeCAni. Good. I look forward to that opportunity and I wish
that we had done it some time ago.

I would like to just mention a couple of things about your state-
ment where you list 122 alcohol and drug abuse programs in place
in schools. Madam Secretary, I have to say that is a bit misleading.
There are programs listed which are funded strictly by the tribes;
there are pi grams which are occasional, yearly; there are pro-
grams which are simply not phased in at this time. There is ample
evidence that many of the 122 that you list simply are not pro-
grams. I am not accusing you of falsehood. Please don't get me
wrong. But one gets a different impression from your listing when
you investigate how really meaningful and substantive these pro-
grams are.

I agree that efforts are being made, but I would just like to give
you an example of Chinle, which is numbers 2 through 11 on your
list. These schools are identified as having a program operated
through a "Navajo Alcohol Program." It is my understanding that
this is a 3-day, 3-phase program provided once a year. I think that
is somewhat different than the kinds of impressions that might be
conveyed.
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The only reason why I am bringing that up is because it is the
opinion of this member that vo...i need to do a lot more. I think we
can do a lot of it with existing funds. One of the parts of my bill
which Think is very important is to identify those areas which are
in near crisis status and devote efforts to those areas. This is not
unusual. It happens in every Departmert and even in this convo-
luted body. We identify an area of crisis, such as the budget crisis.
Then we put in our best efforts and talents and devote them to
that. We have areas of crisis on Indian reservations today, and I
think we must identify those areas and devote our resources and
efforts to the worst areas first.

One of the things I have learned about Indian reservations, is
that they are not all the same. In fact, they vary dramatically, eco-
nomically, social advancement, educationally, in every possible
way. It seems to me that if we enact blanket programs we may not
be focusing on the areas which are of the most critical importance.
They are all important, but there are certain areas that need our
immediate attention.

I think the lady to your right would like to rebut. Would you
identify yourself, please.

I am sorry for taking so much time, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. GARRETT. I tan Nancy Garrett, Deputy Director or the Office

of Indian Education Programs. Congressman, it is not so much to
rebut. The Navajo alcohol program represents, I think, an enor-
mous commitment on the part of the Navajo Tribe to provide an
alcohol and drug abuse prevention program for the schools on the
Navajo. In the case of Chin le, it is true that speakers from the
tribe do come in for a certain number of days throughout the
school year and make a presentation. However, the schools in the
Chinle, as well as the other schools on Navajo, have tried to inte-
grate into their health program the basic thrust of that program
developed by the Navajo Tribe. So while there is certainly what
you said, that special 3- or 4- or 5-day emphasis, there is also woven
into the curriculum of those schools, in the health component of
the curriculum, a recurrin? message o.1 alcohol and drug preven-
tion.

Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you. 1 appreciat, what you say, and I also
appreciate the commitment of the Navajo Tribe to this effort, but I
think the bottom line is, what has been the overall effect of these
programs? I think that the testimony of tribal chairman after
tribal chairman, tribal councilman after tribal councilman will be
that we have not made any progress: in fact, the opposite result
has been true. And that is why I hope that we will be able to work
together to develop legislation which will more adequately attack
the problem.

I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, in all candor, it may cost
money. The point was made by the previous witnesses that the
amounts of money that are being spent by Indian Health Service
today on problems that directly result from alcohol and substance
abuse far exceed any imaginable amount of money that might be
enacted by any legislation on this issue.

I thank you for your indulgence.
Mr. MOODY. Thank you.
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Before I turn to the other members of the panel, let me just
follow up on a point or two. You said that we are not doing enough
today but that we are doing the best within existing resources. I
think I am summarizing you correctly. Don't you feel that existing
resources might be reorganized to do more? That has been some of
the conclusions in the testimony already received, that some of
these programs might be streamlined, dovetailed, consolidated. Are
you saying we are optimizing our existing resources?

Mrs. ELBERT. At the moment I do not believe we are optimizing
those existing resources. The BIA does not receive appropriations
specifically for alcohol and drug abuse. However, if there was some
coordination between our programs that we do implement in the
human service area and Indian Health Service, which does receive
funds for this purpose, I think, to some extent, we could probably
better use the funds to address these problems.

Mr. Moony. So you do agree that more coordination is needed?
Mrs. ELBERT. I do agree that more coordination can be carried on

with Indian Health Service.
Mr. MOODY. In light of your comment that we are not doing

enough, perhaps it would be appropriate fter some of the details
are worked out that the statement of your Bureau would be that
you support these bills rather than oppose them, but with reserva-
tions.

Mrs. ELBERT. I think that is what we are saying here already.
Mr. MOODY. Thank you. I would like to have it on the record thni.

in effect you are saying you support the goals of the bill but you
have some reservations about some of the concepts of the bill.

Mrs. ELBERT. Yes, sir.
Mr. MOODY. Thank you.
Mr. Richardson.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will make a brief

statement and then perhaps reserve the balance of my time for
after we return.

Mr. MOODY. Yes. We have a quorum call in a few minutes.
Mr. RICHARDSON. I do of want to cast gloom on this hearing, but

this is the third hearing that I have attended and the BIA's re-
sponse has been identical in these three same hearings. I commend
Mr. McCain and Mr. Bereuter.

I think the BIA has blatantly failed. Mrs. Elbert, I do not mean
you personally. I think you are a fine professional. But I think to
say that the BIA shar,...4 the goalssure, we are all against Indian
juvenile alcoholism, but the performance is almost nonexistent.

This is the third hearing I have been to and I hear the same kind
of response t..) the most serious problem on the Indian reservation.
We 7,ould save money on law enforcement and social services if we
just work together to generate more programs. I do not think it
would mean necessarily more money but with existing resources.

You are talking about 122 programs that you have in place in
the schools. I can tell you three right now that I think you are in-
cluding in your 122, the Navajo Chinle, Fort Defiance, Eastern
Navajo Agency, Navajo Alcohol Program, where you are not con-
tributing at all. It is the State of Arizona, the State of New Mexico,
the IHS. I do not understand where there is this overwhelming
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view that you have a commitment towards doing something. I just
do not see it in policy, in deed, in funding.

The BIA has been without an assistant secretary for about 8
months now. Maybe that is the problem. I do not know what it is.

I think, Mr. Chairman, we have got to enact Mr. McCain's bill or
Mr. Bereuter's bill to provide some direction. We are going through
a phase of (histrionics) here. There is no action.

I respectfully disagree with my good friend from Wisconsin Sure,
their intent is there. We are all against Indian alcoholism, especial
ly among young kids, but where are the deeds? Where are the pro-
grams? Where are the ideas? Where is the commitment? Where is
the coordination? I think unless the Congress takes a leadership
role we are not going to do anything.

Mr. MOODY. While I give Mrs. Elbert a chance to organize her
answer, we will take a break for a roll call.

AFTER RECESS

Mr. DE LUGO [presiding]. Madam Secretary, we will continue.. I
am going to sit in for Bill Richardson, who I think will be here in a
few minutes to take over as Chairman.

When we broke I think you were going to answer a question. The
Chairman said you might take that time to prepPre your answer.

Mrs. ELBERT. I believe Congressman Richardson had made a
statement. I do not have a rebuttal, if that is what we want to call
it, to the things that he said. A lot of the things he said in his
statement were true. We have been without an Assistant Secretary
for Indian Affairs foi well over 8 months, and there is an awful lot
that needs to be done. If there is anything done legislatively, I
think probably it should be done within existing resources. '.. be-
lieve he said that he did not feel that anything was going to get
done unless it was mandated by legislation. My thought on that is
whatever is done we should do it within existing resources.

Mr. DE LUGO. My recollection as tc what Congressman Richard-
son was saying was that he attended three of these hearings and
heard virtually the same things, that nothing had come a them,
and he was obviously very frustrated. I must say that when I was
listening I looked at the Department's statement. At first I
thought, well, you are opposing the legislation, but as you testified,
Madam Secretary, ! was very glad that it was brought out that in
fact it is more a question of drafting. At that time I made an aside
to somebody and I said, "Why, don t we just adjourn this meeting
and start working on the legislation and then get back and move
some legislation?" Because while we are here talking, alcohol and
drugs are destroying the lives of young people.

Mr. McCAm. Mr. Chairman, if I could comment on your com-
ment.

Mr. DE LUGO. Yes.
Mr. MCCAIN. We are also going to need that kind of commitment

on the part of IHS as well as the Office of Management and
Budget. As we know from our previous experience, sometimes the
Office of Management and Budget is less than desirous of partici-
pating to help draft legislation which costs additional moneys.
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While we are waiting for Mr. Richardson, I would like to ask
unanimous consent that we have 3 to 5 days to submit questions
for the record.

Mr. DE Luao. Without objection.
Mr. McCATht. I think it is important also that we recognize that

this problem has been exacerbated by the reductions in overall
fundings that have taken place over the last five years for all MIA
and HIS budgets. I do have some sympathy for the Secretary .here.
If funding for other programs is reduced, that reduces economic op-
portunity, it reduces hope, which may lead to the obvious recourse
to drug, alcohol, an-'. substance abuse. We are on a downward cycle,
I think a case can be made, and I would hope th,..t the IHS repre-
sentatives, our next witnesses, would also want to join us in help-
ing to draft legislation which would be acceptable to the adminis-
tration.

Thank you.
Mr. DE LUGO. Thank you, Mr. McCain.
Let me also say this. When we deal with the question of alcohol

and drag abuse there are many that still do not accept the fact
that alcoholism and drug abuse can be cured, at least that you can
live a day at a time and live a good life. There are many who are
still blind to what we have discowred about alcohol and drug
abuse just recently within the last 1141 or 15 years. We are not talk-
ing about some meaningless exercise here; we are talking about
something that has bcen proven in the last 10 or 15 years to be a
way of saving lives and of avoiding a tremendous amount of
misery. Of course if we can do it through education to avoid the
addiction, that is the best way. If you do have the problem of alco-
holism and drug addiction, then there has to be a cure or the hope
that the person can live a normal and productive life. We know
that this can be done. But it takes a commitment and it takes
something more than all of us just talking about it.

I did have one question. Madam Secretary, it was brought out by
several of the members here thee, in your 122 alcohol and drug
abuse programs that are in place in the schools that in fact many
of these are not active and many of them are very short term. In
fact, some of them are 3-day programs. Do you think that a 3-day
program is adequate?

Mm. ELBERT. I would like to refer to Nancy Garrett to answer
that question. I am not sure that that is what is happe ling here,
whether these are 3-day programs or 1-day programs, or what have
you. I think Nancy would be able to give you a little more detail
about them.

Mr. DE Luao. That is our information.
Ms. Gamma. Mr. Chairman, as we were discussing with Con-

gressman McCain, there are programs that are 1 day, 2 days, 3
days, 1 week. The specific programs that we were talking about on
Navajo are a 3-day focus basically once a year as an attempt to
make children aware of how damaging alcohol can be to their
bodies. I went on to say that we have tried to take the thrust of
that program and build it into the health curriculum in those
schools. While that still does not go far enough, and I would be
foolish to sit here and say that we have done everything that we
can, nonetheless our focus on alcohol and drug at use has been pri-
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manly over the last 2 years. We admit that there is a lot more that
we can do, but we also say that we have made a beginning. Cer-
tainly a 3-day program is a start. We need to work harder at build-
ing it into a regular curriculum. Maybe not just in health; maybe
in history; maybe in social studies; maybe in other programs.

Mr. DE LUGO. Obviously a 3-day program is a start. Let me ask
you this. What does the Bureau consider adequate and effective
preventive education?

Ms. Gwaiurrr. Mr. Chairman, it wo'!d be difficult to define the
word "adequate" in the context of the hugeness of this whole issue
on reservations. One of the things that we say in our testimony is
that we have just recently entered into 3n agro.ment with the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention at the U.S.
Department of Justice for a special emphasis in about 50 of our
schools, touching the lives of as many as 10,000 children. It is a
very aggressive effort to make children aware, as I said, of the psy-
chological, physiological, and sociological effects of alcohol. While I
cannot really define the word "adequate," we are searching and
looking, like public schools around this country, for how far do you
go in providing prevention programs in our schools.

Mr. DE LUGO. With all this misery and everything, at some point
it should be determined what is considered by the Department ade-
quate and effective preventive education programs to be conducted
in the classroom with the students. I just feel we should get on
with the legislation.

Mr. Chairman, I have no more questions.
Mr. RICHARDSON. [presiding]. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Elbert, once again, we have worked with you and Nancy

Garrett, and my comments earlier were institutional and not di-
rected at both of you. If you still remember what I said, would
either one of you like to respond?

Ms. Gmurrrr. We did in your absence, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. ELBERT. I do not have anything to add, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Summarize what you said. It is of interest to

me.
Mrs. ELBERT. I guess what I really said was that I did not really

have a rebuttal to what you said. It is true that we have been with-
out leadership for a good long while, I believe in excess of 8
months. We are getting pretty close to 1 year now. Maybe that does
have some bearing on what we have done or what we have not
done in this area.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Does Mr. Hodel care about Indian issues? Is he
involved at all?

Mrs. ELBERT. I am certain Mr. Hodel cares about Indian issues.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, thank you both.
Our next witness is Dr. Robert Kreuzburg, the Acti.g Deputy Di-

rector of the Indian Health Service. He is accompanied by Dr.
Craig Vanderwagen, the Acting Director of the Division of Clinical
and Environmental Servies, and Mr. Russell Mason, Chief of the
Alcoholism Branch Program.

Gentlemen, welcome to the committee. In the interest of time,
your statement will be inserted in th.. record and I would like to
have you summarize, if you could.
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[Prepared statement of Dr. Robert Kreuzburg may be found in
appendix I.]

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT KREUZBURG, ACTING DEPUTY DI-
RECTOR, INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. CRAIG
VANDERWAGEN, ACTING DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF CLINICAL
AND ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES; AND RUSSELL MASON,
CHIEF OF THE ALCOHOLISM BRANCH PROGRAM

Dr. Minimum. Our opening statement generally goes to thefact that the Department opposes the enactment of the two bills
and then goes into what we are doing and why we would indeed
oppose the enactment of the bill.

The Department and MS certainly share the concerns of the
committee and Indian communities that have worked so hard on
developing these bills. We are quite aware and have been involved
in some of the development of the bills and have worked with some
of the staff of the committee in helping with these bills. We feel
that in general we have the legislative mechanism to carry out the
majority of the items that are mentioned in this bill at the presenttime.

We have known for some time about alcoholism and drug abuse,
which we prefer to call substance abuse, because studies are show-
ing that they really aren't separate; they should be combined, you
can deal with them the same way. We have been aware of that for
many years.

Under the previous funded and directed programs that were
begun in 1976 we interpreted the intent of C'ngress to be that
most of those programs funded through the alcoholism appropi ia-
tion dollars were to be directed toward treatment. Since 1983,
which you mentioned was the beginning of looking at prevention as
a real effort, and then really getting on board in 1984 and now on
into 1985, we have begun to redirect the efforts within the Indian
Health Service at prevention, with the understanding that we still
have the congressional intent of those alcoholism programs to-
wards treatment.

As a result of that, much effort has already gone into altering
our approach at dealing with alcoholism and substance abuse. TheIndian Health Service is taking great strides in trying to redirect
our available resources to address prevention as compared to treat-
ment. That was prior to the introduction of these bills but also sub-
sequent to having reviewed :hese bills. The Senate's bill obviously
',Rs influenced our thinking in our programs, and we are already
moving in that direction.

We do have a lot of programs that are described in here that
show that we are doing innovative things. When I use the word
"we" I don't mean to imply that it is just the Indian Health Serv-
ice. I think you must remember that th_t "we" is the Indian com-
munities, the Indian Health Service and all the other resources
that are provided to Indian groups.

Many of the Indian alcoholism programs that we have funded
over the years have additional funds and resources from the states,
as was mentioned. So it is not just the Indian Health St 'ice
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budget that is providing alcoholism services. Through the dedicated
efforts of the Indian community eney have sought out other re-
sources to address this issue.

It is quite clear to us that the Indian community is the key. Nev
studies have shown that the young people, who are the highest
risk, are those who lack the support of family, home, community,
have a poor image of themselves, have poor self-esteem, and many
of the programs that we are beginning to look at now are begin-
ning to address those needs, which indeed can be met through edu-
cation but also through the health arm, which is IHS.

So we have several programs across the country already that are
beginning to deal with that issue. And that is relatively new. Nine-
teen eighty-three is not long ago and the effectiveness of those pro-
grams is hard to measure in just 2 years.

In our opening statement we have presented some of tb'se inter-
esting ways that we have been trying to address the alcoholism
problem among even the very young, down to the kindergarten
age.

Specifically in regards to why the Department would not want
this legislation, as I mentioned originally, we feel that most of
these things could be carried out within our present legislaave
rules and regulations, and therefore as a result of this we are be-
ginning to look at ways to do that. That means redirecting avail-
able resources that we have to make programs more efficient, but
also to reprioritize our health needs and indeed make sure that we
do not negatively impact on any services, such as maternal and
child health efforts or other activities that vie might have to redi-
rect funds from.

Specificallyand I think it was askQd of the BIAin regards to
the two bills, there are some things that we mentioned in our open-
ing statement that we specifically oppose in relation to those. One
is in H.R. 2624. We oppose the establishment of an Office of Indian
Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse with a mandatory organizational
structure. We feel that that should be carried out by the existing
staff and mainly in the field, which is the key, because more and
more evidence is the communities have to be involved if you are
really going to make an impact on prevention.

We also believe that the two bills contain redundant authorities.
They call for authorities and activities at L national level which
can more effectively and economically be lone at the local level. It
wuld dissipate available resources by directing them into produc-
ing natio al re orts and studies and away from services and have
unrealistic schedules for these reports.

We already have announced that we are in full agreement, as
the BIA was, with a formal agreement with the Secretary of the
Interior if we need to. I think, though, there is ample evidence, at
leaseat the local level when you get down to actual working where
the people are, that regardless of the bureaucracy the people are
working together. But at the central level, as we said to the Senate,
we don't quite get along.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Just like the Congress.
Dr. KREUZBURG. The length of time for the reports and things

seems a little bit c hort and creates a burden that could take away
from the delivery of services.
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Title III of H.R. 1156 and section 4 of H.R. 2624 mandates certain
family and social services training activities whick the President's
budget does not contain funds for, and therefore we obviously
would oppose those.

Section 502 of H.R. 1156 is based on the premise of the Secretary
of Health and Human Services having the sole responsibility for
residential alcohol and drug abuse treatment centers for Indian ju-
veniles. We believe this could go beyond the health related author-
ity and responsibilities that were transferred to the Public Health
Service in 1954 and could remove or cloud those responsibilities re-
maining to the Secretary of the Interior.

There are a few more specific reasons why we would oppose or
not some of the sections. We do, however, agree with the commit-
tees that this is a serious problem. I think that the Indian Health
Service has taken the work that these committees have done, from
the testimony in the field that we have seen and participated in,
and is addressing these needs within the available resources and
authority that we now have.

With that, I will be happy to answer any questions.
Mr. RIMARDSON. Thank you.
Mr. McCain.
Mr. McCAng. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Kreuzburg, I appreciate many ofyour remarks. I will try not

to get too exercised as we discuss the issue here. I think your point
that the Indian community is the key to solving this problem is
certainly a very apt and important one. The Indian community in
response to both Mr. Daschle, Mr. Bereuter and myself have over-
whelmingly stated that they feel that there is a need for legisla-
tion, that there is a need for additional help, that there is a need
for additional coordination among the programs and the agencies
that are involved in this issue. They also feel that it is now the
number one problem facing the young people of their tribes. I
guess my question to you is, if the Indian community is the key, do
you believe that there is no need for legislation?

Dr. Kitzuzsuaq. We do not believe that we need this legislation
because we have the legislative mandates already to carry out all
except those that specifically we oppose, and therefore I believe we
would be carrying out the wishes of the Indian community in
dressing those that they also have raised to us in our alcoholism
review meetings that we have already had this year.

Mr. McCAisi. Let me suggest to you, sir, that there has been a
severe communications breakdown between you and the Indian
community, because that is not apparent to the 20 tribes of the
State of Arizona that I have visited personally and many other res-
ervations across this country.

". here are a couple of areas that I would like to discuss with you
specifically.

You oppose training of community health representatives be-
cause the President's budget did not request money for these posi-
tions. I understand that you have to support the President's budget
and work with the President, but I think it is also abundantly ap-
parent that this Congress will not allow the Community Health
Representative program to die, because we realize that it is the one
vital link between preventive health and the hospitals that we
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have in the Indian community. Places like the Havasupai Tribe,
whose reservation is at the bottom of the Grand Canyon, could not
exist without a community health representative.

I think it is a bit unrealistic for you to object to our bill on the
basis that the President's budget will do away with the community
health representative when you and I know full well that that will
be one of the last Indian programs that this Congress will see dis-
appear, for very legitimate reasons.

I think you oppose any form of reformulation of the administra-
tive responsibilities within the Department. You mentioned that
there are 200-and-some-odd programs ongoing. I would say to you
that a case can be made that one of the reason, why these pro-

) grams have not made the impact that they were intended to is be-
cause of a lack of coordination. So I think there is a definite need
for better coordination of organizations. As mentioned by a couple
of my colleagues, it may not cost as much money as some people
envision if we could get better coordination and implementation of
existing programs as opposed to operating separate little empires
throughout the Agency. That is one of the intents of this legisla-
tion.

I also hope that maybe you would appreciate that there is an
overwhelming body of opinion within the Indian community believ-
ing that legislation is required. That in itself should be justification
for you to reexamine your position as to whether it is or not, be-
cause we are trying to address the needs of the Indian community
in America, not of the IHS, not of the HHS, not anybody else, nor
any Federal bureaucracy. We are trying to address the needs of the
Indian community in America and the Indian community in Amer-
ica is crying out for assistance.

So I would hope that you would reexamine your position and say
that maybe there is a way that you could work together with Con-
gress to try and come up with a piece of legislation so we can
assure the Indian community in America that we are concerned
and want to help. I can tell you that by coming here before this
Committee and saying everything is either under existing author-
ity or redundant, I think you are sending the wrong signal.

I tiope you will reconsider your position and, as the previous wit-
nesses from the BIA, display a willingness to sit down with the
members of this Committee on a bipartisan basisI am happy to
say that Mr. Richardson, Mr. Udall and I and cthers have always
attacked these issues on a bipartisan basisso that we can hopeful-
ly get something meaningful, accomplished. I would be more than
happy to listen to your response.

Dr. KREUZBURG. I think we would respond the same as the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. We certainly would be willing to sit down
with the committee and the staff of the committee and work with
them on addressing these issues. In the meantime, I think we
would again state that as a result of all the work that has already
been done we will be moving ahead to accomplish much of what is
already in these under our existing authorities. We would certainly
be willing to reexamin9 our stand on opposing the legislation.

Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. de Lugo.
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Mr. DE LuGo. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want to
associate myself in the strongest possible manner with the excel-
lent statement that was just made by the gentleman from Arizona,
Mr. McCain.

Regarding the programs in your statement on page 3, those 219
contracted programs, how many juvenile adrissions were there for
the detoxification, primary residential treatment, halfway houses,
and outpatient services during fiscal year 1984?

Dr. KREUZBURG. I will ask Mr. Mason if he can give us those
numbers.

Mr. MASON. In fiscal year 1985 we had an inpatient load of 1,404,
an outpatient case 'oad of 3,312, for a total of 4,716 that were re-
ferred or came to our residential or our alcoholism programs for
treatment.

Mr. In LUGO. How many of those were :Angle encounters and
how many were repeat encounters?

Mr. MASON. These are all single encounters.
Mr. DE LuGo. No repeat encounters?
Mr. MASON. Not according to our information.
Mr. DE LuGo. Page 3 of your statement. How many juveniles and

adult admissions were there in fiscal year 1984 for treatment in
the 48 IHS hospitals and the 200 clinics?

Dr. KREUZBURG. Total number of discharges for alcoholism and
drug dependence age 15 to 24 years with all our facilities, including
those that we cc ntract withI don't have it separated by just our
48 IHS facilities on this sheet, sir We could probably find that and
probably brak that out for youI'm sorry. It is broken out. There
are 297 discharges in our direct facilities, which would correspond
to the 13 that you mentioned.

Mr. DE LuGo. Is this number increasing over the years? And
what is the average cost per patient for detoxification treatment?

Dr. KREUZBURG. I think probably will have to provide that for
you, sir, to answer that specifically, to 1,reak it down that way.

Mr DE LUG;,. I would like to request, Mr. Chairman, that that be
done.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Without objection.
[EDITOR'S NOTE.At time of printing, the Department had not

yet supplied the information requested by Mr. (le Lugo. When re-
ceived, that material will be placed in the ,:ommittee files of
today's hearing.]

Mr. DE LuGo. On p^ge 3 you also state that IHS staff is working
with tribal leaders, school and county government officials to help
change community values which reinforce alcoholism and alcoholic
behavior. Where and how has this happened, specifically?

Dr. KREUZBURG. Dr 'anderwagen is closer to that.
Dr. VANDERWAGEN I will just highlight for you one or two pro-

gram:- that demonstrate the dynamics of that activity. They are not
necessarily directed strictly at suhstary.,^ abuse but rather look at
overall approaches to Indian health aid lifestyle. Last FridE.y
the Today program they feat fired the rani fitness program in Zuni,
New Mexico. One of the features of that pi ugram is that it was
originally targeted at dealing with diabetes. However, the impact
in the comma 'ity of having the community involved with the fit-
ness program has led to a broader scale set of impacts, including
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that there is a decline now it substance abuse activity in that com-
munity. To give you relevant numbers, 2 years ago they started
with appro-cimately 3 exercise classes a week, and as of a month or
so ago the community was running 50 exercises a week in that
community of 7000 people.

The community response to a positive view of health has been
tremendot s and its impact has been felt in the school system
where the health curriculum with a specific emphasis on substance
abuse has just taken off, and we are seeing some real positive
health impacts in that community. It is a model of the kind of pro-
gram we would like to extend into other communities.

Another example that focuses around a BIA boarding school
rather than a specific community emphasis is to be found at the
boarding school in Chemawa where a model dorms project that was
initially developed with BIA focuses NI recreational therapies ane
recreational activities for kids as an alternative to substance abus-
ing behaviors.

We do have some data on the program at Phoenix Indian School
and the Truman Institute that we think embody many of those
same kinds of dynamics, and we look forward to data being gener-
ated from those programs to really substantiate our belief that
these are the kind of programs that have the broadest impact on
the youth in Indian country.

Mr. DE LUGO. How does IHS presently evaluate the effectiveness
of its programs? In your professional opinion, is this an appropriate
method, and how long has IHS used the present rating system?

Dr. KREUZBURG. I will ask Mr. Mason to describe the process.
But I think, yes, we do look at that as a way of measuring the ef-
fectiveness of that, and it has just been completed, so we are evalu-
ating it.

Mr. MASON. The first . valuation that we did and completed 2
YPArs sign IVAQ we ir'^I'4'11 `'# 44.:.% CriL.Istrt aive pail L i.lie program
basically to establish some accountability, and this was after the
transfer from NIAAA to IHS. In our last evaluation, which was
completed 1 year ago, we looked at the appropriateness of the pro-
gram primarily to measure outcome, looking at outcome in terms
of those clients or patients who had completed negotiated treat-
ment plans. I think that we found that the majority of the pro-
grams were successful or were providing successful treatment to
the clients.

Mr. DE LUGO. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you very much.
Doctor, I am going to be nice to you because : lu have one of my

constituents with you, Dr. Vanderwagen. I do have three questions
that I want to ask you, and most of them are statistical.

You say you have 219 substance abuse programs. How many of
' ..Lose programs and how much of the $25 million alcoholism budget
that you have is directed toward Indian youth and preventive ef-
forts among youth?

Dr. KREUZBURG. I do not know that I can say how much to
Indian youth I can say that of the 60 percent of the tribes who re-
sponded to our questionnaire 88 percent of them reported preven-
tion efforts. Only 30 percent of the IHS fr qded programs., have pre-
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vention services, but they had changed their structure such that
prevention becomes a part of it.

This is new. It really is new. In the past treatment was the em-
phasis. Now prevention is. These programs are now just coming on
board of redirecting their resources that they are given, and that
takes a significant change in their management of those programs
and has an impact on economy and work load, et cetera.

We were amazed to find that of these programs 88 percent of
them are now talking prevention, looking to prevention as being
important; 30 percent of them actually are providing those services
just in a matter of 2 years.

Mr. RICHARDSON. But you don't break down in age groups? Do
you have a ballpark figure? How many under 21, perhaps?

Mr. MASON. We have just recently completed a prevention inven-
tory that we initiated. I will be going out to Albuquerque next
week to meet with the people and we will have a final report, and I
am sure that we can get that type of information.

Mr. RICHARDSON. I would like you to provide thfit for the record.
I think that is basic information that we need. That 88 percent
sounds good.

What is the annual cost to IHS of related clinical treatment of
alcohol abuse, trauma, drug related trauma, drug related disease?
Do we have any idea?

Dr. KREUZBURG. I think i' would be hard to give an absolute
figure. We were trying to ans er that sitting there in the audience.
We would say that in addition to the alcoholism dollars we would
estimate we are talking $10 million worth of other activities within
our budgeted categories, hospital care for the trauma. There has
been a significant amount of work on trauma, and it goes way up
when you list s' of the trauma. It depends on how you look at
those numbers a..d how you break them out. It is obviously very
ilia! 1

Mr. RICHARDSON. I did notice a little lack of synch between BIA's
statement and yours on these bills. In other words, BIA said the
bills sound good and aren't so bad, and you said the bills don't
sound too good and don't look too good either. If that makes any
sense. My question is on coo-dination. You mentioned formal
agreements. How many formal agreements are there between IHS
and BIA right now relating to alcoholism?

Dr. KREUZBURG. I would say we have no written formal agree-
ments.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Are any in the works?
Dr. KREUZBURG. The Secretary had indeed written a letter stat-

ing that we are willing to do that, but I do not think we have con-
summated that formal written agreement. There has been commu-
nication as a result of the Senate hearings since that time with
IHS and the central Bureau in regards to these issues, but as far as
I know there are no written formal agreements.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Wouldn't formal agreements he helpful? Again,
my colleague said we are talking about helping Indian people, not
streamlining and assisting bureaucracies. In this case wouldn't it
make sense to have some formal agreements, given the magnitude
of the problem?
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Dr. KREUZBURG. Yes, and I think the Secretary of our depart-
ment has agreed that that would be useful.

'Ir. RICHARDSON. Who is that now? I can't keep track anymore.
Dr. KREUZBURG. Secretary Heckler is still performing her duties.
Mr. RICHARDSON. I will not pursue that.
Dr. Vanderwagen, is there anything you would like to say?
Dr. VANDERWAGEN. No.
Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that fur-

ther questions may be submitted. Also I ask unanimous consent to
add at the end of my prepared statement the letter from Mr.
Norman Austin, the council chairman of the Fort McDowell
Mohave Apache Indian community.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Without objection.
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you.
We now will continue our hearing. I would like to have the fol-

lowing witnesses step up to the witness table.
Mr. Mel Sampson, chairman, Northwest Portland Area Indian

Health Board; Mr. Ray Field, executive director, National Tribi :
Chairmen's Association; Ms. Suzan Harjo, the executive director of
the National Congress of American Indians and also representing
the National Indian Health Board; Mr. Steve Unger, the executive
director, Association on American Indian Affairs, accompanied by
Mr. Jack Trope, staff attorney.

Welcome to this Committee. Your statements will be inserted in
the record. I will ask you to summarize your statements. I would
like to call on Mr. Sampson first.

Once again, your statements will be fully inserted, and I would
like each of you to summarize your statements and we v.21 go on
the 5-minute period so that we can have some questions also.

Mr. Sampson, please proceed.
[Prepared statements of Mel Sampson, Ray Field, Suzan Harjo,

with attachment, and Steve Unger may be found in appendix I.1.

PANEL CONSISTING OF MEL SAMPSON, CHAIRMAN, NORTHWEST
PORTLAND AREA INDIAN HEALTH BOARD; RAY FIELD, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S ASSOCIA-
TION; SUZAN HARJO, EXECUTIVE CIRECTOR, NATIONAL CON-
GRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS; AND STEVEN UNGER, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR, ASSOCIATION ON AMERICAN INDIAN AFFAIRS,
INC., ACCOMPANIED BY JACK F. TROPE, STAFF ATTORNEY

Mr. SAMPSON. Mr. Chairman, my name is Mel Sampson. I come
to you as the vice chairman of the Yakima Tribe and the chairman
of the Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board. We appreci-
ate this opportunity to make our presentation and concerns on
H.R. 1156 and H.R. 9624. The area board represents 37 federally
recognized tribes in tine States of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho.

We have been extremely concerned over the years about the low
level Lf resources that have been available to our tribal alcohol
programs. Because most of our small tribes did not have the grant-
writing capability to receive NIAAA grants in the days when the
grants were available, many of our tribes are nat now able to re-
ceive alcohol program funds through the Indian Health Service as,
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with a few small exceptions, the Indian Health Service only funds
prior NIAAA grantees. This has caused extreme hardship through-
out our area, leaving many communities with few or no resources
to address the substance abuse epidemic.

We want to take this opportunity to applaud the emphasis on
prevention in H.R. 1156 and H.R. 2624. Because of the overwhelm-
ing caseload, of adult substance abuse, Indian alcohol programs
have historically paid little attention to prevention.

The board is in full agreement with the testimony on these bills
that has been provided by the National Congress of American Indi-
ans and the National Tribal Chairmen's Association. We obviously
are disappointed with the presentation that has been made by the
Indian Health Service as well as the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Just to briefly summarize our concerns with reference to the re-
spective titles.

Title I, the Inter-Departmental Agreement. We support the con-
cept of agreements between the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the
Indian Health Service to coordinate programs and delineate re-
sponsibilities for alcohol and drug abuse programs. As far as we
know, in our area there are absolutely no existing agreements be-
tween the Indian Health Service and the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

We are not in favor of the proposal in H.R. 2624 to establish an
Office of Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse within LI Alcohol,
Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration. We would suggest
that this be located within the Indian Health Service for better co-
ordinatika with tribal programs.

We are also unsure of the existing program funds to designated
crisis areas as specified in H.R. 2624. We would recommend estab-
lishing a newly appropriated "crisis fund" to be administered by
the Indian Health Service headquarters to deal with emergency sit-
uations.

Title II. We believe that training of school counselors in the
Bureau of Indian A' sirs and tribal and public schools is essential
and endorse the simenrimanf of +1, iryi;.n ri.rn.ntory nrld ...leccna
ary School Assistance Act for this purpose. We also agree with the
establishment of a priority for training in this area through the
Indian Education Act as provided in H.R. 1156 under section 202.

We fully support section 205 of H.R. 1156, which requires the es-
tablishment of summer recreation and counseling programs for
Indian youth on reservations.

The national BIA sponsored newsletter on Indian alcohol and
drug abuse, as req -ed in section 206 of H.R. 1156, would be an
excellent means of providing information and coordination of alco-hol and drug abuse related n. Aerial and resources to Indian
people. We would have a problem, though, with sandwiching the
topic of alcohol and drug abuse with an Indian child welfare link-
ages newsletter as the L -eau suggests, as each topic warrants spe-
cial attention to its respective subject matter.

Title III, Family and Social Services. We strongly support the
training element that is contained in all aspects of title III.

Title IV, Law Enforcment. The training of BIA, tribal and feder-
al law enforcement personnel is essential in any effort to prevent
or combat juvenile substance abuse as the lack of consistent en-
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forcement of substance abuse laws is one of the biggest problems in
this field.

Obviously a major problem that faces probably all areas, espe-
cially in the Northwest, is that there is a total lack of adequate fa-
cilities. Consequently we have to rely upon the utilization of jails,
not only tribal jails, but county and city jails.

The requirement that the BIA establish a program for Indian
households to be compensated to aerie as temporary emergency
shelters for substance abusing youth we feel is an excellent idea
that would serve well in areas without regular emergency shelters
if the tribal members are trained to deal with the cases.

Title V, Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse Treatment and Reha-
bilitation. This has a specific concern to us Northwest tribes be-
cause the Northwest has no Indian Health Service hospitals. The
establishment of comprehensive treatment services in Indit.n
Health Service and "638" inpatient facilities, as directed by H.R.
1156, would not meet the needs of our juvenile population. Two
youth treatment centers separate from hospitals are needed in the
Northwest. Services to communities lacking IHS hospitals are ad-
dressed in section 503 of the bill, which we fully support.

Title VI, Definitions, Effective Date, and Authorization of Appro-
priations. We feel that in this section it should be made clear that
the term "drug abuse" includes the abuse of inhalants. Inhalant
abuse is a growing area of concern among our Northwest tribes
and requires special education and intervention techniques.

Essential to the accomplishment of the provisions of H.R. 1156 is
that the appropriations be adequate to permit accomplishment of
the various objectives. We are not sure that $5 million is adequate
to this task. "Such sums as may be necessary" might be more ap-
propriate language.

Tl'e requirement in H.R. 2624 that tribes or tribal organizations
provide 25 percent of the cost of the program would not be realistic
for most of our Northwest tribes. Areas where the need is most
urgent would not be able to participate at all. So therefore we
upube Cue nu :aching fund concept.

With the changes noted in our testimony, the Area Boar' be-
lieves that H.R. 1156 is an outstanding bill which will provide the
needed programs and coordination to combat the problem of juve-
nile substance abuse. We want to commend you for your approach
on this.

Thank you.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Sampson.
Mr. Ray Field.
Mr. FIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I represent the National

Tribal Chairmen'z Association at this hearing. We are comprised of
183 federally recognized tribes.

Our Indian people are deeply concerned about juverile alcohol
and drug abuse and the continued growing potential to harm and
.n many cases the destruction of our Indian youth. The problem
has virtually failed to be addressed in a sufficient manner by either
the IHS or the BIA.

Our concern increased when we heard about the nine tragic sui-
cides on the Wind River Reservation in Wyominr. The potential for
further destruction is quite alarming, as we realize - uicide and sub-
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stance abuse can be close comrades. To reduce this destructive po-tential, the National Tribal Chairmen's Association urges the Con-gress to integrate the following comments and suggestions to en-hance the preventive and service aspects of the proposed bill.As can be readily seen and heard in this hearing forum thismorning, there is little coordination within the BIA and IHS, twocongressionally mandated organizations charged with the responsi-bility of caring for the welfare and well-being of those tribes forwhich they have responsibility.
In section 101 expansion is needed to specify actual coordinationguidelines and followup procedures for coordination of the BIA andMS programs. For example. One of the functions of this sectionmay be to refine information . haring of the more sophisticated pro-

grams so that the other programs may benefit and grow to betterserve the students.
To determine the scope of the Indian Alcohol and Drug problemand its estimated financial and human cost, a survey tool can bedeveloped by qualified and experienced employees. There should beinput from alcohol and drug treatment centers, support groups,students, counselors and noted authorities in the field.
Under Title II, Education, section 204, a specific criteria of com-ponents must be listed as part of the alcohol and drug prevention

program of instruction for BIA and contract schools. These compo-nents must include.
[1] A comprehensive curriculum indicative of current substantiat-ed research.
[2] Suicide prevention information and a prevention plan ad-dressing the high correlation between substance abuse and suicideincidents.
[3] Qualified and trained personnel. I am speaking of people whohave undergone well designed, well disciplined programs.[4] Involvement of support groups of Alcoholics Anonymous andNarcotics Anonymous.
151 Peer counaplina rti...ipat;ort. T. think = can all recall t

to our childhood and much we could have been helped, besidesour parents or besides older people, by well grounded, well com-posed people of our own age whc can understand the prob-lems that we undergo probably better than the older people whosought to guide us.
[6] A parent involvement plan will be established within the pro-gram to assist parents in how to recognize the problem and whatthey can do about it.
There is more, but that will be included in the record. I wouldlike to genuinely express my personal appreciation and the appreciation of the National Tribal Chairmen's Association for the com-ments and the concern of the members of this Committee.
Thank you.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Field.
Ms. Harjo.
Ms. HARJO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you stated at theoutset, this prepared statement is being presented on behalf of theNational Congress of American Indians and the National IndianHealth Board. We are very much in support of this legislation andwe are very grateful to the committee for its lead in pushing this
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legislation through, and pushing it through does seem to be the
business of the day.

The Indian young people are in distrers. This is something we
can do something about. We can prevent the situation from wo-s-
ening. This leg; ution will help. It is not the be all and end all.
What is in existence now is not working. There is no coordination.
The BIA and IHS will not adequately address this situation if left
to their own devices.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian Health Service were
active participants in the drafting of this legislation, and I wonder
just how it is that the administration came to oppose this legisla-
tion and now approaches it as they might literary criticism rather
than actually rolling up their sleeves and trying to craft a law that
will do something to ease the distress in our Indian community.

Sometimes we all have some enthusiasm for the Washington
game that we have seen here today because of our general respect
for the art of government and the substance of governments. Today
I really have no heart for this game. It has been a real lesson in
watching how Federal Agencies can say no in the most pleasing
manner and escape with their hides. It has been a game about get-
ting through a hearing; it has not been a game about crafting a
law. I think it is outrageous, particularly in this International Year
of Youth, that the administration would oppose such an important
piece of legislation.

Thank you for your help. All I can say is pass the thing and let's
get on with it.

Thank you.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you.
Mr. Unger.
Mr. UNGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Steve Unger,

executive director of the Association on American Indian Affairs.
With me is Jack Trope, our staff attorney.

I would like to associate the Association with the comments of
the representatives of other Indian organizations. I agree the time
is now to get on with this important nrst ana modest step toward
dealing with this terrible problem among Indian youth.

I ask that our full statement be submitted in the record, and I
would just like to briefly summarize some points here.

It would be very difficult for me to express how sad it has been
for me to sit in this hearing room for the last 2 hours and hear
what the administration has said. After all, in summary, what the
Bureau has told us is that they have the authority and they point
to 100-some-odd programs, many apparently begun within the last
2 years, as what they call a start. They have had the legislative au-
thority, the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe pointed out to us earlier
this year, since 1886.

They now, according to their own testimony, claim to be reaching
10,000 Indian children. That is less than one out of four of the
Indian children who. are the Bureau's direct responsibility to edu-
cate in the Bureau's own school system. At that rate, if my calcula-
tions are correct, we can assume that the Bureau in dealing with
what again, according to testimony, it calls the most serious social
and health problem facing native Americans today, at the rate
they are going, I estimate that they will be able to reach all the
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students they directly educate, which is, of course, only a small
fraction of all the Indian students needing their help, but they will
be able to reach all the Indian students for whom Congress has
given them a direct responsibility some time around the year 2285
with a 3-day-a-year program.

Mr. Daschle told us before that approximately 1 percent of the
Indian Health Service budget is devoted to alcoholism programs.
The adrninistratic- in its fiscal year 1986 budget request has told
us in black and white that they are recommending a further 1 per-
cent reduction of that already pathetic 1 percent. Of course it
would more than a 1 percent reduction measured in real dollars.

Mr. McCain and a couple of other members of this committee
earlier mentioned their impression that not only has there not
been an improvement, but there appears to have been a regression
in the last few years. Sadly, I think they are correct, and probably
the alcoholism program coordinators are not entirely to blame for
this, because it is something that goes beyond the question of alco-
holism in Indian country.

Nationally the unemployment rate for all races has dropped 27
percent from 1982 to 1985, while the Indi-n unemployment rate,
according to the Department of Labor and the BIA itself, has actu-
ally risen 7 percent during the same period. Risen 7 percent. As I
think many of you know, you can go into Indian communities
where the unemployment is 70 and 80 percent and the people do
not even talk al ut it anymore because it is so taken for granted.

In our prepared testimony, using ^ongressional reports we try to
indicate some of the profound woun 3 to body and soul that this
rate of unemployment creates. Yet ultimately it is immeasurable,
of course. What happens to the Indian person who is employed,
who escapes the alcoholism and drug trap'?

Again, according to the BIA, 77 percent of employed Indian
people on reservations are earning less than $7,000 per year. That
is three out of the four American Indians who have jobs on Indian
reservations. They are earning less than the school junior or
=nit:: that LI:laza t, wnk iu Llie Congress as a page earns, and
these are adult American Indian people for whom obtaining a job
is a very great accomplishment in life.

What the Association on American Indian AM:re sees basically
is that ; orhaps what is most remarkable about this situation is not
that there is a severe alcoholism and substance abuse problem on
Indian reservations, but that so many Indian tribes and communi-
ties have managed to effectively cope with these situations and
indeed have rates lower than might be expected in the general pop-
ulation, given the same degree of unemployment, hopelessness, de-
spair, joblessness, and so on. Nevertheless, as yc.4 know and as this
bill responds to, alcohol and substance abuse is a very great prob-
lem.

Again, because of the Bureau's testimony this morning, I would
like to emphasize that one of the things that alcoholism and drug
counselors point to as necessary to help prevent such problems is a
stable, encouraging family environment, with parental care and su-
)ervision. For approximately 20,000 Indian children, 10,000 of
whom are in the elementary grades, even their education means
the absence of a normal family life. Today they are sleeping in BIA
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boarding schools and dormitories. Approximately 20,000 Indian
children all together are today sleeping in BIA boarding schools
and dormitories.

Every time Congress says let's provide day schools for all Indian
families who want them let's emphasize, as Mr. Yates did a few
years ago, getting day schools for the youngest children, under 10
years old. There are. by the way, 5,000 Indian children in BIA
boarding schools and dormitories under 10 years old. Under 10.
Every time Congress tries to do something the policy of Congress is
grotesquely perverted by the Bureau, and instead of looking at pro-
viding schools for those communities most in need, the Bureau
turns around and attempts to close the schools the t=1-es feel are
useful to them in some way.

We have heard about the epidemic of alcoholism. I will finish in
1 minute. I would just like to again point out that this administra-
tion has either withheld support or actually opposed many of the
programs that Congress hi initiated to deal with alcoholism
among Indian youth. One big example would be the veto last fall of
the Indian Health Care Improvement Act which had important sec-
tions which addressed this.

I would like to ask Mr. Trope to address some of our specific con-
cerns about this bill, which are basically to make it as sensitive as
possible to specific needs of Indian tribes.

I would just ask one other thing. I am coming to this hearing
from Alaska. I would also like to submit with our testimony an ar-
ticle from the Anchorage Times which talks about the pandemic of
alcoholism and drug abuse among youth in Kotzelni, One of the
people quoted in that article is the director of the social service
agency in Kotzebue, who says about the youth there, "They don't
know which way to go. There are no jobs and no pride."

So at least I think with this bill we can make a step towards ad-
dressing the latter problem.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Without objection, that article from the An-
ehrsrpach Times 11.;11 h.:. ire acivi.ciel flmn

[EDITOR'S NoTE.At time of printing Mr. Trope had not yet
supplied the article from the Anchorage Times. When received, that
material will be placed in the committee's files of today's hearing.]

Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Trope.
Mr. TROPE. I won't go into great detail concerning the amend-

ments that we have suggested for the bill. They are in our written
statement, and we hope you will give them close consideration. Let
me just hit on a few of the highlights, the things that we consider
most important.

Before I talk about these things, le me reemphasize that we are
in strong support of this bill, and these co..iments should not in
any way be taken as indicating anything other than that.

Before I talk about the specific amendments, I would also note
that if you look at the record of your field hearings I am sure that
you will remember that many of the field people from BIA and IHS
expressed a need for this bill. In fact, our assistant director indi-
cates he was watching C-Span one day .1. Mr. Fritz indicated that
he supported the bill. He is no longer ar, t id and so we cannot ask
him about that, but I think it indicates Lad the opposition to the
bill is probably coming from somewhere other than the people who

7 3-
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really know what is going on out there. I would ask the committee
to re_ .ember that.

In terms of the bill specifically, one thing that we want to em-
phasize is the importance of the provision in your bill dealing with
recreational programs. The Senate version of this billand that is
perhaps the major difference between the Senate version and the
House versiondoes not include a provision dealing with recre-
ational programs. -Are think that is crucial in any preventive strate-
gy that is going to really work in terms of decreasing the incidence
of youth substance abuse.

I would note the testimony from IHS. When they were asked
about what kind of programs they had that are working in the al-
coholism area, they talked about the Zuni program. Those are ex-
actly the types of things that we would foresee as recreation pro-
grams. We think that can do more than almost anything to really
have an impact on the problem. So w-..1 would urge you to 1 lep that
in this bill and in fact imp. ove it, ifyou can. You can make it on a
year-round basis where they are not otherwise present. We would
like to see that. We have heard from many tribes throughout the
country that recreational facilities are just not there for many, if
not most, of their youth.

An Aber thing that we is ould like to emphasize is that we would
like to see specifically that the training and education areas deal
with the problem of inhalants and the problem, as Mr. Bereuter so
eloquently pointed out, of fetal alcohol syndrome. I think people
who are going to develop these programs need that specific direc-
tion that these are problems that need to be dealt with.

Inhalants are a problem more so on Indian reservations than
perhaps in other areas of society, and often they may be overlooked
is! developing drug programs, because they are not as much of a
serious problem in other areas of society. The inhalants are par-
ticularly devastating because it is the young children that use
those drugs. The treatment for them may very well be different
than th tLctilvieni. fur other mainstream drugs. So I would like to
suggest that the committee specifically indicate that that should be
part of the bill as well as the fetal alcohol syndrome problem,
which, as Mr. Bereuter pointed out, is a major problem.

The third thins I would like to point out is that we hope that
when you are an .coding the bill you will take into full account the
need for local input and control. We believ , otion 102, which
deals with the local coordination agreement, is excellent. We would
like to see it include a planning component as well, and we would
emphasize that whatever they do nationally in term. of coordina-
tion, it should be to facilitate this local coordination and not so
that they can pat themselves on the back as having done some-
thing at the national level.

We would like to see those sorts of things incorporated through-
out the bill. We would like to make sure that the training and the
curriculum have tribally specific input. Mr. McCain indicated that
tribes are very different throughout the country, and the training
and education curriculum should reflect that.

Also, Congressman Bereuter mentioned the public schools. We
would suggest that perhaps an amendment be made so that John-
son-O'Malley funds could be used to develop local curriculum in
the public schools and Indian parents who head those committees
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could decide what to do with the funds, decide it is appropriate.
That might be one amendment that would be useful.

We would also like to see families as a source of placement for
youths in addition to these emergency shelters, because we ft el
that it is important to involve the Indian community as much as
possible, and the Indian family is a very important resource.

I won't go any further with this. The last thing I would like to
mention is the funding. A number of people have pointed out the
cost of not doing anything, the cost to IHS, of incarceration. Those
are very real costs. We would just like to emphasize that this bill
should be adequately funded so that it will really have an impact
in the Indian community.

That is really all I have. I would just refer you back to our state-
ment for a lot of our specific recommendations in this area.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. de Lugo, do you have any questions?
Mr. DE LUGO. I have no questions. I just want to say that the pre-

sention that you all have made here, as I have just been remarking
to the staff, is as fine a presentation as I have heard. I only wish
that the administration's presentation had been a fraction of the
presentation you have presented here.

I certainly can identify with Suzan Harjo, your frustration and
your remarks. There is something that I recognize here. I cannot
understand how the BIA and the Indian Health Service can be oo
out of touch with people who are supposed to be their constituents.
But then when I think about it I recognize it, because I come from
a territory and there was a time when we were administered out of
the Interior Department also. It was very colonial. It is a mind set;
it is an attitude that the bureaucracy knows best.

We find that the administration people come in here defending
the administration rather than trying to help their constituents,
those that we at least see as their constituents or would hope
would be their comiltuents.

The BIA secretary, after going thrniigh the wasl.'-gtoil tuui,ine,
at letusi, said they 11 work with us on the legislation. But I couldn't
find anything redeeming in IHS's performance. It was just terrible.

Having said that, I again want to say that the presentation of
each one of you has been what this committee needs. You have
been specific; you have told us what you need; you have been con-
structive; you have told us where there might be some problems
with this legislation; and you have made recommendations to
strsrigthen the legislation.

There were some things that the administration said that I was
just shocked by. Tile way they discrupted putting the people in pri-
vate homes. I think that would be a tremendously helpful thing,
and I hear you saying that.

The matter of recreation that is in the House bill is tremendous-
ly important.

So I would just skv, Mr. Chairman, that I hope that this commit-
tee will get on with moving this legislation, that this committee
will indicate to the administration they have got a chance to work
with the committee, work with us, and let's move this legislation,
because there are people that are hurting and suffering and they
need help.

Thank you.
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Mr. R/CHARDSON. I thank my colleague from the Virgin Islands. I
share your view too that we need to move this legislation as rapid-
ly as possible, and I believe, with the chairman's consent, we will
do that.

You commended all these good people on their statement, and I
agree. But what bothers me is the administration witnesses, as
soon as they make their statements, they leave. That just bothers
the heck out of me, especially when it is a subject where there are
such wide differences.

Mr. DE LUGO. The press is gone too. The press is getting a distort-
ed view too.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. And that bothers me a lot. I don't know if
we ought to pass legislation that mandates they stay. That's all we
need, government intrusion.

Mr. DE LUGO. The Education Committee would have jurisdic Lion.
Mr. RICHARDSON. I wish to once again thank you for coming. I

don't have anything to ask since I probably agree with most every-
thing you have said. Some of the amendments that you have sug-
gested we will consider.

Philosophii.ally I want to express my sympathies with all of you,
and especially Ms. Harjo. We could have switched roles here and it
would not have made much difference.

We have to run off to a vote very soon.
I guess the thing that I am pondering is, what is the problem

here? How can we deal with this issue? It seems that this is a good
bill, but ii is $5 million. It is really a very small drop in the bucket.
To address issues like Indian alcoholism and Indian education, do
we need P radical new departure in our relationship with the
Indian people which maybe eliminates the BIA and just radically
changes things.

I could Lit here and tell yin& Coal, maybe in z years there will be a
Democratic administration that will support this bill and a Demo-
cratic administration that is more sensitive to Indians. Aren't we
really talking about some fundamental changes needed in our rela-
tionship towards these programs, towards Indian tribes, and to-
wards bureaucracies?

I see these problems first hand in my area. I just wonder if the
direction we are heading in is the right one. You as Indian leaders,
don't you really think we need a rethinking of the Federal-Indian
relationship, a programmatic relationship with agencies in the ap-
proach to some of these problems? Aren't we just sort of sitting
here and arguing over pennies?

How is that for a nonprovacative statement? You'll notice I say
that when the press has left. Maybe just very rapidly, because
there i, a very damaging amendment coming up which we don't
want to miss.

We will start with you, Mr. Field.
Mr. F'ELD. Mr. Richardson, I think one of the thing, that is

manifested by tribal leaders to us is the lack of cooperation with
the two important agencies dealing with our tribes, the Indian
Health Service and the Bureau of Indira' Affairs. There is a lack of
concern that is readily discernible in their activities and in the
lack of them.
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x ou have heard outrageous claims of 122 drug programs. We
have not been able to confirm that with our tribes. The only thing
we have heard from our tribes has been criticisms of the failure
and the lack of interest in preventing juvenile alcohol and drug oc-
currences on their reservations.

We can adequately control those activities that impact on our
people. If those activities take a direction that is adverse to our
tribes, as we view the current IHS and BIA activities, then there is
a need for drastic control. We want more control over what hap-
pens on our reservations. Those two agencies can act independently
and discretionarily without any type of input from us. Yes, I agree
with ou.

RICHARDSON. Ms. Harjo.
Ms. HARJO. Given this climate, I think that it would be very diffi-

cult to speak against the known system, because this administra-
tion is so willing to ignore everything we have said in other areas
and wouldn't go along with any criticism we have of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Service. Right now it would
sort of be like legislating for the abuse, just waiting to get past this
Administration.

Granted, there is no treaty that guarantees us 15,000 Federal
employees. There are treaties that do guarantee health, education
and protection against all manner of encroachment, and along with
that we need some technical assistance, some advice, that sort of
thing. But in this area in particular I think there might be room
for a bold program with a lot of money, because you can't cure this
without money. That would include a direct-to-tribes funding, not
in a block grant sense, but in a logical sense. I think it would be
good to explore it. Now, I think, is not the time.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Sampson.
Mr. SAMPSON. I would like to direct my concerns and comments

in reference to living on a reservation. Listening to what the head-
quarters personnel for Indian Health Service and the headqurrters
personnel for the Bureau of Indian Affairs say here and then what
you hear in the field where I come from, it is two drastically differ-
ent things.

I can relate an experience I had this last week in reference to
field personnel. When we were addressing the Indian child welfare
situation they did not even know that we were sharing this with
them. There was a very clear indication to the representation of
the 37 tribes here last week that the left hand did know what the
right hand was doing from the standpoint of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. They honestly believe up aereI have to think that they
honestly believe, because they are saying these thingsthat they
are doing these things when in essence they are not. You get out
there where I live and it is not happening.

I really think to some degree, and from what I heard the Con-
gressmen here saying as well as the tribal representatives here,
that all we are looking for is some cooperation. A lot of this could
probably be resolved if we had proper cooperation and everybody
knew what was going on. This was brought out earlier by the Con-
gressman that left. He cited that very clearly. :t is obvious that he
has differences of understandings based upon what his Indian con-
stituents are telling him versus what the administration is saying.
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So I have to side with Mr. de Lugo. He or iv has to look at these
people when he comes it L ire; we have to look at them every day;
and we have to handle that kind of stuff ey.;ry day, especially
when you start wrestling with grand analysis and these kind of
confusing things. The end result is nothing. That is just the way it
is.

I think what we are asking for here is some cooperation. As
stated in our testimony foi the 37 tribes and the three states area,
we are appalled, as Mr. McCain was, with the position that vac
have to presume on I. half of the administration, that the BIA and
the Indian Health Service has taken. We just can't iorb it.

Mr. UNGER. Earlier this summer one of our staff members met
with a young Sioux girl at the Devils Lake Reservation, 14 years
old, in a youth program there. Her ambition in life is to live to be
16 years old. There are regratably far too many Indian youth in
that situation.

To be responsive to Mr. de Lugo and your question, the main
,,hing I would try to remember is that all these great abstractions
called Federal Indian policy are transmitted and reflect themselves
in the lives of individual human beings and that decisions taken
here by the pet?le from LIA and IHS have actual effects, and
those effects, for the most part, for two centuries have been devas-
tating.

To try to be responsive to your specific question, my perspective
is a bit different because the Association on American Indian Af-
fairs is made up of members throughout the country who are
Indian and non- Indian and whose basic concerti is that Indian
tribes given just -eatment by the Federal Government. I think
from that persnecthe the single most radical departure that this
Committee , Congress as a whole could make L to insist and
hold account. BIA, IHS, Department of the Interior, and all
other Federa. agencies rendering services to American Indian
tribes, to hold them accountable to the law that already exist, to
the directive from Congress that already exist, because these are,
after all, what tribes and attorneys speak about in terms of the
trust responsibilii,:,

These are the directives that Colisiess 'las made from the direc-
tion that Congress receives from the American people. It is respon-
sive what the average American of good will would like to see. I
would personally look forward to the time when that happens, be-
cause, for one thing, it would mean that our organization could go
out of business, because in a sense it is tragic that there is a need
for an organization like this.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Do you have anything to add?
Mr. TROPE. 1 have nothing to rad(.1_ to what Mr. Unger has said.
Mr. 'lICHARDSON. Thank you.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon at 12:50 p.m the subcommittee was adjourned.]



INDIAN JUVENILE ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG
ABUSE PREVENTION

T. 0 SPAY, APRIL 29, 1986

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room 2.67,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Morris K. Udall (chairman of
the commiAee) presiding.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in order.
Today the Interior Comir -ie is holding its fifth and final hear-

ing on the bills, H.R. 1156 at 2624, which would establish a com-
prehensive program in the area of Indian juvenile alcohol and drug
abuse prevention.

I want to begin by expressing my appreciation to Congressman
Daschle for his sponsorship of H.R. 1156. I would also like to com-
mend Congressman McCain who is with us today for his sponsor-
ship of a similar bill, H.R. 2624. They and the other co-sponsors of
this legislation should be highly commended for addressing one of
the most critical problems exi ing on many Indiun reservations.
Alcohol and drug abuse on reservations impacts most severely on
our young Indian people. These young people represert the future
of the Indian tribe. The lives of Indian youths who are the future
of the Indian tribes will be impaired unless the U.S. Government
shoulders its responsibility and seriously addresses this problem.

I want to assure you, those of you here today, that we are serious
about enacting this legislation and seeing it is effectively imple-
mented by the administration. The witnesses szhedulea for the
hearing today are young Indian students from all parts of our
county who are here in the District of Columbia to attend a na-
tional Indian youth conference. They will tell us what their views
are on the problems of alcohol and drug abuse. They will also com-
ment on 'he bills and our efforts to address those bills.

I would like to welcome all of yon young people here today, and
say how pleased I am and the membe-s are to have all you testify.
This is an extremely important an omentous occasion for us to
hear directly from the young people who will be most affected by
the actions of Congress.

Because of the limited time available, we will only be hee-ing
from 11 students and their oral testimony will be limited to no
more than 5 minutes. For each designate : witnsss, we will see two
other students who will be from other regions in order to recognize
them for the hearing record. If these other students have any pre-

(79)
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pared statements, they may submit them to the committee for the
hearing record.

Before we begin, I would like to present the ranking Republican
on the Republic.__ 1 Task Force on Indian Matters who has been
most interested and helpful in this problem, Congressman McCain
of Arizona.

Mr. McCAnsi. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to express my appreciation on behalf of many Amer-

icans for your continued efforts on this very difficult issue, which
we are going to hear from so many young men and women today
about.

I will not elaborate on your remarks, Mr. Chairman, because I
think you pretty well covered the subject except to say that it is
not an exaggeration to state the we are in a crisis situation among
young Indians on our rr arvations. I recently received a letter from
the chairman of the Fort McDowell Reservation who told me that
as many as 50 percent of the young men on his reservation have
fallen vict..a to Lysol, glu 1, paint and other substance abuse. I do
believe that is a breach c' the goal whi( h we seek and which is for
all Americans to 1- aLle to take part in a free enterprise system in
this country. On our reservations our young Indians are plagued
with this terrible curse of alcohol and substance abuse.

I appreciate your commitment. We will have a piece of legisla-
tion passed in this Congress in order to try and attack this terrible
issue, and I am very appreciative of the holding of this hearing
today. I think there is no better way of graphically demonstrating
the extent of this problem than to hear from the witnesses that we
are about li,o hear from.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Our first witness is Terry Kitcheyan, San Carlos

Apache student, accompanied by Annie Carlin, Papago student,
and Mr. Lucian Garcia, White Mountain Apache student.

Terry, come forward and take the witness chair. You can bring
your two companions, Annie and Lucian. Wo are very pleased to
have you here in Washington, particularly someone from my own
pk.rt of the country, the Apache reservations. You may proceed.

[Prepared statement of Terry Kitcheyan may be found in appen-
dix IL]

STATEMENT OF TERRY KITCHEYAN, SAN CARLOS APACHE STU-
DENT, ACCOMPAN/En BY ANNIE CARLIN, PAPAGO STUDENT,
AND LUCIAN GARCIA, WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE STUDENT

Mr. KITCHEYAN. My name is Terry Kitcheyan. I am 17 years old
and from the San Carlos Apache tribe I am a senior at Globe High
School.

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and committee members. My testi-
mony has been prepared with the assistance of the Inter-Tribal
Council of Arizona. We represent the Arizona tribes and are here
to testify on behalf of the 19 tribes and communities: Ak-Chin
Indian Community, Camp Verde Yavapai-Apache Indian Communi-
ty, Cocopah Tribe, Colorado River Indian Tribes, Fort McDowell
Indian Community, Fort Mojave Tribe, Gila River Indian Commu-
nity, Havasupai Tribe, Hopi Tribe, Hualapai Tribe, Kaibab-Paiute
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Tribe, Papago Tribe, Pascua Yaqui Tribe, Quechan Tribe, Salt
River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community, San Carlos Apache Tribe,
Tonto Apache Tribe at Payson, White Mountain Apache Tribe and
Yavapai-Prescott Indian Community.

The State of Arizona contains 20 Indian reservations, the 19 pre-
viously named and the Navajo Nation with reservation lands total-
ing approximately 20 million acres which represents about 27 per-
cent of the land base of Arizona. Arizona reservation population is
approximately 167,000 persons of which 46 ?ercent are 16 years of
age or younger. Arizona reservations account for 40 percent of the
national Indian reservation population and approximately 46 per-
cent of the total reservation land base.

Arizona tribal leadership are concerned about the well-being of
their young people. Through the integration of several resources,tribes are developing programs to meet the needs of their tribal
youth. The Indian Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention
Act, if passed with the recommended changes, would expand and
coordinate existing alcohol and drug prevention services for juve-niles.

Arizona tribal .eadership support the intent of the proposed leg-
islation r rd raise several issues to strengthen its provisions and
implementation.

TITLE I, COORDINATION

Title I of the Act requires Indian Health Service (IHS) and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) to enter into agreements to coordi-
nate drug and alcohol abuse programs. The agreements would iden-
tify available resources for Indian people, define the roles of each
organizational agency and unit with IHS and BIA in coordinating
services and determine the extent of drug Lad alcohol problems
among Indian children. The agreements would be reviewed every 6
months. Tribes are to be consulted in the development of the agree-
ments and may also request agreements be made at the local level
that will include definition of referral systems.

Comments I would like to present on Title I, Coordination.
Section 101(aX3). The responsibilities of BIA and IHS in coordi-

nating alcohol and drug abuse need to be outlined, but no fur.is for
this effort is provided by new appropriations. How will v, rk be
funded through the current budgets?

Section 102(bX2). Modifying the agreements between IHS and
BIA semi-annually does not seem to be realistic and would be
costly. This should oe changed to "be modified bi-annually . . .".

TITLE II, EDUCATION

Title II requires that counselors working in programs funded by
the Indian Elementary and Secondary School Assictance Act re-
ceive training in substance abuse counseling and tf ...c 10 percent of
the fellowships awarded under the Indian Education Act be given
to people who specialize in substance abuse guidance counseling.
The Adult Education Act would also be amended to include provi-
sion of substance abuse counseling.

Substance abuse education in grades K-12 at BIA and contracted
schools is mandated by title II. Some BIA schools would be re-
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qaired to remain open during summer months to provide recrea-
tion and counseling services for Indian children. BIA is also man-
dated to publish a quarterly newsletter about the programs funded
under the act.

Title II, Education.
Substance abuse education in grades K-12 should be a priority

activity, inclding the development of appropriate instructional
materials. The publication and dissemination of a newsletter
should be funded by alternate resources. Sections 204 and 205
should be changed to include, "services developed under this sec-
tion shall be coordinated with existing local programs."

TITLE III, FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Title III of the Act concerns training for service providers. Com-
munity health representatives would be remired to receive one
week of substance abuse training. IHS would be mandated to pro-
vide training in substance abuse, including crisis intervention and
family relations to BIA and IHS personnel, to school boards, parent
advisory committees, chili protection teams and others upon re-
quest.

Comments, Title III, Family Services, Section 301.
E is our understanding that community health representatives

and other IHS personnel already have alcoholism training avail-
able. Further, we understand that IHS and_ BIA have existing
training dollars which can be utilized by MS and BIA staff. Train-
ing for adults should be targeted for those persons identified in
301(bX2) and should be ongoing local reser 'ation -based training.
The benefits of training for BIA and IHS staff and other adults
should not be a priority over direct services and preventive educa-
tion for juveniles. We suggest the language at 301(bXl) be changed
to read "The Director of the Indian Health Service may provide
training . . .". Section 301(bX2) shoald include employees of tribal
programs in the human services.

TITLE IV, LAW ENFORCEMENT

Under title IV of the legislation, BIA police vi ould be trained on
the substance abuse problems of Indian children. Tribal, BIA and
federal law enforcement personnel would be required to detain
chil lren who are arrested for alcohol or drug offenv g in shelter fa-
cilities, foster homes or community treatment facii:tiee State law
enforcement personnel in Public Law 83-280 states would be
"urged" to comply with this mandate. Shelter homes would be paid
by the BIA and approved by the tribes.

Comment, Title W, Law Enforcement:
Section 402(aXl). One problem with this section is that some

tribes have juvenile codes which establish the procedures for han-
dling juveniles arrested for alcohol and drug offenses. Those often
include release to parents. The proposed legislation is too restric-
tive in that it requires shelter placement :aid would seem to super-
sede tribal codes and parental involvement. The other concern is
that shelter placement may not be the best option for a youngster
involved in serious drug trafficking or f.or one who is violent. We
recommend language at 402(aXl) line 6 be changed to read
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". . . drugs or alcohol shall, when appropriate, detain such juve-
nile in a temporary emergency center . . .".

TITLE V, TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION OF CHILDREN

The Director of IHS is mandated under title V to research the
need for, the cost of and the appropriate location of substance
abuse residential treatment facilities for Indian children. IHS hos-
pitals Notakl be required to provide comprehensive alcohol and
drug services, including detoxification and counseling, and IHS
would have authority to build regional substance abuse treatment
centers for youths.

Comments, Title V, Trewment and Rehabilitation of Children:
Section 502. No funds are authorized for this title. The IHS alco-

holism servitos are currently underfunded. What mechanism willbe used to assure comprehensive alcohol and drug treatment facili-
ties and the construction of new facilities when no new funding is
available?

TITLE VI, DEFINITIONS, EFFECTIVE DATE AND AUTHORIZATION OF
APPROPRIATIONS

Title VI provides definitions to terms used in the proposed legis-
lation and authorizes an appropriation of $5 million.

Comments:
Section 603. We do not believe that $5 million is a large enough

sum to carry out all of the work specified by title II, III and IV. We
rekommend that $30 million be authorized to carry out all the pro-
visions in all titles of the legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. Does that complete your statement, Terry?
Mr. KITCHEYAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You go to Globe High School?
Mr. KITCHEYAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Your home iS where?
Mr. KITCHEYAN. San Carlos, Arizona.
The CHAIIIAN. How many students are enrolled in your high

school?
Mr. KITCHEYAN I vv auld say around 500.
The CHAIRMAN. How many of those are Apache?
Mr. KITCHEYAN. Three-fourths.
The CHAIRMAN. Three-fourths of the student body?
Mr. KITCHEYAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How far is it from San Carlos to Globe High

School?
Mr. KITCHEYAN. Eighteen miles.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you take the bus every day?
Mr. KITCHEYAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Of the ..,,adants at Globe High School, how many

would you say from your own personal knowledge use alcohol occa-sionally or frequently?
Mr. KITrtlEYAN. Seventy percent.
The CHA.L.MAN. Seventy percent?
Mr. KITCHEYAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is alcohol use higher among Indians than non-

Indians?
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Mr. KITCHEYAN. Both.
The CHAIRMAN. Lower?
Mr. KITCHEYAN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. If there is one thing you had to tell us here

about this program, what would yon have to say? There is a real
need for it?

Mr. KIIN-HEYAN. Well, I would say that this should be passed be-
cause it is really needed in the reservations. It is not right for
Globe students or students from the reservations of any kind to be
drinking alcohol. It is

The CHAIRMAN. If you got a problem with alcohol now as a stu-
dent at Globe High School, where do you go? Is there any place yogi
go for help?

Mr. KrICHEYAN. Excuse me.
The CHAIRMAN. If you had a problem with alcohol and you were

a student at Globe High School, where could you go for help? Are
there doctors, clinics, facilities of any kind either at home r down
at school? You have no facility?

Mr. KITCHEYAN. If there were a program I would go there. It
would be a lot of help.

The CHAIRMAN. You want to introduce the two people with you
at the table.

Mr. Garcia.
Mr. GARCIA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are White Mountain?
Mr. GARCIA. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Where do you go to school?
Mr. GARCIA. I go to school at the high school on the White Moun-

tain Apache Reservation in Arizona.
The CHAIRMAN. How big a high school is that?
Mr. GARCI 4. Well, we have 500 students and 70 percent of them

are Indians.
The CHAIRMAN. How many students at your high school have

used drugs or alcohol?
Mr. GARCIA. At least 60 percent, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it getting better or getting worse?
Mr. GARCIA. It is getting worse. It will bealmost every month it

increases by 1 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. And xi are Annie Carlin.
Ms. CARLIN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is your school?
Ms. CARLIN. I go to the school oh the Papago Reservation. There

are about 200 to 300 students there.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCain.
Mr. McCAng. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For all three you mentioned, Terry, it is about 70 percent of the

students with alcohol or drug abuse in your high school.
Mr. KITCHEYAN. Yes.
Mr. McCAIN. Mr. Garcia, you mentioned 60 percent and, Annie,

what is the percentage at your high school? Would you estimate?
Ms. CARLIN. I would say about 80 percent.
Mr. McCA1N. About 80 percent. What percentage do you think

are constant users? First you, Terry, as opposed to occasional ex-
perimentation?
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Mr. KITCHEYAN. I would say about 70.
Mr. GARCIA. At least 50.
Ms. CARLIN. About 70.
Mr. MCCAIN. Is it easy to obtain alcohol for students?
Mr. KITCHEYAN. No.
Mr. GARCIA. Yes. We have a lot of bootleggers up around that

live there that sell illegally, and there is a lot of students who get
away with buying, obtaining liquor from the liquor store without
an ID.

Ms. CARLIN. Yes, on the reservation they have bootleggers and
all over the place, and it is very easy for students to get it out
there.

Mr. MCCAIN. How aasy is it to obtain drugs?
Terry, you first.
Mr. KITCHEYAN. I think it is very easy.
Mr. MCCAIN. What kinds of drugs?
Mr. KrrcHgvAN. Marijuana.
Mr. McCAmi. Mainly?
Mr. KITCHEYAN. Yes.
Mr. McCAnc What about the use of substances: glue, pairsc,

Lysol?
Mr. KITJHEYAN. No.
Mr. GARCIA. The drug that people use in our school is mainly

marijuana and they usually grow it around their home, and theglue is mainly in the lower grades, like junior high and ele-
mentary.

Mr. M./..3AIN. Glue is used in elementary school?
Mr. GARCIA. Yes.
Ms. CARLIN. It is ea-y to get marijuana over there. There is a lot

of students that even take cocaine and stuff like that. A lot of
times they can get glue or whiteout and stuff from school; they will
take it from school, and they can get paint at the store.

Mr. McCAIN. We heard Terry s recommendations. Do you all
have any additional recommendations or comments?

First you, Mr. Garcia.
Mr. GARCIA. Yo comment.
Ms. CARLIN. I think what we want to say is these are good steps

and they should be passed.
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairmen.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kildee.
Mr. KILDEE. I have no questions at this time.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. That completes your tes-

timony.
Now, Ms. Rhoda Tso, Leonard Begay, and Celeste Toglena.
Before you lx:gin, let me say to you and to the other young

people that are here today, the purpose of this hearing is to give
us, the members of Congress, a feeling for this problem, an idea of
what to do to help, an idea of what you might suggest. You know
more than any of us in the room about the problem of alcohol and
drug abuse on the Indian reservations, and we need your help.

We have a limited amount of time, as you can imagine. If you've
prepared a written statement, we will make it a part of the perma-
nent record. We will print a book which you will get a copy of later
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on with all the testimony in it. The best use of your time would he
to give us that statement, leave it for the record and toll us in your
own words in 3 or 4 minutes, what we ought to know, how bad the
problem is, what works in helping in this problem, what does not,
and then answer the questions that the members might have.

Let me encourage al, of you to take 3 or 4 minutes and, where
you can, summarize what you think you would ;ike to have us
hear. If you cannot summarize, you might want to read what you
feel are the most important parts of your statement.

With that, Rhoda, you want to lead off here.
Ms. Tso. I guess so.
The CHAIRMAN. I will be back from time to time. I have to leave

for a while. Mr. Kildee is going to chair I did not mean to intimi-
date you if you would rather read.

Ms. Tso. I would rather read the prepared statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me urge you and the other witnesses that

this is your chance to talk to several Congressmen who will be
writing the law and, rather than read a statement someone else
may have prepared, it would be better to lust tell us in your own
words what you think we ought to be doing with these problems.
Some of you worked very hard to prepare yourselves for the hear-
ing, and I do not want to stop you from reading at least part of
your statement. Go ahead.

Mr. Kim= [presiding]. I would like to indicate that in real life I
was a school teacher, so if you have good feelings towards your
school teachers, you can have good feelings toward me. If you do
not, indulge me anyway. I taught high school and I learned a great
deal from my students while I taught, and that is why we have you
h_em

.

ere today, because you can teach us a great deal about this prob-

Rhoda, you may begin your statement.
[P-epared statement of Rhoda Tso may be found in appendix

PANEL CONSISTING OF RHODA TSO, NAVAJO STUDENT FROM
PAGE, AZ, ACCOMPANIED BY LEONARD BEGAY, NAVAJO STU-
DENT FROM TUBA CITY, AZ, AND CELESTE TOGLENA, NAVAJO
STUDENT FROM SHIPROCK, NM

Ms. Tso. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.
On behalf of the Navajo students at Page High School and as

members of the Page High School Intercultural Club, we would
like to take this opportunity to thank you for allowing us to ex-
press our concerns toward H.R. 1156, "Indian Youth Alcohol and
Drag Abuse Prevention Act."

In our testimony, we will clarify our situation regarding alcohol
Ind drug abuse among Native Americans in our area and the
views we have of the l .11 itself.

Page High School is basically made up of two ethnic/racial
groups, Anglo and Navajo; each approximately 50 percent of the
slightly more than 803 student body total.

In order to get a general idea of the status of students in our
area, we took a poll among 103 senior students. We found that of
the 63 Native Americans we polled 41 percent said they do use al-
cohol. Sixteen percent admit to having abused alcohol at one time
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or another. Of the same group, 24 percent claim to use drugs while
14 percent said they have abused drugs.

In our poll, we asked all 103 students (mixed group) how they
would rate alcohol and drug problems at Page High School on
a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being the most severe,. The alcohol problem
averaged the rating of 3.0 while the drug problem rated slightly
lower with the average of 2.6.

Finally, we asked studema when they had first experimented
with drugs or alcohol. Excluding those who have never tried them,
Native Americans averaged 14.8 years of age as the first time they
drank alcohol; with drugs, they averaged 15.2 years of age. Accord-
ing to the poll, some students tried alcohol and drugs as early as 7
or 8 years of age.

From the information we gathered, we can conclude that our
area has been stung by this epidemic similar to the pattern of the
rest of the Native Americans. It is sad to know that many of our
Indians are already trapped within the cycle they want so iesper-
ately to escape.

We agree that if we are to overcome this frightening situation we
must treat alcohol and drug abuse like any other serious disease.
The same principles can be applied. First, we must treat those who
are very ill. Next, we must stop those who are in present danger.
The most important, we must educate the coming generation. If
students are starting to experiment at age seven, programs taught
by well-trained persons need to start early when they are in pre-
school and in kindergarten. We are especially pleased to see that
you have included such programs in this bill.

We all realize alcohol and drug abuse is a problem that needs to
be dealt with; however, wt reed to be concerned with problems
that have resulted from these abuses as well. The problem we have
in mind is suicide. Suicide is the second leading cause of death
among Native Americans. Alcohol plays a factor in 75 to 80 per-
cent of them. We feel that this bill could be improved by adding
programs to help prevent more Indians from taking their lives. We
hope the discussion of this bill in Washington will give us some
concrete suggestions addressing this need.

Before we thought we could make any statement upon receipt of
this information and copy of bill 1156, we wanted to know what the
local situation was and what was being done. So I polled 103 sen-
iors. I interviewed our assistant principal and counselors about the
youth alcohol program and the trends seen over the past few years.
I also interviewed our local social services representatives for fur-
ther data about social service organizations attacking this problem
and giving family assistance available in our area. I checked with
law enforcement to see what services they are providing.

Our conclusions are, one, there are avenues already attacking
this national problem. Therefore, the bill, 1156, is correct in coordi-
nating and expanding services but should not add another adminis-
trative level and its expenses through these funds. Through this
bill, guidance and publicity through the proposed newsletter can be
shared as to what is available or will be available and providing an
avenue for sharing pertinent information on a national basis.

No. 2, we support the expenditures for training adults and also
suggest more peer counselors for every age level and support the
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improvement of family services as needed. Individual contact and
support seems very pertinent to the success of rehabilitation work,
prevention programs and motivational programs.

No. 3, parental involvement is to be encouraged and we have
only begun t- identify this area. As economic levels improve, as
intercultural understandings are cultivated, parents can take a
more active position in communications with their children and im-
prove their understanding of the world the children face, encour-
age educational motivation of their children and interact more ef-
fectively with their children in choosing good alternative behaviors
from the many avenues bombarding young people today, thus
giving more value clarification and encouragement of more critical
selectivity on th ;-! children's part.

Finally, No. 4, "masculinity," "femininity" and "fa.nily" con-
cepts need clarification, cultivation and appreciation from adults
and children in order to engender a mutual support system and im-
prove our future. The greatness of this nation has always been evi-
dent in the growth of social, physical, mental and spiritual commit-
ment of our people. The elevation of manhood and womanhood and
reaffirmation of the importance of a strong nondenominational
spiritual commitment on the part of individuals will do much to
offset the extremely material'-tic trends seen today.

Thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Rhoda.
I ..oted in your testimony that you gave us what should be done,

but also you addressed yourself to the why of the problem. I think
that is very important. I have three teenage children, and so far
they :re not involved in drugs, for which I thank God very, very
much; out it is a problem that cuts across America. It is a problem
that we have to address as a Nation, and there are certain areas
where perhaps the problem is more acute.

Do you think that if we were to give our young people, and our
young people in this case particularly in the Indian nations and
tribes, a greater hope for the future through greater hope for edu-
cation, greater hope for jobs, that that might lessen their attraction
to the use of drugs?

Ms. Tso. Yes.
Mr. KILDEE. Do you think that along with that we should address

ourselves to the causes of using drugs as an escape. Why I ask,
Rhoda, is when the Indian Nations gave up vast tracts of land, mil-
lions and millions of acres, very often very unwillingly, the one
thing that the U.S. Government promisedand while you are here
in Washington you might want to go down to the National Ar-
chives and look at the treaties which the United States signed with
the Indian Nationsthe one thing we promised universally was
education for the Indians and Native Americans of this country,
and I do not think really we have done that good of a job in deliv-
ering upon that treaty obligation. I think we have a moral, legal
and treaty obligation to the Indian Nations and tribes of this
Nation.

So do you think if we were to give greater hope for education
and that education could lead to some meaningful employment
that that, again, would lessen that . ttraction of drugs?

Ms. Tso. Yes. Yes, in many aspects, yes.
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Mr. KILDEE. Leonard, do you have any comment on that?
Mr. BEGAY. I have a little testimony here which I would like to

read if I can.
Mr. KILDEE. Sure, go ahead.
Mr. BEGAY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my

name is Leonard Begay, and I am a student body president of the
Tuba City High School which is located on the Navajo Reservation.
I am pleased to have this opportunity to present my views on the
proposed Indian Juvenile Drug Prevention Act.

I am favor of the bill but with certain modifications. Mr.
Chairman, the need for this bill cannot be underemphasized. As, in
fact, stated the high school dropout rate, the incidence of alcohol
and drugs among the San Carlos Indians, among my colleagues, are
increasing at an alarming rate. In my opinion the reasons for these
trends are the loss of self-esteem, attributed to forced alienation
from traditional culture and economic opportunity. Collectively
these factors lead to hvr, alcohol and substance abuse.

I am a student council president of one of the largest Indian high
schools on the Navajo-Hopi Reser *ration and one of the largest in
the Nation. Yet I am not aware of any programs dealing with alco-
hol or substance abuse prevention and treatment in our school
system.

Mr. Chairman, I do not understand why this administration op-
posed this bill on the ground that programs already exist to ad-
dress these problems. Part-time counselors, 1-hour presentations
and special guest lectures are simply inadequate to address the
many complex problems that are needed "n the treatment of these
abuses. What INc. need in our opinion are lulturally relevant pro-
grams emphasizing treatment as well as prevention which are
available to all ages. By that I mean programs that insist on im-
proving individual self-esteem, by drawing on the strength 3 of the
traditional welfare and emphasizing healthy behavior and ccrnmu-
nity participation.

Mr. Chairman, the bill does not call for the integration of cultur-
al programs, and I believe it should. We encourage support for the
bill and prompt action.

Thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Leonard.
Celeste, you want to respond to my question, maybe my com-

ment, on what we can do to better carry out our obligation to help
the Indian Nations in this country to provide education and hope
for our Indian Nations and tribes, and also in conjunction with
what Leonard said, to help st perhaps an alienation from tradi-
tional cultural ties. I think that i very important. Very often, you
have a sovereignty under the trf aties of this country and that sov-
ereignty is given so you have your culture. I have lived around the
world. Cultures can be different. One is not superior or inferior to
the other.

I think, Leonard, you made a very good point. This alienation
from your traditional cultural ties is one of the causes of this prob-
lem here.

Celeste, would you like to comment on my question on education
or alienation which Leonard mentioned?
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Ms. TOGLENA. Yes, we have ideas about open recreation during
the summer for the youths so they have an option between the
drugs and the recreation which we think most of the youth in the
area would choose the recreation over the drugs. There is 700 stu-
dents who attend Shiprock High School, and of tha. 80 percent
have used drugs and alcohol and 95 percent use drugs and alcohol
regularly.

The drug problem at Shiprock High School is very severe and
recreation would be very good for the youth at Shiprock.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Celeste.
Mr. McCain.
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you all for being her this morning.
Leonard, you mentioned that there is no program that you know

of at your high school concerning drug and alcohol abuse. Is that
correct?

Mr. BEGAY. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. MCCAIN. Rhoda and Celeste, would you comment. Are there

programs at your high schools?
Ms. Tso. There is a program at my high school, youth alcohol

program.
Mr. McCA.N. Would yot. comment on its effectiveness.
Ms. Tso. I talked to the social worker who directs this, and it

seems to be very effective. Well, what happens is the proce lure is
if a person is caught with drugs or something on the school campus
they are taken to these programs and they sit in seminars, I guess
you would say, and they lecture to these stueents and inform them,
which I think is very important. I think there is a lack of knowl-
edge among Indian Americans.

Mr. MCCAIN. Celeste.
Ms. TOGLENA. No, sir, we do not have any shops e.n. these stu-

dents to go to.
Mr. MCCAIN. Celeste, at your high school what would happen if a

student were found to be high either on alcohol or drugs by the
teacher?

Ms. TOGLENA. That happens every day at school. That is nothing
new.

Mr. MCCAIN. What happens? Is the student sent home or sus-
pended?

Ms. TOGLENA. They are suspended from school. A parental con-
ferenc_ .s called; and if that does not help, then the student is just
taken down to the jail.

Mr. MCCAIN. What needs to be done to help to address the prob-
lem? Starting with you, Leonard.

Mr. BEGAY. Well, I think we should be concerned with the treat-
ment of people who are now addicted and I think we should start a
program that deals with the prevention of alcoholism.

Mr. MCCAIN. Rhoda.
Ms. Tso. I cannot really give you any answers. Like many of us, I

do not know. But I think a combination of many factors would
really help, like improve, help them get an education, inform them
..,n alcohol and drugs, because I spoke to Mr. Perry Pulas who is a
counselor at the youth alcohol program, and he pointed out that in
the Native American language, Navajo, there is no word for social
drinking, and he pointed out that how couldthere is just a word
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for drunkard. That is the only name for it, and there is a lack of
knowledge. And he said that how can people know if there is not
any word for it. And 1 think it is justthey do not know how. They
do not know how to control themselves. It is like

Mr. MeC Aim Do you feel that the fact that most young men and
women feel that there is not much chance to get a job after they
graduate has an effect on increasing the alcohol and drug abuse,
lack of job opportunities?

Ms. Tso. Yes, I think so. I think they feel that they cannot make
it in a world, a white man's world. I think they feel real alienated
and two separate worlds, and they just clash in many cases. I feel
that Native American parents see all their lives they have been,
you know, livestock raisers and they never knew the importance of
a good education. It is never really stressed in the homes. It is ap-
parent among a few Native Americans I know that have never at-
tended school and they herd sheep during the day, and the parents
do not stress education toward them, so they do not feel it is very
important. That is why the:, do lack job opportunities because they
do not have the education and do not have the parent support
behind you. I think it is really important.

Mr. McCAIN. Thank you.
Celeste.
Ms. TOGLENA. I think they should be concerned about how the

person feels who is using the drugs and get communication be-
tween the youth and the parent which could oe a problem of the
youth turning to the drugs, lack of communication bemeen the
kids and the parent.

Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for holding

these hearings and certainly to the witnesses for appearing here
today.

Earlier this year I had an opportunity with the Select Committee
on Children and Families to tour a number of reservations in the
West. We sp !nt an awful lot of time talking to young people on dif-
ferent reservations, and one of the things that just continued to
show up was the lack of recreational resources on the reservation,
whether we were on the Navajo or the Papago, or up in the
Yakima. Young people testified over and over again List there is
simply nothing to do, so young people just hang out and eventually
they get into trouble, eventually they start drinking and eventually
they start taking drugs, and that is just the fact of it. And what we
did see was an example from, Southern Utes drug busters program
in southern Colorado where young people were given an opportuni-
ty to develop this resource for themselves, create a teen center, to
create something like drug busters, and they seemed to be testify-
ing that those were very positive activities; that when young people
had an opportunity to create drug free dances or events or fun
runs or these kinds of educational opportunities, in fact, the teen-
ages participated in them. At the Laguna-Acoma Pueblo in New
Mexico they tried it first by setting up a health center; the State
set up a health center for the entire community and the teens
wouldn't go, and later the young people got an opportunity to run
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their own clinic right on the school site, and now it is almost the
center of most activities on the reservation. I think at least the
young people there feel it even led to some decline in the amount
of drunk driving taking place. They had a very severe tragedy, I
think it was a senior-junior prom or senior ball, the year before
where a number of students were killed.

And it seems to me that a valid criticism when you look around
the reservation in terms of lack of activities to stimulate young
peopie; that an awful lot of people went great distances on the bus
to go to school. By the time they got home, there was not a lot of
time left and boredom was a very, very serious problem. But the
flip side of that seemed to be that the teenagers were willing to
deal with the problems if they had some resources.

We went out to Klagetoh on the Navajo Reservation. There were
no resources. Nothing. Not something. There was nothing except to
play in the street as some of the younger people were doing, which
was just simply playing hopscotch. That wasexcept on Monday
nights I think the church had a video and they could watch a
movie.

So it seems to me you start to understand what can take place
when you have young people in any community where there is just
no outlet for the energies and the creativity and the initiatives of
young peorlo. i just wondered if you think legislation like this
ought tc accompany some efforts to provide community resources
in terms of teen centers, activities for the very constituency we are
trying to help here, but we are coming in kind of at the end in-
stead of working in some efforts towards prevention. I do not know
if that makes any sense to you or not. Do you think that would be
helpful?

Ms. Tso. Like I said before, we are going to have to hit a lot of
aspects of this problem, hit a lot of bases, and I think this is one. I
think kids do need something to do on the reservation, and in our
area all wo have is one set of basketball courts and that is it,
where I am from.

Mr. MILLER. Klagetoh is where you la d a standard, but they do
not have a backboard for the standard, no hoops. Great court but
no hoops.

Anybody else?
Ms. TOGLENA. We could have the schools open during the

summer, public schools open and we could have recreation there.
We were thinking of asking the people who run the public school,
but we have not really had time to do it. They do not want to talk
to us about it.

Mr. MILLER. To use them as a community center, teen center
during the summer?

Ms. TOGLENA. We would like it to be open, but they just do not
want to talk to us about opening the school because of the way it is
built. It is a new school.

Mr. MILLER. I vvould hope when we look at this legislation we
would really keep in mind, I think, most of the successful programs
that I was able to witness have had very, very extensive involve-
ment by the young people. There was no shortage, I think, of con-
cern by the young people on the reservations and there was no
shortage of ideas; but there was a tremendous shortage of resources
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to get those things done. I would just hope that if we write this leg-
islation we would make sure that the young people are involved
and that, in fact, it is a program that they help to design. Because I
think, even in my own district, we are finding out when you are
dealing with the problems of drugs, alcohol, teenage pregnancy the
greater involvement we have of young people the more successful
the prrooggrr is. They start to adopt it as their own and support it
and make an effort to make it work, and I just hope we would not
in this one have a lot of other people looking out after your inter-
ests as opposed to encouraging young people looking out after their
own interests.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Mum. Mr. Cheney.
Mr. CHENEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I wonder if I might ask our witnesses who testified this morning

about a couple of concerns I have, and I would find it useful if you
have information you would care to contribute. Obviously, the
problem of drug abuse and alcohol abuse and suicides is widespread
throughout our society. Right here in the District of Columbia, in
the white collar suburbs in Fairfax and Montgomery Counties,
some of the wealthiest communities in America, we face similar
problems in terms of alcohol abuse, drug abuse and suicides among
teenagers. If you have evidence this morning or information you
care to present that talks bout the differences, how the situation
differs with respect to the reservation or compares to other set,-
menta of the society, I would find that useful, if people would vol-
unteer or make comments about it.

I would also be interested if we have any success stories; that is,
are there programs in operation on Indian reservations that are es-
pecially effective or that demonstrate resulth, where we have been
able to fundamentally change or alter the destructive pattern of
behavior we see?

And I would like to thank you all for being here this morning.
I yield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ilium. Mr. Desch le from South Dakota. Mr. Desch le, do you

have any question.) of our witnesses?
Mr. DASCHLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am very grateful to you and the committee for giving me an

opportunity to sit in on this hearing. I commend the witnesses. We
have a lot of opportunities to listen to people throughout the day. I
just came from another committee, and the three of you have in
the most articulate manner voiced the concern and given us a tre-
mendous insight and I am grateful for that. I know that the rest of
the members are too

I apologize for being late, but if you could very briefly summarize
what you think would be the one or two most important things we
could do as a committee. You probably addressed a myriad of dif-
ferent issues, and you said already there are a number of factors;
but for my interest, if you could prioritize the top two, 1 will be
very grateful.

Ms. Teo. I think one of the main factors is the family. In my last
paragraph I said that we got to work on the whole family, not just
the person who is sick themselves. I thmk that is one of the areas
we really need to concentrate on and really build up the family;
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and if we can build economic security and give some intercultural
understanding between cultures, parents would have more time to
spend with their children and build a better communication be-
tween them.

Mr. DASCHLE. Your to two would be to ensure that there is
more opportunity to build the strength of the family and, secondly,
more communication perhaps between Indian and non-Indian
people with regard to this issue in particular; is that what you aresa

Ms. Tso. Yes.
Mr. BEGAY. I think that we should have more communication be-

tween the family and people in the Anglo world, but I think thatthe top priority is communication because in order to get some-
thing we need to communicate first to let them know what our
problem is and, I think that when these programs do start, they
should have a background of people they are dealing with, like
their culture, and we should have special counselors and guest
speakers and presentations to help these people and we should be
concerned with prevention because that is where I think that we
should start, because we should try to prevent this problem instead
of dealing with it. People already have their problems; I think we
should put top priority in preventing it.

Mr. DASCHLE. Thank you.
Ms. ToGLENA. Number one priority I think is for communication

between the youth and the parent, because that is what they are
lacking. The youth may sometimes feel that they are being neglect-
ed by their parents, and they just turn to drugs because they are
there. That should be the number one priority.

The second one I think would be to have good recreational facili-
ties for the youth and the parent so they are both involved and
they know what the problem is about them, what they can do to
help each other with the problem.

Mr. DASCHLE. Co the essence of what you are saying is there has
to be a better fataily relationship, more communication and a lot
more work in ensuring prevention through recreation, opening the
schools, those kind of things, counselors, as was said earlier; the
prevention side of things have to be a lot more effectively demon-
strated than we have seen in the past.

Ms. TOGLENA. Yes.
Mr. DASCHLE. Thank you all.
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. d° Lugo.
Mr. DE LUGO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
From your observation, when a young person is in trouble withdrugs or alcoholof course, alcohol is a drugwhat _a the most ef-

fective way of reaching that young person, of helping? My under-
standing is that it is far more effective if the person that tries to
reach the young person is in the same age bracket or is a young
person too, and it is even more effective if that young person hashad or has dealt with the problem of drugs or alcohol, you know,
themselves. Would you comment on that.

Mr. BEGAY. Yes, I believe that would be the most effective way
because most students would not feel comfortable speaking to
somebody who is older than them and, to top that, who did not
know how it feels to have a drug problem. I feel they would feel
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more comfortable speaking to somebody who has had the problem,
who is the same age group as they are.

Mr. DE LUGO. I think one of the most wrong approaches is to
have an adult come in and lecture somebody about this. You just
tune him right out. This is not a moral problem. It is not a problem
you can lecture on. This is a problem with a lot of pain and agony,
and I think the only person that you are going to listen to is some-
body whc you figure is leveling with you, that has gone through
some of that pain and you can identify with.

Are there Alateen programs conducted? Is there an AA organiza-
tion?

Mr. KILIAN. Perhaps the radioactivity of the nuclear fallout from
the Soviet Union is here. Someone has sent for the technician.

Mr. DE LUGO. These are the other sides of Gramm-Rudman.
Mr. Kamm. We will try to proceed without tlac sound system

until we get a technician here who knows more about it than I do.
Tewthers are limited in their knowledge, you see.

Mr. de Lugo, I know you have a booming voice, and you can be
heard.

Mr. DE LUGO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I have been impressed by the success that Alcoholics Anonymous

has had in the country, in a'a age groups, and from my observation
Alcoholics Anonymous has been effective because it is people who
have actually experienced the problem, and there are a lot of mis-
takes that we have made ever the years, a lot of misconceptions we
had about drugs and alcohol over the years. I know that at AA
they teach a program of tough love and that is telling tilt alcoholic
exactly what it is like and you got to get the help and the, of
course, helping. They have an incredible success rate.

Is AA active on any of the reservations or in any of the Indian
communities to your knowledge?

Mr. BEGAY. Yes, we do have AA, but it is not really a strong or-
ganization.

Mr. DE LUGO. It is not strong.
Mr. BEGAY. It is not strong.
Mr. DE LUGO. Is that more adult groups of AA or do you have

Alateen?
Mr. BEGAY. It is more of an adult organization, and it is under

the Public Health Service and we do not have anything at our
school.

Mr. DE LUGO. I see. I notice that there is one theme that you
have all come back to and that is communication within the family
and support within the family. You feel that lack of communica-
tion within the family is one of the things, lack of understanding is
one of the things that leads to teenage alcoholism or drug use?
That is a strong contributing factor?

Mr. BEGAY. Yes, I do.
Mr. DE LUGO. You feel people really are not hearing what you

are saying or really are not interested in what your concerns are?
Mr. BEGAY. Well, I think that students just are not used to com-

municating with their parents because some of their parents are
working or they really do not have time to see them, and students
are at school and it is during the daytime; and then their parents
are at work, so they really do not see that much of each other.
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Mr. DE Luoo. Tell me--
Mr. KILDER. The Chair at this pointI hesitate to do this, but we

are falling behind schedule a great deal. The Chair will try to
adhere to what we call here in the Congress the 5-mill ute rule. So
if the members could adhere to the 5-minute rule, the Chair would
appreciate it. Go ahead.

Mr. DR Luoo. I prefer to listen to the witnesses anyway. I will
ask questions from time to time, but I want to thank you very
much for coming here and testifying before the committee. This is
the only way we will be able to help the committee to understand
the problem. We only understand it from hearing from people who
have dealt with it and 1.' ave seen it in their communities.

Let me ask just one final question. You have friends who are in
trouble with drugs or alcohol?

Mr. BEGAY. Yes, I do.
Ms. Tso. Yes.
Mr. DE Luoo. If you were to pick out one thing, think of one

friend that is in trouble with alcohol, drugs and it is hurting, tell
me one thingwhat do you think would be the most effective thing
that there could be done to help that young person today?

Mr. BEGAY. I would have to say they would have to go see some-
one that did have a problem and that is in their same age group. I
think that is the only way my friend could get help.

Mr. DR LUGO. They would have to go see someone who had the
problem, had the same problem.

Mr. BEGAY. Yes.
Mr. DE Luoo. And talk to them and relate to them. Go ahead.
Mr. BEGAY. I think that is where they can start to help that

person. Then later on you could have counselors, older people coun-
seling them and tell them about the effects of alcohol and sub-
stance abuse, what it can do to them and their bodies. I do not
think that anybody has a right to tell that person not to drink and
not to take drugs because I do not think it is thei. right to make
that decision for that person.

Mr. DE LUGO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDEE. I will try to take them in the order they came in.
The gentleman from Nebraska, Mr. Bereuter.
Mr. BEREUTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a statement I would ask unanimous consent I might have

it inserted in the record so I can save time.
Mr. KILDEE. Without objection, your statement will be so entered.
[EDITORS NOTE.--Prepared statement of Hon. Doug Bereuter may

be found in appendix II.]
Mr. BERxum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for per-

mitting me to sit in with the Interior Committee today.
I am very pleased to say that the timing is excellent for the hear-

ing today because we have four related amendments offered by the
gentleman from South Dakota, Mr. Daschle, and myself which are
part of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act and will be voted
on by the full House shortly. I want to say to our panelists how
honored and pleased I am to welcome you to the Indian UNITY
conference here in Washington.

We do know that alcohol and drug abuse is the number one
health problem and social problem on many of our Indian reserva-
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tions today, I dare say perhaps all of them. Some Indian officials
from the reservations have told us as much as 77 percent of their
health care budgets are used on alcohol and drug-related services,
and we have also been told by other. that 90 percent or more of
the accidents that occur on reservations are related to alcohol and
drug abuse.

The whole thrust of the legislation offe. d by myself and the
gentleman P. om South Dakota, and many others, and a bill offered
by Mr. McCain on which I am an original cosponsor is aimed at the
prevention, and the primary place that we are trying to start that
prevention effort is not nxclusively but primarily in the school
system.

What are your thoughts, very candidly, about the school system
as a place to begin at an early age in drug prevention programs?
Will that be successful? What is your own experience? I know some
you come from an area where you do have some drug prevention,
alcohol use prevention programs in your schools. Others are not so
fortunate. How important has that been and how long have you
been proceeding with it?

Ms. Tso. We have no real problems like that, but I feel if we do
start in the schools it would be much more effective than if we had
counseling places. Students will listen to their peers more than
their teachers. You got to admit that peer pressure is really strong,
you know, in the school system. I feel if we can kind of reverse that
peer pressure that is on them right now for pressure to drink,
might reverse with a push not to drink, it might have some effect.
You know, students do rot want to listen to anybody telling them
what to do; but if they ave someone they feel cares, students their
own age, I think that it would be very effective.

Mr. BEREUTER. My ciildren are being bombarded with an anti-
smoking campaign from the beginning of their school, and it seems
to me t.e peer pressure is working against smoking and I know
that they are talking to their parents about it and they are con-
cerned about the parents' health. Do you think that is an example
that might work in drug a -se and alcohol abuse?

Ms. Tso. Absolutely.
Mr. BEREUTER. Anyone else have anything to suggest in this

area?
Thank you for your comment.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Bereuter.
The gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr. Synar.
Mr. SYNAR. No questions.
Mr. KILDEE. The gentleman from Washington, Mr. Lowry.
Mr. LOWRY. No questions. Thank you for allowing me to stay.
Mr. KILDEE. I want to thank the witnesses for your testimony.

We ara behind schedule, not because of you, but we ask a lot of
questions up here.

Let me say this. I am going to be coming in and out because I
have my own bill on the Floor today. I traveled out and visited
many of your tribes and nations. If any of you wish to irop by my
office after 2:30 today, if you are still in the area, my bill should be
finished hopefully by that time. My office is right in this building,
room 2432, the fourth floor. I will he glad to meet with you as a
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group or individually. I want to thank you for your testimony
today. It has been very, very welcome.

The next panel consists of Stephanie Fox, Mandan-Hidatsa, Fort
Berthold, North Dakota, accompanied by Ms. Renee Saunsoci,
Omaha Tribe, Nebraska and Ms. Traci Rouillard, Lower Brule
Sioux, South Dakota.

I am reminded by counsel that the procedure that we are trying
to follow is that the lead witness will give the main testimony. The
testimony of the other two witnesses will be submitted in its entire-
ty for the printed record which you will receive a copy of, and we
will as questions of any and all of you at that time.

You may proceed. The techniciai. is on his way, so we will try to
get the microphones on. So shout 31: you would in a gymnasium.
Speak up clearly because of the technical problems.

[Prepared statement of Stephanie Fox may be found in appendix
II.]

STATEMENT OF STEPHANIE FOX, MANDAN-HIDATSA, FORT
BERTHOLD, ND, ACCOMPANIED BY RENEE SAUNSOCI, OMAHA
TRIBE, NE AND TRACI ROUILLARD, LOWER BRULE SIOUX, SD
Mr. KILDEE. I tiink what we are going to do, inasmuch as your

testimony is extremely important, is we will take a break right
now and I am going to call the technician myself. Thank you,
Stephanie, for your indulgence.

Mr. DASCHLE. I would ask unanimous consent to insert the state-
ment in the record at this time.

Mr. KILDEE. Without objection, it will be inserted in the record.

AFTER RECESS

Mr. KILDEE. We will reconvene and try it. Hopefully the techni-
cian will be coming to correct the situation.

Stephanie, we will start again and you have a mike and hopeful-
ly it will stay with us. The technician is on his way. The gentleman
is familiar with the equipment and I think he has got our voice
back. Proceed, Stephanie.

Ms. Fox. My name is Stephanie Nicole Fox, a student at Man-
daree Public School.

Mr. KILDEE. Pull the mike very close to you like I have mine.
Ms. Fox. I am a student at Mandaree Public School in Mandaree,

North Dakota. Mandaree High School is located on the Fort Berth-
old Indian Reservation. The Three Affiliated Tribes, Mandan, Hi-
datsa and Arikara Indians, live on this reservation.

I any from 1 of the 10 tribes of the Dakota Region. There are six
Indian reservations located in the State of South Dakota and four
Indian reservations in the State of North Dakota.

The Indian youth on or near these 10 Indian reservations need
alcohol and drug related programs. I am very glad and happy that
this committee is having public hearings on H.R. 115e. After
having studied H.R. 1156 I believe that it is needed. The bill i3 a
good starting place to begin meeting the needs of the Indian south
who have problems with alcohol and drugs.
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I like the provisions under title II, education, and title V, juve-
nile alcohol and drug abuse treatment and rehabilitation, of the
bill.

In title II, education, it provides for training of counselors in
counseling techniques relevant to alcohol and drug abuse. The
sclwol counselor makes the most contacts of students who have al-
cohol and drug problems. If the counselors have this training, they
will make the most impact on the Indian youth who are having al-
cohol r.nd drug problems. As a rule, in most of the schools located
in the Dakota region the counselor/student ratio is much higher in
favor of the students. This high ratio makes it clear that the coun-
selors need this training so that their time with the Indian youth is
spent efficiently.

Another feature that I like under title II is that the schools that
are located on these Indian reservations can be used duri 4 nona-
!:ademic time to provide alternative activities to using alcohol and
drugs. This will ensure the establishment of summer recreation
and counseling programs. The summer months is the time when
much alcohol and drug problems exist on these ten Indian reserva-
tions. If the schools on or near these Indian reservations are open
in the summer to provide recreational activities and counseling to
Indian youth, it would greatly reduce the alcohol and drug prob-
lems.

The other title that I would like to make some comment on is
title V of the bill. I support the conduct of the study that is re-
quired of the Indian Health Services under section 501. We all
know that there are alcohol and drug problems with Indian youth,
but there are very few studies conducted. The alcohol program
under our tribal council is having a time trying to deal with the
three items under this section. This study will help our tribal coun-
cil by providing a copy of the report to them. I am sure other tribes
would like to see the results of this study.

The director of IHS must provide comprehensive alcohol and
drug abuse treatment services, including detoxification and coun-
seling services, and follow-up care in Indian Health Service facili-
ties, and in facilities operated under contract under Public Law 93-
638 to Indian juveniles and adults in need of such services. I feel
that the provisions under title II and title V will start to help the
Indian youth who have alcohol and drug abuse problems.

I thank the chairman and the committee members for the oppor-
tunity to testify on H.R. 1156.

Thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Stephanie.
So far in the previous panels there has been emerging the idea

that, in addition to this bill which will provide some immediate
help here, there is also a need to look at some long-term causes:
better educational opportunities, job opportunities; I think Leonard
mentioned the alienation from the traditional culture of the tribes
and also recreation facilities were mer tioned as some of the means
of preventing this alcohol and drug abuse.

Would any of you care to comment on that or maybe add some
things in addition to that. Let's see, how about Renee.

Ms. S UNSOC1. On the facilities that I think would really help
with a lot of the young people on these reservations, from what I
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found out in my research with different agencies that I inter-
viewed, all of them expressed a need for a facility, a recreational
facility that young people can go to and to find something to do in
a positive way. There is a lot of negative reinforcement among
Indian youth on reservations. If we can do something to change
that around with the help of this bill, that would greatly decrease,
I think, decrease the alcohol and drug abuse problems among our
Indian youth. I feel that this bill would help each and every one of
our tribes in the way that we could have some funds set aside, es-
pecially fo. Indian youth prevention programming.

And in my research that is also what was the problem with pro-
grams. They were not designed for Indian youth. They were alcohol
programs on my reservation, but they mostly dealt with adults,
and these adults were in extreme drug abuse and alcohol abuse
stages. The people that I spoke to with our alcohol program said
that they did not have the funds, the staff and the time to be able
to develop anything for Indian youth, and they felt a strong con-
cern on this whole subject. They were in great support of me
coming here, and that someone was from our tribe, from Nebraska,
to express this need for us.

I found out that in Nebraska there is no facility at all available
for Indian youth. In one case that I found out, they had to acrid a
student or a young man who was in trouble with alcohol and drug
abuse out of State to an Indian-oriented facility because they felt,
the people, he professionals felt that this facility would help him
since it was Indian oriented. They felt that he would not be able to
function in a non-Indian rehabilitation facility because of the cul-
ture shock that he would go through. He had a lot of problems.
They tried before and he had a lot of problems in going through
the whole program because he could not relate to any of the other
people of his age. They were not Indian and he was raised on a res-
ervation.

Mr. KILPEE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Desch le, we have a witness, I think, from your State. You

might have a question.
Mr. DASCHLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In the interests of time I am not going to ask any questions

except to welcome Traci and the entire panel. As I said a moment
ago, I think these panelists have been excellent. We are pleased
she was here. This is an area that is very, very dramatically affect-
ing the people of our State, of our reservations, and I do not think
we could have better witnesses and better talent expressing the
need for some kind of corrective legislation as we have this morn-
ing. So I am grateful to them and grateful to you, Mr. Chairman,
for holding the hearing.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you.
Mr. Bereuter, I think you have a witness also, a witness from

your State.
Mr. BEREUTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank the panel for their testimony, particularly Renee

Saunsoci for her comments and the comments from our North
Dakota friends. Thank you very mach. You are helping us to make
decisions that I think will be very beneficial to Indians and juve-
niles throughout the country.
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Mr. KILDEE. Mr. de Lugo.
Mr. DE Luoo. No questions.
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Cheney.
Mr. Lowry.
Mr. LOWRY. No questions.
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Moody, do you have a question?
Mr. MOODY. No questions.
Mr. KILDEE. I want to thank you, the panel, and you bore up

under very adverse technical problems here.
Traci, do you have any comment you would like to add before we

dismiss you'?
Ms. ROUILLARD. I would agree with Renee we need more recre-

ational facilities for the youth. You know, it does not really help to
have all these trentment programs. When they get out, they still
have nothing to do. I know people who have gone through the pro-
gram and 1 week later they are sitting around and have nothing to
do and so they are back drinking and taking things. So I would like
to stress we need more recreational things on the reservations.

Mr. KILDEE. What we are hearing from you, Traci, and the other
panelists is that this bill is important and that this bill would be
helpful; but we have to get also to the root causes, address the root
causes. This bill is only part of the solution, but it is a very impor-
tant part. Does that pretty well cover it?

Ms. SAUNSOCI. Yes.
Mr. KILDEE. I want to thank the panel very, very much. I dismiss

you and ask for the next panel.
Our next panel consists of Ms. Anne Abeita, Shoshone, Wind

River, Wyoming, accompanied by Mr. Scott Murray, Shoshone, and
Ms. Trina Stewart, Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa
student of Michigan.

Ms. Abeita, you are the lead witness and others will be able to
join in. I welcome particularly Trina Stewart from Michigan.

Trina, what part of Michigan?
Ms. STEWART. Traverse City.
Mr. KILDEE. My father was born in Traverse City, and I welcome

you especially today.
Ms. Abeita.

II
[Prepared statement of Anne Abeita may be found in appendix
.]

STATEMENT OF ANNE ATIEITA, SHOSHONE, WIND RIVER, WY, AC-
COMPANIED BY SCOTT MURRAY, SHOSHONE, AND TRINA STEW-
ART, GRAND TRAVERSE BAND OF OTTAWA, AND CHIPPEWA
STUDENT OF MICHIGAN

Ms. ABEITA. My name is Anne Abeita, and I am 17 years old. I
am enrolled Shoshone member of the Wind River Indian Reserva-
tion in Wyoming. I attend Wyoming Indian High School. I am a
student body president right now.

We, the representatives of the Wind River Indian Reservation
Youth Council, wholly support the intent of H.R. 1156 "Indian Ju-
venile Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Act."

The suicide epidemic occurring on our reservation, Wind River
Indian Reservation, Wyoming began in August, 1985 and claimed
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12 ',Dung lives, 12 and just 3 weeks ago it was 13. Alcohol and
drugs were misused in 30 percent of these incidents. Specific to
most reservations are environmental factors that contribute to
abuse of alcohol and drugs. Some of these factors are the break-
down of tribal tradition, lack of effective Indian adult role modes,
alcoholic parents, broken homes, unemployment, early marriage
and parenting and school failure.

Some measures that we envision to reduce the rate of alcohol
and drug abuse are:

Recreation: Facilities, funds and parental involvement are
needed. Additionally, the facilities can house eaucational materials
for drug and alcohol abuse prevention, suicide prevention and a
help hotline using peer counseling.

U se of Tribal Elders: The tribal value system and traditional
ways of copini3wecitah modern-day stress can be modeled.

Education: Because of the high incidence of alcohol and drug
abuse among the reservation youth, the reservation school curricu-
lum will include drug and alcohol abuse education at K-12 systems
and Headstart programs.

Parental involvement: Community resources such as churches,
parent groups, and local resource agencies can impact parenting
skills, teenage pregnancy, effects of alcohol and drug abuse contrib-
uting to adverse home environmental factors.

We are in agreement with other tribes and organizations that
another level of management is not necessary to deal with these
many problems. The Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian
Health Services should be able to identify available resources. The
Community Healh Representatives could be a primary outreach
resource.

Thank you for giving us this opportunity to express our views on
H.R 1156.

From my own perspective I would say that about 65 to 70 per-
cent on our reservation are involved in alcohol and drugs, but in
the school that I go to there are 180 students, and it is 100 percent
Indian students. I would say that 95 percent are involved in alco-
hol, but the exact percent of alcohol and drug users is not given
out from IHS and that detracts from the percentage rates. But
from my own perspective those are the percentage rate on my res-
ervation and my school.

The Community Health Representatives are short staffed. They
do all they can, but since the suicides that just happened, this pro-
gram went in the red $250,000, and the CHR program has played a
critical role in helping with these suicides, which 90 percent were
involved it- alcohol and drugs.

That is it.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much.
Let me ask you this question. What can the Government of the

United States, which has a sovereignty-to-sovereignty relationship
with the Shoshone tribe, the Shoshone Government, what can we
do better to work with that Government so they in turn can, ad-
dress the tremendous problem of youth suicide and, you say, the
drug problem in general there? Do you think that the United
States should be having such a dialog? We have a dialog with gov-
ernments in Paris and London and Tokyo; yet we have a Govern-
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ment-to-Government relationship with the Shoshone Tribe. Could
we be doing a better job dealing with the Shoshone Nation to help
them address this problem?

Ms. ABICITA. I think the Government shouldand I know that we
have not been helped too much because of the fact that we do not
have enough funding to help like it, recreation, to help with differ-
ent programs; and like I mentioned, that the CHR staffwere short
on staff and that we did go in the whole $250,000 from helping out
with these suicides.

Mr. Krum. All right.
Mr. Cheney.
Mr. CHENZY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to welcome our two students from Wyoming here

today. Both are presidents of their respective student bodies and
distinguished leaders of the schools from Fremont County and up
on the Wind River Reservation, and I do appreciate your presence
here.

I believe, Scott, that you have been nominated to serve or attend
the U.S. Navel Academy; is that not correct?

Mr. MURRAY. Yes, sir.
Mr. CHENEY. We look forward to a distinguished career for you

in the years ahead.
I want to focus, if I can just for 1 minute, on the suicide problem

which, of course, has received a lot of attention where Wyoming is
concerned and the Wind River Reservation. Can you say anything
more at this point? Do we know any more about the causes, about
why we have this wave of some 12 suicides and now 13? I have
talked with some of the social workers who have been involved in
trying to put together a program to counsel students. Do you have
any thong! its or ideas on that problem? It is not unique, certainly,
to the Wind River Reservation. As I mentioned earlier, I know of
the circumstances here in the Washington area where it has oc-
curred as well; but it seems to be especially pronounced and diffi-
cult to deal with where the reservation is concerned.

I wonder if either one of you would have any comments you care
to make, any light you could shed on why it happened and what
kind of progress we are making in trying to deal with it.

Ms. AszrrA. I think it was mainly because there is nothing really
to do on the reservation, and so that is why they turn to alcohol
and drugs and then that causesthat was because there is no
recreation on the reservation, and I feel that was the main problem
and that is why they turned to this alcohol and drugs and it made
them want to do that more. Well, you know, when a person is like
going to kill themselves and they are drinking, it is going to make
them want to do it even more because they are not in the right
mind, they do not know what they are doing.

And there is not any recreation on the reservation, but just re-
cently the Arapaho and Shoshone Council signed to have a Wind
River Indian Youth Council on our reservation that was organized
and helped by Mr. J.R. Click, and it was signed in December and
we are having Youth Council meetings and that started in Janu-
ary; and I think that this reservation Youth Council is going to
help out a lot because they have meetings and we form different
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tEeaof activities for the reservation, for the kids, and so I think
tis going to help out a lot.

But we do need more different programs to help, like to help the
adults because I think another main problem for this alcohol and
drugs and the sul -ides is because the parents are not educated in
knowing about ai ihol and drugs, and so they do not know how to
approach the children or the youth, how to help them. So I think
we need programs for the parents to get involved and know about
these of problems so they can help the children.

Mr. 1,4iv. Scott, have you got anything you would like to add?
Mr. MURRAY. Yes, sir. I think the main problem lies in the socio-

economic conditions which exist. Unemployment on the reservation
is estimated as high as 85 percent, and the orly truo income that is
paid into the area comes from the oil rJyalties paid for the miner-
als on our reservation. This used to be as high as $500 a month. It
has dropped to $300 a month aid is again cut down to $150 a
month. This has led to a lackthere is no need for the people to
work, they feel, and with this supplemental income they are able
to relax and with idle time they get involved in the drugs and alco-
hol, and this is one of the larger problems, that there is this money
that comes in the handsthat is, you know, they are on the social
programs and stuff and they do not work so there is free time.

Another problem is the law enforcement. On our reservation we
have approximately 3,000 square miles of reservation and we have
5,000 residents. We have nine police officers to patrol this area. As
the work schedule routes through three shifts, this means that at
one time on the reservation there are only two officers patrolling
the entire a

Also, in area of rehabilitation, the only drug/alcohol rehabili-
tation in practice on the reservation ie called Sho-Rap Rehab. It is
administered by the tribes. It is an Alcoholics Anonymous program
which is funded by the tribes. There is no section in there, no divi-
sion for juveniles or youth programs to go along with that. Also
there are no juvenile facilities. At this time they are building a
new jail on our reservation and fcr the first time we will have juve-
nile facilities in the jail. Before this time they were incarcerated
with the adults.

Also, there are no existing recreational programs for youth on
the res. rvation at this time. I think that our priorities here are:
number one, education; and, number two, to provide alternatives to
drugs and alcohol problems. I think by alternatives we do not
mean only to provide recreation, but also work programs and
things, vocational programs where these people are given experi-
ence in the work force, where they can learn to work and learn to
contribute. I think this would help, this would take away a lot of
idle time and would also give them the ability to move into society
and take up their place.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDRE. Mr. Lowry.
Mr. LOWRY. No, thank yor..
Mr. Mum. Mr. Moody.
Mr. Richardson.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I want to commend you and all those involved in drafting this
legislation, Mr. McCain, Mr. Daschle. I think it is important. I have
chaired hearings in New Mexico and Arizona on the subject, and I
am very proud I have got some New Mexicans here, not only Ce-
leste Toglena from Shiprock, br.c Lloyd Talas.

I wish to commend you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions now.
I may like to ask some later.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Richardson.
Mr. RICHARDSON. I ask unanimous consent to put my statement

in the record.
Mr. KILDEE. Without objection.
[EDITOR'S rturz.Prepared statement of Hon. Bill Richardson may

be found in appendix II.]
Mr. KILDEE. Trina, you are from the Traverse City area. Are you

living on the reservation or off?
Ms. STEWART. I am off.
Mr. Knzurs. Do you find among any of the people off the reserva-

tion there is a similarity of some of these problems also, the drug
and alcohol abuse?

Ms. STEWART. Yes.
Mr. KILDEE. Do you know of any programs there? You go to the

public school system in the Traverse City area?
Ms. STEWART. Yes.
Mr. KILDEE. Do you know if they have any programs for the stu-

dent body that relate to drug and alcohol abuse?
Ms. STEWART. I only know of one and it is through the Grand

Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, and that is the
only one I know of.

Mr. KILDEE. Do you think this bill, Trina, is part of a package
perhaps that would be helpful in addressing this problem for the
Indianyeople of this country?

MS. STEWART. Yes.
Mr. KILDEE. Do you find much drug and alcohol abuse in your

school?
MS. STEWART. Yes.
Mr. KILDEE. Are you familiar with the reservation nearby? Do

you have friends or relatives on the reservation?
Ms. STEWART. I go out there once in a while, but we have not

really friends out there.
Mr. Icium. Is there a problem there on the reservation also?
Ms. STEWART. Yes.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Trina.
Mr. Moody?
Mr. MOODY. No.
Mr. KILDEE. I want to thank this panel again. All your written

testimony will he made part of the written record. You will receive
copies of that, and we appreciate very much your help on this hear-
ing today. Thank you very much.

The chair is going to try something to expedite things. Teachers
experiment once in a while. What we are going to try to do at this
point is I am going to try to bring two panels up here and give the
two lead people equal time in their presentaions.

So we will bring the panel of Mr. Lloyd Talas, Hopi, Sante Fe
Indian School student of New Mexico, accompanied by Mr. Greg
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Mendoza, Pima, Arizona; and that panel will come up. And we are

fioeiontedtobsyit
some extra chairs out, eand then have the

Oklahoma, accompanieciY,by Mr. John Daugomah, Kiowa, and Ms.
Shawn Soulsby, Pawnee. So if those people would come up, the two
leadoff witnesses will remain in the same order as the program in-
dicates, Mr. Lloyd Tales and Ms. Jill Carey.

Lloyd, you want to start off and we will go to Jill and then we
will have questions of the entire panel.

[Prepared statements of Lloyd Talas and Jill Carey may be found
in appendix II.]

PANEL CONSISTING OF LLOYD TALAS, HOPI, SANTA FE INDIAN
SCHOOL, NM, ACCOMPANIED BY GREG MENDOZA, PIMA, AZ;
AND JILL CAREY, CHEROKEE, SEQUOYAH INDIAN HIGH
SCHOOL, OK, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN DAUGOMAH, KIOWA,
AND SHAWN SOULSBY, PAWNEE

Mr. TALAS. Honorable chairman and committee members.
My name is Lloyd Tales and I am a Hopi Indian student attend-

ing the Santa Fe Indian School, which is a tribally operated con-
tract school for approximately 500 students of grades 7 through 12.
I have been a student at the Santa Fe Indian School for the past 4
years. I feel that the school has been a great asset to me and other
students and it will continue to be for years to come. It has been an
educational and learning experience for me, which includes learn-
ing to cope with alcohol Ind drug abuse situations in school and at
home.

I feel it is a great honor to come today before you to present tes-
timony, to help combat these problems among our Indian youth,

iwhich is a problem which is affecting our Indian people, especially
the youth who are going to be the future leaders of tomorrow.

My personal and general observations of alcohol and drug use
and abuse is that it affects everyone and not only the users and
abusers. I have seen my own family, relatives, friends and others
and how it has had an effect on them and their lives and at times
where it was devastating. It causes destruction through death, acci-
dents, violence, incarceration, breaking up of families, suicide or at-
tempts at suicide and crime. Yet you see alcohol and drug usrige
glamorized in newspapers, magazines, radio, television, billboard
displays, posters, album covers, music, hard rock bands and many
sources. Alcohol, marijuana, inhalants and other drugs are espe-
cially easily available and can be obtained just about anywhere you
turn. You can get them from your own parents, brothers, sisters,
relatives, peers, friends, bootleggers and even people you do not
even know who will actually approach you.

One of the biggest obstacles, especially with alcohol, is that it is
accepted by the general public and society as a whole. With alcohol
and other drugs, it is OK to do as much advertising as one is al-
lowed to and usually it is allowed to go overboard a lot of the time.
These are some of the things we see as young people.

Problems resulting from alcohol and drug use and abuse among
Indian youth are phenomenal. In the school and at home many
young Indian people spend their money on alcohol and other drugs
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and have nothing to show for it except hangovers, being arrested,
being sent to the detention center, being sent to the corrections
home, being written up for a substance abuse incident, having to
appear before a tribal council /judge or probation officer, and an in-
volvement in accidents.

Negative attitudes and behavior sic built into and evident in
young Indian people that are involved with alcohol and other drug
use and abuse. You see a lack of concentration and participation in
school work and activities and the inability to complete assign-
ments or tasks. Many Indian youth get into fights, arguments and
other personal conflicts. They shut out other people who are will-
ing and wanting to help them an 1 guide them in a positive way.
Their personal hygiene is affected, and this can be seen through
their lack of cleanliness and the way they dress. You riee the lack
of respect for themselves, elders, parents, staff and the law. Most
important of all, they lack respect frr their cultural and traditional
way of their respective tribes. It cause. disunity among our owr.
people, both young and old. Other problems are a high rate of drop-
outs, being dUsmissed from school because of alcohol and drug use
and abuse, absence from classes and discipline.

These are but a few problems mentioned that we, as young con-
cerned people, see as a result of alaihol and drug use and abuse
among Indian youtii in our area. To put it simply, alcohol and drug
abuse is very damaging to the Indian youth, spiritually, mentally
and physically. Many hopes, dreams and goals of individual Native
Americans and tribes have not been achieved because of alcohol
and drug abuse and the problems they bring. We, as Indian youth,
must be assured that people working with us in this area or field
are themselves emotionally stable.

The needs are many. There are programs in place, but many of
them are geared toward working with adults. There have been oc-
casions where young people were placed in these facilities for treat-
ment and could not relate to what goes on. They also felt uncom-
fortable because of the age difference. This is especially true with
young Indian people that are referred to some of these facilities.
We need facilities for young Indian people that are geared tow trds
their rehabilitation using our own traditional and cultural aware-
ness people. Together with other pr . ention, intervention and alco-
hol/drug education activities wor lu give us more pride and self-
esteem. We need more involvement by all our Indian people to
unite and work together in combating this problem.

We need more programs aimed at prevention and intervention.
That is not to exclude treatment programs, both inpatient and out-
patient. We need a lot of family involvement during the treatment
process and after the process. We need good community programs
to work with our school programs to better serve the Indian youth.
In school we have alcohol/drug counseling education and are
taught coping skills, life skills, but a lot of time there is no follow-
up from community-based programs that students are referred to
during the summer.

We need money provided to schools to provide more community
outrea. .. In law enforcement, there needs to be a study made in
how tl deal with public intoxication, DWI and other alcohol/
drug related situations among Indian youth. We need stricter laws
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for the selling of alcoholic beverages (checking IDs, setting up the
legal age limit for buying alcoholic beverages at 21 years old for all
states, law enforcement agencies keeping a closer watch on possible
bootleggers). Laws need to be amended to prohibit or censor certain
information on alcohol and drug advertisements. These needs are
endless.

Most important of all is to implement these programs and to
work together on the needs expressed by all of us to combat alcohol
and other drug use and abuse among Indian youth through preven-
tion, identification, treatment and follow-up as proposed in H.R.
1156. I hope that our concerns and comments will seriously be con-
sidered in the final analysis and draft of H.R. 1156.

In conclusion, I would like to thank the committee for giving me
the opportunity to present some personal and general observations
in regards to problems resulting from alcohol and drug abuse
among Indian youth and the needs for this growing problem. I
would also like to thank the Santa Fe Indian School for giving me
this opportunity to be here. May the Great Spirit bless you all.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Tales. I have had the oc-
casion to visit your school out there, and phase give my greetings
to Mr. Joe Abeyta, your superintendent.

The next witness to testify is Miss Jill Carey. Pull that micro-
phone very close.

Ms. CAREY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.
My name is Jill Carey and I am a Cherokee Indian. I am 18 and

am pr ently attending Sequoyah Indian High School, one of the 6
off reservation boarding schools in the Nation. I do not wish to give
a flowery, overdone statement. I wish to convey my own deep per-
sonal concerns with the problems I see aincting my closest peers
and friends.

There are approximately 125 students attending Sequoyah High
School and out of that number at least 90 percent are frequent
users of alcohol and/or drugs; out of that number at least 50 per-
cent have serious addiction problems. These are alarming and ex-
tremely serious ratios.

Before I go any further, I would like to share a few facts with
you. One hundred sixteen years ago today the treaty of Fort Lara-
mie was signed with the Sioux lands and their allies establishing
the great Sioux reservation in South Dakota. The same reservation
where today 2 out of 3 of their youth ages 12 to 18 are chronic alco-
holics, and 2 out of 3 of all teenage girls under 17 become unwed
mothers, giving birth to alcoholic infants. In 1984 there were more
Indian children in Government boarding schools than there were
Cherokees on a forced march to Oklahoma which was our infamous
and tragic Trail of Tears in the 1830's.

Just 25 miles from Tahlequah, where I live in Adair County of
Oklahoma, the teenage alcoholism and teenage pregnancy rates are
higher per capita than Harlem in New York City. Oklahoma is
tenth in the Nation for arrests connected with teenage drug and
alcohol abuse.

The devastation and havoc that this problem creates has touched
all of us, not just those who are victims of its grip. But as our
youth are torn away from that love of Mother Earth, it spawns cor-



ruption and decomposition of all that we as human beings hold
dear.

I have no technical recommendations. All I have is the support
for anything that can intervene in the path that the future of our
Indian youth are on.

As a Christian, I know that the only way that these young people
will survive and rise above the ashes and rubble is with the help
and uplifting of our Heavenly Father. But every amount of help
and support and expression of genuine love that we show these in-
dividuals will help the healing process. This bill will help give
them the chance to become healthy, whole, productive citizens. We
all deserve at least that chance.

Before' I end, I would like to say that we can blame this on many
problems and things, and I live in a dorm and I know the kids,
what their problems are, and what they say because they come to
me. Lack of activities I cannot blame it on because we have foot-
ball, basketball, baseball, golf, tennis, recreational center. When-
ever they are given the chance to go off campus, they abuse it. I
am saying they as those that drink. Whenever we get together a
group of people to go to churches and sing, their attitude is totally
changed. They are willing to give up the things and they feel posi-
tive, and I feel that we can give these clinics and counselors and
things like that; but if they are not willing to change within them-
selves, then we have to give them a positive attitude. They have to
feel assured. In our schools and classes it affects them in ways that
their grades suffer and they are not self-motivated; and I feel that
we need toI feel this needs to be done, and I thank you for the
opportunity to explain this to you.

Mr. KILDRE. Thank you very much, Jill. Your testimony remind-
ed me of my basic philosophy as I approach Government. I think
Government's prime obligation is to promote, defend, protect and
enhance human dignity, and I think all the bills that we pass on
and look at we should ask ourselves does this promote, defend, pro-
tect and enhance human dignity.

As I mentioned earlier, I have three teenage children. The
youngest is a boy 13, girl 15 and a boy 16. When my 13 year old
was 9 years old, 4 years ago, I was tucking him in the bed one
night as is my custom being the father of the family and hearing
his prayers. And he said his formal prayers and he said, "I love
God, I love Mommy, I love Daddy, I love Laura, I love David and I
love me." It is very important that people have a good image of
themselves, and I think that is part of that promoting, defending,
protecting and enhancing human dignity and every human being,
Anglo, Indian, European, Asian. Every human being has enormous
dignity and great worth just by the very fact that they are human,
great worth. We should try to help people understand their dignity
and worth, and I really appreciate your testimony.

Mr. Richardson.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Lloyd, let me start out by asking you, at your school, Santa Fe

Indian School, what percentage of the students would you say were
constant users of either drugs or alcohol?

Mr. TALAS. About 20 percent of the students.
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Mr. RICHARDSON. Twenty percent. You mentioned the need for
Government programs. You mentioned the need for outpatient clin-
ics. Have you or the panel considered some of the things that you
guys can do? How about a student task force initiated by your-
selves? Is that within the realm of possibility, an anti-drug task
force that you on a voluntary basis have done independent of any
programs? What will you do if this bill does not pass? You have
heard about the reality of the budget and this is an exzellent bill,
but I do not think the administration is for it. We need some more
alcoholism funding, but you have heard of this specter called
Gramm-audman. What if all of a sudden there is no program for
next year that requires congressional action? Would you consider
that option, student task forces yourselves, on a voluntary basis,
fighting it on your own? Is that realistic?

Mr. taus. Right now at the school we have several programs
that deal with these things, and to me I think they are pretty good
programs too. We have several programs that deal with the sub-
stance abuse and counseling and prevention and many, many
there is one program that students that are severely involved in al-
cohol all the time, they are referred to a program called IRG; that
is Intensive Residentiai Guidance program that we have up there.
If they are caught like more than once they are put into this pro-
gram. They are really checked upon to see if they are abiding by
the program.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Jill, what about your view on this? I am talking
more in terms of a student vigilante, anti-drug effort yourselves.
Yes, you have a lot of these counseling programs, but public educa-
tion, exposure of the other students that are involved, is that real-
istic?

Ms. CAREY. Excuse me. Would you repeat the question.
Mr. RICHARDSON. What I am saying is that assume that this bill,

which is a fine bill, does not pass and there is not any more fund-
ing. Is it an option for students themselves to educate one another
without parents perhaps, without the community, yourselves on
your own? Is that something that you considered or contemrlated?

Ms. CARER. Yes. I feel that the kids, if it is just us, we have
gotten a group together and talked about things and it has worked
out. I feel if the group gets together and they know the problems of
each other, you know, they have been through the same thing, I
feel it helps.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Richardson.
Mr. Synar.
Mr. SYNAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, let me welcome Jill and all the other Oklahomans

here today. It is good to have you all up here, and what you see
today happening in front of you is government in its most primary
form where we take input and hopefully get a better understand-
ing of what we are trying to do to help. I wish many of your par-
ents and also some of our other constituents that live in Oklahoma
could come up and have this type of exposure, because I think this
would give them a better understanding of the problems we do face
and how we try to deal with them; and all of you who are here
from all over the country are to be commended for a number of
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reasons: first of all, for helping us come to the solutions with re-
spect to this serious growing problem; but, secondly, you are to be
commended because many of you are out there in the forefront
trying to fight this problem. It is with a great amount of pride that
I think all of us sit on this side of the aisle and look at you and say
this is nice to see, that these people are really out there trying and
with or without federal money they are going to deal with it.

I would like to ask one question, and then I will ask both our
panelists this. Obviously, you both talked about it is nice to have
the clicics and the supervisors and the type of programs that are
available, but it is also nice to have a lot of activities, and the fail-
ure out there is not the lack of activities and things to do because
they. is plenty of things to do; that the real answer comes in self-
motivation, as Dale pointed out in his very eloquent comments. It
comes down from one having that gaud self-image about them-
selves.

Maybe this question is broad, but maybe you all can enlighten
us. What are we doing wrong with respect to all programs that
affect our community and youth where we are having this symp-
tom continue to grow? What is it we are failing to do from this
level that would help eliminate this direct:on towards the use and
abuse of alcohol and drugs?

What is it that we are not doing?
Ms. CAREY. It is great you are giving us an opportunity to be able

to speak out. It is like we said, it is self-motivation and we need
that. At our school there is a lot of peer pressure and that is not
your problem. It is a fact of life we live in. Everyone must be cute
and keep up with each other in clothes, hair, just things of that,
sort. A lot of peer pressure has to do with the students, I think,
because, you know, we live on the campus and the teachers and
stuffthe teachers are very supportive. A lot has to do with the
students and problems they have. When you come to a boarding
school, you realize that they have a lot of problems. Their parents
have left them alone. A lot of thingsthey have been there. Some
may have been molested. There is a lot there, and you have to give
them confidence.

And I feel if we have a counselor that was educated in this area,
where they could trust that person, feel confidence in that person,
it evens works for students. If they trust that student, they will
come to that student; but the student does not have as much
higher position to be able to come out and tell.

Mr. KILDEE. I think Shawn wanted to reply to that too.
Ms. SOULSBY. The statement I wanted to make is you have a lot

of concerned youth here; and if the organizations that are in exist-
ence would implement some kind of program where the youth
could come in and set up their own system for their own people,
these kids here know what the problems are and they know the so-
lutions, but they have not got the facilities nor the facilitators to
put those into action.

And I think right here you have got a whole room full of kids
that would be willing to go back to the places they come from and
they would be willing to help start those programs if they were
given the guidance and leadership.
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Just something, when I .as 17 years old I moved away from
home and I moved to New York City and I ran into some problems
up there and I spent 6 months in the New York State correctional
facility because of charges related to drug and alcohol abuse. And
if at that point in my life I had had people my own age who were
concerned and that were involved with programs like thatI mean
I had a lot going for me when I was in high school. I came from a
well off family. I had a nice position in high school, but there was
not just the concern from peers. And I think we have got all the
power we need right in this room, you know. We need a little help
financially. We need a little help from some facilitators, but I think
we have the potential and the power right here to make a big
impact on the problem we are talking about.

Mr. SYNAR. I appreciate both those remarks. Let me go at this
again because what I am trying to figure out is what is it that we
are not doing? I mean, are the institutions such as Sequoyah or the
schools failing to do something that is causing a boredom level
which is forcing that or does it come down to strictly peer pres-
Bare? Since everyone else is doing it, you feel like you got to got in
the program. Is that it more than the failure of anything we are
doing or not doing?

Mr. DAUGOMAH. I would like to try to answer that if I may.
Speaking as a youth, we. tend to follow the lead of our elders,
meaning our parents, and our parents had to go through some
traumatic times where they faced a lot of things like, oh, inad-
equate education, housing, unemployment; and if you take a look
at what is going on with the farmers now where there is a high
suicide rate, a high alcoholism rate, that they are facing problems
that the Indians have been facing for many years. Because of these
inadequacies the adults themselves have faced, these traumatic
problems, turned to alcohol and in setting that kind of example or
suffering those kind of problems, their offspring are going to follow
the same suit.

And it is up toI do not know. You asked what can you do from
that level, and I think improving some of the trust obligations that
the U.S. Government is obligated to do is, I think, one of really get-
ting to the root of the problem, where we could improve on employ-
ment, education and housing. I think that is really where the root
of the problem is. Myself, I experienced that also. I lost a mother to
alcoholism in 1979. I grew up in a boarding school, went to school
at boarding school for 5 years, and I ran into these kind of same
peer pressures; but it was not because the kidsit was the peer
pressure, but they were following a trend that was set by the par-
ents that suffered these inadequacies earlier in their years. And I
think if we canfrom your level, if you can focus on providing
some of those trust obligations, then it would solve a lot of prob-
lems.

Mr. SYNAR. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KHMER. I thank the panel for being a very fine panel. We

will dismiss you at this time. Again, I may be leaving soon as my
own bill is up on the Floor. If any of you are around at 2:30, 3:00,
when I hopefully will get my bill passed, if you want to drop by my
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own office, 2432 of this building, fourth floor, I would be glad to
meet with you individually or as a group. Thank you very much.

Same procedure. We will bring two panels up together. Next
panels will consist of Mr. Oscar Schuyler, Oneida Tribe of Wiscon-
sin, accompanied by Joe ly Armstrong, Lac du Flambeau, and Ms.
Lisa Sutton, Lac Courte Orei lles. That panel can come up and I
will join them with the next panel consisting of Mr. Tony Stacona,
Warm Springs Tribe of Oregon, accompanied by Ms. Billie Peter-
son, Skokomish Tribe of Washington and Ms. Bridgette Kelama,
Nisqually Tribe of Washington.

I think some of our people may have had to leave, so those who
are here, if you will identify yourselves for the court reporter as
you begin for the record and Mr. Synar here.

[Prepared statements of Oscar Schuyler and Tony Stacona, with
attachments, maybe found in appendix II.]

PANEL CONSISTING OF OSCAR SCHUYLER, ONEIDA TRIBE OF
WISCONSIN, ACCOMPANIED BY JOELY ARMSTRONG, LAC DU
FLAMBEAU AND LISA SUTTON, LAC COURTE OREILLES; AND
TONY STACONA, WARM SPRINGS TRIBE OF OREGON, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY BILLIE PETERSON, SKOKOMISH TRIBE OF WASHING-
TON, AND BRIDGETrE KELAMA, NISQUALLY TRIBE, WASHING-
TON

Mr. SCHUYLER. Gentlemen, I am Oscar Schuyler of the Oneida
Tribe. It is an honor for me to be here to represent the Oneida
UNITY.

We feel that there is a drug and alcohol abuse problem among
the youth in our communit,- and in many other communities on
reservations. We feel that this problem is mainly caused by youth
trying to fit in, peer pressures and divorce and all the little prob-
lems added up to one big problem.

I know one kid that drinks, does not touch drugs, but drinks a
lot. When he first started drinking his mother said it was okay, but
then he started to drink too much and started to get into argu-
ments with his mother all the time. Then he moved, to go live with
his father. He did this back and forth for about 1 year. He finally
decided to stay with his father. He stopped drinking for a long
time. He then turned 19 and felt he could drink again and hold it
to a limit. He did until he started to get depressed and all his prob-
lems came to haunt him and made him suicidal. His mother then
came out for a funeral and to talk to him. We noticetl that he went
everywhere that day with her and got kind of attached to her
again.

When dhe left he was OK for 2 weeks; then he started having
problems with his girlfriend and turned to alcohol for relief. But it
got worse and once again he became suicidal. He tried suicide five
times in less than 1 month. The reason I know this person very
well is because he is my brother. I feel that there is more people
like this not only on the reservation but with youth all over the
world. I feel to help these problems we need something that the
whole family can go to instead of just the troubled youth. This
should be a place with religion and where the families help out
each other with the problems of their youth.
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We as Oneida youth offer our support to H.R. 1156. This legisla-
tion cau directly affect our future and the future of our loved ones.

The need for qualified people to work with Indian youth and
families in the area of alcohol and drug abuse at the community
level cannot be over emphasized. I think that the right way to run
an alcohol and drug abuse program is to have the responsibility in
the hands of people who are either themselves recovered alcoholics
or who have lived in an alcoholism-plagued family and who are
also to professionalize themselves.

I would like to thank you once again for the opportunity to offer
again this testimony and the needs of Indian youth will not be ig-
nored.

Mr. Krum. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. Tony Staconi.
Mr. STACONA. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, members and staff.
My name is Tony Stacona and with me today are Alvis Smith,

Stacey Leonard and Lisa Briseno. We are enrolled members of the
Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon
and are currently enrolled in Madras Senior High School. We want
to express our gratitude to the members of the House Committee
on Interior and Irsular Affairs, other esteemed members of Con-
gress and UNITY for this opportunity to testify on the Indian Ju-
venile Alcohol and Drug Prevention Act, H.R. 1156. We also want
to convey to you the appreciation of our fellow students, our
people, our school and our tribal government fur giving us this op-
portunity.

We are extremely proud to support the intent and purposes of
H.R. 1156. It will address one of the several critical needs of Indian
youthour peers. We want to commend and thank Congressmen
Bereuter, Daschle, Udall, Young of Alaska, Williams and other
sponsors for their sensitivity, foresight, and leadership in behalf of
Indian youth. Passage of this legislation will contribute greatly to
the spirit and quality of the Government-to-Government coopera-
tion necessary for the protection and advancement. of Indian
human resource interests.

Alcohol and drug abuse remains at epidemic proportions within
most Indian communities; no family has been spared the agony and
hurt that it causes. Substance use and abuse often fuels a vicious
circle that entrpos and controls many lives; it is an addictive
escape that can oecome a way of life. We can see the effects all
around us: the lack of hope and feelings of powerlessness to bring
about change or improvements. We are grateful to know that there
are concerned people such as yourselves who are willing to help us
and our community become all that we are capable of being oz
doing.

We have known that drugs and alcohol are a problem; we were
not aware of the far-reaching impacts and costs. Our research and
preparation for this testimony was enlightening. The information
included then present findings found on the reservations:

Approximately 40 percent of Indian students may not complete
high school with their class. Some may complete an equivalency
program later.

Among tribal members between the ages of 19 and 27, only 17
percent are employed, 10 percent are enrolled in training and 73
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percent are unemployed. We recognize that some of this age group
are committed to domestic obligations; others may have given up.

The average age of death in 1985 was 82.05 years.
In 1985, off reservation residential treatment served 70 people

(three were under the age of 18) at a cost of $539,125.
There were many other such statistics. We are pleased to report

that our reservation has not had any alcohol related traffic fatality
in over a year. However, 43 p.. :Ant of auto accidents are alcohol
related. We are making progress; yet much work needs to be done.

We have reviewed and analyzed H.R. 1156. We would like to
make the following recommendations:

Title I, Interdepartmental Agreement. We recommend including
the Secretary of Education to recognize the obligation and responsi-
bility of the education community under section 504 of the Reha-
bilitation Act and the Education of All Handicapd Children Act.

Title IT, Education. We recommend language that will not limit
the responsibility to a 'ew specific categorical programs as the prin-
cipal source and base of this mandate.

Title IV, Law Enforcement. In addition to the arrest and follow-
up provisions, drug and alcohol availability needs to be addressed
by adding language to improve the interagency action for "supply
side" and "demand side" enforcement.

Drug and alcohol abuse is a major concern of our peers, both
Indian and non-Indian. Substance abuse by itself is only a symp-
tom. We request that Congress and the administration pursue an
interagency initiative to work cooperatively on solving the causes.
A conceptual approach has been included with our statement. The
approach can be expanded to establish a Federal interagency plan-
ning forum to ensure the best utilization of badly needed but di-
minishing financial resources. Working together we can make a
difference.

In closing, we again want to express our most sincere apprecia-
tion for this honor to appear before you. Thank you for placing
value on our thoughts and opinions.

Mr. KILDER. Thank you very much, Tony.
Mr. Synar, cp4estions of the panel?
Mr. SvbrAa. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mau. Mr. Lowry.
Mr. LOWRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank the two people who have testified for their excel-

lent testimony and want to welcome two other people on the panel
from our state of Washington, Billie Peterson of the Skokomish
Tribe and Bridgette Kelama from the Nisqually Tribe.

Billie is the daughter of a good friend of mme who is the chair-
man of the Skokomish Tribe, Gary Peterson, and one of the out-
standing leaders in the state of Washington, Mr. Chairman. As a
matter of fact, the Indian leaders that I know are some of the most
outstanding adults in the entire state of Washington; so as I sat
and listened to the role model question, those Indian leaders I
know are great role models.

And everybody, I think, in the room is really searching for why
this problem is as immense as it is.

I would like to ask both Billie and Bridgette to respond. How im-
portant is the question of future employment opportunity for you,
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for Indian youth, and the relationship of the unemployment of the
adults and how important is the employment question within this
overall alcohol/suicide problem? Billie, would you care to answer
that.

Ms. PICHIRSON. Thank you, Mr. Lowry.
The employment question is very important around our area.

The major source of employment in our area is foresting. Simpson
Timber Company recently closed down several of its mills and a lot
of people are out of work. I believe that employment will keep
people out of drugs and alcohol and also I think that with employ-
ment, with parents who are employed, children grow up believing
they should work. If the parents are unemployed, I think the role
model that children have to look up to as being unemployed, they
do not expectthey do not see themselves in the future working.
So I think the employment factor is very important in our area.

Mr. Lovntv. I assume it is sort of difficult to have a rosy look at
the future if you do not think it is possible to have a job when you
become an adult. You are almostyou are adults now. You know
what I mean. You get a couple of years older. It seems to me it is
kind of hard, Mr. Chairman, to have a rosy looking future if you
cannot find a job. Is that right?

Ms. PETERSON. Yes, it is.
Mr. LOWRY. Bridgette.
Ms. KELAMA. I think it is very strong. You have your went sup-

port of getting a job because I got a job last summer and this is a
very fine experience, learning now to work and what you are going
to have to do, like taxes and stuff, because the young kids today
have very much trouble doing taxes and stuff. I think this last year
I had kind of trouble doing taxes. So I had to learn how to do this.
So I think it is very strong that you have a chance to work and
having your parents support you. Thank you.

Mr. LOWRY. Where did you have your job?
Ms. KELAMA. I was working fighting fire with the Government.
Mr. LOWRY. Do you have friends or know people that are em-

ployed in the summer youth program?
Ms. KELAstA. Yes. I think it is a good opportunity for young kids

whose parents do not work, to have a chance to work and they
have people of the community around them to support them if
their parents do not.

Mr. LOWRY. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KnamE. Thank you very much, Mr. Lowry.
Mr. Moody.
Mr. MOODY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am very happy we have a representative from Wisconsin here.

Oscar Schuyler, I thought your testimony was excellent. Do you
have any additional points you want to make?

Mr. SCHUYLER. No.
Mr. MOODY. Do you think this bill is the right answer? Tony, do

you think this is the way to fo about it?
Mr. STACONA. Yes, but it is kind of a long process just for a bill

to be through. The youth and everything, maybe move a little
faster, you know what I mean.
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Mr. MOODY. Do you think that attitudes about alcohol and drugs
can be altered by anything we might do here in Congress or do you
think it is going to have to come from within the community itself?

Mr. STACONA. I think it has to come with the community and the
parents coming together to help the problems.

Mr. MOODY. Do you think the community perceives it as a prob-
lem? I know you do. Do you think the time is ripe for the commu-
nity to tak.: action on its own?

Mr. STACONA. Yes, for the community to act on its own we need
the funds, and right now we are trying to get our community in-
volved with the problem. We have what we call the TRAILS pro-
gram. We got a recreation permit and if you get caught in their
drinking, you get kicked out and you have to go to that program
and talk to them and everything.

Mr. MOODY. Do you think that program is effective? Is that work-
ing?

Mr. STACONA. It is working, but we need moreI do not know
how to say it.

Mr. MOODY. Support?
Mr. STACONA. Support.
Mr. MOODY. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Moody.
I want to thank the panel. You are very clear in your testimony,

and hopefully it will guide the Congress in doing what is right. I
think I have always said many times, and I repeat it again, that we
in this Congress are part of the trust responsibilityit is not just
for the Interior Department or the BIACongress is part of that
trust responsibility. We are part of the sovereignty-to-sovereignty
relationship we have with the Indians We have moral, legal and
treaty obligations to the American Indians and Native Americans.
And if the administration wants to cut back on education else-
whereI do not support thatwe have a special obligation in edu-
cation to the Indian people of this country because when we took
land we promised education. So we have that special treaty respon-
sibility, and I think your testimony here today will help us carry
out that treaty responsibility.

Thank you very, very much. I dismiss the panel.
We will do what we did before; we will join the panels together

here again for our final presentation. Mr. Jason Wyasket, North-
ern Ute Tribe, Fort Duchesne, Utah accompanied by Ms. Kelly
Bliss and Ms. Stacey James, Washoe Tribe of Nevada and Califor-
nia; Mr. Kenneth Grant, Mississippi Choctaw Tribe.

We particularly appreciate the patience of this last panel. We
are behind schedule, but we do appreciate your bearing with us on
that.

Our first witness will be Mr. Jason Wyasket. Jason, pull that
mike very close.

[Prepared statements of Jason Wyasket and Kenneth Grant may
be fond in appendix II.]
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PANEL C11NSISTING OF JASON WYASKET, NORTHERN UTE TRIBE,
FORT :CHESNE, UT, ACCOMPANILJ BY KELLY BLISS AND
STACEY JAMES, WASHOE TRIBE OF NEVADA AND CALIFORNIA;
AND KENNETH GRANT, MISSISSIPPI CHOCTAW TRIBE, ACCOM-
PANIED BY RAENELL HOCKETT AND GILBERT THOMPSON

Mr. WYASKET. First I would like to say my name is Jason Wyas-
ket. I am a member of the youth committee representing the Ute
Indian Tribe of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation, Utah.

It has been our observation that at the Uintah and Ouray Reser-
vation there is a great need for this bill and the need for this bill is
because of several reasons. First of all, I feel that the Indian people
as a whole could probably do a lot toward solving this problem for
themselves except that the Indian people have traditionally needed
to be pushed; and I feel that if this bill were to be passed it would
sort of like provide a great stepping stone and would create the op-
portunity to start helping themselves towards doing what needs to
be done to solve this problem.

And it has been our observation that during this tie we have
been doing some research throughout the reservation and trying to
find out exactly why there has not really been any opportunities to
be presented to the youth of the tribe, and a lot of it has been be-
cause they feel that nobody really cares, I guess you caii say, but
we have been talking to people and then the parents, we have been
talking to the parents, and they say they cue but they really do
not know how to coirmunicate with their children, their sons and
daughters.

And if this bill were to be passed, it would provide a lot of educa-
tion and programs to help show these parents of the kids exactly
what they need to say to them to help them have a better commu-
nication on this problem and it would solve a lot of problems.

Also the counselors have to be very skilled and trained adults
and this training cannot bein your bill it says kindergarten
through the 12th grade. I feel it has to go beyond the 12th grade
and start at an earlier age, in maybe a Headstart program or some-
thing like that because a lot of it, if you do not do it right awayit
has been from the people of the tribe thereif you do not start
right away it can be bad.

About 1 week ago I was riding home and there was a kid, prob-
ably no older than 4 or 5 years old, and he saw this other kid who
had a glass of apple juice and he said, "What is this? Is that your
brew?" You know, it has to start earlier, and everybody has to be
involved with this, you know.

In our written statement that we have presented I have some
suggestions made on parts of the bill that need to be changed. This
part right here, I think it was section 203--this is referring back to
section 315 of the Adult Education Act. I quote, "to provide alcohol
and drug abuse counseling services to better enable Indians in need
of such services"wait. I messed up. I am sorry. I am quoting the
wrong part.

Here it is: "Schools providing programs of instruction under sub-
section (a) are encouraged to emphasize family participation in
such instruction."
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You know, that is just encouragement. You can just say we
would like you to come. That is encouragement. We feel that
family participation is needed, and it should read something like
this: "Schools providing pmms of irstruction under subsection
(a) are requird to have fa participation whenever possible."

Now, that would read better for a lot of reasons. First of all, that
would enable the patents to be able to get involved, and it would
not really give them an excuse like I have bowling tonight, because
that is one of the main things to do in the tribe, because there are
tribal bowling leagues, and they use this a lot of times as an
excuse.

And it just does not work that way. It should not work that way.
A lot of time a lot of kids who are arrested are just sent to jail

for driving under the influence and stuff like that. There is a sec-
tion in your bill which requires that they be sent to rehabilitation
centers, and we have looked that over and we felt that would be a
very good thing to have because of the fact that, first of all, when
you go to jail you talk to a lot of people who have been around and
they say, yeah, drugs and drinking is cool, you know, they are just
trying to make the little kids think that way because the older
Indian folks, a lot of them feel that way, that, you know, they are
trying to sort of like be a role model but it is in the wrong way.

If they were sent to rehabilitation facilities and they were to be
with their own age group, we feel there would be a rehabilitation
process; and if there war; followup, then it would provide great re-
habilitation processes am would help the overall outlook and it
would help especially with folluwup care, help them to stay off
the drugs and alcohol, and sw feel that would be very good.

On the Uintah and Ouray Reservation we did a small study
before we came and it was determined that approximately 95 per-
cent of everyone on the reservation was involved with alcohol;
either they lived with someone who had been drinking or else they
knew somebody or they had done it themselves. And we feel that if
this bill was passed it would cut down that number and it would be
just a lot better for the Indian people, and it would help provide
jobs and stuff because if you do not have people drinking, you have
the ability to go to work, to earn money and get money flowing
through the system; and we feel that would be a great stepping
stone in the right direction, and I would like to thank the commit-
tee for providing this time to express my views on this bill. Thanks.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much.
I want to put for the record too from the Mississippi Choctaw

Tribe we have three witnesses: Raenell Hockett, Kenneth Grant
who will testify next, and Gilbert Thompson.

Kenneth, thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. GRANT. Mr. Chairman, my name is Kenneth Grant, and with

this official written testimony I would like to add as the Mississippi
Choctaw Indians we give our wholehearted support to passing the
bill to help stamp out the negatives of alcohol and drug abuse as to
allow the Indian youth to pursue the goals and the dreams and
their lives; and I and our tnbe would really like to see this bill be
passed because I feel that it would make a lot of changes on the
reservation and help control the drugs and alcohol abuse.
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Kenneth. Do you attend public school,
local public school?

Mr. GRfrr. I attend the Choctaw Central High School on the res-
ervation.

Mr. limns. A BIA school on the reservation.
Raenell, you also attend- -
Ms. HocKErr. 1 am a college student attending Mississippi State

University.
Mr. KILDEE. Where did you attend high school?
Ms. HocKErr. I attended the Choctaw Central High School on the

reservation.
Mr. KILDEE. Gilbert, are you attending the same high school?
Mr.- THOMPSON. No, sir. I attended a public school in Philadel-

phia, Mississippi and I completed my course work in business ad-
ministration at the University of Mississippi.

Mr. KILDEE. Now, you live on the reservation or do you live off?
Mr. THOMPSON. I live on the reservation. I am employed with one

of the enterprises that we managed to capture on the reservation.
Mr. KILDEE. On the reservation school, you find a problem with

drugs and alcoholism that this bill will help address?
Mr. GRANT. Yes, sir.
Mr. KILDEE. What percentage would youwe do not have precise

figures; often it is a guesstimate. But what percentage of students
at the school do you think are, regular users of drugs?

Mr. GRANT. I would say 60 percent.
Mr. KILDEE. That includes alcohol?
Mr. GRADrr. Yes.
Mr. KILDEE. Do you feel that also, Raenell?
Ms. HocKErr. I feel it is more alcohcl related. There is not as

much drugs. We do not have much of a problem with drugs. The
main factor is alcohol and something needs to be done.

Mr. KILDEE. Alcohol is our most abused substance in this coun-
try.

Ms. Hoocerr. There is easier access to it.
Mr. KILDEE. Stacey and Kelly, you are from the Washoe Tribe.

Where do you attend school?
Ms. Buss. I attend the public school.
Ms. JAMES. So do I.
Mr. KILDEE. What kind of problem do you find with drugs and

alcohol abuse at public school'?
Ms. Buss. That the high percentage was alcohol.
Mr. KILDEE. You concur with that figure?
Ms. JAMES. Yes, I do.
Mr. KILDEE. What percentage of the student body at the public

school are members of the tribe roughly?
ME. Buss. In my school I would say about 8 percent.
Mr. KILDEE. So the majority are not members of the tribe?
Ms. Buss. No.
Mr. KILDEE. You find the problem of drug abuse among the non-

Indians also high there in that school?
Ms. Bu..s. Yes, very high.
.14r. KILDEE. So ;t transcends the background of the person.
Ms. Buss. Yes.
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Mr. KILDEE. M.'s that public school have the type of drug or al-
cohol program to help the students?

Ms. Buss. Not that I heard 'af.
Ms. Jamas. We do at our school. If you are an athlete and you

are caught drinking, you sign a contract and they send yo, to these
meetings for a week that you have to go to. It is a group, just a
group of kids, and you talk about your problem and why you did it,
stuff like that, and we have a SADD chapter which is Students
Against Drunk Driving which the students just started because of
the death of our friend, am! we are starting Safe Ride; and that is
when you call anybody if you are drinking, you call the safe rider
and they will bring you home so you do not have to drink and
drive. But it is still not resolving the problem of alcohol. It isjust

Mr. KILDEE. Gilbert, through the testimony you people men-
tioned in addition to this bill and along with this bill that we need
to look at education opportunities, we need to look at job opportu-
nities, recreation and also it was mentioned earlier that alienation
from one's culture is part of the problem. Do you find that in your
area? Could we do a bater job in working with the Indian tribes
and Indian Nations in this country to help them maintain their
cultural ties? Do you think that would help generally in this par-
ticular problem?

Mr. THOMPSON. Being an Indian, you live in two types of worlds.
You try to manage yourself in the modern, everyday world, learn-
ing English and also living with your heritage as an Indian; and
many of the ideals do not flow over to the Indian side. And some of
the basic dreams and ideals of parents, of normal everyday Ameri-
cans, do not flow over, going to college, finding a good job as a
doctor. We are finding that the enrollment of students from our
area is decreasing into colleges, and so that economic things that
we have done on our reservationour most valuable resource is
our youth; and if the enrollment of technical education is not
tuere, where do we find our resources but off the reservation. And
mie of the reason:, we wanted to get the enterprises there was to
increase the economic level on the reservations; and when we have
to go outside to employ, that just makes the per capita income
lower.

Mr. KILDEE. Jason, what level of school, what grade are you in?
Mr. WYAsitrr. I am a junior in high school.
Mr. KILDEE. Do you plan to go to college yourself?
Mr. WirAncirr. Yes, I do.
Mr. KILDFX. What percentage of the student body do you think

will be going to college from that school?
Mr. WYASKET. Approximately 60 percent.
Mr. KILDEE. Sixty percent will be going to college.
Mr. WYASKET. They will try to go to college; let's put it that way.
Mr. Mum They would like to go to college.
Mr. WYASKET. Yes.
Mr. KILDEE. Kenneth, what grade level are you in school?
Mr. Gttaarr. Senior this year.
Mr. Mums. Do you plan to go to college also?
Mr. GRANT. Yes.
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Mr. linms. What percentage of your school is planning to go on
to college, rough estimate?

Mr. GRANT. Maybe 40 percent.
Mr. Kiwis. Now, you are at Mississippi State.
Ms. Hociarr. Yes.
Mr. KILDIZ. Would most of them be going to Mississippi State or

various colleges in the State or country?
Mr. GRANT. They are probably going to junior college.
Mr. Kum& We have what we call a tribal controlled junior com-

munity college legislation. Do you have a junior college serving the
Choctaw? Do you have your own community college or do you go to
the regional local community colleges?

Mr. GRANT. Local.
Mr. Krauss. I want to thank this panel also. Do you have any-

thing to add? You can sum up if you want. Do you have anything
to add for the record? Your entire written testimony will be made
part of the record. We will be printing up the record. You were
very helpful to the committee because our bills are not written on
Mt. Sinai; they are written on Capitol Hill.

And, Jason, you made some suggestion for amendments and that
is very helpful to us. We appreciate that. Keep in contam, with us
on this. You are good resource people for us. We in Washington
can live in an island; and unless we have contact with people out
there who are really involved, our legislation will not really reflect
the needs out there.

So this hearing has been very, very helpful to us. I think we will
keep the record open for 30 days for any additional testimony you
may wish to submit, and at that, with the thanks of this commit-
tee, the committee and the hearing will stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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APPENDIX I

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1985

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD

HONORABLE JOHN MCCAIN

OF ARIZONA

COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS

OCTOBER 24. 1985

MR. CHAIRMAN, THIS COMMITTEE HAS TAKEN GREAT STEPS TO

PUBLICIZE THE EXTENT OF THE EXISTENCE OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE

AMONG INDIAN JUVENILES.

I BELIEVE THAT THE WITNESSES TODAY WILL PROVIDE THE

COMMITTEE WITH THE INFORMATION AND IDEAS NECESSARY TO MOVE

LZGISLATION THAT WILL ACTUALLY HELP OUR YOUNG INDIANS.

I WOULD LIKE TO COMMEND CHAIRMAN UDALL FOR SCHEDULING THE

SERIES OF FIELD HEARINGS, THIS PAST SUMMER IN RAPID CITY. SOUTH

DAKOTA; ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO AND IN MY HOME STATE IN PHOENIX,

ARIZONA AND FOR THE RING TODAY.

THE PROBLEMS AMONG OUR AMERICAN NATIVES ARE PERVASIVE WITH

HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT. POOR HOUSING, INADEQUATE HEALTH CARE AND THE

PERCEPTION OF LITTLE OR NO FUTURE ON THE RESERVATION.

UNFORTUNATELY. TOO MANY OF OUR INDIAN YOUTH RESORT TO DRUG AND

ALCCHOL ABUSE. I AM NOT JUST TALKING ABOUT THE BEER BLAST OR THE

SMOKING OF MARIJUANA--BUT OF EVEN MORE TERRIBLE ABUSE. ON SOME

POOR RESERVATIONS WHERE THE "HOLLYWOOD' GLAMOUR DRUGS LIK

COCAINE DO NOT EXIST, SOME INDIAN YOUTH RESORT TO "HUFFING

GASOLINE".DRINKING STERNO AND EVEN INHALING HOUSEHOLD ITEMS SUCH

AS LYSOL AND HAIR SPRAY.
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ACROSS THE NATION, ON AND NEAR RESERVATIONS, EVEN HERE IN

ARIZONA, THE PROBLEMS OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE SHOULD BE LABELED

EPIDEMIC. BECAUSE OF THIS I HAVE INTRODUCED ONE OF THE PIECES OF

LEGISLATION BEFORE THE COMMITTEE TODAY (H.R. 2624),I COMMEND MY

COLLEAGUE, MR. BEREUTER FROM NEBRASKA, FOR INTRODUCING H.R.

1156. BOTH BILLS ARE DIRECTED AT BEGINNING TO ADDRESS THIS

PROBLEM THROUGH COOPERATION, EDUCATION AND COUNSELING WITH A GOAL

TOWARD PREVENTION.

IT IS A COMPLEX PROBLEM WITHOUT EASY ANSWERS--WE CANNOT JUST

APPROPRIATE MONEY AND WISH THE PROBLEM AWAi. HOWEVER, WITH THE

COORDINATED DEDICATION OF LOCAL LEADERSHIP, WE CAN BEGIN DOWN THE

RIGHT PATH. AND WE OUST NOT FORGET TO CONSIDER THE FAMILIES OF

THOSE JUVENILE VICTIMS OF THE DISEASE. A STRONG FAMILY STRUCTURE

WILL AID IN THE TREATMENT OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE.

IN H.R. 2624, I PROPOSE THAT TO THE GREATEST EXTENT POSSIBLE

DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAMS BE PLACED IN LOCAL CONTROL.

TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS OR ENTITIES WITHIN IHE TRIBES KNOW MUCH BETTER

THE EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM AND HAVE AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE

INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ABUSE AND EXISTING TRIBAL PROBLEMS.

HOWEVER, SINCE THIS IS A NATIONAL PROBLEM WITH OVERLAPPING

CAUSES, I ALSO PROPOSE THAT EXISTING AND NEW FEDERAL PROGRAMS BE

BETTER COORDINATED AND FOCUSED. 1 DO NOT WISH TO CREATE A VAST

NEW BUREAUCRACY, WHICH EAT UP SCARCE DOLLARS. PROGRAMS EXIST IN

THE DEPARTMENTS OF THE INTERIOR, OF EDUCATION, AND ESPECIALLY

WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES. WITHOUT A

COORDINATED EFFORT, DUPLICATION AND CONFLICTING SOLUTIONS CAN

NEGATE SOME OF OUR BEST EFFORTS.
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I BELIEVE THAT EDUCATION IS AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT TO A

PREVENTION PROGRAM. IT MAY NOT BE THE ANSWER TO THOSE ALREADY

RACKED BY THE DISEASE BUT IT CAN GO A LONG WAY TOWARD PREVENTING

MANY OF OUR YOUTH FROM EXPERIMENTING WITH OR ABUSING DANGEROUS

DRUGS, INHALANTS, OR ALCOHOL.

IN ADDITION TO SEARCHING FOR PREVENTIVE SOLUTIONS TO THE

ABUSE--THROUGH EDUCATION AND COUNSELING--I RECOGNIZE THAT ON MANY

RESERVATIONS A CRISIS HAS DEVELOPED. IN MY LEGISLATION, THE

SECRETARY OF HHS WOULD BE DIRE1TED TO IDENTIFY THESE CRISIS

AREAS, COORDINATE THE MANY PRO RAMS WITH IN HHS, AND CONCENTRATE

THE AVAILABLE RESOURCES IN IHE CRISIS AREAS TO COMBAT THE

DISEASE. I AM NOT TALKING ONL1 ABOUT THE RESOURCES OF THE INDIAN

HEALTH SERVICE, BUT FROM THROUG1OUT THE HHS. THE EXPERTISE IN

THE HHS ABOUT THIS DISEASE IS IL THE ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE AND

MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION. I UNDERSTAND THAT THE OFFICIALS AT

THE DHSS DO NOT SUPPORT THE CREA-ION OF A COORDINATING OFFICE AS

FOUND IN H.R. 2624. I AM HOPEFUL. THAT THOSE OFFICIALS WILL

PROVIDE US WITH ASSURANCES THAT COORDINATION WILL EXIST:BETWEEN

THE DIFFERENT AGENCIES IN DHSS.
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IT IS MY HOPE THAT THE EXPERTISE ALREADY EXISTING CAN BE

QUICKLY FOCUSED Op THE INDIAN YOUTH DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE

PROBLEM. THE KEY TO LONG-TERM SUCCESS IS WITH THE YOUNG PEOPLE

OF THIS COUNTRY. DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE AFFECTS ALL OUR NATION'S

YOUNG PEOPLE -- WHETHER THEY ARE INDIAN, BLACK, WHITE, POOR OR

EVEN ADVANTAGED. WE MUST DO WHAT WE CAN TO DEVELOP THE

OPPORTUNITIES OF ALL OUR PEOPLE THROUGH OUR MOST PRECIOUS

RESOURCE--OUR YOUNG PEOPLE.

I REALIZE THAT MANY GOOD IDEAS EXIST ABOUT HOW TO ADDRESS

THE PROBLEM FROM THE ASPECT OF A FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITY.

A FULL EXAMINATION IS NECESSARY OF ALL IDEAS, SO THAT WE, AS

LEGISLATORS, ENACT SOMETHING TO ACTUALLY HEL.P OUR INDIAN YOUTH

AND NOT JUST EXPAND BUREAUCRACIES. IT IS MY HOPE THAT A

CONSENSUS HAS FOr.:PD ON THE BEST SOLUTION TO HELP OUR INDIAN

YOUTH.

I HAVE BEEN ENCOURAGED RECENTLY ABOUT THE COMMITMENT OF DHSS

TO ADDRESSING THIS PROBLEM. ON JULY 29 OF THIS YEAR, SECRETARY

HECKLER WROTE TO ME AND THE MEMBERS OF THE REPUBLICAN TASK FORCE

ON INDIAN AFFAIRS ABOUT INDIAN JUVENILE SUBSTANCE ABUSE. I WOULD

LIKE TO OFFER THAT LETTER FOR THE RECORD. I AM HOPEFUL THAT THE

WITNESSES FROM DHSS WILL EXPAND UPON THE COMMITMENTS IN THE JULY

29 LETTER.

THANK YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN.
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Testimony by the Honorable Doug Bereuter
before the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee

H.R. 1156, the Indian Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Act
October 24, 1985

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, .. frierws. It is always
a pleasure to return to testify before this Committee, and a pleasure to
see former colleagues. Today I am here to talk about a matter that is
very important to me as well as to hundreds of thousands of young Indian
children growing up in a difficult and challenging world. I am here to
talk about the pervasive problem of alcohol and drug dependency that
occurs far too much on reservations and in Indian communities across
the United States.

For several decades, researchers have been investigating the use
and consequences of alcohol and drug abuse among Native Ameri.s.r.s.
Inevitably, stereotypes developed about Indian drinking patterns,
although it is important to note that the phenomenon began with the
introduction of nicohol by early European explorers. Not only did they
bring horses, guns, and tools for trading purposes, but they brought
whiskey as well. While clearly the reasons leading to such high rates
of alcohol and drug abuse among Indian people are complex, most Indian
and non-Indian researchers alike point to joblessness, dislocation from
tribal homelands, a decline in the importance of traditional cultural
and religious influences, and increased external stresses on the family
unit as being among the major causes of alcohol and drug abuse.
Obviously, something needed to be done.

As a result, in November of 1983, my colleague from South Dakota,
Mr. Daschle, and I began discussing the extensive problems of alcohol
and drug abuse that we had observed among Indian youth on reservations
in our own states and across the nation. Working closely with the
Interior Committee, we drafted a bill that we inroduned late in the
98th Congress as a discussion draft, H.R. 6196, the Indian Juvenile
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Act. We then mailed this legislation
for discussion to some 700 Indian tribal leaders, health and education
specialists and policy makers throughout the United States, soliciting
their suggestions and opinions. As a result of the hundreds of
responses we received, we redrafted the measure and reintroduced it in
this Congress, where it is known as H.R. 1156. In this regard, I would
take this opportunity to express, on the record, my tremendous
appreciation for all the comments, tribal resolutions of support, and
helpful suggestions that we received from Indian people from all corners
of Indian country and urban areas - from Alaska to the Carolinas.
1.1!thout their very concrete assistance, we could not have produced the
legislation that we are considering here today.

The great response from Indian people was not really a surprise.
After all, tribal leaders have been telling Congress for sometime that

alcohol and drug abuse is one of the greatest, and perhaps the greatest,

health and social problem found on reservations today. Recognizing the
urgency of the problem, Members of the Senate were also stimulated to
offer legislation. Senator Mark Andrews of North Dakota and a
bipartisan group of cosponsors introduced companion leg4e1ni"...41 and have
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held one hearing in this city. Tomorrow they are conducting their final
hearing in Anchorage, Alaska. My sincere thanks to my Senate
conterparts for their swift response.

Finally, I want to thank the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian
Health Service for their actions in response to Congressional interest.
While, candidly, we do not believe that their actions go far enough nor
that they are sufficiently comprehensive, we have known and can see that
they too share our concerns and the concerns of Indian people
everywhere. We certainly agree that the insidious and devastating hold
of alcohol and drugs on Indian young people must be stopped.

And now I wish to turn to the substance of my testimony.
Naturally, I believe that all of the provisions of this bill are
important, but today I am going to focus on those items that I believe
to be of special importance.

The first matter I will address is what I mean by "program of
instruction," a term used it Section 204 on page 5 of the bill. The
bill would require Bureau of Indian Affairs schools and Bureau contract
schools to offer "programs of instruction" in alcohol and drug abuse
prevention from kindergarten through 12th grades. The legislation would
encourage public schools that serve Indian children to do the same. The
point here is that we want alcohol and drug abuse prevention and
education to be a regular, consistent part of the academic program,
interwoven where appropriate into health and physical education programs
or history programs or science or creative writing classes. The limits
of teachers' imaginations are the only limits to the ways that
prevention can be taught. Moreover, I specifically reject a one-hour,
audio-visual presentation, for example, an occasional evening lecture
for families and Young people, or information posted on the school
bulletin board as meeting the definitions or intent I have in using the
phrase "program of instruction." Neither do I believe it is acceptable
to have critical drug and alcohol prevention programs subject to the
vagueries of yearly funding competitions or the shifting priorities of
administrators or teachers. We have heard too many stories of tribes
with drug and alcohol prevention programs well underway who lose
funding in subsequent years. Providing this critical kind of integrated
educational offering in the classroom setting is the best way to guard
against the uneven funding patterns of competitive projects or emphases.

There is another education-related matter tat I wish to discuss,
Mr. Chairman. Our bill, H.R. 1156, makes provision to reach Indian
young childreA in public schools by expanding the Indian Education Act
(Title IV). I believe that meeting drug and alcohol prevention needs
for Indian youth would be incomplete if urban Indian adolescents were
not included in our efforts or concerns. After all, 50% of Indian
people now live in urban areas. In addition, there are some areas where
nearly all Indian children on a reservation attend public school. This
is the case in my Congressional District, the First District of
Nebraska. Nearly all of the childrin of the Santee Sioux, the Omaha,
and the Winnebago Tribes of Nebraska are served by public schools. I

would be disappointed if my effort to combat alcohol and drug abuse
among Indian youth did not benefit my own constituents. Thus, we revised
Part A of the Indian Education Act to include as eligible activities
alcohol and drug abuse counseling. We also specified that Part C monies
would be made available to urban Indian centers for the training of
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alcohol and drug abuse counselors. When the use of Title IV provisions -
which fund culturally relevant programs under the Indian Education Act -
are inadequate to help an Indian child in the public school setting,
Part C monies that can be used to train counselors in Indian centers
become particularly important. Experts have advised us that often times
the Indian center provides a more secure, culturally relevant setting
for such young people. Therefore, the role of Indian centers in this
effort is a crucial one. They, and the public schools, will provide the
necessary and vital leadership needed in urban Indian communities in the
fight against alcohol and drug abuse.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to share with the Committee an
experience I had at a public school on one of the reservations in my
district. The impact of that visit has provided me with a constant
source of deep concern and resultant commitment to this legislation.
Some time ago I spent an afternoon at a school that has a Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome program run by the Carl T. Curtis Health Education Center in
conjunction with the Omaha Tribe. Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, as most of my
colleagues know, is caused by excessive drinking during pregnancy. The
most common manifestations of the syndrome are varying degrees of mental
retardation, facial abnormalities and ,bnormalities to the extremities,
and reduced birth weight and length, as well as lifelong growth
deficiencies. Fetal Alcohol Effect is a less devastating result of
maternal drinking. The tragic consequences of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome,
and ensuing terrible waste of human lives, can be totally prevented if
the mother abstains from alcohol consumption during pregnancy. But
without pre-natal counseling about the effects of alcohol on the growth
and development of the fetus, many young mothers will never know what
their drinking is doing to their unborn babies.

There is nothing more precious than the health and well-being of a
community's youth, Mr. Chairman. Young people who have their health,
their pride, and sense of self-worth will grow up to make the changes
and net the challenges that are necessary to any society's growth and
survival. I suggest that the existence of strong, culturally viable,
proud and self-sufficient American Indian communities within our midst
enriches the lives of all Americans and reaffirms our dedication to a
pluralistic society. I firmly believe that this legislation is a
necessary component in the effort to achieve that goal.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I request permission to submit fol the
hearing record the letters of official comment that we have received
regarding H.R. 6196, and now H.R. 1156. I believe that these letters
will form an important addendum to the hearing record. I thank you for
your time, your interest and support, and welcome any questions.
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STATEMENT OP CONGRESSMAN TON DASCHL II

BISPORE THE COMM!! ON INTERIOR MD INSULAR AFPAIRS

ON THE MI 'IN JUVENILE ALCORCL AND MUG ABUSE PREVENTION ACT

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1985

Alcohol and drug abuse among Native Americans, especially

among Indian youth, remains a devastating and debilitating

problem on reservations in my he state of South Dakota and

across the country.

Without question, alcoholism and drug abuse is the flintier

one social and health problem among Native Americans. The 1980

Census shows that the alcoholism rate for Indians is 4518 higher

than the rest of the United States population. Alcohol-related

death and disease are the biggest killers on the reservation,

nearly eight times greater than that of the non-Indian community.

The impact of substance abuse .n the Indian community is revealed

in statistics directly related to trouble with the law, a high
rate of suicide, and disruption of family life.

These troubles have unfortunately but unquestionably been

passed along to the younger generation of Native Americans.

Indian children are drinking alcohol frequently by age 13,

studies show, and the use of marijuana and inhalants like Lysol,

paint thinner, and antifreeze is beginning at earlier ages and

occurring more often. One study conducted among 4th, 5th, and

6th graders on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation shows that as

many as 35 per cent of elementary schoolchildren have

experimented with or continue to use alcohol. We can no longer

deny that a crisis exists; furthermore, we can no longer afford
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to sit back and hope that this problem will solve itself. It has
not done so in the past and it simply will not resolve itself in
the future.

That is why Congressman Doug Bereuter and I are here today:

to continue to plead the case for the Indian Juvenile Alcohol and

Drug Abuse Prevention Act. We saw a r pal nerd for this

legislation two years ago. In 1983 we began to develop

legislation which would focus not just on the causes of the

Indian youth substance abuse prohlem, but would provide

educational programs about its dangers and would identify problem

cases and establish counseling and treatment programs as well.
The Indian Juvenile Alcohol bill is an improved version of

legislation Congressman Bereuter and I introduced in the 98th
Congress. Throughout the development of this measure, we

consulted over 700 Indian leaders and health professionals, both

groups and individuals, in order to receive their suggestions and

valuable insight. The legislation that is being discussed in the
Interior Committee hearing today reflects information and ideas

gathered fray and presented by a wide range of authoritative

sources, from agencies here in Washington to local tribal

members who have personally witnessed the tragedies caused by

alcohol and drug abuse on the reservation.

There has been bipartisan support in the House for this

legislation since it was originally introduced, and that strong

support is still evident on both sides of the aisle today. A

companion bill is being considered in the Senate and also enjoys
bipartisan support. An issue like this, a desperately-needed
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attempt to improv lives, to save lives, supercedes ,.ny other
political concerns. Numerous hearings have been held across the

country in the past two years on the Indian Juvenile Alcohol

bill, and it is unanimously acknowledged that we must act on it
Dgw, before yet another generation of Native Americans is

ravaged by this problem.

Congressional action on the Indian Juvenile Alcohol bill

is essential because of the current Administration's lack of
attention and effort toward the Indians juvenile substance abuse
problem. While officials of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the

Indian Health Service admit that alcohol and drug i, use is the
most serious social and health problem facing Indian people, IHS

has directed only 9M pgicsp± of its budget toward the combined

area of drug and alcohol abuse. Such a lack of resources, a lack
of response, a lack of initiative applied to the drug and alcohol
problem clearly proves it is not a priority.

They claim th..t sufficient funding and adequate programs

are already in place to deal with alcohol and drug abuse. I

believe that such claims are unfounded and that they present an

attitude of insensitivity and apathy toward -he needs that really
exist on a local level. RIA and contract schools on most

reservations are lacking in comprehensive, or even minimal,

programs to address the abuse problem.

The schools are our greatest hope for attacking the problem
of alcohol and drug abuse. A preventive approach is the

underlying premise of the Indian Juvenile Alcohol bill, which

provides training for teachers as well as educational and instructional

programs and other structured activities for student... If we can
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reach Indian students at an early age and make them aware of the

dangers of substance abuse, we have an important opportunity to

prevent their involvement with the problems I mentioned earlier
in my testimony.

I hear repeated complaints of an absence of coordination

between the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health

Service, and I understand that there are seldom any attempts on

their part to involve local tribal governments in policy and

program decisions. Other reports I receive from Incli.an leaders

in South Dakota indicate that there is a serious lack of qual ty
evaluations, monit"ring. and direction in the few programs which
do presently exist. Title I Of the Indian Juvenile Alcohol bill
would require the BIA and IRS to coordinate their efforts and
resources and to periodically review their joint progress.

One of these few successful programs is Project Phoenix,

a residential treatment center for Native American youth, located
on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. It is operated on a
contract basis with the Indian Health Service.

Wane Project Phoenix has made a significant contribution

in the past five years in helping hundreds of young Indians

salvage their lives from the danger of serious alcohol and drug

abuse problems, there are thousands more who still need help.

Each month the Project must turn away dozens of potential clients
because of a lack of space and unsafe facilities.. IRS training
programs are infrequent and can create financial, transportation.

and scheduling difficulties for counselors. Project Phoenix has
a number of pr.blens and needs that must be addressed. Title V
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of the Indian Juvenile Alcohol bill would ease these problems by

directing the MIA and INS to stuffy thoroughly the extent of the

drug and alcohol problem then would provide treatment services

such as detoxification, counseling, and follow -up care.

The Indian Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Act

would not only supplement and strengthen Project Phoenix, but it
would improve the relatively few existing services and develop

new preventive and educational programs in the schools. These

changes and additions are desperately needed by the Indian

population. I strongly urge the Members of the Committee to act

swiftly and judiciously to report the Indian Juvenile Alcohol and

Drug Abuse Prevention Act for consideration by the full House.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF HAZEL ELBERT, ACTING DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR INDIAN
AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BEFORE THE HEARING OF THE COMMITTEE ON
INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ON H.R. 1156, A
BILL "TO COORDINATE AND EXPAND SERVICES FOR THE PREVENTION, IDENTIr .CATION,
TREATMENT, AND FOLLOW-UP CARE OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE AMONG INDIAN YOUTH,
AND FOR OTHER PURrOSES", AND H.R. 2624, A SILL "TO AUTHORIZE PROGRAMS FOR THE
TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE AMONG INDIAN JUVENILES."

October 24, 1985

Good morning Mr. Chairman and Menbers of the Committee. I en pleased to
be here today to present the views of the Department of the Inter:.; on H.R.
1156 and H.R. 2624 which deal with the prevention, identification, and
treatment of alcohol and drug abuse among Indian youth.

We consider alcohol and drug abuse to be the most serious social and
health problem facing Indiar ople today. Our statistics show that the
majority of BIA and tribal arrests involve alcohol and drug abuse and that
many of these arrested are juveniles.

H.R. 1156 and H.R. 2624 attempt to address the critical problem of
alcohol and drug abuse in Indian Country by requiring more coordination of
information and services between the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and the

Indian Health Service (IHS); training of all personnel working directly with
Indian yot.th; a more comprehensive education program In BIA schools;
alternative placements for children arrested for and alcohol-related
offenses; and more comprehensive alcohol and drug abuse treatment centers
which inclode detoxification facilities, counseling services, and follow-up
care.

Although we support some of the concepts addrerld in thvse bills, we
oppose both bills as drafted. Our major concerns aie as follows:
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Title I of H.R. 1156 provides for extensive coordination of information

and services between the BIA and the IHS. we agree there is a need for

better coordination and we will be happy to pursue it. However, we believe

that the Indian Health Service is better equipped to work with the tribes to

identify services available to them in their immediate geogr,nhic area.

Moreover, we question the need for formal tribe-by-tribe agreements to

identify and coordinate services which would force assistance to be allocated

on a first-come, first-served basis rather than to where the greatest need

might exist.

H.R. 2624 provides for coordination of programs between BIA, IHS and the

Department of Education and requires that an office be set up within the

Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration to administer the

program. we defer to the Department of oealth and Human Services (HHS) on

this provision.

Both bills require that alcohol and drug abuse instructional programs be

provided to all students in BIA and contract schools. we believe that this

provision would be an appropriate replacement for the Indian school

provisions in the Act of May 29, 1886 (24 Stat. 69; 20 U S.C. 111, 112) which

requires similar instruction.

we have 122 alcohol and drug abuse uragrams in place in our schools.

Attached to my statement is a lis of the programs. This school year these

programs will be expanded and improved in connection with an interagency

agreement with the Department of Justice under which we will receive $150,000

to be used for training school and dormitory staff in alcohol and drug abuse

programs and for purchasing classroom materials. Our preliminary plans are

to provide traiiing to teachers from 48 schools in eight locations. This

program will also provide materials to schools which can be used immediately
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by the teachers after they receive the training. This program will affect
approximately ten thousand students.

II

In addition, five o' our employees will receive training in Seattle and
become trainers of a new in-house training cadre. The cadre will be useu
throughout the Bureau's education system to train other teachers and staff.

Title II of H.R. 1156 amends the Elementary and Assistance Act (20
U.S.C. 241cc). the Indian Education Act (20 U.S.C. 2285b) and the Adult
Education Act (20 U.S.C. 1121a(a)) to provide for more training for teachers

aad counselors in the area of alcohol and drug abuse. We defer to the
Dm:artment of Education on this provision.

Title also requires BIA and contract schools to remain open during
the simmer months to p-ovide recreation and counseling programs to Indian
youth. This provision is unnecessary and requires the Bureau to provide
programs that should 5e left to the Secretary's discretion. The need for

such programs should be determined by the agency on the basis of need and

availability of resour-es rather than by congressional mandate.

Finally, Title II requires the Bureau to publish a quarterly newsletter
to report on Indian alcohol and drug abuse projects. We oppose this
provision. This provision is unnecessary. The Bureau recently contracted

with the Tom Clary Institute Inc. to publish and distribute a newsletter
called "Linkases for Indian CH ld Welfare Programs." We propose expanding

this newsletter to include topics on juvenile alcoholism and drug abuse. The

first issue is scheduled to be published under the contract this month and

the central ,rtitle will discuss this very subject. We estimate that within
existing resources, we could increase the numbei of pages of this publication

25 percent (4 pages) as well as double the dumber of issues distributed.
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This approach would be much less costly than initia'ing a new publication and

could be done immediately without additional appropriations.

Both bills require the IHS to provide training for new community health

representatives and aides. H.R. 2624 would also require the Secretary of HHS

in cooperation with the Secretary of the Interior, to make appropriate

alcohol and drug abuse training available to tribal and BIA staff. We defer

`o the "HS . this provision.

Title IV of H.R. 1156 authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to

promulgate guidelines authorizing law enforcement officers to place juveniles

arrested for offenses related to the abuse of alcohol and drugs in emergency

shelters or a community -based treatment facility. We agree that where such

facilities are available, law enfor it officers should have guidelines to

assist them in determining proper placement of juveniles when they are

apprehended.

Title IV of H.R. 1156 also requires the Secretary to establish temporary

emergency shelters to house Indian juveniles apprehended for offenses

relating to alcohol and drug abuse. We recognize the need for sane kind of

emergency shelter or facility to address the problem. However, we must

assure that additional facilities, if any, are not duplicative of the

existing networks of special care facilities and foster homes supported by

the Indian Child Welfare Act grant program. Therefore, we believe that no

special funding authority is presently neeo.ed to establish special new

emergency shelters. In using any facilities, we would propose using State

and tribal licensing requirements as we do under the Indian Child Welfare

program. We do not support the concept of compensation to Indian families

providing emergency shelters to those juveniles. The number of available

families with adequate facilities to provide these services is limited in the

reservation setting and if the juvenile is not provided with cc.inseling or
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other necessary services the home simply proviues a holding facility that in

many cases would not be adequate to deal with the needs of the youth.

Both bills requ,re the IHS to provide comprehensive alcohol and drug

abuse treatment services including detoxification, counseling services and

follow-up care in IHS facilities. We defer to the IHS 'n those provisions.

Title VI of H.R. 1156 provides a number of definitions which we find

acceptable.

In summary, we applaud the Congress in attempting to address this very

serious and complex problem but for the reasons outlined above, we oppose

H.R. 1156 and H.R. 2624. However, we would be pleased to work with the

Committee in addressing these problems.

This concludes my prepared statement. I will be happy to answer any

questions the Committee may have.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS

The following is brief description of the programs which are included in the
report of bureau funded schools that have Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs.

1. "On the Right Track"/Navajo Alcohol Program

On the Night Track" was especially developed by the Navajo Tribe for
implementation in schools which Navajo students. The program was
"designed to reduce the risk factors of alcohol end drug substance abuse
among school-age Navajo children.' According to the program description,
the program includes full range of activities directed toward prevention.
One of the activities is a "medically sound, culturally sensitive and
appropriate alcohol and substance abuse education component to be incorporated
into existing school-health education curriculum of the schools." The Navajo
Alcohol Program was the predecessor of "On the Right Track."

2. Locally Deve.,Ped Programs

These are programs developed by the schools utilizing local resources and
materials and which are designed to fulfill the needs of the school.
The =brim utilize training materials from PHS, 1HS, Law Enforcement,
Titl Of, local exnertise, state developed materials ond curricula, materials
developed by the tribes, etc. In addition, the ageacies provide training
for the school staff. These programs are not as comprehensive as 'Project
Charlie" or thethe Right Track,' etc.

3. Indian Health Service

These are programs :n which Indian Health Service personnel render techni-
assistance to local schools. The person, clnduct classes, make presenta-
tions, present video cassette programs, awist the local schools to develop
relevant materials to incorporate into the curriculum. The 1HS also pro-
vides training for the school staff.

4. "Project Char le" and "here's Looking at You, Two'

These are two of the most pordar alcohol and drug abuse programs that
are being used both in the public and Bureau schbols. They were developed
by private organizations and are considered .o be the most complete and
all-encompsssing programs available on the market. 'Project Charlie" is
for Fred s K - 6 and 'Here's Looking at you, Two" is for grades K - 12.

S. Other

The other programs mentionei in the report are programs and curricula
develu,.ed by state departments of education, the Public Healh Service,
Ins an Health Service, other federal agencies, and those that are
combination of these programs the content of which the schools have
adapted to fulfill their specific needs. In addition, the agencies
provide in-service training for the school staff.
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ALCOHOL APB DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS

Note of School

Laguna Agency -

I. Laguna Elementary School

Chinle Agency

2. Cottonwood Day School

3. Low Mountain Boarding School

4. Lukachukai Boarding School

5. ?Orilla Boarding School

6. Pinon Boarding School

7. Rock Point Community School

P. Rough Rock Demonstration School

O. Chinle Boarding School

10. Many Farms High School

11. Black Mesa Community School

Fort Defiance Agency

12. Chuska/Tohatchl Consolidated Sch

13. Crystal Boarding School

14. Dilcon Boarding School

15. Creasewood Boarding School

16. Holbrook Dormitory

17. Hunters Point Boarding School

!P. einlichee Boarding School

19. Pine Springs Boarding School

20. Saba Baikal Boar& -g School

r:. 2:owflake Dormitory

Description of Program

'Project Charlie'

Navajo Alcohol Program

'Ovid° Alcohol Program

Navajo Alcohol Program

Navajo Alcohol Program

Navajo Alcohol Program

Navajo Alcohol Program

Navajo Alcohol Program

Navajo Alcohol Program

Navajo Alcohol Program

Navajo Alcohol Program

'On the Right hack'

'On the Right Track'

'On the Right Track'

'On the Right Track'

Peer Coun-eling Program

'On the Right Track'

-On the Right Track-

-CO the Right Track"

'On the Right Track'

Peer Counseling Program

1 I U

Contact Person

locinda Ranches

Peter P. S,,doval

Richard D. Simpson

Larry Tamil.;

Lorraine Etritty

William H. Draper

Benjamin Barney

Jimy C. Begay

Roland E. Ombra h

Phillip Hardy

Dorothy R. tattle

Helen Zongolowicz

David S. Jones

Berlyn R. Tattle

James R. Byrnes

Grace P. Barrie

Buy R. Chase

Vincent C.11. eh

Lena R. Wilson

Lula M. Stab°

Leonard with



Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs (continued)

Mame of School

22. Wide Raineaparding School

23. Winslow Dormitory

24. Toyei Boarding School

Southern Pueblos Agency

25. Sky City Community S.:hovl

26. Islets Elementary School

27. been Day School

28. San Felipe Dey School

2v. Sig Day School

taste -n Area Offict

30. Ahfachkee Day School

31. Miccosukee Indian School

37. Indian Township School

33. Beatrice Rafferty School

34. Indian Island School

35. Cherokee Central School

Hopi Agency

36. Hopi Day School

37. Moencopi Day School

Muskogee Area Office

35. Sequoyah High School

39. Carter Academy

40. Eufaula Dormitory

41. Jones Academy
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Description of Program Contact Person

'Om the Right Track' Lena Mae Jim

Peer Counseling Program Ernest livers

'Op the Right Track" Jill Lorah

Locally Developed Program Cyrus J. Chino

Locally Developed Program Mary McBride

Locally Developed Program .nunita Complo

Locally Developed Program Edward Dolar

Locally Developed Program Gilbert Lucero

Indian Health Service

Indian Health Service

Indian Health Service

Indian Health Service

Indian Health Service

Indian Health Service

Hopi Tribal Program

Hopi Tribal Program

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed Program

Locally leveloped Program

Rondell Clay

Maria Osceola- Branch

Forrest Osgood

Sister Maureen Wallace

Sister Helen &Keough

John Wahnee

"--,in A. Green

Elvira J. Peseta

Recline Givens

Dalton Henry

Van McIntosh

Deltvn Cog
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Alcohol and Drum Abuse Prograns (continued)

liii of School Dr:cription of Program Contact Parson

Portland Area Office

42. Mullein, Tribal School Locally Developed Program Stephan F. Rause

43. Coeur d'.Iftne Tribal School locally Developed Program Don Beach

44.4henava Indian School 'Here's Looking at You, Two* Gerald J. Cray

45. Lumni Tribal School "Here's Looking at You, Two" Russell Alva,

46. Two Eagle School Locally Developed Program Richard E. Barber

Eastern Havalo Agency

47. Baca Community School Locally Developed Program Bookie Largo

4A. tread Springs Day School Locally Developed Program Jerry V. Collins

40. Chi Ch'il 'fah Community School Locally Developed Program John L. Taylor

50. Puerfano Dormitory Locally Developed Program Daniel W. Fox

51. Jones Ranch Day School Locally Developed Program John L. Taylor

52. Lake Valley Navalo School Locally Developed Program David J. Atanasoff

53. Mariano Lake Community School Locally Developed Program Stanton D. Curtis

Si. Ojo Encino Day School Locally Developed Program Richard Toledo

5;. Pueblo Pintado Community School Locally Developed Program Clyde D. Kennon

54. Standing Rock Commaity School Locally Developed Program Tito Martinez

Si. Dlo'Ay Azhi Community School Locally Developed Program Amy W. Mathis

;$1. Na'neelzhiin Ji' Olta' Locally Developed Program Harvey D. Allinso

5S. Wingate Elementary School Locally Developed Program Beverly J. Crawford

(0. Wingate High School Locally Developed Program Jay Bruce Hoover

61. Crownpoint Communithy School Locally Developed Program Joe E. Frazier

62. Deilth-na-o-dith-hle Comm Sch Locally Developed Program D. Duane Robinson

63. Ib'Raf ilee'lle School Locally Developed Program

64. Magdalena Dormitory Locally Developed Program John A. Blomquist
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Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs (continued)

Nam of School

Western Nava o Aeencv

65. Chilchinbete Dmv School

66. Dmnnehotso Boarding School

67. Flagstaff Dormitory

66. Raibeco Boarding School

61. Leupp Boardine School

70. Navajo Mountain Boarding Sch

71. Red Lake Day School

72. Richfield Dormitory

73. Rocky Ridge Boarding School

74. Shonto Boarding School

75. Raba City Boarding School

76. TUba City MO School

Aberdeen Area Office

77. Theodore Janerson Elen Sch

76. Flandreau Indian School

79. Wahoeton Indian Doarding Sch

An. Pierre Indian Learning Center

81. Marty Indian School

Pine Ridge Agency

62. Little Wound School

83. Loneman Day School

86. Pine Ridge High School

85. Porcupine Day School

66. Crary Horse School
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Description Program Contact Person

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed program

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed program

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed Program

George Mitchell

Irving Jones

James Misery

Roland E. Smith

Mark W. Sc-ensen

Blanche M. Barrows

Ray L. Interpreter

Kevin Skenadore

Fredrick M. Johnson

Lyle G. Elton

Jerry E. Diebel

Andrew M. /oh

Locally Developed Program Joan R. Estes

"Here's Looking at You, Two Berle Johnson

Locally Developed Program Leroy W. Chief

Locally Developed Program A. Gay Kingman

Locally Developed Program Richard Christensen

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed Program

Locally.ueveloped Program

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed Program
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Ray Phipps

Duane Ross

Benjamin R. Ryon

Marvin W. Weidner

Charles Maxon



Alcohol and Druz Abuse Programs (continued)

Kane of School

Cheyenne liver $smcy

BF. Bridger Day School

PR. Cherry Creek Day School

84 White Worse Day School

9n. Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School

Fort Perthold Agency

al. White Shield School

Rosebud Attencv

92. St. Francis Indian School

Sisseton Ahenc -

03. Enenv Swim Day School

Standing Rock Agency

94. Bullhead Day School

0'. Little Eagle Day School

oh. Standing Rock Comemnity Sch

Turtle Mountain Agency

97. lUrtle Mountain Elem L Mid Sch

09. Turtle Mountain High School

Billings Area Office

00. Labre Indian School

]^^. ...Iby School
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Desert Lion of Program

'Project Charlie'

'Project Charlie'

'Project Charlie'

Contact Person

Faye Longbrake

Faye Longbrake

Asad Khan

'Here's Looking at You, Two' Jerry Smith

Locally Developed Program Bon Hauf

OE Region V Training Center Roger C. Bordeaux

Locally Developed Program Cecil Phillips

OE Region V Training Center Michael Dowser

OE Region V Training Center Adele F. Little Dog

OE Region V Training Center Linda Lawrence

Locally Developed Program

Locally Developed Program

'Here's Looking at You, Two

Locally Developed Program

9

Elener C. Monson

Ernesto Jimenez

William D. Walker

Robert Bailey



Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs (continued)

Name of School

Phoenix Area Office

101. Rochester Shoshone Iles Sch

102. Phoenix Indian Migh School

103. Sherman Indian Pigh School

10A. Pyramid Lake High School

10S. Salt River nay School

Fort Apache Amencv

106. Cibecue CommunitySchool

:07. Theodore Roosevelt School

Pa_ paw° Aisne,

lnA. Santa Rosa 'inch School

lie. Santa Rosa Boarding School

110. San Simon School

Shiorock Agency

111. Aztec Dormitory

112. Beclabito by School

113. Red Rock nay School

11A. Toadlena Boarding School

Albuoueroue Area Office

115. Santa Pe Indian School

Minneapolis Area Office

116. !annoying Boarding School

1 r0
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Description of School Contact Pe-son

Locally Developed Program Roberta Thompson

Education & Prevention Prof Richard T. Christman

NA Substalet Abuse Council Mahlon I. Marshall

Locally Developed Program Cordon V. Ruff

Gila River Alcohol Project 11 B. Whitey

Locally Developed Program Gerald Knowles

Locally Developed Program Leon V. Ben

Locally veloped Program Jean Tyson

Locally Developed Program Clyde V. Peacock

Locally developed Program Della R. Williams

Local Self-Help Center Jack Nolan

Locally Developed Program Reber C Black

Locally Developed Program Johnc Begley

Lo,...:1v Developed ogres Jeanne Rookie

Locally Developed 1: .ogram Joseph Abeyta, Jr.

Locally Developed Program Thomas D. Miller



Mane of School

Choctaw Agency

117. Chitiascha Day School

11$. lad Iller Day School

11,. flicker Day School

lyn. gogue Chitto Bey School

121. Coushatta Day School

122. Choctaw Central School
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Description of Program Contact Person

Louisiana Dept Of Id=

locally Developed Program'

Mississippi Dept of blue

Mississippi Dept of Blue

John L. Singletou

Million P. Sell,

John V. Brewer

Dianne Cuchans

Muskogee Health Prod tdition Bruce Marlil

Locally Developed Project Calvin J. Isaac
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUNAN SERVICES

STATEMENT ON H.R. 1156 and H.R. 2624

"INDIAN JUVENILE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION ACT"

BY

ROBERT KREUZBURG, M.D.

ACTING DEPUTY DIRECTOR

INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE

BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS.

UNITED STATES

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OCTOBER 24, 1985
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Or. Robert Kreuzburg, Acting Deputy Director of the Indian Health Service

(IHS). With me is Or. Craig Vanderwagen, Acting Director, Division of

Clinicul and Environmental Services, and Mr. Russell (Bud) Mason, Chief,

Alcoholism Program Branch. I am very pleased to be here today to discuss with

you and your Committee H.R. 1156 and H.R. 2624, bills to coordinate and expand

services for the prevention, identification, treatment and follow-up care of

alcohol and drug abuse among Indian youth. However, we oppose enactment of

H.R. 1156 or H.R. 2624.

The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the IHS certainly share

the concern of the Committee and Indian communities regarding the serious

problem of alcohol and drug abuse among American Indian/Alaska Native youth.

INS recognizes that the abuse of alcohol and drugs is the most serious health

and social problem faced by Indian people. Alcohol abuse is frequently cited

as a direct contributing factor in at least four of the top ten causes of

death among Indian people, i.e., accidents, liver diseases, homicide, and

suicide.

Empirical evidence indicates that this abuse is directly affecting a younger

and younger population with rlmmar sct of aged children beginning the use os

alcohol and abuse of such substances as Lysol, glue, paint and type correction

fluid.
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We share the goal of the Committee of decreasing drug and alcohol abuse among

American Indians/Alaska Natives. Although we support many of the concepts

Addre-sed in H.R. 1156 and H.R. 2624 ,e have concerns regarding their

implemen:ation, and therefore we do not support the proposed bills as a means

to achieve that goal.

Before turning to a discussion of the bills, I would like to present a brief

background about substance abuse programs among the Indian and Alaska Native

people and what the IHS is currently doing in this area.

By 1976, the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) was

supporting over 160 American Indian and Alaska Natives administered and

operated alcoholism treatment programs at an annual level in excess of $16

million. The NIAAA suppor. of community treatment grants was limited by law

and Institute policies to an initial three year project demonstration period

and one three year renewal. Subsequently, support for the programs was to be

the responsibility of State and local funding sources. However, it was the

determination of the Congress, that the Indian alcoholism programs would not

survive without continued Federal support. Consequently, the Congress

directed the phased transfer of "mature" programs (i.e programs which had

received six years of Institute support) from the NIAAA to the IHS for

continued long term support and provided the authority for this transfer in

the Indian Health Care Improvement Act. P.L 94-437 Funding to support

Indian alcoholism programs nas been a part of the INS appropriation base since

FY 1978.
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In FY 1985, 219 substance abuse programs were supported by the INS at an

annual cost of $24.607 million. The 219 programs a7e funded by contracts

between the INS and a wide assortment of Indian tribes, tribal groups, bands

and associations that provide substance abuse prevention/treatment services.

The INS encourages substance abuse prevention and promotion activities with

programs under contract with the IHS. The services provided by the

contractors vary from program to program. The Indian substance abuse programs

offer an array of treatment and prevertion services through one or more of the

following components: detoxification, primary residential treatment, halfway

houses, outpatient care, school-based prevention, community-based prevention,

drop-in centers, outreach, and aftercare.

The substance abuse programs conduct prevention activities. Most Indian

substance abuse programs provide p.esentations on substance abuse to youth

groups in communities and reservations The program staffs also work with the

Indian leaders to provide promotion campaigns against excessive use of

alcohol. They assist school and county government officials in identifying

materials and resources that might change community values which reinforce

alcoholism and alcoholic behavior.

In addition to programs contracted out to tribes and Indian Associations,

alcohol abuse prevention /treatment .ervices are rendered thruigh 48 IHS

hospitals and over 200 clinks
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School based programs are also operating in several parts of the country.

They promote students becoming actively involved in learning effective

decision making skills, establishing a positive self-image and activities

which help students develop life coping skills. These activities also

emphasize campus-wide alcohol and drug abuse intervention programs. Another

example is a vocational technical training center, which includes adult

students, that is coordinated with a women's halfway house. Prevention

activities are integrated into many Federal and State school systems in an

effort to decrease the number of teenagers who get involved with alcohol or

drugs.

Exa,.iles of primary prevention services being prov.ded in outpatient treatment

centers include: health education, motivational counseling, self-zwareness,

values clarification, traditional counseling by elders, decision making,

developing coping skills, youth leadership, and life enhancing skills.

Several of these programs use role models very effectively. The use of

puppets, charades and plays culturally designed for alcohol and drug education

have proven co be very effective. There are a number of programs that have

parent-youtt groups, teenage pregnancy counseling, crisis intervention, and

parenting skills education

It should be noted that the majority of these programs have primarily targeted

alcohol aouse. Congre ;sional intent has been very clear in specifying this

programmatic emphasis Notwithstanding, alcohol abuse is part of the

continuum of substance abuse and many current "alcohol program" activities

1"j
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have efficary in dealing with all forms of substance abuse. Many of the local

programs capitalize on this fact to provide broadly based substance abuse

services. High risk youth can be characterized in several ways. They tend to

have inadequate knowledge of available community alternative activities,

poorly developed or inadequate life coping skills; they demonstrate little or

no interest in available organized activities such as scouting, theater, dance

groups, band or other after school groups. In response to these deficiencies,

special programs provide enrichment activities, work with parents, and

developed recreational activities.

The Department supports the intent of legislation which outlines a program

aimed at arresting alcohol and drug abuse among Indian youth. Juvenile

alcohol and drug abuse has reached epidemic proportions in many Indian

communities. The problems are such that the sort of interagency cooperation

called for in H R. 1156 and H.R. 2624 is essential if meaningful success is to

be achieved. I. fact, we are already effecting this coope-ation There are

worLing agreements between the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) agency offices

and IHS Servic Units and between the IHS Service Units and local tribes in

many locations. Also, since 1972 when 50 Office of Economic Opportunity

funded Indian alcoholism programs were transferred to the NIAAA and an Indian

Desk for Support and Liaison was established, a major fundirg policy was

implemented which required all applicants to obtain memorandums of agreement

and commitments from all applicable resource agencies in all local Indian

communities. The requirement for these agreements has been continued

following transfer of the alcoholism programs from the NIAAA to the IHS. They

are an integral part of the management of local alcoholism programs and they

15
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effect considerable coordination between INS and other interested parties and

organizations. Ne believe, therefore, that new legislation is not needed to

ensure such efforts.

Ne 'lo oppose Sec. 2 of H.R. 2624 which would provide for statutory

establishment of an Office of Indian Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse with a

mandatory organizational structure. The placement of administrative

responsibility for prcgram efforts and the establishment of an organization.:

structure for carrying those efforts forward are better handled by existing

departmental management staff closest to the problem. We believe that those

management staff know best how to channel funding and staff resources to

obtain the most effective and efficient results.

In addition, we believe that H.R. 1156 and H.R 2624 contain redundant

authorities, call for activities at a national level which can more

effectively and economically be done at the local level, would dissipate

available resources by directing them irtc producing national reports and

studies and away from services, and have unrealistic schedules for these

reports.

The agreements between the Secretaries of the interior and Health and Human

Services called for in these bills demonstrate the above puints. These

agreements cover a very wide scope and are to be developed in consultation

rith the Indian community. and published in the Federal Register all within

the short span of 90 days from enactment in H.R. 1156, and 210 days in H.R.

2624 H.R. 1156 also requires the agreement to be submitted to Congress
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within 90 days of enactment. The agreement Ss to include permission for local

IHS and BIA officials to enter into agreements with tribes to coordinate

alcohol and drug abuse services and resources. This authority already exists

for tribes under the Indian Self Determination Act, use of which would have

the additional benefit of providing the tribe with those funds that IHS has

been spending on the effort. Coordination and identification of available

resources are two efforts we believe are most beneficially and economically

performed at the local level.

However, wi have no objection to entering into a general agreement with the

Secretary of the Interior. We agree with the thrust of section 101(a)(3) of

H.R. 1156 that BIA and the IHS should better define which agency is

responsible for what services in order that the client not be bounced from

agency to agency, but we do not believe legislation is re-wired. We believe

this can best be accomplished at the local level taking into account both the

nature and severity of the problcn and the total resource available from all

sources.

He defer to the BIA on Title II of H.R. 1156 - Education

Title III of H.R. 1156 and Sec. 4 of H.R. 2624 - mandates certain family and

social services training activities including, in the case of H R 1156, a

minimum of two weeks training for new Community Health Representatives (CHR)

and health aids on the problems of alcohol and drug abuse. H.R. 2(.24 requires

CHR training but no specific time frame is mandated. The President's budget

for fiscal year 1986 does not provide for continued funding of th' 'HR
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programs. In addition, section 301(b) of H.R. 1156 requires the Director of

the IHS (H.R. 2624 requires the Secretary of HHS, in consultation with the

Secretaries of the Interior and Education) to pi vide certain training, upon

request, to a long list of eligibles.

He defer to the BIA on Title IV of H.R.-1156 - Law Enforcement.

Programmatically, section 502 sets up a program that relies only on IHS and

P.L. 93-638 contractor facilities. This is at variance with the current

practice of identifying and relying on all available resources.

Section 502 of H.R. 1156 is based on the premise of the Secretary of Health

and Human Services having the sole responsibility for residential alcohol and

drug abuse treatment centers for Indian juveniles. He believe this could go

beyond the health related authority and responsibilities that were transferred

to the Public Health Service in 1954 and could remove or cloud those

responsibilities remaining to the Secretary of the Interior.

He are in harmony with the Congress' effort to affect the alcohol and drug

abuse problem in the Indian community but the Department opposes enactment of

H.R. 1156 or H.R. 2624.

That concludes my statement I will be happy to answer any questions you may

have.
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N ORTHWEST PORTLAND AREA NDIAN H EALTH BOARD
123 N W SECOND AVE ROOM 321 PORTLAND, OREGON 97209

(503) 228-4185

TESTIMONY ON HR 1156 AND HR 2624: THE INDIAN JUVENILE

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION ACT

Mr. Chairmen and Members of the Committee:

On behalf of the 37 federally recognized tribes of Oregon, Washington,

and Idaho, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to testify on

HR 1156 and HR 2624: The Indiqn Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse Pre-

vention Act. Our Northwest tribes have followed the development of this

legislation with great interest and strongly support the initiative taken

by Representatives Bereuter and Daschle in deciding to attack one of the

most serious health problems in Indian country--that of alcohol and sub-

stance abuse among our youth.

The Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board has repeatedly taken

strong positions against substance abuse. At our last Quarterly Board

Meeting on October 17, 1985, we took the stand that alcoholism is a life-

threatening disease and its treatment should be accorded high priority by

the Indian Health Service a funding priority not now releived.

We have also been extremely concerned over the years about the low level

of resources currently available to our tribal alcohol programs. Because

most of our small tribes did not have the grant-writing capability to

receive NIAAA grants in the days when the grants were available, many

of our tribes are not now able to receive alcohol program funds through

the Indian Health Service as with a few small exceptionslHS only funds

prior NIAAA gr,ntees. This has caused extreme hardship throughout our

area, leaving many communities with few or no resources to address the

substance abuse didemic.

We applaud the emphasis on prevention on HR 1156 and HR 2624. Because

of the overwhelming caseloads of adult substance abuse, Indian alcohol

programs have historically paid little attention to prevention. These

bills direct a much-needed spotlight on this critically-imcortant area

and make a strong beginning in the development of expertise and resources

for prevention programs.

16:
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The NPAIHB is in full agreement with the testimony on Jiese bills pro-

vided by the National Congress of American Indians and the National

Indian Health Board. However, we are most disappointed by the Indian

Health Service and the Bureau of Indian Affairs when they testified on

S. 1298. We will address their comments on the bills' provisions as we

discuss each title of the Act.

Title I - Inter-Departmental Agreement

The NPAIHB supports the concept of inter-departmental agreements between

the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Service to coordinate

programs and delineate responsibilities for alcohol and drug abuse pro-

grams. However, it is essential that these activities at both the

national and local levels be carried out in full consultation with the

tribal governments. We disagree with the statement made by the Indian

Health Service that these agreements are not needed at the national level

but are handled locally. National leadership is needed to provide direc-

tion and consistency. In our area, no working agreements between IHS

service units and bIA agencies exist.

We are not in favor of the proposal in the HR 2624 to establish an Office

of Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse within the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and

Mental Health Administration. This should be located within the Indian

Health Service for better coordination with tribal programs and should

be made statutory.

We are also unsure of the wisdom of re-allocating axisting program funds

to designated crisis areas as specified in HR 2624. The withholding of

anticipated funds from tribal contracts severely damages program contin-

uity in ow- tribal substance abuse programs, which are already severely

underfunded. It would be more appropriate to establish a newly-appropriated

"crisis fund" to be administered by IHS headquarters to deal with emergency

situations.

Title II - Education

The NPA'48 believes that training of school counselors in BIA and tribal

and public schools is essential and endorses the amendment of the Indian

Elementary and Secondary School Assistance Act for this purpose. We also
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agree with the establishment of a priority for training in this area

through the Indian Education Act as provided in FR 1156, Section 202.

The lack of qualified personnel in tribal alcohol programs has long

been a serious problem for our Northwest tribes. At the present, only

45 percent of Northwest tribal alcohol personnel meet certification re-

quirements. A mandated program of instruction for all EIA and BIA-

funded schools is also most appropriate, although we must agree with

our national Indian organizations that such curricula must be locally

designed or modified in order to be culturally relevant.

Alcohol and drug education must be designed keeping the Indian culture

in focus. Traditionally, those alcohol programs that incorporate

American Indian cultural related activities have demonstrated the most

success.

The NPAIHB fully supports Section 205 of HR 1156, which requires the

establishment of summer recreation and counseling programs for Indian

youth on reservations. These programs, hich should be designed by

qualified recreation therapis and staffed by salaried coordinators,

should be required for all students as a means for developing self-

esteem and healthy alternatives to substance abuse. By pinpointing

students who need follow-up attention, prevention and treatment can be

integrated.

The Model Recreation Therapy Program at the Chemawa Indian School in

Salem, Oregon provides an excellent example of the value of this ap-

proach. Students at tne school have benefitted by building social

skills, teamwork, self-confidence, and leadership qualities--all of

which are important prevention goals. However, this is the only pro-

gram of this type anywhere in Indian country.

The national BIA-sponsored rewsletter on Indian alcohol and drug abuse

as required in Section 206 of HR 1156 would be an excellent means of

providing information and coordination of alcohol and drug abuse-related

material and resources to Indian people. We would have a problem of

sandwiching the topic of alcohol and drug abuse with an Indian Child

Welfare linkages newsletter, as the BIA suggests, as each topic war-

rants special attention to its respective subject matter.
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Titl,. III - Family and Social Services

The NPAIHB strongly supports training for community health representa-

tives in alcohol and drug abuse; these personnel urgently need a com-

prehensive training program in this area, but funds for CHR training

have been minimal in recent years.

Training in al..ahol and drug abuse for BIA, IHS, and tribal leaders,

employees 1.nd community members, is also an urgent need. Personnel

of public schools in every state waich are on or near Indian reserva-

tions with significant numbers of Indian students should also be in-

cluded, as noted in HP 2624. However, to accomplish this extensive

training a substantial appropriation of funds will be required.

Title IV - Law Enforcement

The training of BIA, tribal, and federal law enforcement personnel is

essential in any effort to prevent or combat juvenile substance abuse

as the lack of consistent enforcement of substance abuse laws is one

of the biggest problems in this field.

A major problem facing the tribal police is not having a facility (i.e.

not laving a crisis center, emergency shelter or detention area) in

which to place the Indian youth identified as being intoxicated. When

the youth are picked up, usually in early morning hours, the tribal

police may drive a yo,..Zh around looking for his parents or relatives.

The only alterna,ive'that is available is a county jail. This is not

an acceptable solution to the problem. Many times a youth will get

lost in the state system and may cost the state and tribe more than

it would cost to retain him on the reservation.

The requirement that BIA establish a program for Indian households to

be compensated to serve as temporary emergency shelters for substance-

..busing youth is an excellent idea and would serve well in areas wi !out

regular emergency shelters if the tribal members are trained to dell with

the cases. The comment made by the BIA that no new special funding

authority is needed to establish these temporary shelters is misleading,

as the network of reimbursed foster homes supported by the Indian Child

Welfare grants is not large enough to ' ?act his problem, nor are the
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family members trained to deal with these often violent young people.

In 402(c)(2) of HR 1156, the tribal council should not ,,oly approve

the shelters but establish the licensing requirements.

Funding for more emergency shelters for youth in these siLudtions is

urgently needed. Only one tribe in the Northwest has such a shelter.

Other tribes must house these youth in tribal jails or take them to

non-Indian facilities elsewhere.

Title V - Juvenile Alcohol and tms Abuse Treatment and Rehabilitation

As the Northwest has no Indian Health Service hospitals, the establish-

ment of comprehensive treatment services in IHS and '638' inpatient

facilities, as directed in HR 1156, would not meet the needs of our

juvenile population. Two youth treatment centers separate from hos-

pitals are needed in the Northwest. Services to communities lacking

IHS hospitals are addressed in Section 503 of the bill, which we fully

support.

The study of the extent of need and cost of treatment for juvenile

substance abuse is essential. Six month! may not be enough time to

complete it in a comprehensive manner. A substantial appropriation

for the establishment of juvenile treatment facilities would be an

important outcome of this study.

Title VI - Definitions, Effective Date Ld Authorization of
Appropriations

In this section it should be made clear that the t,:rm "drug abuse"

includes the abuse of inhalents. Inhalent abuse is a growing area

of concern among our Northwest tribes and requires special education

and intervention techniques.

Essential to the accomplishment of the provisions in HR 1156 is that

the appropriations be adequate to permit accomplishment of the various

objectives. We are not sure that $5 million is adequate to this task.

"Such sums as may be necessary" might be more appropriate language.

The requirement in If 2624 that tribes or tribal organizations provide

25 percent of the cost of the program would not be realistic or most
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of our Northwest tribes. Areas where the need is most urgent would

not be able to participate at all. We oppose this matching funds

requirement.

With the changes noted in our testimony, the NPAIHB believes that

HR 1156 is an outstanding bill which will provide the heeded programs

and coordination to combat the problem of juvenile substance abuse.

We commend the House Interior Committee for its work on this bill and

urge that HR 1156 be enacted into law with all pose4ble speed.
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NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S
ASSOCIATION

Suite - BIB - 18th St. N.W Washington, D.C. 20006

(202) 293-0031
October 24, 1985

TESTIMONY OF THE NATIONAL TRIPAL CHAIAMEN'S
ASSOCIATION BEFORE THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON INDIAN AFFAIRS ON HR 1156, A BILL TO
COORDINATE AND EXPAND SERVICE, FOR THE
PREVENTION, IDENTIFICATION ANL TREuTMENT
AND FOLLOW-UP CARE OF ALCOHOL 4'.D DRUG ABI SE
AMONG INDIAN YOUTH, AND FOR OTHER PIRPOSES.

Good morning, Mr. Chairman. Ms name is Raymond C Field, the Executive

Director of the National Tribal Chairmen's Association T.odaf I am speaking

on behalf of tne National Tribal Chairmen's Association's membership which is

composed of 183 federally recognized Indian Tribes.

Our Indian people are deeply concerned about juvenile alcohol and drug abuse

and the continued growing potential to harm and in mans cases, the destruction

of our Indian youth. The problem has virtually failed to he addressed in a

sufficient manner.

Our concern increased when we heard about the nine (9' tragic suicides on the

Wind River Reservation in Wyoming. The potential for further destruction is

quite alarming as we realize suicide and substance abuse can be close comrades

To reduce this destructive potential, the National Tribal Chairmen's association

urges the Congress to integrate the following comments and suggestions to

enhance the preventive and service aspects of the proposed bill.

In Section 101, expansion is needed to specify actual coordination guidelines

and follow-up procedures for coordination of BIA and IPS programs For

examrle. One of the functions of this section may he to refine information

sharing of the more scuhistecated programs, so that other pr frame may

benefit and grow to better sire students

In identif,ing rideral, Crate, lcedl ,nd print,' resour ,s, an information
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resource document specific to each area can be compiled and published

indicating; (a) type and description of service available, (b) procedures

on how to obtain the service, and (c) contact people wits phone numbers who

can assist agencies, areas and contract schools. The document can include

helpful information about al, L and drug abuse for those pu suing assistance.

To effectively coordinate alcohol and drug abuse related services, the BIA/1HS

personnel must be qualified to provide meaningful technical assistance to

existing programs ani have the ability to develop program components where

none exist.

To determine the scope of the Indian Alcohol and Drt.g problem and its

estimated financial and human cost, a survey tool can be developed by

qualified and experienced employees. There should be input from alcohol and

drug treatment centers, suppnrt groups, students, counselors and noted

authorities in the field.

In the case of responding to tribal requests in Section 102, the B1A and I.IS

should develop a set of guidelines to coordinate comprehensive resources and

services. An additional format is needed to address alternative program

planning in situations where no services exist.

In the Title II Educatir, part discussing the Indian Education Act, we

recommend a educational title which includes a provision for a new fellowship

category be added for Indian persons who undertake a health career education

which related to alcohol and drug abuse, e.g., clinical psychology. h!ithin

s 20t .h- __ 7.!1-11 c.....,...,...a A330 ,, ai. L u" usgvs a pLuvLbLun twl

alternative youth activities. Besides specifically designed agency and

tribal program, we seek the provision of astructive, productive and

healthful activities for our Indian Youth For example, Bureau and tribal

educators could be employed as resource people for Youth activities, e.g.,

camping, tribal language, singing and dancing
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Under Title II, Education S. 204 a specific criteria
of components must be

listed as part of the alcohol and drug prevention
program of instruction for

BIA and contract schools. Those components must include:

(1) Comprehensive curriculum indicative of current substantiated

research, i.e. medical facts, physiological processes of

addiction, cross-addiction, mental and emotional aspects,

self-identification, tratment and support system let,orking.

(2) Suicide prevention information and a prevention plan addressing

the high correlation between substance abuse and suicide

incidents.

(3) Qualified and trained personnel who have expertise in prevention,

identification, intervention and program implementation and woo

have the ability to effectively listen to and interpret what

students say.

(4) Involvement of support groups of Alcoholics Anonymous and

Narcotics Anonymous.

(5) Peer counseling participation of
' ,ner substance abusers. These

student counselors will not act as informants, but will erve as

peer role models trained in identification who can assist other

students to break through their own denial system.

(6) P parent involvement plan will be established within the program

to assist parents in how to recognize the problem and what they

can do about it Teachers and other school personnel should also

he included.

(7) Provision for adequate training for persons responsible for program

service delivery, similar to the Family and Social Service content

section

1.7C)
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The Family and Social Services Section, 301 (a) states, any training program

for community health representatives shall include not less than two (2) weeks

of training or the problem of alcohol and drug abuse along with related areas.

Two weeks training for community health representatives is not sufficient.

The Training base on problems of sub;t ance abuse must be no less than a 28

day treatment program. This will provide a oeginning format of information

with experiential counseling techniques After the base training has been

completed, a minimum of 3 to 5 two day worksnops should be provided to each

individual on crisis intervention, famil) dnamics of therapy, alcohol and

drug support groups, fetal alcohol sindrome and suicide prevention. These

workshops and general substance abuse information should be made available

to all designated persons in section 301 (b), including dessemination of such

information throughout Indian country

The law enforcement officials referred to in Title I6, Section 401 must

receive t-aining by the HA, which includes education on the problems of

alcohol and drug abuse among Indian juveniles The implementation of C.is

BIA training should have similar components stated in the previous paragraph

on Family and Social Services Section 301. .t a ninimu^, law enforcement

officials must participate in 3 to 5 two das workshops on substance abuse

education and medical research, crisis intervention, conflict management

and counseling techniques in d ug abuse situations, suicide prevention and

referral-resource information

The study in Title V, Section 501 to he completed by 1H4 within 6 months of

the date of enactment of this Act, and to determine the state of iu enile

Indian suhstance ahuse in need of treatment, should he done jointl) with

qualified representation from the BIA It is imperative a well def'ned

survey tool he developed which is designed to extract ,orrect information of

the existing problems If the individuals dc%eloping and implemcnsing the

studs are not knowledgable and ,killed in this qpcciallred arca, the true

17
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picture of the problem will not be obtained.

On behalf of the National Tribal Chairmen's Association, I thank you for the

opportunity to testify on this important piece of legislation.
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STATEMENT OF SUZAN SHOWN HARJO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
CONOESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS, ON H.R. 1156, INDIAN JUVENILE ALCOHOL
AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION ACT, BEFORE THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, OCTOBER 24, 1985.

M. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity

to appear before you today to testify In behalf of the National

Congress of American Indians (NCAI) and the National Indian Health

Board (NINB) on H.R. 115 the Indian Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Prevention Act. We are .eartsned that the Senate Select Committee

on Indian Affairs is also considering this legislation, and view

the bill as a potentially important part of efforts throughout

Indian country to halt the epidemic of alcohol and drug abuse. The

prevention ar treatment of alcohol and drug abuse is a primary interest

of both NCAI and MHZ). Attached to this statement is the position paper

on Alcelloliss and Drug Abuse adopted at NCAI's 1984 Convention which I

would like included in the official Leering record. As you will see,

the paper advocated enactment into law of what was then H.R. 6196,

the Indian Juvenile Alcohol and Dm Abuse Prevention Act introduced

by Representatives Bereuter and Daschle in 1984. In addi ,n, the NCAI

onference in "'llsa October 7-11, 1985 reaffirmed its support for

Congressiona 'forts in the area of prevention of Indian substance abuse.

we strongly support H.R. 1156. while increased federal involvement

inthavrevention of substance abuse is long overdue, this legislation

is part of the increased national awareness and resolve to stop

alcohol and drug abuse and its attendant destruction. We are

pleased to see that in both the House and Senate this legislation

has bipartisan cosponsorship, representing a wide ideological and

geographical spectrum. Because of the bipartisan nature of the

bill and the high level of national commitment to halt substance

abuse, we feel the climate is right to enact H.R. 1156 into law.
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We urge this Committee to utilize this opportunity to strengthen

the legislation, enact it into law, and to work for a more

reasonable allocation of funds for the prevention and treatment of

alcohol and drug abuse. NCAI and NIMI have and will continue to

advocate higher appropriations for Indian alcohol ana drug abuse

programs. While the Interior Committee is an authorizing committee,

wa hope that your consideration of H.R. 1156 will in part result in

a strong stance for increased appropriations for substance abuse

programs. Despite the fact that four of the leading causes of death

among Indian people - cirrhosis of the liver, accidents, suicides

and homocides - are directly related to Alcohol and drug abuse,

less than one half of one percent of the Indian Health Service budget

is allocated for alcohol and drug abuse programs. And, while the Indian

Health Service (IHS) appears to be inc.:easing its focus on prevention

of abuse in this area, the fact remains that even the little money it

does have - S26 million in FY.85 - is for treatment of adult alcoholics

in the advanced stages of alcoholism. We do not favor shifting money

from treatment to prevention, as treatment is desperately needed. We

do want more financial and administrative resources committed to

prevention of alcohol and drug abuse.

The Research Triangle Institute estimates that the costa of alcohol

problmslin the United States in 1983 was $116 billion. Nationally,

the cost of treating a chemically-dependent rerson on an inpatient

basis ranges between $12,000 and $20,000. The success rate le only

about 30%. The United States hms been penny-wise and pound-foolish

in its approach and alcohol and drug abuse. The same holds true for
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filo Bureau of Indian ?..._airs (BIA) and the IHS, which historically

have denied responsibility and dune little to coordinate existing

substance abuse efforts and'programs. fhe IHS and BIA are, in some

cases, working cooperatively with each other and with Indian governments.

But, in the absence of legislation, we do not feel that the BIA and IHS

will exhibit the necessary resolve to coordinate and share resources,

to fund programs that tribes want and to increase the level of

knowledge and sensitivity within their agencies that is necessary for

an all-out effort to prevent alcohol and drug abuse.

The Administration's testimony October 18th in opposition to the Senate

companion legislation is evidence of why the bill is needed. The

Administration's testimony that schools have susbstance abuse programs

and that there is cooperation between /HS and SSA at the local level is

not consistent with the :contents from Indian country. We are

perplexed by the BIA testimony before the Senate Select Committee on

Indian Affairs that Tribal/BIA agreements regarding coordination of

resources and services related to alcohol and drug abuse would "force

assistance to be allocated on a first-come, first-served basis rather

than to where the greatest need might exist." We do not see

coordination and sharing of activities regarding substance abuse to

be anything other than beneficial.

We were also taken aback by the Bureau's statement that they do

not want any authority for emergency shelters or facilities for

Indian youth apprehended for offenses related to substance abuse,

because it might duplicate existing cilities supported by the

Indian Child Welfare Act. As the Bureau knows, or should know,

the Indian Child Welfare Act grant program has never awarded a grant

for juvenile care facilities. Furthermore, the Indian Child Welfare

17 5
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Act is designed for abused, neglected and orphaned children. Youth

arrested for offenses which would be a crime if they were adults do

not fall under the purview'of the Indian Child Welfare Act.

The Indian Health Service testimony in opposition to the Senate

companion legislation made the weak argument that the bill is not

neeaed because there "are school-based programs also operating in

several parts of the country" and that there are working agreements

with regard to alcohol and drug abuse efforts "in many locations."

If these programs and agreements are, in fact, operating in some

areas we do not understand why IHS would oppose legislation requiring

school-based programs In all parts of the country and IHS/BIA

working agreements wit' all tribes.

We would note that there was considerable constructive dialogue with

BIA and IHS off:.cials during the drafting of the Juvenile Indian Alcohol

and Drug Abuse Prevention Act, and so we wonder how the Administration

arrived at its decision to oppose this legislation.

An imnnrtAnt vain. of W R 11q4 .nA conm.a

that it can bea stimulus for increased local efforts. The required

cooperative agreements, sharing and coordination of resources, the

locally-developed educatic71 curricula and, very importantly. the

training and education offered to a wide variety of Indian people

should lead to a better utilization of available resources and

activate a much larger portion of the Indian community into battle

against alcohol and drug abuse.
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In talking with people about this legislation and in reading testimony

presented at the four previous hearings held by the House Interior

Committee and the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, four points

are made over and over again:

1) School curricula designed to prevent alcohol and drug abuse must

be locally designed or modified in order to be culturally relevant.

Tha bill makes no specific mention that curricula should be culturally

relev.int. However, our reading of the bill is that it requires 91k

and Contract schools to offer curricula in grades K through 12, but

that the actual design and choosing of the curricula would be local.

Tribes and school districts, of their own volition, would likely

design or choose curricula which they feel would fit the cultural

needs of their students. Nevertheless, due to the large number of

comments about this, we suggest tnat the bill or report language

clarify that curricula is tc., be locally chosen.

2) All programs, studies and training authorized under this bill

should be contrast- eligible ...ctivities. The training and the renovation

of facilities portions of the bill do specify these as contract-

eligtble activities. We wwuld suggest that language be added to

Section 501 of the bill which would make it clear that the study of the

need for juvenile residential alcohol and drug abuse treatment could

be contracted by tribes or caganizations.

3) More appropriations are needed for juvenile treatment facilities,

for counsellors and for locally-based facilities that can serve as aa

. silernative to incarceration. We prefer the Senate language

authorizing .uch sums as may be necessary for the legislation, as compared

to the H.R. 1156 language authorizing $5 million for training and a

17
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study and a possible further authorization for renovation and

construction of facilities.

1 4) Indian students in public schools need to be included in any

legislation dealing with prevention of alcohol and drug abuse among

Indian youth. We support sections 201, 202 and 203 of H.R. 1156

which utilizes the Indian Education Act as a means to reach Indian

public school -' nts. Well over half of the Indian youth attend

public sc ., and we agree with the view that they must receive

culturally relevant education and counselling regarding substance abuse.

In Monana, Nebraska and Alaska, for instance, near'; all Indian

students attend public schools. H.R. 1156 specifically includes

alcohol and drug abuse counselling in sch,!ola as an eligible activity uncle

Part A of the Indian Education Act; earmarks 10% of fellowships in Part

B of the Indian Education Act for degrees in counselling; and Includes

substance abuse counselling as an eligible activity under Part C

of the Indian Education Act. Part C of the Act provides funds for urban

Indian centers. The Senate bill does not contain any provisions

regarding the Indian Education Act as a means to reach public school

and urban Indian students, and if it is not modified to address the

needs of tnese studente, we .QUIZ arge the m.:+nferoe, tm a4ort ections

201, 202 and 203 of the House bill.

The National Congress of American Indians and the National Indian

Health Board would also suppor. amendments to the bill which would

address the needs, of pre-school age children. It is well established

that early intervention is effective in developing skills and attutides

which will increase children's chances for futures free of alcohol and

drug abuse. It is very unfortunate that there art no longer any BIA
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pre-schools as Head Star' serves only "" of the eligible pre-school

age popglation. The Johnson O'Malley program is agile to provide a

small amount of services to pre-school age dhi'lren, but cannot

possibly meet the nee' We suggst that Section 301(b)(2) of H.R. 1156

be amended by including Head Start and other pre-Kindergarten

child care givers th_ o?p&rkunity to receive alcohol and drug abuse

training. Additionally, section 70 t) of H.R. 1426, the Indian Health

Care Improvimant Act Amendments, could be amended to require the

dissemination of curricula and other materials relevant to pre-

Kindergarten age children available to pre-schools which serve Indian

children. The provision in H.R. 1426 currently relates to the collection

and dissemination of alcohol and drug abuse curricula /lad materials

for students in grades K-12.
2

Whatever one's age, alcohol atd drug abuse prevention and treatment

cannot generally be dealt with successfully outside of a family and

community context. We support the provision in Section 204 which

encourages family participation in educational instruction and the

provision in Title III which included family relations in alcohol ind

drug abuse training.

Counsellors must also ope family context. However, lack of

trained chew :al dependency counsellors and a high turnover rate among

counsellors present ma,or problems. Often there are no counsellors,

or only one counsellor, for hundreds of students and their families.

In many cases counsellors do no_ have adequate trs4-ing. alhn Williams.

a member of the ()glee Sioux Tribe and Director of the University of

South Dakota's Alcohol and Drug Abuse Counselling Division, Pointed
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out in his testimony on H.R. 1156 that there is no unify= alcohol

and drug abuse training program adopted nationwide. There is no

training model that standardizes information, hos career ladder

capabilities, increases counsellor competency levels and teaches

research skills. We do not accept this training for our doctors

and nurses and teachers, and we should not accept it in counsellors.

It may be outsia. the purview of this legislation to address the

subject of chemical dependency counsellor training models. However,

a 101 set-aside of Part C Indian Education Act monies would ensure

about 10 or 11 Indian students being trained each year as counsellors.

Perhaps a better or additional approach would be to authorize an

endowment or scholarship fund for Indian students in the field of

chemical dependency counselling.

We support the provision in H.R. 1156 which would require that

some MIA and/or contract schools remain open in the summer to provide

recreational and educational activities and counselling services.

Lack of summer activities is a serious problem for reservation youth.

While it would require some additional money to keep selected schools

open, it would be well worth the investment. 'he Senate bill does

not contain this provision, and we hope that the final version

of this legislation incorporates the House language regarding summer

activities.

We applaud the emphasis this bill pla,.:es on alternatives for juvenile

incarceration for alcohol and drug related charges. This is one of

the most difficul. areas in which to legislate. Incarceration of

juveniles, sometimes in adult jails without proper isolation from

adults, is a nations: problem. Tribes generally have even fewer resources

18C)
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to deal with this problem than do states. Last year 300,000 youth in

the United States were incarcerated, with only 10% of them being

arrested for serious crimes. A.R. 1156 requires the BIA to develop

guidelines for incarceration of Indian juveniles when an emergency

shelter or treatment facility is not appropriate. This would likely

occur in cases where the youth is violent. The House bill contains

the safeguard that no BIA guidelines or regulations may superceue

tribal laws. The Senate bill does not contain this provision.

We feel that any final legislative product must contain the House

language protecting tribal self-govern-lent in this area.

Both the House and Senate bills provide for the BIA to establish

licensing sandards fo. homes to serve :s emergency shelters in lieu

of incarceration and they also equire tribal council approval for

emergency shelters. we feel that the licensing process should be

left en hely up to the tribes. In addition, circumstances differ

too much from tribe to tribe to make uniform licensing standards

workable.

The study in Section 503 to identify facilities that can be utilized

as juvenile alcohol and drug abuse treatment centers should focus on

options that would allow Indian youth to remain near their homes for

treatment. The bill language does not preclude this focus, but

language to ensure that local options are considered would be helpful.

we suggest that section 502(a) which requires IHS to provide comprehensive

alcohol and drug abuse services be amended to include consul$ation

with tribes,because what is considered comprehensive substance abuse

18
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services will vary from tribe to tribe. It is possible that this

type of tribal-specific planning would come about as a result of

the memorandum of agreem4nts between tribes, the IHS and the BIA

provided for in Title I of the Lill.

We have, in addition, two suggested technical changes in the ',ill:

1) in the title substitute the word "youth" for "juvenile", as

the latter carries the popular connotation of delinquency and

2) in the title add the word "inhalant" so the title would read

"Indian Youth Alcohol, Drug and Inhalant Abuse Prevention Act".

Alternatively, report language could make it clear that inhalant abuse

is covered under the bill. Inhalants are drugs, and our understanding

of the legislation is that they ire included in its provisions.

However, due to the increasing use of gasoline, correcting fluid,

lysol and other inhalants, especially among grade scnool children,

we feel it is inportant to emphasize their inclusion in the legislation.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment on the Indian

Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Acc. We are very

encouraged by the bill's introduction and the priority assigned it

by the House Interior Committee and the Senate Select Committee on

Indian Affairs. The National Congress of American Indians and the

National Indian Health Board look forward to continued communicatior

with the Members and staff of the House Interior Committee as we

move closer to a markLp of this legisimtion.

1R
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NATIONAL CONGRESS CF AMERIZAN INDIANS

41ST ANNUAL CONVENTION

POSITION PAPER
ON

ALCOHOLISM AND DRLG ABUSE

.pokane, Wa4Ftngton
Septembea ;3, 1434

PROBLEM

A. 71.2 Indian Health Seavice 066ice o6 Alcohol PtogaamA was eo-
tabltshcd tn ;latch, 1918. In T.L. 94-431 CongaeAA identitied the
purpose o6 at! 066iCe ae tne taeatment and contaol o6 alcoholiAm
amo4sAt Ametican Indiano. To canny out thin purpose the 066ice 06
Alcohol Paogaam adopted nine majoa objecttveo recognizing that some
oi these objectives had not been achieved and that only limited
progress had been made on otheaA. Da. Rhoades, Diaectoa 06 Indian
Health Seavice and Va. Gaaham, Director ci Health Reocrukcea and
Seavicet. Administration ay/teed that a study should be made 06
Indian Heath Seavice Alcoholism PaogaamA. This study woo canied
out duhing the peaiod 06 Octobea, 1913 to June, 1984, by an indepen-
dent hued/Leh and development company Lade',. contaact with the Heath
Rest/cams and Seaviceo AdminiAtaativn. The phimaaq pukpoae o6 this
study was to identlify and 4144C44 Indian Health Seavice model alcoholism
paogaams. The Aecondaay pukpooe was to develop a oet 06 accommenda-
tiOn6 ISCR alco,ot..ompkopars iun ded by Indian Hutt/. Seavice. The
study identi64ed and auAveyed 19 highly succeoolcut Indian atoholtam
pogaamA. The title 06 the study hepokt 44 Identification and Assess-
ment 06 Model Indian Health Seavice AlcoheitAm Paolecto.

Each organization ounveyed kepoktcd a Lange numbet o6 ptobteAa
and unmet nude. Theo' include inadequate of tqapphoptiate policies,
the Lack e6 a well-delfined oekvice popuZat,en, inadequate o obsolete
ptogtam Ifact/t.cieo, lack 06 adequately ':.:kited stai6, tnadeqtatc
numbet o6 ata66, Limited Ok inadequate iuAding dna taadequate aootstag..
and guidance pont the Indian Heath Seutze at the Aaea and Centtai
066tce Levelo.

The study hepott also includes a deta,ied desettpttLn Oi 50(
p20924101 models (pae.ention/outaeach, dat:tt-tcattcn, ;:ttovato testdent.h
tteatftent, hat6way house, outpatient, ana custedtai rate).

CONCLUSION

A. This study tdenttlfted and ao.! .sed a :mai/ rtonbe: of 5uCeZ555
vtoatams. Because Lt may be aooumed that £e55 5UCCe55iUt. P%Oaljr,5
xould have mote serious paobtemA and a gt,atet numbet es nmet needs
xe. may reasonably conclude that the majottto ci Indian Ncaith Sea t:a
funded ptoghamo ake not providing an adezt.ate tete£ cj setotces to the
cltents and communitteA they oekve. T.L. -aghttude and natutc c;; altos.

vtoblems todtc_teo a de6tnite need jot .e a:oglesstonal LegtsCat.,
andattng t'te development o6 adequate an:, zi;ecCte atzvh:Com se..._.,
% Indian people.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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RECOMMENDATIONS

h. IdentiSication and 1i44e44meht o8 model Indian neatth .:etvoee
Atcohoti4m Pnoject4 (Contract No. 240-083-0100 04 the Neatth Re-
4ounce4 and Senvice4 Adminietnation, Department of Heatth and Human
Senv4.ce4: with modiiication from the NCAI Ateohotoom and Drug Abu.se
Committee. 8a4ed on 4tudy VAdin9 6 presented in th4.4 :upon/ it 4.4
hereby recommended that:

Recommendation 1

THAT THE NCAI SEEK A COMMITTMENT FROM THE PRESIDENT OF 7.E
UNITED STATES AND HIS ADMINISTRATION TO REQUEST A MINIMUM
INCREASE Of $10 MILLION DOLLARS IN CONGRESSIONAL APPROPRIA-
TIONS FOR INS COMMUNITY AND URBAN AL JHOL PROGRAMS FOR FISCAL
YEAR 1886. IT IS ALSO REQUESTED THAT THE PRESIDENT PROVIDE
FOR TEE DEVELOPMENT OF A LONG RANGE (TEN TO FIFTEEN YEARS)
PLAN WHICH WOULD INVOL:E A COORDINATED EFFORT OF THE EXECUTIVE
BRANCH AND THE OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET DURING APPRO-
PRIATION HEARINGS. THE NCAI IS DIRECTED TO REQUEST FROM THE
U.S. CONGRESS, TO DEMONSTRATE ITS COMMITTMENT TO THE UPGRADING
OF THE HEALTH OF THE INDIAN PEOPLE AND ALLEVIATING ThE ADVERSE
EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE, PASSAGE OF A CONGRESSIONAL
BILL THAT WOULD PROVIDE THE NEEDED AUTHORITIES AND FUNDS TO
ELEVATE THE LONG RANGE GOALS OF THE INDIAN ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG
PROGRAMS.

Admin44tnaton4 and 4taii memben4 of the Atudy pnognam4 identified
the reed for additional IHS iund a4 the moot cnitical need 04 4tneng-
limning their pnognam4. Incnea4ed IHS Sundo ate needed Sot t1 employing
addttoonat ptogtam ota, 2) incnea4ing euttent elate 4atanie.s. 3)
,novid.ng additionat iund4 ion tnaining ana educat,..on of coun4eton4
and admilielnalon4, 4) e4tabli4hing ateohot ptognams in comftnitie4
which have a cnclicat need On additional 4eAvice4. 51 tecognizolg and
compen4ating th.:4e pnognam4 which on the ba44.4 of 4landandized evatua-
tion etitetoa demonotnate the in compliance with appnopniate 4tandands
Sot Wettivere44 and eiiiciency, and 61 upgrading ptogtam iaeototoes
by Aemodeting exi4ling Atnuctune4 of conelnucting new onto.

The passage ol5 a Indian Alcoholism Improvement Act would ptovode
Sot and direct the Indian Neatth Senvice to catty out the Sottowong
study 64J:dingo a4 ougge.sted in Recommendations 2 through 9:

Recommendatior. /

THE 'HS OEVELCP A 1HRFE-VEAR PLAN FOR TESTING AND IMPLEMENTING
THE !,A ALCOHOL PROGR, 1 MODELS (PREVENTION/OUTREACH, DETOXIFI-
CATIO:4, PRIMARY RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT, HALFNAV HOUSE, OUTPATIE'T.
AND CUSTODIAL CARE) DESCRIBED TV THIS REPORT.

The plan to be devetoped under thi4 recommendation shoutd 4naude
but Act be tomoted to the 6ottoicca9 picov4,64.on6:

11 Appccntment o6 an ad hoc tcehntcaZ try.f.ve atcup. comoo:cd
,i rcts:4s the La.,: cetenare :,tagmatte and thcolct,ccat knewiz12:
O akc:hC 1,,,2am devetopmcnt and evaivat,un, to setvc as .t

iaan,aa .1d.cs..,, ....CU:. 0,1 the deveterment e' the Chace :gal ::i-ti.

1R :.
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21 DeveZopmert and cmptementateon 06 a pctot study to iteld
test the models with a selected sample cd IHS community alcohol
paognam6;

3) Development o6 an implementation plan sort conoentang IHS
alcohol paogastm6 to a new system based on the pnogaan models an
accordance with the dindinge o6 the pilot study;

4) PkOv4040n o6 aetevant twining 604 the INS Aaea Alcohol
Cooadanatoa6 on the important elements o6 the new system;

5) At the end od the thate-yeas peaiod, development o6 a status
tepoat by the technical aeview gaoup boa submission to the IHS
Diaecton documenting the deasibality cif tieing the new 6y6tem
boa IHS community alcohol paogaam6.

Recommendation 3

THATT1IE INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE SOLICIT INPUT FROM THE IHS
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMS TO DEVELOP A NEW CLIENT MANAGEMENT IN-
FORMATION SYSTEM WHICH ESTABLISHES a) FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY;
b) CONTRACT COMPLIANCE; cl PATIENT OUTCOME; AND d) QUALITY OF
SERVICES. THIS SYSTEM SHOULD BE LIMITED TO EITHER ONE OR TWO
PAGES TO AVOID LOSS OF COUNSELOR TIME AND BURDENSOME PAPERWORK
WHICH AFFECTS QUALITY DELIVERY OF SERVICE. ASSESSMENT, PIS-,
CHARGE AND FOLLOW-UP MEASUREMENT OF SERVICES WOWS NEED TO BE
INCLUDED IN THIS COMPILATION OF CLIENT DATA.

Suavey Bindings indicate that alcohol taeatment paogaame have
paobteme aetated to client a4At ***** t at thitee di66eaent states in the
service detiveay ptocees. These aae assessment o6 the client's level
06 6unctioning at entitle, dtechaage and poet-taeatment hollow -up.

Two ;slog/tams in ;hie study itepoated eucceee6ut diz.chaage 'mica o6
30 and 38 peacent, and two othea paogaam6 aepoated Auccesaful deechaage
sates o6 100 peacent boa 6i4cal yeaa 1913. The compaeheneive paogitame
dad not itepoitt any diechaage /Wee by *peel-di-a p-ngaam components,
passably because o6 theta paactice o6 taanedeaaing clients duo one
paogaam to anothea without dischaAging them. Excessively low 04 high
diachatge /tette may cndicate that clients sae not paopealy diagnosed
nos placed in appeopaiate paogaam components at the t ne o6 intake.
Inappeopiteate daagnasa6 and placement od clients has empottant emptica-
tcone dos taeatment outcome and may deaectty adiect Zht sate o6 buc-
ceseita discharges.

Puking faecal yeaa 1913, only eight peacent od 166 IHS alcohol
ploglame itepotted cteent dollow-up sea mice and, in thee study only tw,
o6 the 12 pacqtame tepoated cteent dollow-up data. These low tutu o6
acent Ottow-up andacate a need Oa the development od new acent /
follow -up policies and paoceduaeo.

The IHS needs to implement a neliabZe and objective eyetem dos
detetmeng the ctcent outcome eddecc eneee od IHS-6unded paogaum6. The
cmptementatcun o6 thcs tecommendateon wall plovade a doundataon Oa the
icvct, :Rent o6 such a system.
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Recommendation 4

THAT IHS DEVELOP AN EDUCATION ANO TRAINING PROGRAM TO
MEET THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT NEEDS OF COUNSELORS ANO
AOMINSTRATORS. THE PROGRAM SHOULD INCLUDE COMPETENCY
BASED CURRICULA ANO PROVIDE APPROPRIATE ACADEMIC CREDIT
FOR STUDENTS COMPLETING COURSE REQUIREMENTS.

Iniotma ton glom the study 6h4w6 that 20 o' 58 coun.selo46 ate
ce4t464ed alcohol coun.selo46. In lout e6 the t2 programs none oS
the 19 counsel046 ate ce4ti6ied. OS the 51 coun.selo46, dive did not
complete high school, 28 have high school diploma6, 64x have a6soc4ates
oi a4t6 degtee6, eight have baccalaureate ox ma4te4.4 degrees, and
10 additional coineeto44 have comgeted 60me _allege ton/tote. Th41
4nioAmat4on woo not available So4[the one remaining counselor.

Outing cite vi44t4, program adm4n44t4ato44 exp4e44ed an
4ntetest and need 6o4 6u4the4 education and training in the atea6
od p4ngtam management and Aupetv4.6ion, 4e6ounce development, program
eviduat4on, and other ad tuctive topics.

Members o6 the expert panel recommended that the IHS give con-
Aide44,t4^t t: 4tAategitt box, implementing this recommendation:
CI Explore the dea4ibility ol utilizing the IHS Continuing Education
P4opcam which i6 uied to train medical and etinica/ ptuonnet, ad 2)
negotiate with admini4t4ato44 06 local community cot/ege4 and Indian-
cent/totted college& iot the inctu44on oi appropriate alcohol 4tudit4
cou44e4 411 their cuAiticita.

Recommendation 5

THE IHS PREPAR' ANNUAL IHS ALCOHOL PROGRAM CONTRACTS WHICH
SPECIFY BUDGET ITEMS, STAFFING REQUIREMENTS, SCOPE OF WORK,
AND OTHER MAJOR CONTRACT CONDITIONS FOR EACH SPECIFIC
PROD:<AN COMPONENT"

The two comprehensive pocoiltam6 included in this study were not
able to report budget Indotmat4on an, ptortam data separately 6o4 e26,
od the4t IHS - Sanded components The 4n104mation they tepotted was based
on s.t4mate6, ;Lather than actual data.

The intent o6 this recommendation 44 to produce accurate and
valid ptogtam 4nSotmat4on needed by the IHS A44.4 Alcohol Coo4d4natotJ
to monitor contract comptiance and determine program accountabc/4ty
meatame4.

Recommendation 6

THE IHS DEVELOP A POLICY THAT DEFINES ThE CONDITIONS UNDER
WHICH RECIPIENTS OF CERVICES FROM COMmUNITV ALCOHOL PROGRAMS
ARE CLASSIFIED AS PROGRAM CLIENT, REGISTRANT OR ENRCLLEE
ACCORDING TO THE TVPE OR PROGRAM PROVIDING THE SERVICE.

Study 64nd4ng4 indicate that ptogtamo use d4/6etent me nods Sot
dete4m4od client counts. For some programs the 4 cent counts appea
to be inflated due to the practice o5 counting members e6 autoncmons
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community suppott gtoup4 who ate not teceiving di/act 4e/tutees 6tor
the ptogtams. Also, the comptehensive ptogtam may b4 under- counting
clients due to the ptartice o6 ttans6eating them 6tom one pugtam
compoenent to anothea without dischaage.

The intent o6 this aecommendation 4:4 to ptovide the INS and com-
munity alcoh^l ptogtams with a mote pt.. ism method Got detetmtning client
-counts. The use o6 a UM4404M appaoach to detetminiqtheconditions undet
which a petson may be counted as a client, aegietaant oa entollee
should eliminate Appatent inecuities in the system.

Recommendation 7

THE INS DEVELOP A PROGRAM OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENT PLAN
FOR EACH INS AREA TO IDENTIFY ACTIONS NEEDED TO IMPROVE
OPERATIONS OF COMMUNITY ALCOHOL PROGRAMS.

The plan to be developed undo this tecommendation should include
but not be limited to the 6ollowng actions:

I) Appointment o6 an Mee Alcohol Planning Committee, composed
o6 pea4onh who have knowledge on ptogtam planning, development
and evaluation : including pinions working in the 6ields o6
human 4eavice4, social mak, heath cane, law and ,nden, educa-
tion, etc.);

2) Co.duct an INS Aaea needs assessment to determine whete alco-
hol ptogaam4 services should be located 6o4 a mote e66icient
service - delivery system, with special emphasis on the needs o6
undeasetved gatrups, such as women and youth;

3) Develop an Aaea alcohol training plan Got IHf health cane
ptovidets (including hospital and cline.. sta661;

4) Provide guidance and assistance to local community alcohol
ptocaams to help them identigy additional 6inanciat aesouaces;

5) Dialect the 066ice o6 Envitonmento! Health to ptovide training
and technical assistance 6o4 the purpose o6 helping local pug/tams
bring their 6acititie4 into compliance with applicable codes and
tegulatcons;

6) Develop policies 6o4 the establishment c6 local ptogtam ad-
visoty committees to ptov.de technical guidance and advocate 6ct
additional ptogtam tesow.ees.

Advisoty committees at both the Aaea and Local ptop....m Levels ate
needed to ptovide cncteased community suppott and a btaodet base o6 ptc-
6essionaL leadership Got sttengthening the INS service delitety system
and inutea4ing the ei6ectiveness o6 local ptogtams. In the human set-
vices held advcsoty committees 6unction as advocacy gtoups 6ot btoaden-
cng the 6unding base, incteaoing paogaam tesoutces, ptoviding ptoiesscon4:
detection jot tmptovtng ptogtam e66ectiveness, and teadetshcp Got btcng-
.tg about ;tanned change. These 6unctions ate ditectty televant to the
ot.biems and needs tdenti6ced in this tepoat. The cteatcon and use of
ad,csray committees can otottde additional leadetship And .uppott Got
tesolvcni. these ptobtems and needs.
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The phobtems and needs described in this 4epott can be used at
the Ailed levet as guidelines OA the implementation of an A4ea-wide
needs assessment. Such of,, assessment can help each IHS 044ta dete4mine
wkat its p44o4it4es shout., be with 4e4spect to the task oi sthenghthening
the IHS- 6unded community alcohol wog/cams. Oembeas 06 the expect pane/
Suggested that much o6 the data nequiaed Oa a needs assessment may
be available pcom the INS computer system. Each INS A4ea will need to
dett/tmine what pAoceduhes wilt be needed to tollect addictional in6o4-mation.

1,40944A directors and membe44 o4 the expect panel expneeeed
interest in the ieasibitity and possible btneiita to be derived pcom
the use )6 a "continuum 06 care" apptoack to planning 604 strategic
placement 04 programs in the /Legion served by each INS A4ea 066ice.
0etox444cation, p4imany residential treatment, hatiway houses, and out-
patient p4ognams art the major compomedts, olf the continuum 06 cake
Aoces.s. A needs assessment wilt kelp each INS Axea determine the
Oasbitity 06 this strategy OA making essential 4t4uiCt4 more accessible
to the service population.

tfo4e training and educational programs are needed j04 both INSmedical and health Cake ata66 and tribal health cant/meta/is on the
disease cotcept 06 alcoholism. program directors i.dicated a willing -
ness to p4ovide alcohol training events OA local INS hospital and
clinic ata66 but have not been utilized in this wanner.

Alcohol pcogkam sta64 repeatedly testiiied to the need 604 ag-
taining more training designed to inches-se the level 36 staii knowledge
and skills. Site visit consultants identiiied training netts potima4ily
in administrative and treatment aspects oi program operations, includ-
ing OA example, additional training related to the p/Lobtems and needso6 women and youth. In the;4 e66o4t4 to provide additional twining
0PPohtunities dolt sta66 ttatting and education, phoghams have been ham-
Pelted by inadequate 6unds and inaccessibility to education institutions.

Each phoglam director interviewed in this study exp4esaed need 604
incteased funding. P409404 staii also reported problems and needs
that wtAt not addressed due to the hontage 06 6undo. Study bindings
show that some oi the p4og4ams operate on a very na44ow binding base.
Table 11, Page 96, shows that 71.4 percent oi the total receipts reported
by study p4og4amo were derived ditom dede/Lal government. More technical
assistance is needed by local phoghams to help them develop additional
hesouhces and increase theek level 06 'funding iitom sources other than
the 6ede4al government.

Study 64ndino indicate that Some p400ams ORE not Licensed OR
ce4t464ed 604 compliance with 644e, ea6ety, eanatatcon and health codes
04 regulations. The iindings also show that most phogAam di/meta/Ls
repotted one on mom inadequacies en the44 6ac4t4tie.s. The 066ice o6
Env44onmenta Health can pe46o4m an important 6unction 604 INS-funded
alcohol p4ogtams by p4ov4d4ng technical assistance to help them imp /Love
theft facilities.
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Recommendation 8

THE IHS DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT A PLAN FOR REVIEWING THE
STATE-OF-THE-ARTS KNOWLEDGE ABOUT ALCOHOL-RELATED PROBLEMS
AFFECTING AMERICAN INDIANS.

The plan ohoutd ptovidt Olt the teat o6 epectatty oetected
techntcat teview groups whose members can eettt cos resource petooni
Got the review o6 literature on new teaeartch itndinge and innovative
tteatment and prevention approaches apprtopttate to the goats oi IHS
community atcohot programs. Emwptee 06 topice to be included in the
plan alter Atcohot-tetated motbtdity and mottatity, ietat atcohot
syndrome, incidence and peevatence o6 drug teat among Indian adoteo-
centa, evaluative research ettategtee apptopaiate bon uec at the local
pltogtam level, detineation oi new teeeatch needs and eotabttohment oS
teoecutch pltotity ateas.

Members oi the expert panel who expteeeed interest in !hie tecom-
mendatton tecognize that it may be outside the 6ocue o6 the present
study but betteve ottongty that it tepteeenta an important need boa
the IHS and the 6ietd oi Indian atcohottam.

Recommendation 9

THE IHS DIRECTOR REQUEST THE SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES (DUNS) TO CONVENE A PERMANENT
STANDING COMMITTEE COMPOSED OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE (INS); ALCOHOL, DRUG AWE AND MENTAL
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 1.42AMHAI; ADMINISTRATION FOR NATIVE
AMERICANS (ANA), TO IDENTIFY CURRENT ALCOW.L PROGRAM
ACTIVITIES AND DEVELOP COOPERATIVE STRATEGIES FOR THE
DELIVERY OF SERVICES TO AMERICAN INDIANS.

The intent oi this recommendation ia to provide a depattment-
wtde mechanism Got ohaaing Limited meaoutceo and ottengthentng cocpeta-
ttve program networking among the vattoue unite o6 the DNHS which
address atcohot and ug abuse, and othelt health came problems pi
Indian people.

Membelto o6 the expel panel and the ptoject 6ta88 betteve that
this committee can provide the IHS with additional ptovtammtng tesuutc.
sort the 0684ce 4,6 ALcohoL Programs. Although this need was not
tdenttited in the study iindingo, the panel members believe ouch a
departmental committee could share knowledge and develop new ettatcgtzs
iot strengthening oetvicea 6or Indian people..

Pleaentty the IHS Ditectolt has cteated a etmttart e65oltt (n estao-
ttehtng an Atcohottom Ptogtam Review Steettng Committee which wtCe
include otmttat teeoutcee ae cited above. Thta committee 44 painiltna
on eottcittng input 6eom tne 179 IHS Atcohottom Pltogtame to cleat.: a
crteditahte management toot which ttuty te6tecte program needs. Tha

cottected iniotmation wilt be compiled and prteeented Got tnauston tnt.
a summary which wilt be utttized in 6ut-ttettc ptanntng e66otts. it is

Itecogntzed that the INS Director to concentrating e66otts to tmplote
atcohottem ptogtammtng tocueo, and te apoectated Got Aimee 66otts.
Recommendations o6 the NCAI Atcohotiom Committee euggeet maintenance
o6 a pertmanent committee to continue addrteastny atcohotiem ptogtam cone:
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PROBLEM:

8. Alcohol aid daug abuse continues Lo be the leading cause od
many od the major healtiepxoblems suddeaed both on and o66-tesetuations
and is also attxibutable to the high death tate amongst American Indian
and AlAshan Native population 6tom ittnesses, accident4 and suicides.
Some od Lhe consequences od alcohol and daug abuse ate child and spouse
abuse, violent caames and oaphaned chadten. Consequences such as
these ate devastating Lo at oi society.

Almost hal6 out nation's American Indian and Ataskan Native pop-
ulation aae undea Lhe ay., od t8 yea's. They ate being exposed daily
Lo the devastating tamilications od alcohol and daug abuse without
adequate education/ptevention coy...Lenges that would Leach /allow the
youth Lo choose not Lo drink or use mood altering drugs. This age
group o6 American Indian and Alaskan Native youth axe vowing Lo adult-
hood with Lhe attitude Paevelent in society that it is atight Lo
drink /use, thereby perpetuating the problem Pom generation to gene4atao.

Tile human and dinancaa needs are incalculable, and, although Lhe
Indian Health Cate Imptovement Act cuthotize4 money io: tteatment tittle
oi these iananciat tesoutces go Lo eiiotts designed Lo paevent alcohol
and drug abuse, and, these has been L;.ttle oa no iocus on out youth.
While it is di66icuti Lo calculate Lhe costs o4 pariention and educa-
tion, common sense would dictate that the cost 04 doing somethini abent
Lhe problem will be much Less expensive titan costs oi alcohol telated
diseases, child and spouse abuse, incatcetations, court costs, public
assistance and unemployment due to alcohol and daug addiction.

CONCLUSION:

8. Cut/Lenity apptoxamately It oi the authoaized dunds within the
Inaian Health Seavace budget go to elidotts designed paevent alcohol

and (Mug abuse This amount is gaossly inadequate to that oua Indian
youth ages It and undea constitute 40% od the total Indian population.
Educational dacataties which seave Indian youth, BIA, Con.'aact, Public
and Patvate schools aae tender-4 inactave an the delivery d pnkventaon.
intervention and taeatment od alcohol and dauq abuse due t, the lack od
available undo to these o4ganizations dot these expassed putposes.

Paodwaonat peasonnet who come in contact with Indaan youth are
grossly Widt4tRdintd in the area od alcohol and daug oa substance
lanhatant) use, paeventaon, intervention and taeatment.

The Indian Health Caae Impaovement Act authotizes the Untied
States Sec/Leta/1.y o6 Health and Human Se40iCtd to make contacts to
Indaan Ttabes estabttshement and opetataon od Indian Alcoholism
Tteatment Programs. Such Indian Health Seavtce supported treatment
ptogaams all but agnoae the 401 od the Indaan youth population as as
evident by the existence od only two taeatment programs dot Indaan
uvena/es. Indaan Health Seavace an paactace has not tecognazed the

need Got paeventaon, intervention, and treatment o6 alcoholism and daug

abuse. Indian Health Setvaces cut/Lenity authotaze4 only It o6 4L6

mvittes to be spent on alcohol and daug a' Lee Sot oua Indian youth, as
stated eattaet.
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The above situations are perpetuated by the lack of acceptance of responsi-
bility for the problems by Stab and Federal funding se eves and the fact that
Congress continually ignores the problem.

The eselairiog of prevention. intervention. and treatment programs and
educational experiences targeted toward Indies youth shall have the long-term
productive and positive social effect of further aiding the Indian population

toward self-detarminatios. which fa the stated policy of the current Adelina-
tration. To this eed, feeds should be solicited from other sources. such as
private organisatious and State legislatures or asencies, and communicative and
collaborative efforts should Winds in pursuit of this goal.

IT IS RECOlgaNDIZI TUT 112 NATIONAL CONCUSS OF AMERICAN INDIANS take initia-
tive and priority in supporting S. R. 6166. the Juvenile Indian Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Act. and support the creation and develowiaTrilcohol and

dr...t abuse
programs As the following earner:

1) Sy providing informstios. encouragement, and support to Tribal groups
and other interested and concerned organizations that would allow
their input and support of S. I. 6166. the Juvenile Indian Alcohol

and Deus Abuse Act, introduced September T. 15114. by Coagresenee
Daschle and Sweeter;

2) Assist in coordinating and activating efforts with ones national
Iodise organisations and Indian youth groups so as to ensure a
unified Indian voice to State and Federal government officials on
the issue of alcohol and drug abuse prevention. isternetiou. and
treatment weir's* f4e Indian youth;

3) Support and encourage Tribal efforts which target alcohol and drug
abuse prevention. intervention. and treatment of Indian youth and
encourage Tribes and Tribal groups to seek State and Federal legis-
lative resolutions and funding for thew programs;

4) !courage and activate the efforts of Indian youth support sersLces.
orgenisatioss. tribal programs. and all educational facilities which
serve Indian youth is organizing and implementing alcohol and drug
prevention, education. and intervention programs for Indian youth'

5) by recognizing the **dossing the National Indias Social Workers
Association laeolutios 64-4. supporting passage of R. R. 6165;

6) :upport the Tribal requests of Indian Health Service to substantially
increase the 12 authorisation of funds to a level sufficient to meeting
the needs and establishment of Indian youth alcohol and drug abuse
programs.

1 9
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Thi6 Position Papet on Alcohol and °Aug Abuee ce AeApectiulty
6ubroctted by the Alcohol and °Aug Abuse Committee 06 the National
CongAeAA 06 American on September 13, 19S4:

Caleb ShieldA,Co-Chairman Harry A itmoke, Co- Chairman
Thibat Councilman NCAI Area Vice PAexident
Aaaintboine and Sioux raibeA MuAkogee Area

06 Fart Peck

The 4142 Annual Convention o6 the National Cong/ceAA c16 American
Indiana held at Spokane, Washington during September 10-14, 19S4,
dote hereby approve the about xecommendat.:.ona tubmitted and 'vauntedby the National COMPAA4 06 American Indiana AlcohotiAm and 04119
Abu c Committee.
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Nr. Chairman and members of the Senate Select Committee

on Indian Affairs, it is an honor for us to be here today to

testify on behalf of the Association on American Indian Affairs,

Inc.

The Association is a national citizens' organization headquar-

tered in New York City and dedicated to American Indian and Alaska

Native rights. Policies and programs of tho Association are for-

mulated by a Board of Directors, the majority of whom are American

Indian and Alaska Native. The Association is ar independent

organization, entirely supported by its approximately 50,000

members and contributors, Indian and non-Indian.

I am Steven Unger, Executive Director of AAIA. my testimony

today is offered jointly with Jerry Flute, AAIA Assistant Director

for Community Development. We are accompanied by Jack F. Tropm,

staff attorney.

This Committee is to be complimented for its continuing

interest in Indian youth. We are pleased to note that a bi-

partisan coalition has taken the lead and has joined in introducing

H.R. 1156, the Indian Juvenile A:Tohol and Drug Abuse Prevention

Act. Sadly, such an initiative hi not come from the Administra-

tion. Congressional attention to the needs of Indian youth is

crucial in that administrative a/encies often fail to address

these needs -- or to respond to Indian tribal concerns, absent

such Congressional interest. We hope that this legislation will
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be enacted expeditiously, as it is an important first step in

dealing with the problem of substance abuse among Indian young

people.

Before discussing the specifics of H.R. 1156 it is important

to quickly pass in review the social and economic factors that

contribute to drug and alcohol abuse among American Indians.

It would be shortsighted to consider the problem of substance

abuse by Indian you,%s without recognizing the devastating,

socially disruptive forces that are a major cause of the problem.

For most Indian young people residing on reservations the

prospects for meaningful employment are bleak. Nationally,

Indian unemployment on or near reservations has been hovering

at about 50% for the last five years, according to BIA statistics.

A number of reservations, such as Standing Rock in North Dakota

and Pine Ridge in South Dakota, have unemployment rates in excess

of 70%. The recent national economic recovery has again bypassed

American Indian reservations in most states. For instance,

South nakota's unemployment rate has dropped from 5.5% in 1982

to 5.3% in June of 1985. Indian unemployment in South Dakota,

however, has grown from 65% in 1982 to 74% in 1985. Nationally,

the unemployment rate for all races has dropped 27% from 1982

to 1985, while the Indian unemployment rats has actually risen

7% during the same period, according co Dndrtment of Labor and

BIA statistics.
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The job opportunities that do exist for young American

Indians and Alaska Natives often do not provide tile economic

or personal incentives that encourage achievement and reward

educational accomplishments. In January of 1985, the D/A reports,

77% of employed Indian people on reservations were earning less

than 37,000 per year. The average U.S. puss of Representatives page

typically a student in his or her junior year in high school -- earns

$9,882 per year, 42% more than what over three - quarters of adult

American Indians earn on reservations.

The impact of prolonged periods of high unemployment and

the complete lack of economic and job opportunities for America

Indians is staggering in hbman terms. An empirical study

prepared for the Joint Economic Committee of Congress a few

years ago found that a 1% increase in the national unemployment

rats sustained over a six-year period is responsible for a 1.9%

increase in deaths from cirrhosis of the liver, a 4.1% increase

in suicidcs, a 5.7% i in homicides and a 4.A increase

in state prison admissions.

The Joint Economic Committee formulated its conclusions by

analyzing the U.S. population with a base unemployment rats of

4.9%. With unemployment rates exceeding 50% on a majority of

Indian reservations for years, it can cautiously be inferred

from the Joint Economic Committee report that the American

Indian population would be expected to have astronomically high

rates of suicide and homicide, epidemic occurrences of cirrhosis
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of the liver, and a majority of the Indian population residing

in state prisons. It is a tribute to the strength and determi-

nation of Indian communities that these pathologies, devastating

as they are to Indian tribes, still do not approach the magnitude

that would be expected in the general U.S. population when

national unemployment is high or rising.

Statistics of course cannot measure the family stress and

wound.. o body and soul that Indian people experience because

of prolonged unemployment. Improving the economic climate of

reservations is a vital step in reducing the alcohol and drug

abuse problems of Indian youth.

The thrust of this bill is to provide services for Indian

youth. One needs always co bear in mind that there are immense

differences between American Ineian tribes based on culture,

geography, history (including the history of Indian-white relations

fur each tribe), degree of assimilation, language, and so forth --
a

not to mention the difference between Indians and non-Indians.

Culturally, Indian children are profoundly different from

their non-Indian contemporaries. Indian children growing up some-

times experience discrimination by non-Indians because they

look and often behave differently. Educational materials used

in the classroom are notorious for their frequently pejorative

portrayal of Indian life. What self-image of the child and the

tribe is conveyed? What expectations for adult life does the

child absorb? Does the child feel welcome in the school or

alienated from it?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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as situation of American Indians has sometimes been

characterized as 'aliens in their own land.' Indian children grow

up having to live in two worlds, the enduring traditional tribal

world, and the world of America in the 1900s. Indian leaders

(and non-Indians working in tae field of chemical depen8ency)

often speak of the 'conflict between the Cultures' as creating

great problems for Indian youth. We know wall, and indeed this

bill is in part a response to this knowledge, that these problems

all ttoz often manifest themselves in alcohol and Pl.bstance abuse.

The more this Committee's initiative with H.R. 1156 is sensitive

to these cultural differences, the more effective it will be.

A stabae and encouraging family environment with parental

care and supervision obviously contributes to healthy and drug-

free Indian youth. Unfortunately, for approximately 20,000

Indian children -- thousands under ten -years old -- even their

education means the absence of normal family life, for today

they are s.eeping in DIA boarding schools and dormitories.

Way youth counselors are convinced that boarding schools

contribute to alcohol and drug problemsamong.Indian youth. The

anachronistic boarding schools, the product of a now-discredited

era of racism and paternalism, continue a system that contributes

to alcoholism and makes effective counselling impossible because

of the se ration of Indian children from their families. How

many more indian youngsters must suffer in the twilight paroxysm

of the boarding schools before the federal government finally

19 ,5
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assures day schools for all Indian families who want them?

Thd absence of social programs and recreational facilities

on Indian reservations means that Indian and Alaska Native

youngsters grow up in an environment where drug and alcohol

abuse may seem to be their only release from a world that

sometimes must seem determined to beat them down.

A recent ARIA study, conducted on fifteen reservations in

Neb-aska, South Dakoti and North rakota, found that an acute

lack of services for Ii.dian youth was a deep concern of tribal

leaders. Eighty -seven percent of the tribes surveyed indicated

that their reservations had few cultural and social activities

for young people. Those activities whicli_are available, such

as sports, are largely confined to the school year, and summer-

time leaves youths without places to go for recreation.

Summer sports that often do exist in more well-to-lo

communities, such ar Little League baseball, often require

private sponsors to purchase uniforms and equipment. But in

a dep d economic environment there are few Indian merchants

with extra cash to support Little League baseball. We remember

a few years ago when a group of Navajo Little Leaguers, often

being rejected in their pleas for help from local non - Indian

merchants in Farmington, New Mexico, washed cars and did odd

jobs, and then in desperation turned to our Association in

New York for help -- just for gas money so their coach could
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drive them to the games. An MIA grant of $300 made possible

a constructive summer activity for these Navajo youngsters,

allowing them to play as equals with their non-Indian peers.

The majority of tribes surveyed expressed a need for year-

round, constructive activities for their young people. Indian

children, like non-Indians, need outlets and activities that

build their self- esteem, not destroy it. In our interviews,

a sense of frustration was frequently expressed by tribal

leaders who felt hindered in their attempts to provide alterna-

tives for youth became of inadequate resources. Tribal

community members were discouraged because the programs that

do work to prevent youth alcoholism and drug abuse, such as

youth raiser camps, Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, a local MCA

or athletic leagues, are underfunded, scheduled for elimination,

or just do not exist.

The results of our study indicate a clear relationship

between the presence of drug and alcohol abuse and the absence

of youth programs and activities on reservations. A survey of

reservations in other parts of the country would undoubtedly

yield similar results. Stith our testimony, we are submitting a

copy of our study, which addresses a wide range of issues relating

to Indian youth. We ask that it be incorporated into the record
of these hearings.)
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Given the background upon which the question of substance

abuse must be considered, perhaps what is surprising is not that

there is a substance abuse problem on Indian reservations, ',1st

that so many Indian youths do not fall into the alcohol and drug

trap.

Nonetheless, the statistics indicate a serious problem and

provide strong evidence that legislative initiatives addressing

substance abuse among Indian youths, and its underlying causes,

are sorely needed. A 1984 study, prepared by Colorado State

University and based on a sample of 10,000 Indian students on

forty reservations, indicates that 51.8% of Indian rdolescents

are engaged in moderate to heavy alcohol or drug use. In

comparison, 23.3% of urban non-Indian students are engaged in

similar activities.

If the general U.S. population had the same percent occur-

rences of heavy drug and alcohol use as Indian adolescents,

AAIA calculates there would be 36.5 million people in the U...

with debilitating and destructive drug and alcohol habits.

The latest U.S. Indian Health Service statistics indicate

that Indian mottslityrelated to alcoholism is 5.6 times higher

than the national average. Suicide rates for Indian youths

between 15 and 24 years of age are 2.3 times that of the national

average. The statistics do not indicate what percentage of the

suicides are drug or alcohol related, but it seems safe to assume

that at least some of the self-inflicted deaths are associated

with substance abuse.
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The drug and alcohol problems of Indiar youth have been at

epidemic levels for many years. The Reagan Administration has

publicly encoaraged Indian self - determination, but when tribes

attempt to formulate programs and legislation that attack drug

and alcohol abuse, the Administration withholds support or

prepense further cutbacks. The reauthoriration of the Indian

Health Care Improvement Act, which was vetoed by the President

last fall, had important piimisions which addressed the problems

of youth alcohol and drug abuse.

The Administration has gone beyond passive resistance to

Indian alcohol and drug prevention and treatment programs by

consistently submitting budgets with significant reductions in

those Indian community-based programs that would help tribes

effectively deal with alcohol and substance abuse.

The constant attempts by the Administration to eliminate

the Community Health Representative program of the IRS is but

one example. Fortunately, this Committee and the Congress as a

whole have listened to Indian tribes (and AAIA) and consistently

restored .funds to the demonstrably-effective Community Health

Representatives. The Administration's FY 1986 budget for IRS &gain

proposes a St reduction in real dollars in Indian alcohol prevention

programs and lower funding levels for health clinics and public

education programs that have been successful in preventing

alconolism and drug abuse. The Administration seems to feel

that models based on comparatively well-to-do urban health
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facilities are adequate to meet the needs of a rural, impoverished,

cultur&lly unique, Indian population.

The social costs of not providing drug and alcohol prevention

and treatment programs for Indian youth should be evident. When

Indian children misuse drugs and alcohol they are more likely to

bs involved in juvenile mischief. anti-social or self-destruc-

tive activities, criminal acts or be admitted to cl!nics and

hospitals for emergency treatment. Society foregoes the contribu-

tions of a productive member of the community when that individual

is ravaged by drugs and alcohol. Education, treatment and pre-

vention measures will reduce the costs to society in the long run

if Indian children are discouraged from using drugs and alcohol

today.

Following is our analysis of the provisions of H.R. 1156 and

our recommendations for improving the bill based on our experience

in working with Indian tribes.

TITLE

we recommend that the word youth be substituted for juvenile

throughout the bill. The word juvenile has acquired a negative,

legalistic, connotation in popular usage which should be avoided.

(For example, an Indian youth studies drums; an Indian juvenile

is a delinquent.)

TITLE I - INTERDEPARTMENTAL AGREEMENT

The coordination of existing resources can hardly be faulted.

The $101 Washington-based interagency agreement, however, should
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serve to facilitate locally-based, tribal-specific agreements

rather than attempt to definitively resolve individual agency

conflicts. It should provide general guidelines to be utilized

at the local level, but each locality met be given the flexi-

bility to structure the system to meet its unique needs. Thus,

5102 is the more important section in Title I, although, by

itself. it is inadequate.

5102 presently contemplates only a coordination of existing

resources. This is not enough. 5102 should be amended in Committee.to

institute a planning process -- an evaluation of what,is required for

an effective alcohol and drug muse prevention program and a plan for
reaching that goal. A provision for contracting in the manner of the

Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (P.L. 93-638),

25 U.S.C. 450 et 222., should be available to tribes or inter-

tribal organizations (with approval by the individual member

tribes) who wish to design the programs directly. The SIA

agency superintendent, SIA education superintendent,and the /HS

service unit director should be responsible for developing

these plans on a local basis in those instances where tribes

request a 5102 agreement and are unabli to develop such plans

themselves.

Another salutary amendment to this section would be a pro-

vision in the bill that tribes specifically receive notice of

their right to request that an agreement be prepared. Too often

the executive branch fails to inform tribes of Congressionally-

mandated rights of this sort without spec legislative

direction.

20.;
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Moreover, tribes should have the option of deciding whether

the agreements should include the tribe or whether an intra-

governmental agreement between the agencies would be appropriate.

Th option should be included because some smaller tribes may

not have th( resources available to them to protect their interests

in negotiating an agreement involving the SIA and IRS and might

be reluctant to request such an agreement for that reason.

Finally, while tribes presumably would be permitted to contract

to administer those services cont.,i.lated by this Title pursuant

to 5102 and 5103 of Public Law 93-638 (25 U.S.C. 5451f and 5450g),

it would be useful tc specify in this bill that a tribe may modify

those services for whic... it contracts in order to meet local needs.

Tribes have often complained o' rigidity in the 93-638 process.

This provision would ensure maximum flexibility for those tribes

with the capacity to shape their own programs and dovetail with

the planning provisions that we have suggested. :t would be

consistent with the President's statement on Indian policy of

January 1983 1.4 which he committed his Administration to "a

flexible approach which recognises the diversity among tribes

and the right of each tribe to set its own priorities and goals."

TITLE II - EDUCATION

A. In- School Instruction

We support 5204(a) which requires BIA and BIA contract schools

to provide a program of instruction regarding alcohol and drug

abuse for students in grades x-12. The BIA needs to be prodded

by Congress if it is to fulfill this responsibility. Earlier

this year, the Standing lock Sioux Tribe brought to our attention

that an Act passed by Congress on May 29, 1886 (24 Stat. 69)

2i 5
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already requires such instruction. The pertinent part of that

Act is quoted in the DIA Manual (62 STAN 5.4). That Congress

in 1lI5 must direct the ZIA in this legislation to do what it

required the DIA co do a hundred years ago is a good example of

how the aureau often t: -rts the will of Congress. We are pleased

to see Congress again instructing the nursed art hope that it

will not take another five generations of Indian children before

the DIA acts on your instructions.

We also support 1204(b) which encourages family partici-

pation in the instruction contemplated by this section.

We believe that a clause should be added to this section
requiring that the program developed be tribally - specific with local
input. The Senate variation of this bill, S. 1295, includes such

a provision. We urge this committhe to amend H.%. 1156 in a

iiiilar fashion.

We also believe that a section should be added to this titl: .o
address the issue of drug and alcohol currl ulum in public schools

on or near reservations which
serve significant numbers of Indian

students. However, we recognise that mandatory alcohol and drug

abuse instruction limited to Indian students in public schools

could lead to the ridicule of Indian students by their non-Indian

peers. Thus, a mandatory requirement
that Indian students in

public schools on or near the reservation must receive alcohol and

drug abuse training may not be desirable. Nonetheless, the

resources for providing such instruction
should be made available

for use where Indian parents so desire. Accordingly, we believe

that $304 of the Indian Elementary
and Secondary School Assistance

Act (P.1.61-674), 20 U.S.C. $241cc the statute authorising

distribution of Johnsca-O'Malley
funds -- should be amended to
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permit, but not require, the use of Johnson-O'Malley funds to

develop and implement curriculum relating to alcohol and drug

abuse. This,of course,should be at the initiative and discretion

of Indian parents with children in the affected schwl system.

We support the amendment to 1304 of P.L. 81-874 already

included in B.A. 1156 which would permit Johnson-O'Malley funds

to be used for "the training of counselors at schools eligible

for funding in counseling techniques relevant to alcohol and

drug abuse."

We also believe that the bill should be amended in Committee

to provide explicitly that the curriculum include materials on

inhalants and Fetal AlcoM1 Syndrome. In our study of fifteen

tribes, many said that the use of inhalants on their

reservations was a problem. 80% said that inhalants are

used and several respondents mentioned than the inhalants seem

to be more in use by the younger children, ages 8-12, probably

because inhalants are easier to obtain. The inhalants mentioned

the most .:uently included correction fluids, thinners for

these substances, office machine chemicals, gas; spray paint,

Lysol spray, and other household products for cleaning. According

to 1980-81 data from Western Behavioral Studies, 30% of Indian

youths in grades 7-12 have tried inhalants. (A survey of non-

Indian city youth revealed that 10% had tried inhalants.) Thus,

we believe that this legislation should specify that inhalants

must be included in the education curriculum. Otherwise they

may be ignored in developing the program, given the relatively

low incidence of such use in the general populace.

Likewise, Fetal Alcohol Syndros- (FAS) is increasingly a

problem on reservations. Recently, an IRS physician told one
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tube that, if the present trend continues, virtually all of the

next gcneratiot of children on the reservation will suffer from

Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. Inclusion of FAS materials is specifi-

cally mandateZ by 11301 .f this bill in regard to the training

materials to be developed. Explicit mention of FAS is desirable

in this section as well to ensure that this tcpic is included

in the school curriculum.

Finally, there should be a provision added to §201 of

this bill providing that the program snould include a mechanism

for intervening with individual students at risk, as well as

general instruction for All students.

B. Summer Recreation Programs

If this legislation is accurately to be classified as a

preventive approach tt, the problem of substance abuse, recreation

and counseling programs for Indian youth on reservations must be

included in this bill. We strongly support the concept in §205

of this bill and commend this committee on its inclusion in this

bill. This section provides that BIA schools and schools operated

by tribes under contract to BIA, as well as other public and private

facilities that can be made available, should be utilised for summer

recreational programs and salaried coordinators for these programs

should be provided as needed. This section is not Included in

S.1298 and we urge this Committee to retain and improve 1205. First,

we believe that a provision for tribal input into the design of

these programs ghoul/ .4 included in the bill. Second, the programs
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should be made available on a year-round basis. Moreover, drug

and alcohol information should be made available as part of such

programs.

The evidence from our study of fifteen reservations in the

northern Great Plains indicates that an adequate youth recreation

provision is a crucial component of an alcohol and drug abuse

prevention bill. There is perhaps no better preventive medicine

than constructive activities for youth.

TITLE III - FAMILY AND SOCIAL SERVICES

We generally support the creation of a moderate trainirg

regimen for a wide range of individuals who work with Indian youths,

as well as all interested members of the Indian community. However,

we believe that the training provisions in H.R. 1156, as currently

drafted, are not sculpted as well as they could be.

First of all, we suggest that explicit language be included

in this title providing that training materials be culturally

sensitive to the unique culture and living conditions of Native

Americans in terms of child development, sociology, psychology,

preventive strategies and family life. Training in child develop-

ment generally should be an integral part of the training materials.

Secondly, as we suggested in regard to school curricula,

methods of treating inhalant abuse should be part of the program.

Thirdly, we believe that training should be provided in local

Indian communities, whenever practicable, 3t low or minimal cost,

and as part of an integrated program. S. 1298 includes a section
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mandating that training be provided in this manner an.: we believe

that these guidelines would increase the possibility that the train-

ing will be meaningful and reach those persons who most need it.

Finally, we believe that the mandatory training reqe?rement

covers certain people who would benefit only marginally from the

training, such as high level BIA and IHS personnel not involved in

the providing of direct servicesto youths. We would prefer to see

available resources utilized instead to develop two additional types

of training materials in addition to the "basic materials." First,

a more extensive set Of materials should be developed to train those

who plan to work as full-time youth counselors. In AAIA's study of

the Great Plains reservations, many tribes indicated that they

desired more trained personnel to provide counseling services to

their youth. Although most tribes had ongoing programs for the

treatment of alcoholism, only two had programs specifically oriented

to youth. Some tribes told us that they fear that their alcohol

programs are not as successful as they could be because they do not

have skilled and trained counselors who know how to intervene

specifically with youths. Thus, a training program should be developed

that could be more rigorous than the basic program, but abbreviated

in scope as compared to that offered by a college degree program.

This would help meet the need reported to us by many reservations.

Secondly, a set of materials dealing with alcohol and

drug abuse pilvention and parental skills might be developed,

perhaps in pamphlet form, which would be less extensive than the

"basic training" materials, and made available for distribution to
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any interested member of the Indian community. Community awareness

and training for prospective parents is likely to help reduce the

incidence of substance abuse.

These amendments would establish a broad yet focused training

system which we believe will provide a change for the better for

Indian young people.

TITLE IV - LAW ENFORCEMENT

The concept of emergency shelters in lieu of incarceration

for Indian youths is an idea worth trying. Moreover, the structure

of the program in H.R. 1156 is far better than the structure pro-

vided for by S.1298.

We particularly endorse section 402(a)(2) which provides

that ,uidelines to be developed and placement preferences to be

established uncle,: this Title "shall not supersede any tribal law."

The concept of self-determination has been the cornerstone of

federal Indian policy for this generation. The Indian Child Welfare

Act, for example, explicitly permits Indian tribes to set their

own priorities for the foster care or adoptive placement of Indian

children which supersede the priorities set in that Act. It is

precedent for permitting tribes to modify federally-set guidelines

applicable to non-tribal judicial proceedings and we are pleased

to see that this bill is following that precedent.

Secondly, we concur with the approach of P.R. 1156 which

provides that "households of Indian families will be compensated

to serve as temporary emergency shelters..."We believe that a
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community-based program utilising appropriate Indian families

is preferable to a program administered by the federal goventment.

Thirdly, we agree wholeheartedly with the sponsors of

bill that non-prison alternatives for the placement of youtbs

should be preferred.

Nonetheless, we have a number of summations for improving this Title.

Tribes should have the ability to exercise more control over the

program should they choose to do so. Although $402(c) requires

that the tribe must approve each shelter, it also provides that

the DIA will develop guidelines for licensing the shelters. A

uniform set of DIA standards for such shelters may serve to inhibit

rather than encourage their establishment. Tribes have different

needs and resources. Provision should be made for trams to

establish their own set of standards for such shelters that would,

upon adoption, supersede BIA regulations.

In addition, we suggest placement with the juvenile's own

family as one of the preferred plac-Aent options. Indian youths

with an alcohol or drug abuse problem are often best treated as part

of a family network and not in isolation. Trained social services

workers can be utilised to work with the family and the court-

referred youth where necessary. The court may of course, place

a youth elsewhere when it would benefit the youth or where the

community requires alternative placement. However, the programs

established by this bill should reach out to families, including

the Indian extended family, wherever possible. By including family

placement as one of the preferred options, Congress will send a
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clear message that Indian families may feel encouraged, not

threatened, by a new federal program. Similarly, the courts need

to be encouraged to use the Indian family as a resource.

TITLE V - JUVENILE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION

We think that the study and treatment program contemplated

by Title V is useful and would be most beneficial. We have some

suggestions for improving the Title, however.

First, there should be a provision expressly mandating con-

sultation with Indian tribes. This is present in 5.1298 and we

urge this Committee to similarly amend this bill.

Second, we believe that the bill should specifically provide

that the study be conducted from the ground up -- in other words,

that the needs assessment be developed at the lucal level, after

which a national study would be developed building upon the local

studies. We think that such an approach would help assure that the

Administration and Congress have available to them solid information

that respects, rather .han obscures, the cultural integrity and

specific needs of each Indian tribe.

Finally, there should be a provision allowing that the local

studies may be contracted out. to Indian tribes or multi-tribal

organizations. This approach would help assure that programs are

crafted to meet the actual needs of individual Indian tribes.

TITLE VI - DEFINITIONS, EFFECTIVE DATE, AND AUTHORISATION
OF APPROPRIATIONS

A. Definitions

The definition of "Indian" should be expanded to include
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those who are eligible for membership in a tribe but who are not

presently members. In moue cases, youths may not have actually

applied for membership even though they may qualify for it. The

definition of "Indian child" in the Indian Child Welfare Act

(P.L. 95-604) recognizes the need for an expanded definition when

dealing with youth.

The definition of 'Indian tribe" also needs amendment. The

present definition as it relates to Alaska includes the village

and regional for-profit corporations established by the Alaska

Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) (P.L. 92-203). However, those

corporations do not provide the type of services covered by the

bill. It would be more appropriate to refer to the regional non-

profit Native associations identified in section 7(a) of AHCSA,

43 U.S.C. 11606(a).

We would like to see the definition
of juvenile in the bill

expanded to include eighteen-year-old youths. The present defini-

tion may serve to deny certain high school students and other

youths access to services which would be beneficial to them.

S. Funding

We believe that the provision authorizing a $5 million appro-

priation is too limiting. If this bill is to be meaningful, adequate

sums to implement this bill must be appropriated on a regular basis.

perhaps an amendment should be made to this Title saying that it is

the sense of Congress that "such sums as may be necessary, but not

less than $5 million..." be appropriated until such time as Congress

is satisfied that these programs are having their intended effect.
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Moreover, Congress should not view this bill as a cure-all.

Other funding sources must continue to be made available to tribes

and their availability should be expanded wherever po..sible.

CONCLUSION

Ns hope and trust that you will carefully consider our

recommendations for improving P.R. 1156. The sponsors of this

bill deserve credit for taking Vie lead in introducing this bill

and spurring Congress into action. This Committee has in the past

taken a leading role in developing legislation establishing programs

for Indian families and youth and the i..terest and concern of

Congress and this Committee in this bill continues to provide

hope to Indian tribes that they will be provided with the tools

necessary to help make a better life for themselves.

Thank you for invitinc us to appear before you on H.R. 1156.

Ne look forward to working further with this Committee and the

Congress to bring such much-swede° -eforms to reality.
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THE SCCREIARV OF MEALTH AND WAN SERV.CES
Da Mel

2 9 1985

The Honorable John McCain
Chairman
Republican Task Force on Indian
Affairs

House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you !:or your letter regarding concerns of the
Republican Task Force on Indian Affairs about the "epidemic
abuse of drugs and alcohol among juvenile members of Indian
tribes." Certainly we share your concerns about this very
serious health problem among Indian youth.

Your letter suggested that the Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS), through the Indian Health Service (IHS)
units, enter into working agreements with local Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) agencies and Indian Tribes, for the coordination
of their respective efforts. I would like you to know that
working agreements between the BIA agency offices and IHS
Service Units and between the IHS Service Units and local tribes
are already in existence in many locations.

I have no objection, however, to entering into a general
agreement with the Secretary of the Interior and will ask the
IHS to develop an appropriate document for this purpose.
Furthermore, since 1972 when 50 Office of Economic Opportunity -
funded Indian alcoholism programs were transferred to the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration (ADAMHA),
National institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and
an Indian Desk for support and Liaison was established, a major
funding policy was implemented which required all applicants to
obtain memorandums of agreement and commitments from all
applicable resource agencies in all local Indian communities.
The requirement for these agreements has been continued
following transfer of the alcoholism programs from the NIAAA on,
the IRS. They are an integral part of the management of local
alcoholism programs and they effect considerable coordination
between IHS and other interested parties and organizations.

You have also suggested that the OHMS should correlate
existing Federally financed studies on Indian alcoholism to
formulate a scientific baseline for juvenile programs. The IHS
Alcoholism Program Branch has responsibility for accomplishing
such an analysis and correlation and the process has begun. The
National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information has provided
copies of related documents and a list of references to
facilitate this work.

21 G. ,
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Mir f.irtne'r suggested that ,n' H'

',lusting treatment program and grants with IHS to focus
resources on an Indian juvenile program. The IHS and the
ADAMHA/NIAAA have coordinated their efforts closely for some
time. However, under terms of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse and
Mental Health Services (ADAMHS) Block Grant, only Indian tribes
and tribal organizations which had been receivim alcohol or
drug abuse treatment grants or contracts directly from the
Deportment in Fiscal Year 1980 are eligible to apply for direct
funding for alcohol or drug abuse treatment and prevention
services through the block grant mechanism. Eligible tribes may
choose to apply for block grants or for direct services funding
through the IHS. As of the end of June, the vast majority of
tribes and tribal organizations have chosen funding from the
IHS. of the Indian organizations that are eligible, only two
have elected to receive funding from the ADAMHS Block Grant.
The MAMBA also continues to support research into alcohol, drug
abuse, and mental health problems of American Indians and Alaska
Natives as part of its overall t h portfolio concerning
minority health problems.

The Department supports the intent of legislation which
would initiate a program aimed at arresting alcohol and drug
abuse among Indian youth. We agree that the interagency
cooperation called for in H.R. 2624 and H.R. 1156 bills is
essential if meaningful success is to be achieved. In fact, we
are already effecting this cooperation. We believe, therefore,
that legislation is not needed to ensure such efforts. We do
oppose Sec. 2 of H.R. 2624 which would provide for statutory
establishment of an Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse with a
mandatory organizational structure. The rlacement of
administrative responsibility for program efforts and the
establishment of an organizational structure for carrying those
efforts forward are better handled by departmental management
staff closest to the problem. We believe that these management
staff know best how to channel funding and staff resources to
obtain the most effective and efficient results.

I appreciate your continued interest in the Department's
Indian substance abuse programs. A similar letter is being sent
to each Task Force member.

Sinceruly,

Marge t M. Heckler
secretary
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RESPONSE TO CONGRESSIONAL REQUEST FOR DATA on

AMERICAN INDIANS/ALASEAN NATIVES

Prepared for:

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Rental Health Administration

Department of Health and Human Services

Prepared by:

Alcohol Epidemiologic Data System
CSR, Incorporator'

1400 Eye Street, N.N., Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20005

January 22, 1985
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The data presented in this report were genecaued frosOata buss avail-
able in the Alcohol Spidemiologic Data System (AIDS). The AIDS is operated
by CSI, Incorporated under a contract with the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism.

The analyses presented in this report were conducted in respose to a
request from Congressman Tom Daschle in a December 17, 1964 letter to Dr.
William Mayer of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration.
Using data available in the ANDS, CSR was able to respond to the following
12 items requested.

1. Number and percent distribution of deaths by age of American
Indians/Alaskan Natives and all other races. (Tables 1 and 41

2. Age-adjusted mortality rates for American Indians/Alaskan Natives
and all other races. (Table 61

3. Leading causes of death among American Indians/Alaskan Natives and
all other races. (Tables 2 and 31

4. Age-adjusted accident mortality rates for Avrican Indians/Alaskan
Natives and all other races. (Tables 6, 6 and 71

6. Homicide deaths and death rates for American Indians/Alaskan
Natives and all other races- -age-specific. (Table $1

7. Suicide deaths and death rates for Am -titan Indians/Alaskan
Natives and all other races - -agerspecific. (Table 91

Y. Alcoholism deaths and rates for American Indians/Ala.skan Natives
and all other races -- age - specific. (Table 101

D. Drug-related deaths, and death rates for American Indians/Alaskan
Natives and all other races-- age-specific. (Table 111

14. Number of federally-funded alcohol and drug abuse prevention and
treatment programs for juveniles in the United States. (Table 131

15. Number of admissions of juveniles into federally- funded alcohol
and drug abuse prevention and treatment programs -- one -year

period. (Table 121

16. Number of admissions of American Indian/Alaskan Native juveniles
into federally-funded alcohol and drug abuse prevention and
treatment programs--one-year period. (Table 121

17. Number of fedecaliy-funded alcohol and drug abuse prevention and
treatment programs for juveniles on reservations and in Alaskan
Native villages. (Table 141
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for those items requesting race-specific data, we have chosen to pro-.
seat comparisons of American Indians/Alaskan Natives and all other races,
rather than comparisons of American Indians/Alaskan Natives and all races.
The comparisons presented provide a cleaner comparison between the two
groups, since American Indians/Alaskan Natives would be included in both
groups for the latter type of comparison. for some items, the available
data allowed for only an indirect, but meaningful, response. Therefore, the
reader should interpret all tables presented in light of the narrative
information accompanying each table.

The AIDS does not contain the data necessary to respond to the following
five items requested:

S. Age - specific accident death rates for American Indians/Alaskan
Natives and all races by (a) alcohol- or drug - related and (b) non-
alcohol oc non-drug related causes. (Data on alcohol involvement
in fatal motor vehicle accidents are available in the fatal Acci-
dent Reporting System, a data base which AIDS obtains from the
Sipartlintof Transportation. Sowevec, the information in this
data base does not code fatalities by raCi. It would-baTspiiible

'to analyse alcohol- related motor vehicle fatalities comparing
counties with and wtthout Indian reservations. This analysis is
not directly responsive to the request and it is not clear how
meaningful it would be, but CSR is prepared to conduct such an
analysis if requested.]

10. fetal alcohol syndrome oasis among American Indians/Alaskan
Natives and all races. (Data are not available in the AIDS.)

11. Spouse and child abuse cases among American Indirns/Alaskan
Natives and all races. (Data are not available in the AIDS.]

12. VioA co as a cause for hospitalisation among American Indians/
Alaskan Natives and all races. (Data are not available in the
AEDS.1

13. Violence as a cause for emergency or clinical care among American
Indiana/Alaskan Naives and all races -- age- specific. (Data are
not available in the ARDS.]

A narrative discussion of presented tables follows.

Tables 1-11

These tables present mortality data for American Indians/Alaskan Natives
(AI/AN) and for all other races. These data are from the 1980 deta-lod mor-
tality tapes compiled and published by the National Center for Health Sta-
tistics (NUS). This data base contains demographic information and a code
of the underlying cause of death as certified on the death certificate for
each death occurring in the United States during 1980. In conducting analy-
ses of mortality data, CSR examined only deaths of U.S. residents. 1980 was
selected as the year for analysis for two reasons: __
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1. 1980 is the most recent year for whiih the detailed mortality tapes
are available for public use, making this the most recent year for
which mortality data are available in the AIDS.

2. The calculation of the requested mortality rates required the use
of age- and race-specific population figures. The most accurate,
recent population figures for age. and race-specific groups are
from the 1980 0.5. Census. These population figures were used in
the calculation of mortality rates: presented in this report.

As requested, the tables in this report include numbers of deaths, age..
specific mortality rates, and age-adjusted mortality rates. In addition,
certain of the tables present 20entiMAAJmottelAty ratios (PKRs). For
each agrace category, the PKR indicates the percent of all deaths for that
group which Ace represented by a particular cause of Heath being reported.
The PRR is, thus, an additional indicator of the prevalence of a particular
cause of death in the defined age/race group.

Pot those tables presenting data on specific causes of death, the
following definitions (based on the Ninth Revision of the International
Classification of Di ) apply:

Rotor vehicle accidents (1810-8825)

All other accidents and adverse effects (E800-E807, 8826-8949)

Suicide (8950-8959)

Homicide and legal intervention (8960 -8978)

Alcohol-related causes:

Alcohol. psychoses (291)

Alcohol dependence syndrome (303)
Chronic liver disease and cirrhosis (571)

Accidental poisoning by alcohol, not elsewhere specified (8860)
Non-dependent abilse of drugs (alcohol) (305.0)
Alcoholic polyneuropathy (357.5)
LI:obolic cardiomyopathy (425.5)

lportal hypertension (572.3)
Excessive blood level of alcohol (790.3)

Dilurelated causes:

Drug dependence (304)

Non-dependent use of drugs (except alcohol) (305, except 305.0)
Polyneuropathy due to drugs (357.6)

Accidental poisoning by analgesics, anti;yretics, and anticheumatics
(1850)

Accidental poisoning by barbiturates (E851)
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Accidental poisoning by other sedatives and bypnotics (1152)
Accidental poisoning by tranquilliecs (1$53)

Accida.4a1 poisoning by other psychntcopic agents (1154)
Accidental poisoning by other drugs acting on central and

autonomic nervous systems (ISM
Suicide and self-inflicted poisoning by vend oc liquid substances

(dregs) (1,30.0-119304)
Seism:1ft by solid or liquid substances, undetermined whether

accidentally oc purposefully inflicted (drugs) (8501.04$0.5)
.

/ Alcohol- and drug - related cause of death may be undstrenncted in the
data contained in the NCNB tapes and, therefore, in the analyses presented

(tri"

in this report. This is likely because alcohol and drug abuse are stigma-
sed in our society. for this reason, thous may be some tendency for

physicians, medical examiners, oc coroners certifying-cause of death to err
on the aide of not mentioning alcohol oc drugs as contributing to the under
lying cause of death. for example, a death from overdose of heroin might be
certified as a cardiac oc respiratory arrest, simply to avoid embarrassment
to the surviving family.

for this reason, we have minted as alcohol- related causes of death371)
chronic liver disuse and cirrholt (all 571) and not just chronic liver--
d's1.-WiiTild cirrhosis specificaif attributed to alcohol (571.0-571.1W The
NIAAA bel'eves that this count 'Oldies a more Accurate indication of the
actual numbers of alcohol-related deaths. Since there is not a similar
category o2 drug-related deaths which might capture more of the presumably
'truly* drug-related deaths, the actual numbers of drug - related cases
reported lay be more of an undifc0PCit than is true for alcohol - related
bauses of death. Theca is no basis on which to speculate that any undii-
Mooning of drug- oc alcohol-coined deaths might differentially affect
numbers reported for AI/Aii as opposed to all other races. ....._

70212.1.

This table presents numbers and percents of deaths for all causes, for
AI/Alls and all other races by age group, and shows that for all causes of
death combined AI/NAs blow tbe_age of 55 are more likely than all other
tacos to die. The sedOn age of death for AI/ANs falls in the 55-64 year
age category, -while the median age of death for all other races falls into
the 65-74 year age category.

Tables 2 and 3

These tables present numbers and percents of deaths for each of 25
leading causes of loath for each of the twojaajor ethnic groups. These

-tibles-include all causes of death: each death is included in one of the
categories of cause of death. One of the striking findings from comparison
of these two tables is that causes of death which are often considered to be
alcohol- related (i.e., motor-4ibicle accidents, all other accidents, chronic
liver disease and cirrhosis, and homicide and legal intervention) tank
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higher for AI /Ails than for all other race*. --Tbs-eauses of death presented
in these tables are based on the*I1234 causeelrecode. Note detailed
analyses of more specific causes of deirEETCan be 'done upon request.

Tibia 4

This table presents numbers of deaths and age-specific death rates for
all causes of death, for specified age groups and race groups. These data
reinforce the data presented in Table Is for all causes of death AI /Ails
below the age of SS have higher mortality rates. This is a further indica-
tion that AI /Ails die at younger ages for all causes of death combined than
do all other races.

.1112121.

This table presents age-adjusted mortality rates for selected causes of
death for AI /Ails and all other races. With the exception of drug-related
causes, all causes of death presented in this table have been associated
with alcohol abuse. for all of these causes of death (excluding the drug-
related causes) the age-adjusted mortality rates are higher for AI/ANs than
for all other races. The greatest difference is for 'alcohol- related' causes
of deW.h.

These age- adjusted mortality rates are derived from more detailed data
which are presented in Tables 6-11.

Tables 6..11

These tables present numbers of deaths, age-specific mortality rates
and Pills by race and age for macted unerlying.causes of death. For all
but the drug - related ceases of death, these tables indicate that AI /Axis are
117-greiEii risk for death than are all other races. The interpretation of
Table 11 most take into account the probability that drug-related causes of
death as they appear as underlying causes of death in the NCNB data base)
are underreported.

Table 12

This table presents numbers and percents of clients admitted to fed-
erally-funded alcohol or drug treatment programs for AI /Ails and all other
races in selected age groups. These numbers are total admissions for the
calendar year 1961.

The National Institute on Drug Abuse (VIDA) collected these data from
all federally-funded drug abuse treatment and rehabilitation programs in the
U.S. and outlying . Data were reported on the Client Oriented Data
Acquisition Process (CODAP) form, completed at both admission and discharge
from a treatment program for all clients, regardless of whether services La
a particular client were underwritten with federal funding support or not.
Attempts were made to reduce multiple counting of individual, by excluding
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all transfer admissions from the file. since drug abuse treatment units may
treat clients whose primary drug of abuse ilircohol (with or wStbout secon-
dary drug involvement) data from these clie is also represene*d in the
table. The data come from 'NIDA Statistical Series, Annual Data, 1981, Data
from the Client Oriented Data Acquisition Process (CODA), Series 8, Number
25.°

These data are the most recent complete national data available on
admissions. The introduction of block grants eliminated Certain reporting
requirements and data for later years are incomplete or in inconsistent
formats.

The data indicate that proportionately more AI/ANs were admitted for
alcnbolideug treatment than all other races. Further, the percentages show
that AI/AN clients tend to be younger than clients of all other races.

The data reported here are for treatment. CSR is unaware of any data
on alcohol or drug prevention programs. More recent data on treatment are
available from the National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Utilization Survey
(NDATUS) conducted any NIDA. However, the request was for numbers of annual
admissions. NDATUS contains only numbers of clients in treatment on a single
sample day, and it would be impossibli to reliably compute an estimate of
annual admissions from this information.

Tables 13 and 14

The National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Utilization Survey (NDATUS)
which was conducted colointly by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (NIAAA) and the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) in 1979,
1910 and 1982 is the most comprehensive source of information in the United
States on the treatment of alcoholism. The data are a census of treatment
units with a response rate of about 90 percent. A minority of the treatment
units surveyed were primarily prevention rather than treatment oriented.

There are some limitations to the data however. The measures of client
age and ethnicity are true point prevalence statistics since information is
provided only for the number of active clients on the day September 30, 1982.
Yearly figures are unavailable in this data base.

Items 1 and 17 are answered in terms of the point prevalence of alco-
holism treatment units and alcohol and drug abuse treatment units providing
care to AI/ANs by the age groups serviced. The answer to item 17 restricts
the )1e of units to thosl in counties with American Indian reservations.
Infos...tit:0n could not be obtained which would have allowed the identifica-
tion of Alaskan native villages.

Table 13

There were 4,233 treatment units surveyed by the National Drug and
Alcoholism Treatment Utilization Survey (NDATUS) on September 30, 1982.
Units which treated alcohol abuse exclusively numbered 2,729, those which
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treated both alcohol and drug abuse numbered 1,504. Units which received
funds from any of the following sources were' considered to be federally-
funded: ADAWBA block grant: other ADANBA program support (including formula
and uniform act): other federal funds, e.g., from Federal Prison System,
Bureau of Community &with Services, Veterans Administration, etc.: Social
Services Block Grant (formerly Title 21): or Public Welfare. The number of
alcohol units which received federal funds was 1,454 (53.3 percent of all
alcohol units). Units which treated both alcohol and drug abuse numbered
661 (57.3 percent of all units which treated both alcohol and drug abuse).

There were 449 federally-funded alcoholism treatment units which
reported that they had one oc none AI/Alts in treatment on imptember 20,
1982. This was 30.9 percent. Alcoholism treatment units which did not
numbered 1,005. Alcohol and Drug Abuse units which had treated AI/ANs
totaled 192 (22.3 percent) while those that had notIotaled 669.

Three ace groups were chosen for analysis. These were the following:
age 1S and younger: age 19 through 20: and age 21 and older. Units were
categorized according to client age. The unit was counted for each age
group if one or more persona whose agefell within the age group was in
treatment on September 30, 1982. Therefore, the same treatment unit could
appear for each of the three age groups.

The number of federally funded alcoholism treatment units which pro-
vided treatment to clients age 18 and younger was 556 (36.2 percent), to
clients age 19 through 20 was 046 08.2 percent), and to clients age 21 and
older 1,429 (98.3 percent). The number of alcohol and drug abuse treatment
units which pcovised treatment to clients age 18 and younger was 466 (54.4
percent), to clients age 19 through 20 was 541 (62.8 percent), and to cli-
ents age 21 and older 821 (95.4 percent). A higher percentage of alcohol
and drug abuse as compared t.) alcoholism treatment units, therefore, were
seen to have provided care to persons in the youngest age group.

Whereas the percentage of all federally-funded alcohol treatment units
which cared for AI /Ames was 30.9 percent, the corresponding percentage for

those treating persons age 18 annl younger was 38.0 percent and for units
treating persons age 19 through 20 it was 36.1 percent. The percentage of
alcohol and drug abuse treatment units which had had AI /Ames regained close
to the overall percentage of 22.3 regardless of client age.

Table la

This table provides the same information as Table 13 but is restricted
to treatment units which were in United States counties with American Indian

'No information is specifically available in the NoATUS on clients cross-
classified by age and ethnicity.
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reservations. The IMAM showed in 1982 that there were 452 alcoholism
treatment units and 204 alcohol and drug abuse treatment units in United
States counties with American Indian reservations. Federal funding' was
reported for 278 (61.5 percent) of alcoholism treatment units and for 127
(62.3 percent) of alcohol and drug &bine units. American Tndian or Alaskan
clients were reported for 151 (54.7 percent) of federally-funded alcoholism
treatment units and for 70 (58.3 percent) of federally-funded alcohol and
drug abuse treatment units.

The number of federally - funded alcohol treatment units which provided
care to clients age 1$ and younger was 114 (41.3 percent): to clients age 19
through 20, 163 (59.1 percent); and to clients age 21 and older 272 (98.6
percent). The number of federally- funded alcohol and drug abuse treatment
units whiA provided care to clients age 1$ and younger was 63 (52.5 per-
cent), age le through 20, 81 (67.5 percent): and :Kell and older, 118 (98.3
percent). The percentages of units providing care to members of the two
younger age groups, therefore, are higher for alcohol and drug abuse treat-
ment units.

Treatment units is United States counties with American Indian reserva-
tions, like treatment units overall, showed that more AI/ASs were created by
treatment units with clients in the younger age groups. In contrast to the
total sample, however, treatment units in United St'ates c unties with Ameri-
can tndian reservations were more likely than not to have treated AI/Ass.

*See discussion for Table 13 for a list of what has been included as federal

funding.
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Table 1

Number and Percent of All Deaths by Age and Race. United States. 1980

A9*
AW1C4A Indian/
Alaskan Kstiwe

Member Percent
All Other Races

Amber Percent

1-4 564 8.4 53,129 2.7

5-9 55 0.8 5,020 0.3

10 -14 62 0.9 5.552 0.3

15..19 279 4.0 20,454 1.0

20-14 365 5.3 27,929 1.4

25-34 622 9.0 49,618 2.5

35-44 642 9.3 57,770 2.9

45-54 740 10.7 132.417 6.7

55-64 929 11.4 291.255 14.7

65-74 1.112 16.1 465,509 23.5

75.44 932 13.5 516.325 26.0

85+ 597 8.6 357,373 18.0

Tetal 6,916 1.982.357

Excludes 7 American Indian and 561 other deaths for which age was unknown.

JOURCis National Center for Health Statistics, 1980.
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Table 2

Number and Percent of Deaths for Various GANGS
Among American Indians, United States, 1980

Catnip **her Percent

Diseases of heart 1,494 21.58
Malignant neoplasms, including neoplasms of
lymphatic and bematopoietic tissues 770 11.12

Motor vehicle accidents 754 10.69
All other diseases 732 10.57
All other accidents and adverse effects 536 7.74
Chronic liver disease and cirrhosis 410 5.92
Cerebrovescular diseases 322 4.65
Symptoms, signs and ill-defined conditions 295 4.26
Pneumonia and influenza 257 3.71
Ionicide and legal intervention 219 3.16
Diabetes mellitus 210 3.03
Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period 199 2.07
Suicide 181 2.61
Congenital anomalies 94 1.36
Residual of infectious and parasitic di 88 1.27
Nephritis, nephrotic syndrome, and nephrosis 87 1.26
Chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases and allied
conditions 86 1.24

All other external causes 48 0.69
Atherosclerosis .6 0.66
Tuberculosis __ 36 0.52
Bypertension with or without renal disease 22 0.32
Other di f arteries, arterioles, and capillaries 19 0.27
*Ulcer of stomach and duodenum 14 0.20
Complications of pregnancy, childbirth, at he puerperium 3 0.04
Syphilis

1 0.01

All causes
6,923 100.00

SOURCE: National Center for 9e.lth Statistics, 1980.
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Table 3

amber and Percent of Deaths for Various Causes

Raoul Americas Son-Indians, United States, 1940

Cause
Moober Percent

Disealee of heart
759,591 34.31

Malignant neoplasms, including neoplasms of
lymphatic and bematopoietic tissues 415,739 20.97

Cetebrevescular diseases 169,903 $.57All other diseases
141,299 7.13

Chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases and allied
conditions

55,964 2.42Pneumonia and influensa
54,362 2./4

Motor vehicle accidents 52,414 2.64
All other accidents and adverse effects 52,010 2.62
Diabetes mellitus 34,641 1.75Chronic liver disease and cirrhosis 30,173 1.52Atheroscl is 29,403 1.44
novenae, signs and ill-defined conditions 24,513 1.44Suicide

26,684 1.35Homicide and legal intervention
24,059 1.21

Certain conditions originating it the perinatal period 22,667 1.14Other diseases of arteries, arterioles, and capillaries 19,940 1.01
Nephritis, nephrotic syndrome, and nerbtosis 16,666 0.44
Residual of infectious and parasitic di 15,068 0.76
Congenital anomalies__

13,844 0.70
Hypertension with or without renal di 7,805 0.39
Ulcer of stomach and duodenum 6,101 0.31All other external causes

3,634 0.1$Tuberculosis
1,942 0.10

Complications of pregnancy, childbirth, and the
puerper Lai

331 0.02Syphilis
153 0.01

All causes
1,982,918 100.00

SOURCE: National Center for Health Statistics, 1980.
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Table 4

Number of Deaths and Age-Specific Death Rates for
All Causes of Death by Race, United States, 1980

Age

American Indian/
Alaskan Native

Number Rate

All Other Races
Number Rate

1-4 584 391.9 53,129 328.0

5-9 55 37.6 5,020 30.3

10-14 62 39.8 5,552 30.7

15 -19 279 164.1 2054 97.4

20-24 365 245.0 27,929 132.0

25-34 622 268.4 49,618 134.7

35-44 642 419.0 57,776 226.8

45-54 740 675.3 12,417 583.6

55-64 926 1,175.7 291,255 1,347.1

65-74 1,112 2,309.8 465,509 2,997.6

75-84 932 4,482.1 516,325 6,700.3

85' 597 10,201.6 357,373 15,997.9

'Age-specific death rates per 100,000 population.

SOURCE: National Center fm gealth Statistics, 1980.
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Table 5

Age-Adjusted Mortality Sates for
Selected Causes of Death by Race, United States, 19fJ

American Indian/
Cause of Death Alaskan Native

Motor vehicle accidents 56.5

All other accidents 45.4

All hcsicide 16.4

All suicide 12.8

All alcohol-related causes 54.4

All drug-related causes

All Other Races

23.4

25.8

10.9

11.8

15.5

1.5 2.2

Age-adjusted mortality rates per 100,000 population.
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Table 6

Number of Deaths, Age-Specific Mortality Rates, and Eroporrionate

Mortality Ratios (PMRs) for Deaths Caused by Motor Vehicle
Accidents by Race, United States, 1980'

Ass Group
American Indian/
Alaskan Native All Other lades

Number Rate NW' Number Rat. PAR

1-4 31 20.8 5.3 1,395 8.6 2.6
5-9 17 11.6 30.9 1,259 7.6 25.1
10-14 19 12.2 30.6 1,452 8.0 26.2
15-19 132 77.6 47.3 9,969 42.7 43.8
20-24 138 92.6 57.8 9,802 46.3 35.1

25-34 184 74.4 29.6 10,601 28.8 21.4
35-44 92 60.0 14.3 5,256 20.6 9.1
45-54 59 534 8.0 4,176 18.4 3.2
55-64 43 54.6 4.6 3,744 17.3 1.3
65 -74 20 41.5 1.8 2,971 19.1 0.6

75 -84 14 67.3 1.5 2,154 28.0 0.4

85+ 5 85.4 0.8 614 27.5 0.2

All ages 754 53.2 10.9 52,418 23.3 2.6

Age-specific mortalit; rates per 100,000 population.

PRA indicates for each age/race category the percent of all deaths that
this particular causo of death represents.

....Includes 26 "Other Races. deaths for which age was not known.

SOURCES National Canter for. Health Statistics, 1980.
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Table 7

Number of Deaths, Age-Specific Mortality Matas, and Proportionate
Mortality Natio, (PAbs) for Deaths Caused by Accidents Other
Than Motor Vehicle accidents by Sacs. United States. 1960

bp Group
American Indian/
Alaskan Native All Other Sams

*umber Rate AUL" Member Pate PNA

43 25.9 7.4 3,010 16.6 $.7
5-9 40 13.7 36.4 1.144 6.9 22.6
10-14 17 10.9 47.4 1.29$ 7.2 23.3
1$ -19 $2 30.6 16.6 3.107 14.6 15.2
20-24 61 40.9 16.7 3,946 16.6 14.1

2$ -34 99 42.7 15.9 6.277 17.0 12.7
3$ -44 S4 $4... 13.1 4.129 16.2 7.1
45-54 45 43.6 6.$ 4.604 20.3 3.$
$5.44 4$ $7.1 4.9 5.421 23.1 1.9
6$ -74 37 76.9 3.3 5,969 38.4 1.3

7$ -64 16 86.6 1.9 7,409 92.3 1.4
614. 11 16640 1.6 5,922 26$.1 1.7

All ages" $36 37.6 7.7 $2,010 23.1 2.6

*71ropecific mortality rates per 100,000 population.

"PAR indicates for each age/race category the percent cf all deaths that
this particular cause of death represents.

*Includes 1 American Indian and 76 other deaths for which age was not known.

swans National Center for Health Statistics. 196M.
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Table 8

Number of Deaths, Age-Specific Mortality Rates. and Proportionate
Mortality Ratios (PMR') for Deaths Caused by Homicide or

Legal Intorwention by Race, United States, 1980

Aqi Group

American Indian/
Alaskan Matiwe All Other Races

Number Rate AMR Nu-mbar Rate PMR

1..4 4 2.7 0.7 525 3.2 1.0

5-9 1 0.7 1.8 152 0.9 4.6

10-14 4 2.6 6.5 258 1.4 10.9

13-19 17 10.0 6.1 2,236 10.7 10.9

20-24 53 35.6 14.5 4,341 20.5 15.5

15-14 67 28.9 10.8 7,200 19.5 14.5

35-44 35 22.8 5.5 3,834 15.0 6.6

45.54 24 21.9 3.2 2,506 11.0 1.9

55-64 7 8.9 0.8 1,520 7.0 0.5

65-74 2 4.2 0.2 893 5.8 0.2

75-44 1. 4.8 0.1 404 5.2 0.1

85+ 1 17.1 0.2 117 5.2 0.0

All ages" 219 15.4 3.2 24,059 10.7 1.2

Age-specific mnrtality rates per 100,000 population.

Pt4R,indicates for each age/race cat -ory the percent of all deaths that
this particular cause of death rep. .ants.

Includes 3 American Indian and 73 other deaths for which age was not known.

SOURCZ: National Center for Health Statistics, 1980.
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Table 9

Amber of Deaths. Age-Specific Mortality Sates. and Proportionate
Mortality Ratios (PMRs) for Deaths Caused by Suicide

by Race, United States, 1980

American Indian/
Age Group Alaskan native 1111 Other Races

Smaber Sate IIMS" Somber Rate PMS

1-4 0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0
5-9 0 0.0 0.0 3 0.0 0.1

10 -14 0 0.0 0.0 139 0.8 2.S1549 37 21.8 13.3 1,760 8.4 8.6
20 -24 44 29.5 12.1 3,394 16.1 12.2

25 -34 SS 23.7 8.8 5,865 15.9 11.8
35 -44 25 16.3 3.9 3.910 15.3 6.9
45.44 12 11.0 1.6 3.011 .15.9 2.7
5564 6 7.6 0.6 3.450 16.0 1.2
65 -74 1 2.1 0.1 2,629 19.2 0.3

75-84 1 4.8 0.1 1,476 16.9 0.6
85+ 0 ,0.0 0.0 430 19.2 0.1

All ages*" 181 12.8 2.6 26,688 11.9 1.3

'Age - specific mortality rates per 100,000 population.

"PMR indicates for each age/race category the percent of all deaths that
this particular cause of death represents.

"*Includas 17 additional 'Other Race" deaths for which age was not known.

SOURCZ: National Canter for Health Statistics, 1980.
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Table 10

Nuabar of Deaths, Age-Specific Mortality Re-es, and Prvortionate
Mortality Ratios (AIRS) for Deaths Attributed to Alwhol -

Related Causes by Race, United States, 1980

Age Group

American Indian/
Alaskan Native

Number Rate AMR
All Other Races

Number Rate AIR

1-4 1 0.7 0.1 46 0.3 0.1

5-9 0 0.0 0.0 8 0.0 0.2

10-14 1 0.6 1.6 9 0.0 6.2

15-19 7 4.1 2.5 78 0.4 0.4

20-24 10 6.7 2.7 199 0.9 0.7

25-34 94 40.6 15.1 1,709 4.6 3.4

35-44 159 103.8 24.8 4,412 17.3 7.6

4! -54 149 136.0 20.1 8,773 38.7 6.6

55-f4 89 113.0 9.6 10,841 50.1 3.7

65-74 53 110.1 4.8 7,707 49.6 1.7

75-84 17 81.8 1.8 2,601 33.8 0.5

85+ 1 .17.1 0.2 486 21.8 0.1

All ages 582 41.0 8.4 36,891 16.4 1.9

Age-specific mortality rates per 100,000 population.

PIRR indicates for each age/race category the Torrent of all deaths that

thin particular cause of death represents.

Incluees 1 additional American Indian and 22 other deaths for which age was

not known.

SOURCE: National Center for r, Statistics, 1980.
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Table 1.1

Number of Deaths. Age-Ipecifia Mortality Rates, and Proportionate
Mortality Patios (IMMO for Deaths Attributed to Drug-

Related Causes by Race, United States, 1980

AS Group
American Indian/
Alaskan Native All Other Races

Number Rate NW* Number Rate IPA

1-4 1 0.7 0.2 23 0.1 0.0
5-51 0 0.0 0.0 5 0.0 0.1

10 -14 0 0.0 2.0 9 0.0 0.2
15-19 6 3.5 2.2 208 1.0 1.0
20-24 2 1.3 0.5 700 3.3 2.5

25-34 9 3.9 1.4 1,872 5.1 3.8
35-44 5 3.3 0.8 1,044 4.1 1.6
45-54 2 1.8 0.3 734 3.2 0.6
55-44 1 1.3 0.1 552 2.6 0.2
65-74 0 0.0 0.0 315 2.0 0.1

75-84 0 0.0 0.0 182 2.4 0.0
65+ 0 0.0 0.0 43 0.5 0.0

A11 ages* 26 1.8 0.4 5,687 2.5 0.3

*Age-specific mortality rates per 100,000 population.

**SPA indicates for each age/race category the percent of all deaths that
this particular cause of death represents.

***Includes 2 additional *Other Races' for vhich age as not 'mown.

SWUM National Center for Health Statistics, 1980.
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Table 13

Number and Percent of Alcoholism and Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Treatment Units Receiving Federal Funds with American Indians or
Alaskan Natives in Treatment and Those with No American Indians

or Alaskan Natives in Treatment. by Client Age'
United States. September 30. 1982

Client
Age

Treatment Orientation

Alcoholism Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Units with Units with No Units with Units with No
American American American American
Indians or Indians or Indians or Indians or
Alaskan Alaskan Alaskan Alaskan
Natives in Natives in Natives in Natives in

'lament Treatment Treatment Treatment

N Percent N Percent N Percent N Percent

N 1,454 N 861

18 and
Younger 211 38.0 345 62.0 112 24.0 356 76.0

19 through
20 305 36.0 541 64.0 136 25.1 405 74.9

21 and
Older 436 30.5 993 69.5 181 22.0 640 78.0

There were 21 alcoholism treatment units and 31 alcohol and drug abuse
treatment iv is which did not report the race of their clients.

Treatmen- units are listed for more than one age group. 11,e unit is
counted for each age group if 1 or more person whose age fell within the
age group was in treatment. The number of treatment units with clients
of various ages is compared to the number of treatment units with or
without American Indians or Alaskan Natives in treatment. No information
is specifically available on the number of units which treated American
Indian or Alaskan Native juveniles on September 30, 1982. Within treat-
ment orientation/age clusters, percents add to 100.

SOURCE: RATIONAL DRUG AND ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UTILIZATION SURVEY (NDATUS)--
1982.

2 3 3
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Table 14

Number and Percent of Alcoholism and Alcohol and Drug Abu.*
Treatment Units Neceiving Federal Ponds with Indians or

Alaskan Natives in Treatment and Thome with No American Indians
or Alaskan Natives in Treatment, by Client Age,

United States Counties with American Indian Remervationn,
September 30, 1982

Client
Age

Treatment Orientation

Alcoholism Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Units with Units with No Units with Units with No
American American American American
Indians or Indians or Indians or Indians or
Alaskan Alaskan Alaskan Alaskan
Natives in Natives in Natives in Natives in
Treatment Treatment Treatment Treatment

N percent N Percent N Percent N Percent

N 276 N 120

18 and
Younger 72 63.2 42 36.8 44 69.8 19 30.2

19 through
20 97 59.5 66 40.5 55 67.9 26 32.1

21 and

Older 148 54.4 124 45.6 69 58.5 49 el.:,

Treatment units are listed fo' more than one age group. All treatment
units for United States counties with American Indian Reservations provided
information on age. The number of treatment units with clients of various
ages is compared to the number of treatment units with or without American
Indians or Alaskan Natives in treatment. No information is specifically
available on the number of units which treated American Indian or Alaskan
Native juveniles on September 30, 1982. Within treatment orientation/age
clusters, percents add to 100.

SOURCE: NATIONAL DI.UG AND ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UTILIZATION SUlYEY (NDATUS)- -
1982.
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Statement of

Congressman Bill Richardson

Indian Juvenile Alcoholism Hearing

October 24, 1985

Mr. Chairman, 7 commend you for taking the time to focus attention

on this most critical problem. I am proud to be a cosponsor of H.R. 1156.

I do not think there is any question that alcoholism and drug abuse on

Indian reservations is one of the severest problems the Indian people

have today. This problem impacts most severly on our Indian young

people. These are people who will constitute the future of our Indian

tribes. The lives of our Indian young people and the future of Indian

tribes will continue to be unacceptably impaired unless the United States

shoulders its responsibility and seriously addresses this problem.

Mr. Chairman, as you will recall, back in June,I had the opportunity

to Chair field hearings in Albuquerque and in Phoenix on enacting an

Indian Juvenile Alcoholism bill into law and discussing ways to ensure

that the comprehensive approach agreed upon is effectively implemented

by the Administration.

From our examination in New Mexico, it is evident that Indian young

people represent an understudied and underreported population which

warrants much more attention and study. In my home state of New Mexico,

Indian Health Service Officials suspect that Indian youths are beginning

to use Alcohol as e,ly as ages 10 to 13. Data collected by New Mexico

area tribal contracted programs indicates that adults who are in treat-

ment reported beginning to use alcohol at this early age. A large

portion of the mental health workload in New Mexico Indian Health Service

facilities is linked directly to alcohol related problems and stresses

undergone by families and youth.

The evidence is near thaz a grave problem exists. A plan of

preventive action is needed now to address the problem at an eal.y age

and to promote healthy life styles and alcohol education. There is some

effort being made by B/A schools -- but not enough is being done. For

instance, I am told that in Chinle Arizona on the Navajo Reservation,

BIA schools have a three-day a year alcohol prevention program. Three

days a year are not enough.

A new approach to the very serious probelm of alcohol and drug abuse

among our Indian young people from a perspective of prevention rather

than after-the-fact treatment is urgently needed. The legislation under

consideration today contains sevegood ideas in implementing ways to:
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APPENDIX II

TUESDAY, APRIL 29, 1986

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TERRY EITCHEYAN

TESTIMONY ON H.R. 1156

INDIAN JUVENILE ALCOHOL AND

DRUG MUSE PREVENTION ACT

We represent the Arizona tribes and are here to testify on

behalf of the nineteen trines and communities: Ak -Chin Indian

Community, Camp Verde Yavapai -Apache Indian Community, Cocopah

Tribe, Colorado River Indian Tribes, Ft. McDowell Indian

Community, Ft. Majave Tribe, Gila River Indian Community,

Havasupai Tribe, Hopi Tribe, Hialapai Tribe, Kaibab-Paiute Tribe,

Papago Tribe, Pascua Yaqui Tribe, Quechan Tribe, Salt River Pima-

Maricopa Indian Community, San Carlos Apache Tribe, Ibnto Apache

Tribe at Payson, ?bite Mountain Apache Tribe and Yavapai -Prescott

Indian Con unity.

The State of Arizona contains 20 Indian reservations, the-19

previously named and the Navajo Nation with reservation lands

totalling approximately 20 million acres which represent about 27

percent of the land base of Arizona. Arizona reservation

population is approximately 167,000 persons of which 46 percent

are 16 years of agc and younger. Arizona reservations account

for 40 percent of the national Indian reservation population and

approximately 46 percent of the total reservation land base.

(287)

(2 42
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Arizona tribal leadership are concerned about the well-being

of their young people. Through the integration of several

resources, tribes are developing programs to meet the needs of

their tribal youth. The Indian Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Prevention Act if passed with the recommended changes would

expand and coordinate existing alcohol and drug prevention

services for juveniles.

Arizona tribal leadership support tha intent of the proposed

legislation and raise several issues to strengthen its provisions

and implementation.

TITkE I - COORDINATION:

Title I of the Act requires Indian Health Service (IHS) and

the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) to enter into agreements to

coordinate drug and alcohol abuse programs. The agreements would

identify available resources for Indian people oefine the roles

of each organizational agency and unit within IHS and BIA in

coordinating services and determine the extent of drug and

alcohol problems among Indian children. Tne agreements would be

reviewed every six months. Tribes are to be consulted in the

development of the agreements and may also request agreements be

made at the local level that will include definition of referral

systems.

COMMENTS:

Section 101 (a) (3). The responsibilities of BIA and IHS in

coordinating alcohol and drug abuse need to be outlined, but no

funds for this effort is provided by new appropriations. How

will the work be funded through current budgets?

Section 102 (b) (2). Modifying tne agreements between IHS

and BIA semiannually does not seem to be realistic and would be

costly. This should be changed to "be modified bi-annually..."



TITLE II - EDUCATION:

Title II requires that counselors working in programs funded

by the Indian Elementary and Secondary School Assistance Act

receive training in substance abuse counseling and that 10

percent of the fellowships awarded under the Indian Education Act

be given to people who specialize in substance abuse guidance

counseling. The Adult Education Act would also be amended to

include provision of substance abuse counseling.

Substance abuse education in grades K - 12 at BIA and

contracted schools is mandated by Title II. Some BIA scnools

would be required to remain open during summer months to provide

recreation and counseling services for Indian children. BIA is

also mandated to publish a quarterly newsletter about the

programa funded under the Act.

COMMENTS:

Substance abuse education in grades K - 12 should be a

priority activity, including the development of appropriate

instructional materials. The publication and dissemination of a

newsletter should be funded by alternate resources. Sections 204

and 205 should be changed to include, "services developed under

this section shall be coordinated with existing local programs."

TITLE III - FAMILY Abe SOCIAL SEWICES:

Title III of the Act concerns training for service

providers. Community Health Representatives would be required to

receive one creek of substance abuse training. INS would be

mandated to provide training in substance abuse including crisis

intervention and family relations co BIA and INS personnel, to

school boards, parent advisory committees, child protection teams

and others upon request.

24 4
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COMMENTS:

Section 301. It is our understam:ing that community health

representatives and other IHS personnel already have a)oonoliam

training available. hirther, we understand that IHS and BIA have

existing training dollars which can be utilized by IHS and BIA

staff. Training for adults should be targeted for tnose persons

identified in 301 (b) (2) and snould be on-going local

reservation based training. The benefits of training for BIA

and IHS staff and other adults should not be a priority over

direct services and preventive education for 3uveniles. we

suggest the language at 301 (b) (1) be changed to read "The

Director of the Indian Health Service may provide training...."

Section 301 (b) (2) should include employees of tribal programs

in the human services.

TITLE IV - LAW H.:FOE:CEMENT:

Under Title IV of the legislation, BIA police would be

trained on the substance abuse problems of Indian children.

Tribal ,BIA and, Bederal Law enforcement personnel would be

required to detain children who are arrested for alcohol or drug

offenses in shelter facilities, foster homes or community

treatment facilities. State law enforcement personnel in P.L.

83-280 states would be "urged" to comply with this mandate.

Shelter homes would be paid by the BIA and approved by the

tribes.

COMMENTS:

Section 402 (a) (1). One problem with this section is that

some tribes have juvenile codes which establish the procedures
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for handing juveniles arrested for alcohol and drug offenses.

Those often include release to parents. The proposed legislation

is too restrictive in that it requires shelter placement, and

would sees to stipercede tribal codes and parental involvemedt.

The other concern is that snelter placement may not be the best

option for a youngster involved in serious drug trafficking or

for one who is violent. Wb recxemend the language at 402 (a)

(1) line 6 be changed to read "... drugs or alchol shall, when

appropriate, detain such juvenile in a temporary emergency

center...."

TITLE V - TREMOR AND REHABILITATION OF CHILDREN:

The Director of II is mandated under Title V to research

the need for, the cost of and the appropriate location of

substance abuse residential treatment facilities for Indian

children. IHS hospitals would be required to provide

comprehensive alcohol and drug services, including detoxification

and counseling, and IHS would have authority to build regional

substance abuse treatment centers for youths.

COMMENTS:

Section 502. No funds are authorized for this Title. The

INS alcoholism services are currently under - funded. What

mechanism will be used to assure comprehensive alcohol and drug

treatment facilities and the construction of new facilities when

no new funding is available?
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TITLE VI :DEFINITIONS EFFECTIVE DATE AND AUTHORIZATION OF
APPROPRIATIONS:

Title VI provides definitions to terms used in the proposed

legislation and authorizes an appropriations of 55,000.000.

COMMENTS:

Section 603. ht do not believe that $5,000.000 is a larye

enough sun to carry out all of the work specified ty Title II,

III ano IV. ht recommend that $30,000,00 be authorized to carry

all the provisions in all title of the legislation.
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Testimony of Rhoda Tso, Spokesp

Page Nigh School

Page., Arizona

2A3

Attending UNiTED NATIONAL INDIAN TRIBAL YOUTH CONFERENCE,

Washington, D.C.

COMMENTS

or H.0.1156 'Irdlan Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Act'
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee:

On behalf of the Navajo students at Page High School and as

members of the Page High School Intercultural Club, we would like to

take this opportunity to thank you for allowing us to express our

concerns toward H.R. 1156, 'Indian Youth Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Prevention Act.'

In o..^ testsmon., we will clarify our situation regarding alcohol

and d^us: abuse amors' n-e.:cars in our area, and the views we

Na,..e (2 the ball itself.

Da;* wts" S:.'oo: is tas:ca::, -ade two ethnici-acsal

s-oups, arslo sr! Navajo; eac, apc,o i"atil/ t/ o. cent of the

slightly more than eight hundred student body total.

In order to Set general ids.. Ds tne status of students in our

area, we took a poll among 107 Senio' studants. We found that of t1-.a

63 Native Americans we polled, 41 percart sa.d they do use alcohol.

16 percent admit to haiig abused alcohol at one time or another. Of

the same group, 24 percent cla.r to use d..,01 14 percent said they

have abused drugs.

2 4 3
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In our poll, we asked all 103 students !m.xtrd grc.up/ how they

would rate the alcohol and drug problem at Page Nigh School On a scale

of one to five (five being the most severe:. The alcohol problem

averaged the rating of 3.0 while he drug problem rated slightly lower

with the aviiage of 2.6.

Finally, we asked students when they had first experimented with

drugs or alcohol. Excluding those who've never f ad them, Native

Americans averaged 14.8 years old as the first time they drank

alcohol; with drugs, they averaged 15.2 years of ago. According to thw

poll, some students tried alcohol and drugs as early as seven or eight

;ears of age.

= or' f,E. 1fc -ation we gat.e-ed, we ca: conci.de that our area

:as .its t; this ap.dem.c sirs!lam to the pattern of the rest of

s!,p o,e :::, 1. It :3 sad to :row that 4,a..), of our 1.dians are

e'..s",appel the cicla the, want so desperate', to escape.

ag to tlat if we are to overcome tu.s 4r2grEenIng SIL"atiOn,

c rJEE treat alcohol and drug abuse like any other serious .1.

T.,* same principles can be applied. First, At mist treat tips* who are

,er ill. Next, we must stop those who are . present da,54,.

fnl most important, we mist educate the cp-irg gareration. If

stadorts are Sfrt:rg to eperinort at age se ta. programa taught by

weal- trained persons need to start earl .her. they are in O,ESC1,001

ana it lAndO^garttn. WE are especial:, pleased to see that you have

Included such p-og-ams in this bill.

25j.
70-977 - 87 - 9
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We all realise alcohol and drug abuse is problem that needs to

be dealt with$ however, we need to be concerned with problems that

have resulted fron these abuses as well The pr we have in mind

is suicide. SerEide is the second leading cause of death among Native

Americans. Alcohol pia's factor in to 90 percent of them. We

feel that this bill could be imp.oved bi adding prsgrams to help

prevent more Ind'ans f.,om ta-.rg tFei.' lives. We hope the discussion

of this bill in Was%tngton will gave us some concrete suggestions

addressing this need.

" 1: = 713 'so, S;p.espe,son

ra3f c'age, AZ

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

25
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RELSVENT INFORMATION

Before we felt we could make any statement upon receipt o4 this

information and copy pf Bill 1156, 'April 12th) we wanted to know

what the local situation was and what was being done already so

selected persons ran the above mentioned poll of 103 Seniors.

Miss Tso interviewed our Assistant

Principal and Counselors abcut the Y,A.A.P. program and the trend seen

over the last -ew years. She also interviewed our local Social

Ser.:cos representative(s) for fL ther data about the Social Service

0T:en zatio.ss attic::; this problem and giving family assistance

.a.!at!.* :n 04. area; and chile/AA what the law enf t services

a.f Z-0 :d:';.

:"o.-ett: -` "ere; as to carat the yo..th services d.vision

04 na,,: 044e-s in wai of programs, facili.ies and

ir.olveTent offering spo^ts, activities and programs for al: ages of

Youth throughout the year and especiall/ as summer programs.

CONCLUSIONS:

I. There are Mary avenues already attacking this national

Problem. THEREFOPE the F:11 1156 is correct in COORDINATING AND

EY04,XINM SVVICES bu'. should not add another administrative level
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(and its ex p 1 through these funds. Through this bill, guidance

and publicity (through the proposed newsletter) can be shared as to

what is avallabl, or will be available and providing an avenue for

sharing pertinent information on national basis. .

2. We supPort the expenditures for training adults and also

SUGGEST MORE PEER counselors for eve-y age level and Support the

improvsent of family services as needed. INDIVIDUAL contact and

support seems very pertinant to Lot success of rehabilitation work,

prevention programs and motivational programs.

3. Parental involvement is to be encouraged and we have only

begun to idertify '.his area. As economic levels improve, as

intercultural understandings a cultivated, parents can take a sore

active pos'tior !n communicattors with their children and improve

thei^ undm^sta4d:n3 at tone wo11 "e child.al fact, encourage

ducatio.ail motivat.c of thri c;:ldan and interact more rifecitvely

w if t, c ost-g 'good a:ta at.ro behadioS tha

tomba4: s puns people toot, thus .1"ing more walu

s^d e =ous3eme,t e = .t.ci: soiactiwit, on

children's part.

4. Masculinity, 'femininity" ar: -fam::y° concepts mood

clarisication, cultivation and app.r:.atto^ f^mr adults and children

in order to engender matua! support s,st.c., aid improve co.: future.

The greatness of this nation has alwa,s teen a.ldant in the growth of

physicalonota: and SPIP:TLA- commitme-.t of our people. The

e levation of manhood and .omanhood a.d reasfirmation of the .mportance

of a strong non-denomiationa: spirit-42 cov%:tment on the part of

individuals will do mush to offset e-trptatly natirialistic trends
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seen today.

Washington delegation approving this paper:

Miss Deborah Saliego, Club President

Miss Marietta Yazzie

Mr. Steven E. &nay

Mr. Russell Socod:.

Miss April Sraye.,es

Miss Zosepuine Wowte...

"ill Yclisph.e P.a

Miss ghoda Tso

m.ss Vaessa Va,Wi.'lle

v. L..cas SaAc,a1

m^.Pzdrir. S.:!..1

risu Michelle Etcitty

Mrs. Mary L. Slake, Club Sponsor

2 S,;
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE HOUSE INTERIOR AND INSILAR AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

ON H. R. 1156

THE INDIAN JUVENILE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION ACT

PRESENTED BY THE HONORABLE DOUG BEREUTER

APRIL 29,1936

MR.CHAIRMAN AND INTERIOR COMMITTEE COLLEAGUES, GOOD MORNING.

ONCE AGAIN, IT IS A PLEASURE TO BE WITH YOU TO DISCUSS AN IMPORTANT.

MATTER THAT HAS OCCUPIED A GREAT DEAL OPMY TIME AND ATTENTION THESE

PAST THREE YEARS. WHEN MY COLLEAGUE FROM SOUTH DAKOTA, TOM DASCHLE,

AND I APPEARED BEFORE THIS COMMITTEE IN APRIL OF 1984, WE ASKED YOU

TO ADD FOUR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AMENDMENTS TO THE

INDIAN HEALTH CARE IMPROVEMENT ACT THAT WOULD FORM THE BASIS OF OUR

LARGER EFFORT, WHICH WE ARE CONSIDERING HERE THIS MORNING. AS WE

ALL KNOW, THE INDIAN HEALTH CARE IMPROVEMENT ACT WILL BE VOTED ON

TODAY, AND I FULLY EXPECT THAT IT WILL PASS. IT THUS SELe.i FITTING

THAT TODAY WE CONCLUDE THE HEARINGS ON THE INDIAN JOFSILE ALCOHOL

AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION ACT, H.R. 1156, AS WE APPROVE THE INITIAL

WORK THAT WILL ALLOW FOR SOME IMMEDIATE TRAINING OF TEACHERS AND

COUNSELCRS IN THE VERY CRITICAL AREA OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE

PREVENTION.
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WHAT IS EVEN MORE FITTING, HOWEVER, IS THAT TODAY WE WILL

FINALLY HEAR FROM THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO REPRESENT THE GROUP THAT

WILL MOST BENEFIT SY THE PASSAGE OF THIS LEGISLATION. I AM HONORED

AND PLEASE! TO WELCOME YOU PARTICIPANTS IN THE UNITY CONFERENCE TO

WASHINGTON, AND TO THIS MEARING. I COMMEND YOU FOR THE WORK THAT

YOU ARE DOING, AND FOR YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE POLITICAL PROCESS,

FOR CUITAINLY THAT IS ONE AREA WHERE INFORMED PARTICIPATION CAN MAKE

A VERY REAL DIFFERENCE. AS YOUNG LEADERS, .OU ARE THE PLANNERS FOR

THE FUTURE AND THE SPOKESPERSONS FOR THE PRESENT. YOUR SPOKEN VIEWS

AND SHARED OBSERVATIONS ARE KEENER AND MORE INSIGHTFUL THAN ANY

WRITTEN REPORTS CAN CONVEY. YOUR INFLUENCE AMONG YOUR PEERS PUTS

YOU ALL IN A POSITION OF GREAT RESPONSIBILITY. I HOPE THAT YOU WILL

SEAR THE NEWS HOME, TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL RSERVATIONS AND COMMUNITIES,

THAT CONGRESS IS AWARE OF YOUR STRUGGLE TO IMPROVE THE LIVES OF YOUR

PEOPLE, AND INTENDS TO HELP IN FART OF THAT STRUGGLE BY ASSISTING

INDIAN PEOPLE IN PROVIDING ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION

PROGRAMS IN 3CHOOLS AND BY PROVIDING A FRAMEWORK FOR INCREASED

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN DOT EFFORT.

WE DO KNOW THAT ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE IS THE NUMBER ONE HEALTH

AND SOCIAL PROBLEM ON THE RESERVATION TODAY. SOME RESERVATIONS HAVE

TOLD US THAT AS MUCH AS 77Z OF THEIR HEALTH CARE BUDGETS ARE USED

FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG RELATED SERVICES. WE AVE BEEN TOLD THAT ON

SOME RESERVATIONS ALCOHOL AND DRUGS ARE A FACTOR IN 90 I OF THE

2 5
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ACCIDENTS THAT OCCUR. OF COURSE, ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE IS A

PERVASIVE PROBLEM IN AMERICAN SOCIETY AT LARGE, BUT WHEN IT

DEVASTATES LIMITED TRIBAL HEALTH CARE BUDGET; AND PLAYS A ROLE IN

ACCIDENTS AND DEATH TO THE EXTENT THAT IT DOES,IT WARRANTS SPECIAL

ATTENTION AND A SPECIAL EFFORT.

ONE AGAIN, THEN, WELCOME. LET ME SAY THAT I HAVE ANTICIPATED

THIS PARTICULAR HEARING WITH MUCH PLEASURE, AND I LOOK FORWARD TO

YOUR COMMENTS AS WELL AS AN OPPCRTUNITY TO ASK YOU QUESTIONS.

2 5''
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THE STATEMENT OF STEPHANIE N. FOX, FROM THE DAKOTA REGION
CONCERNINS H.R. 1ISS SEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND
INSULAR AFFAIISON APRIL es, IOSG.

Dear Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee*

My name is StitonwAe N. Fox, student at Menders, Public
School, Mandaree, North Dakota. Menders, Nigh School is
located on the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation. The Three
Affiliated Tribes, Mandan, Nidatsa, and ArikarA Indians live
on this reservation.

I ar from one of tne ten tribes of the Dakota Region. There
are six Indian reservations located in the state of South
Dakota and four Indian reservations in the state of North

.

Dakota.

-ne Indian youth on or -ear these ten Indian reservations
need alcohol and drug related programs. I am very glad and
happy that this committee is ha4ng public hearings on n.R.
1156. After having studied H.R. 1156 I believe that is is
needed. The Bi:: is a good starting place to Dwain mehti,.;
the needs of the Indian Youth who have problems with alcohol
and orugs.

.1.4e the provisions under Title II Education end Title V
Juvenile Aicomo: and Drug A0441! Treatment and Reh.Roilitatior
of the Bil..

In title I. Education, it provides 'or tratring of
counselos in counseling technioues ,e 'Waif' to alcohol OM
drug atiumi. The School Counselcr ma -. t1.a asst contacte o!
stuoencs who have alcohol and drug proo"ms. :f the
couhselors nave this training they will. ma.e tie vce laoaot
on the inaian youth who are hasev,g Alcohol anc
As a rule in most of the schools locezed in the Dakota -011L-
tne COunielor/studen% ratio is much fiver in favor of the
students. This nigh ratio mawes it clod, tnAt PQ CJUni&:O.4
need thiS training so that their time with the .dte Vouti
is spent efficiently.

Another feature that I like under Title I: is that the
schools that are located on these Indan reservations car. De
used during non-acadeic time to provide alternative
act.vitses to using alcohol and dru_s. Th., will ensure that
wstapliehment of summer recreation and counseling iirgamS.
The summer months is the time when much alcohol and --rug
Problems exalt on these ten Indian reservations. If the
schools on or near these Indian reservations are open in the
summer to Provide recreational activities and counseling to
Indian Youth it would greatly reduce the alcohol and drug
problems.

!)1:: ",
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The other title that I would liwe to make some comment.on is
Title V of the Bill. I support the conduct of the study that
is reduired of the Indian Health Services under Section 501.
We all knee that there are alcohol and drug problems with.
Indian Youth but there are very few studies conducted. The
alcohol program under our Tribal Council is having a time
trying to deal with the three items under tnis section. This
study will help our Tribal Counci: by providing a copy of
the report to them. I am a.re other tribes wuld like to see
the results of this stucy.

Tne Director of IHS mutt Provide a comprenensive alcohol and
drug abuse treatment services, incluiting detoxification and
counseling services, and follow-uo care in Indian Health
Service facilities, and in facilities operated under contract
under Duo. L. 93-638 to Indian 2uveniles and adults in need
of such services. I fee: t'-at with the orovisions under
Title It and Title V will start to help tne Indian Youth who
nave alcohol and crug Problems.

I urge the Chairman and the Croittee Members of the Interior
and Insular Affairs to work towards ma.ing H.4. 1156 a 'aw to
he:o t.e :ndian Youth and ad.r:ts wno have alcohol and drug
abuse problems.

I thank the Chairman and t',e Committee Members for the
opportunity to testify on ,-.R

STEP,4AN:E N. =1:(

S'LDEN.- YANcoREE
JJEL:C SCHCOL
NIAI,DnREE, \D !13757

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Ladles and Gentlemen:

We, the representatives of the Wind River Indian R,servation Youth Council. wholly

support the intent of N.R. 1156 "Indian Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention

Act."

The suicide epidemic occurring on our reservation, Wind River Indian Re ion, WY,

began in August, 1985 and claimed twelve young lives; alcohol and drugs were misused

in some of the incidents. Specific to most reservations are environmental factors

that contribute to abuse of alcohol and drugs. Some of these factors are the

breakdown of tribal tradition, lack of effective Indian adult role models, alcoholic

parents, broken homes, unemployment, early marriage and parenting, and school failure.

Some measures that we envision to reduce the rate of alcohol and drug abuse are:

Recreation: Facilities, funds, and parental involvement are needed. Additionally, the

facilities can house educational Materials for drug and alcohol abuse prevention. suicide

prevention, and a help hot-Ine using peer counselling.

Use of Tribal Elders: The tribal value system and tranitional ways of coping with modern-

day stress can be modelled.

Education: Because of the high incidence of alcohol and drug abuse among the reservation

Youth, the reservation school curriculum will include drug and alcohol abuse education at

K-12 systems and Neadstart programs.

Parental involvement: Community resources such as churches, parent groups, and local

resource agencies can impact parenting skills, teenage pregnancy, effects of alcohol and

drug abuse contributing to adverse home environmental factors.
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We are in agreement with other tribes and organisations Char another level of management

is not necessary to deal with these many problems. The Bureau of Indian Affairs and

the Indian Health Services should be able to identify available resources. The Community

Health Representatives could be a primary outreach resour, .

Thank you for giving us this opportunity to express our views on H.R. 1156.

Respectfully

submitted,

.40.451-
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STATEMENT OF
CONGRESSMAN BILL RICHARDSON

INDIAN JUVENILE ALCOHOLISM HEARING
APRIL 29, 1986

I WANT TO WELCOME ALL OF YOU WHO HAVE TAKEN THE TIME TO SHARE
YOUR VIEWS ON THIS MOST CRITICAL PROBLEM. I UNDEPSTAND STUDENT
WITNESSES ARE IN WASHINGTON FOR A NATTOAL INDIAN YOUTH CONFERENCE AND
AR!: DRAWN FROM CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS FROM ARIZONA, NEW MEXICO, SOUTH
DAKOTA, NORTH DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING, MONTANA, OKLAHOMA, WISCONSIN,
OR3GON, UTAH AND MISSISSIPPI -- 12 DIFFERENT STATES. I APPRECIATE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO BE ABLE TO BE A PART OF TODAY'S PROCEEDINGS AND HOPE
THAT YOUR INPUT WILL SOUND THE CALL FOR ACTION BY THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES IN THE 99TH CONGRESS TO FAVORABLY ACT ON LEGISLATION
DESIGNED TO CURB ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE AMONG OUR YOUNG NATIVE
AMERICANS.

I DO NOT THINK THAT THERE IS ANY QUESTION THAT ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG ABUSE ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS IS ONE OF THE SEVEREST PROBLEMS THE
INDIAN PEOPLE HAVE TODAY. THIS PROBLEM IMPACTS MOST SEVERELY ,N OUR
INDIAN YOUNG PEOPLE. THE YOUTH OF TODAY WILL CONSTITUTE THE FUTURE
LEADERS OF TOMMORROW. THE LIVES OF OUR INDIAN YOUNG PEOPLE AND THE
FUTURE OF INDIAN TRIBES WILL CONTINUE TO BE UNACCEPTABLY IMPAIRED
UNLESS WE SERIOUSLY ADDRESS THIS PROBLEM. I WANT TO GIVE MY
AST..RAN77, AS A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE INTERIOR COMMITTEE AND A
COSPONSOn OF H.R. 1156, THAT I AM SERIOUS ABOUT DOING ALL I CAN TO
ENSURE THAT THIS LEGISLATION IS ENACTED INTO LAW AND SEEING THAT IT IS
EFFECTIVELY IMPLEMENTED BY THE ADMINISTRATION.

I WANT TO COMMEND MY COLLEAGUE, THE HONORABLE TOM DASCHIE OF
SOUTH DAKOTA FOR HIS LEADERSHIP ON THIS ISSUE AND MY COLLEALE, THE
HONORABLE JOHN MCCAIN OF ARIZONA FOR PRESENTING HIS OWN APPROACH TO
COMBAT THIS PROBLEM. IT 7S MY HOPE THAT WITH TWO BILLS BEING
CONSIDERED THE CHANCES OF THE CONGRESS TAKING ACTION WILL INCREASE.

BACK IN JUNE OF 1985, I HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO CHAIR TWO FIELD
HEARINGS -- ONE IN ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO AND THE OTHER IN PHOENIX,
ARIZONA -- ON THE INDIAN JUVENILE ALCOHOLISM BILLS.

FROM OUR EXAMINATION IN MY HOME STATE OF NEW MEXICO, IT IS
EVIDENT THAT OUR INDIAN YOUNG PEOPLE REPRESENT AN UNDERSTUDIED AND
UNDERREPORTED,POPUIiTION WHICH WARRANTS MUCH MORE ATTENTION AND STUDY.
IN NEW MEXICO, INDIAN HEALTH SEPVICE OFFICIALS SUSPECT THAT INDIAN
YOUTHS ARE BEGINNING TO USE ALCOHOL AS EARLY AS AGES 10 TO 13. DATA
COLLECTED BY NEW MEXICO AREA TRIBAL CONTRACTED PROGRAMS INDICATES THAT
ADULTS WHO ARE IN TREATMENT REPORTED BEGINNING TO USE ALCOHOL AT A
VERY EARLY AGE. A LARGE PORTION OF THE MENTAL HEALTH WORKLOAD IN NEW
MEXICO IBS FACILITIES CAN BE DIRECTLY LINKED TO ALCOHOL RELATED
PROBLEMS AND STRESSES UNDERGONE B1 FAMILIES AND LYOUTH.

THE EVIDENCE IS CLEAR THAT A GRAVE PROBLEM EXISTS. A PLAN OF
PREVENTIVE ACTION IS NEEDED NOW TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM AT AN EARLY AGE
An TO PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFE STYLES AND ALCOHOL EDUCATION. THERE IS
SGXR EFFORT BEING MADE BY BIA SCHOOLS - BUT NOT ENOUGH IS BEING DONE.
FOR INSTANCE, I WAS TOLD LAST FAIL TEAT IN CHINLE, ARIZONA ON THE
NAVAJO RESERVATION, BIA SCHOOLSMOE % THREE-DAY A YEAR ALCOHOL
PREVENTION PROGRAM. THREE DAYS A YEAR ARE NOT ENOUGH.
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A NEW APPROACH TO THE VERY SERIOUS PROBLEM OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG
ABUSE AMONG OUR INDIAN YOUNG PEOPTA PROM A PERRPECTIVE OP PREVENTION
RATHER THAN AFTER-THE-PACT TREATMENT IS URGENTLY NEEDED. THE
LEGISLATION UNDER COMMA' ON TODAY CONTAINS SEVERAL GOOD IDEAS IN
IMPLEMENTING WAYS TO: WORK WITH FAMILIES; SCHOOLS; THE INDIAN HEALTH
SERVICE; AND COORDINATING PREVENTION EFFORTS ALREADY OPERATING IN
INDIAN COMMUNITIES.

I AM HERE TODAY TO LISTEN AND LEARN AND I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT I
WILL CONTINUE TO DO ALL I CAN IN THE DAYS AHEAD TO PRESS AHEAD PJR AN
EARLY MARK-UP AND PASSAGE OF EFFECTIVE LEGISLATION TO DEAL WITH THE
SERIOUS PROBLEM OF INDIAN YOUTH ALCOHOLISM.
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ALCOHOL AND DRUG USE AMONG INDIAN YOUTH
08SERiATIONS. PROBLEMS. NEEDS AND CONCERNS

A paper presented to:

House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
Washington. D.C.
April 29. 1986

Mr. Lloyd Talas
Santa Fe Indian School

12th Grade High School student
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My name is Lloyd Tales and I am a Hopi student attending the Santa Fe

Indian School, which is located in the state of New Mexico. I am a senior

this year and will be graduating on June 5, 1986. I have been a student at

the Santa Fe Indian School for the past four years. I feel that the school

has been a ,,eat asset to me and other students and it will continue to be for

years to come. It has been an educational and learning experience for me, in

helping me to cope and deal with different aspects of my life, which include

alcohol and drug use and abuse among us students in school.

My pePsonal and general observations of alcohol and drug use and abuse is

that it affects everyone and not only the users and abusers. I have seen my

own family, relatives, friends and others and how it has had an affect on them

and their lives and at times where it was devastating. It causes destruction

through death, accidents, violence, incarceration, breaking up of families,

suicide or attempts at suicide and crime. Yet, you see alcohol and drug

usage glcaorized in newspaper, magazines, radio, television, tolboard

displays, posters, album covers, music, hard rock bands and many sources.

Alcohi.l, marijuana, 'nhalants and other drugs are easily available

and can be obtained just about anywhere you turn. You can get them from your

own parents, brothers, sisters, relatives, peers, friends, bootleggers and

even people you don't even know who will actually approach you.

One of the biggest obstacles, especially with alcohol, is that it is

accepted by the general public and society as a whole. With alcohol and

other drugs, it is okay to do as much advertising as one is allowed to and

usually it is allowed to go overboard Plot of the time. These are some of the

things we see as young people.

Problem: resulting from alcohol and drug use and abuse among Indian youth

are phenomenal. n the school, and at home many young Indian people spend
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their money on alcohol and other durgs and have nothing to show for it, except

hangovers, being arrested, being sent to the detention center, being sent to

the corrections home, being written up for a substance abuse incident, having

to appear before a tribal council/judge or probation officer, and involvement

in accidents.

Negative attitudes and behavior are built and evident in young Indian

people that are involved with alcohol and other drug use and abuse. In

restrospect you see a lack of concentration and participation in school work

and activities and the inabiIity to complete assignments or tasks. Mlny

Indian youth get into fights, arguments and other personal conflicts. They

shut out other people who are willing and wanting to help and guide them in a

positive way. Their personal hygiene is affected and this can be seen through

their sloppy dress, lack of cleanliness. You see the lack of respect for

themselves, elders, parents, staff and the law. Most important of all, they

lack respect for their cultural and traditional way of their respective

tribes. It causes disunity among our own people, both young and old. Other

problems are a high rate of drop outs, being dismissed from school because of

alcohol and drug use and abuse, absenteeism from classes, and discipline.

These are but a few problems mentioned that we, as young concerned people

see as a result of alcohol and drug use and abuse among Indian youth in our

area. To put it simply, alcohol and drug abuse is very damaging to the Indian

youth, spiritually, mentally and physically. Many lopes, dreams and goals of

individual Native Americans and tribes have not been ichieved because of

alcohol and drug abuse and the problems they bring. We, is Indian youth, must

fe assured that people working with us in this area or fieli are themselves

emotionally stable.
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The needs are many! There are programs in place, but many of them are

geared toward working with adults. There have been occasions where young

people were placed in these facilities (in-treatment, half-way homes) for

treatment and could not relate to what was going on. They also felt

uncomfortable because of the age difference. This is espec4ally true with

young Indian people that are referred to some of these facilities. We need

facilities for young Indian people that are geared towards their

rehabilitation using our own traditional and cultural awareness people.

Together with other prevention, itervention and alcohol/drug education

activities would give us more pride and self esteem. We need more involvement

by all our Indian people to unite and work together in combating this problem.

We need more progams aimed at prevention and intervention. That is not to

exclude treatment programs, both in-patient and out-patient. We need alot of

family involvement during the treatment process and after the process. We

need good community programs to work with our school programs to better serve

the Indian youth. In school, we have alcohol/drug counseling education and

are taught coping skills, life skills, but alot of time there is no follow-up

from community based programs that students are referred to during the summer.

We need monies provided to schools to provide more community outreach. In

law enforcement, there needs to be a study made in how they deal with public

intoxication, DWI and other alcohol/drug related situations among Indian

youth. We need stricter law for the selling of alcoholic beverages (checking

ID's, setting the legal age limit for buying alcoholis beverages at twenty-one

years old for all states, law enforcement agencies 'eepino a closer watch on

possible bootleggers). Laws need to be amended to prohibit or censor certain

information on alcohol and drug advertisements. The weds are endless.
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Most important of all is to implement these programs and to work together

on the needs expressed by all of us to combat alcohol and other drug use and

abuse omong Indian youth through prevention, identification, treatment and

follow-up as proposed in H.R. 1156. I hope that our concerns and comments

will seriously be considered in the final analysis and draft of H.R. 1156.

In conclusion, I would like to thank the committee for givint me the

opportunity to present same personal and general observations in regards to

orcblems resulting from alcohol and drug abuse among Indian yoi.th and the

needs for this growing problem. I would also like to thank the Santa Fe

Indian School for giving me this opportunity to be here. May the Great Spirit

bless you all.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JILL CAREY

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. My name is Jill Carey and

I am a Cherokee Indian. I am 18 and am presently attending Sequoyah Indian

High School, one of the 6 off reservation boarding schools in the nation. I

merely wish to cony ; to you my own deep personal concerns with the problems

that I nee effecting my closest peers and friends.

.ere are approximately 125 students attending Sequoyah High School and

out of that number it least 902 are frequent users of alchol and, or drugs,

out of that number at least 502 have seriouse addicion problems. These are

alarming and extremely serious ratios.

Before, I go any further, I would like to share a few facts with you.

116 years ago today the treaty of Fort Laramie vas signed with the Sioux lands

and their allies establishing the great Sioux reservation in South Dakota.

The same reservatic_. where today, 2 out 3 of their youth ages 12-18 are cronic

alcoholics, and 2 out of 3 of all teenage girls under 17 become unwed mothers,

giving birth to a .oholic infants. "In 1984 there were oore Indian children

in government boarding schools than there re Cherokees on an forced march

to Oklahoma as on the infamous and tragic Trait of Tears in the 1830's.

Just 25 miles from Tahlequah, where I live in Adair County of Oklahoma, the tee

teenage alcoholism and teenage pregnancy rates are higher per-capita than

Harlem in New York City. Oklahoma is 10th in the nation for arrests connected

with teenage drug and alcohol abase.

The devistation and havic that this problem creates has touched all of us,

not just those who are victims of its grip. But as our youth are torn away

from that love of mother earth, it speaks corruption and de composition of all

that we as human beings hold dear. I have no technical recommendations, all

I have is support for anything that can intervene in the path that the future of

our Indian Youth are op.

As a Christian, I know that the only way that these young people will

survive, and rise above the ashes and ruble is with the help and up lifting
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of our Heavenly Father. but every amount of help and support and expression

of genuine lave that we show these individuals will help the healing process.

This bill will help give them the chance to become healthy, whole, productive

citizens. We all deserve at ?east that chance.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF OSCAR SCHUYLER

Weisser:

I an Oscar Schuyler of the Oreida Tribe Of Indian. It's an hoer for le to be here

to represent thr. amide U.N.I.T.Y.

We feel that there is a Drug and Alcohol Arise Prcblen gong the Youth in our 03mulity

and in may other comities on Reservations. 16 feel that this problem is mainly awed'

by Youth trying to fit in, Peer Presses an, Divorce and all the little 1..ablaru added ter to

one BIG MILK I Mar are kid that drinks, doesn't touch Dm. but drirdcs a lot. Wen

he first started &Irking his nothere said it nes D.K. but then he ',tared to &irk too much

and started to get into arguments with his nether all the tine. Then he wad, to go live
with his fathom. He did this back at forth for about a par. le finally decided to stay

with his father. He stepped ctrirking far a long tine. It ther trrned 19 and felt he could

drink again, and hold it to a limit. He did until he started to get depressed and all his

Pn3blems care to but him and ale him suicidal. His nether then care out for a falsel

are to talk to him. le noticed that he went everywhere that day with her and got kind of

attached to her again.

Hen she left he was 0.k. for tom weeks then he started having problem with his girl-

friend aid tamed to Alectol for relief, but it got worse, and ace again he biome

suicidal. It tried Suicide 5 tines in less than a month. The ream() I know this person

very *11 is ber' use he's ny brother. I feel that there is more people like this rot
only m the Mrservaticn, but with Youth all over the no ri A teel to help these problems

we reed scathing that the Wrote fatly can go to instead of just the tabled Youth. This

should be a place with religicn and Wee the families help out each other with the problens

of their Youth.
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Me as (amide Youth offer our support to H. R. 1156. This legislation can

directly affect or future and the future of or Iasi ales.

the need for Qralified pimple to Att with Indian Yoith and fannies in

the area of Mcohol and Drug Awe at the carnality level can not be over

ephesized. I thirk that the right hey to nor an Alcohol and Deg thee Fecores

is to have the responsibility in the birds of people who are either themselves

recovered alcoholics or who have lived in an alradlise plagued family, and Wo

are also willing to professionalize themselves.

I world like to fist( You ace again for the mortality to offer again

this testiwn, and the reeds of Irdian bith will rot be ignored.
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INDIAN JUVENILE ALCOHOL & DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION ACTION HR-1156

Testimony presented to

HOUSE 1,0MMITTEE ON INTERIOR & INSULAR AFFAIRS

Submitted By:

Tony Stacona
Alvis Smith III
Stacey Leonard
Lisa Briseno

On Behalf Of

The Confederated Tribes of the
Warm Springs Rescrvation of Oregon

and

Madras Senior High School
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Good Morning Mr. Chairman, Members. ano Staff:

My name is Tony Stacona, with me today are Alvis Smith, Stacey Leonard,

and Lisa Briseno. We are enrolled members of the Confederated Tribes

of the Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon, and are currently enrolled in

Madras Senior High School. We want to express our gratitude to the

members of the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, other

esteemed members of Congress and UNITY for this opportunity to testify

on the Indian Juvenile alcohol and Drug Prevention Act, HR-1156. We

also want to convey to you the appreciation of our fellow students, our

people, our school, and our Tribal government for giving us this opportunity.

We are extremely proud to support the intent and purposes of HR-1156, it

will address one of the several critical needs of Indian Youth -- our

peers. We want to commend and thank Congressmen Bereuter, Daschle,

Udall, Young of Alaska, Williams, and other sponsors for their sensitivity,

foresight, and leadership in behalf of Indian Youth. Passage of this

legislation will contribute greatly to the spirit and quality of the

government to government cooperation necessary for the protection

and advancement of Indian human resource interests.

Alcohol and drug abuse remains at epidemic proportions within most

Indian communities, no family has been spared the agony and hurt that

it causes. Substance use and abuse often fuels a vicious circle the,.

entraps and ct ,trols many lives, it is an addictive escape that can

become a way of life. We can see the effects all around us, the lack

of hope, and feelings of powerlessness to bring about change or

improvements. We are grateful to know that there'are concerned

people such as yourselves who are willing to help us and our

community become all that we are capable of being or doing.
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We have kn. 4n that drugs and alcohol are problem, we were not aware

of the far-reaching impacts and costs. Our research gnd preparation

for this testimony was enlightenir,. The information included these

finding

- Approximately 40% of Indian students may not complete
high schocl with their class. Some may complete an
equivalency program later.

- Among Tribal Members between the ages of 19 and 27,
only 17% are employed, 10% are enrolled in training,
and 73% are unemployed. We recognize that some of
this age group are committed to domestic obligations,
others may haw e,iven up.

- The average age of des.h in 1985 was 32.05 years.

- In 1985, off reservation residehtial treatment
d 70 people (3 were under the age of 18) at

a cost of 539,125 dollars.

There were many other such statistics. We are pleased to report that

our R ion has not had any alcohol related traffic fatality in

over a year h , 41% of Lao accide.t injuries are alcohol related.

We are making progress yet much work needs to be done.

We have reviewed had analyzes dR-1156. We would like 'o make the following

recommeadations:

TITL' -rdepartmental Agreement

including the Secretary of Education to
rccoinize the obligation and responsibility of the
education community under Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act and the Education of All
Handicapped Children Act.

TITLE II L. ition

We rec,mmend language that will not lim_ the

responsibility to a few specific categorical
programs as the principal vAirce and base of
this mandate.
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TITLE IV Law Enforcement

In addition to the arrest and follow-up provisions,
drug and alcohol availability needs to be addressed
by adding language to improve interagency action
for "supply side" and "demand side" enforcement.

Drug and alcohol abase is a major concern of our peers, both Indian and

non-Indian. Substance abuse by itself is only a symptom. We request

that Congress and the Administration pursue an interagency initiative

to work cooperativ,iy ci solving the causes. A conceptual approach

has been included with our statement. The approach can be expanded to

establish a Federal interagency plinning forum to ensure the beet

utilization of badly needed but diminishing financial resources working

together we can make a difference

In closing, we again wan , express our most sincere appreciation for

this honor to appear before you. Thank ynu for placing value on our

thoughts and opinions.

Do you have any questions?
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SYNOPSIS

This ,,per suggests that Indian tribes and communities

take the initiative to develop a process to address long-range

policy and program planning objectives f,r Indian education. It

proposes that the established regional e-ocation laboratories in

the United States provide coordination for this effort in order

to have a neutral forum for tribal-federal deliberations and to

capitalize on the laboratories' collective expertise in designing

and operating model e' cation services and systems.
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DISCUSSION DRAFT 2

FETTING A NEW COURSE

TO GUIDE INDIAN EDUCATION

A Cohesive Indian Education Policy Framework is Needed

In his new Indian policy, Ptesident Reagan calls on

tribes to assume greater responsibility for charting their own

courses in human, resource, and economic development. Because

the policy only outlines the principles which the Reagan

administration enuorses, it offers Indian tribes a significant

opportunity to help shape federal Indian education policy and

prograr at ndards. Education is key to tribes' attaining greater

self-sufficiency. But how can tribes best meet the President's

challenge through the existing education resources ad systems

which serve their students? And how can tribes foster a climate

for constructive planning, coordination, and communication in

Indian education?

Many aspects of an Indian education policy framework

already exist, but the pieces are fraga.nted. And innumerable

national studies and reports have extensively analyzed Indian

education needs from every perspective. All these elements need

to be assembled and advanced methodically, not merely reviewed

and rehashed.
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For years, i.ongress has guided the evolution of federal

Indian education policies through legislation like the Indian

bducation Act 3f 1982, the Indian Self-Determination and

Education Assistance Act of 1975, the Indian Health Care and

improvemen. Act of 1916, Title X1 of the Eduction Amendments Act

of 1978, and the Tribally-Controlled Community Colleges Act of

197S_ Each of these federal laws has sought to strengthen the

quality of education services provided Indian students and to

increase the involvement of Indian communities and parents in

education programs.

The Title XI provisions of the Education Amendments

Act of 1978 (P.O. 95-561) represent the lost recent broad federal

policy for Indian Edcuation. This Act mandated that the BIA

deelcp national standards for federal and tribally-controlled

schools serving Indian students. It extended the Indian

Education Act of 1972 for five years. It eurganized B1A educa-

tion operations. And it increased the Impact Aid entitlements

for schools with Indian students living on -eservations. The Act

also required that Indian tribes and parents be afforded greater

involvement in planning and monitoring basic education services

for their students.

However, the 1978 amendments did not set a comprehensive

federal Indian edu( Lion policy framework, nor did it fully

describe the relative roles in Indian education which rttbal,

state, local, and federal governments should play. It did
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provile some direction for moving towards these goals, but it

did not reach them.

Because no policy framework exists in Indian education

and because no general standards have been developed to measure

how well the policy is being carried out, Indian education

interests often have been left to react to, rather than to help

create, the education systems and services set up for them.

Comprehel.sive Indian Education Standards Must Be Set

Wnat planning now takes place in Indian education is

basically short-term and disjointed. By and large, Indian

education services operate on annual budget cycles and under

one-year program constraints. Indian education programs are

often required to get by on tentative, short-term allocations.

I' they limit their programs, they may have large surpluses at

the end of the year. If they do not, they may have large

assessments which must be repaid in future years. Obviously,

chi, practical dilemma effectively precludes long-range planning.

There is neither much opportunity nor much incentive to look

beyond the next year.

If Indian education is ever to break out of the

short-tc m cycles that plague its progress. Indian tribes and

communities must take the initiative to decide the direction th,t

Indian education should take and to deiine how a'.l the available

resources can be tied togethe aost effectively. To achieve this
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objective, Indian tribes and communities must join together to

establish a new forum in which their individual goals and needs

can be discussed and out of which general objectives can be

formulated. Whatever process is used, it should -ncourage

constructive dialogue among all Indian education interests, and

it should emphasize pragmatic recommendations that can provide

the direction needed for tribal, federal, state, and local Indian

education services. Among the critical Issues which need atteo-

fion are the following:

* The draft DIA standards for Indian education and
their relation to long-range quality programs.

* The role of BIA off-reservation boarding schools in
furnishing quality Indian education programs.

* The role of state governments and public school
districts in Indian education.

* The role of tribal governments and the federal
government in Indian education.

* Innovative education programs that could be suc-
cessfully adapted to th present systems which suppurt
Indian education.

In developing common strategies to address these issues, Indian

tribes and communities will need tc demonstrate that their

diverse interests caG be reconciled towards constructive, long-

term objectives for Indian education. Ultimately, the success of

this effort will depend on the participation and support it

receives from a braod cross-section of Indian education interests

and on the quality of the products it can put forth
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Initiating A Process To Achieve Positive Results

To tie these needs for a policy t aaaaa ork and program

standard in Indian education together, the Confederated Tribes f

the Warm Springs Reservation of Oregon calls on other tribes aid

Indian communities to join us in establishing a new course for

Indian education. We are convinced that our collective efforts

can provide the long-range direction which has been lacking in

Indian edcuat on for too long. As a starting point for

discussion, we propose the following outline for action:

* Interested tribes and other Indian communities
would initiate a request that the directors of the seven
regional education laboratories through the United
States serve as a coordinating counci. between federal
Indian education agencies and Indian tribes or
communities.

If they agreed to so serve, the directors would
develop a proposed work plan to carry out their
tasks. This work plan would be referred back to the
participating tribal and Indian education organizations
for their review and endorsement.

* The coordinating council would be responsible for
identifying the present direction in federal Indian
educa'ion services through consultation with the Bureau
of Indian Affairs and the Department of Education.

* The coordinating council would communicate these
findings to Indian tribes and communities through a
series of regio..al seminars and would solicit
suggestions about ways Indian people belie*,e the present
direction could be modified to provide improved Indian
education services in future years.

* These tribal and community perspectives would be
reported back to the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the
Department of Education for their review and analysis.

A national convocation on Indian education would be
sponsored by the coordinating council to altar for
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discussion of the direction in Indian education desir_d
by Indian people and the ability of the federal gover-
ment to support this direction.

the coordinating council would publish these
proceedings and identify those issues resolved, those
not resolve,' and those requiring further consideration.

the DIA and the Department of EducatioA would
develop annual plans responding to the needs and
concerns they agree to address, and they would provide
periodic reports of their progress in these areas.

A preliminary flow char: that portrays how this process could

work is attached.

We believe this approach will provide needed objectivity

and educational expertise in developing long-range Indian educa-

tion policies and plans. We also believe that it will provide a

vehicle which Indian tribes and the fede al government can

support to begin a constructive dialogue on their respective

Indian education interests.
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Indian Trdxs/Conmnities

Initiate Request

A NEN COURSE FOR INDIAN EDUCATION

FLEW CHART OF PROPOSED PROCESS

Coordinating Council Federal Indian Education Agencies

Review atfC Accept Request

Review/Accept Work Plan Develop Work Plan 4.---------1,Review/Accept Work Plan

I
Identify federal Indiane------,Conault with Coordinating Council

If

education plans and
policies

j,
Review and Cement on Report finding at regional
findings semumszs

Reports comments andm-------)Review comments and remmmendations

I
1recmmmendatione Fran
Indian people

Review Proposed Plans Coordinate National 41.....---------4,Develop Plans to Respond to

I

Convo,etion

i

Indian Recommendations

IImplement Plans Report Prcoeedings hnplement Plans
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My nave is Jason Nyasket. I am a member of the Youth Committee

representing the Ute Indian Tribe of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation,

Utah. Also with me are Pearleen Ridley and Thorton Serawop.

I want to take this time to thank the members of this committee

for the opportunity to appear here today.

thr^e are representatives of the younger generation of the

Northern Ute Indian Tribe of Utah and co would like to express our

opinions and concerns regarding the H. R. 1156 Bill "Indian Juvenile

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Act." The youth of the Northern Ute

Indian Tribe of Utah fully support the intent of the bill being presented

at this time.

It has been our observation tnat at the Uintah and Ouray Reservation

there is a greet need for the Bill, en that it can provide alternatives

for the future generation besides abusing drugs and alcohol. It is our

feeling that if there were to be trained personnel in the various areas

of drug and alcohol abuse by the youe., they could provide substantial

impact on this problem we er:ounter.

We also feel if trained adults 'ere to .et up a program, including

meetings and workshops to inform parents, and if the younger people are

properly educated about problems relating to drug and alcohol abuse they

would be able to say no.

The youth have few alternatives to drugs and alcohol. They need other

choices that include parental involvement. Education could provide a start

at an early age in providing alternative methods.

We believe that many educational institutions have physical fitness

programs. Quote stated from People Magazine, April 14, 1986 Edition by

George Alen, former Washingt, Redskins Football Coach, "Only 36% of all

students have physical education classes daily. In 1964, 901 of all tenth

grape students had Physical Education class. Today, only 69" of al' tent,.
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grade students have this sa-e Coss." This decline could be attributed -.7.

the fact that reduced funding from State and Federal levels has led to the

tightening of budgets ind one of the first things to go is Physical Education.

Therefore, the class of Physical Education is in jeopardy of being cut out.

This eliminates one of the few choices that we are allowed.

It is in the opinion of the youth we reoresent that programs emphasizing

the importance of a good physical fitness programs to be coupled with a

drug and alcohol abuse prevention program would provide an expansion in

the overall outlook of this Bill.

We had concerns about the Title II-Education Section 201, Section 304

of the Indian Elementary and Secondary School Assistance Act calling for

the adding of and I quote..."(3) the training of counselors at school

eligible for funding under this title in counseling techniques relevant

to alcohol and drug abuse." What would happen to the schools not elijble

for this funding? Because of the economy and continuing changes in

governmental polocy on our reservation we may soon oe facing the problem

of not being eligible through our educational system. '. o whatever

resource do we turn too for assistance.

Also, under the same title, Section 203, Section 315 (a) of the

Adult Education Act and again I quote from Amendment 6 "to provide

alcohol and drug abuse counseling services to better enable Indians in

need of such services to take advantages of educational and employment

opportunities."

We feel that the services have always been the-e and that the people

have never seen any reason to take advantage of these opportunities. Because

of this lack of cooperation it is our opinion that we must, in some way,

fight this problem that faces us and many other reservations across the

United States.

In regards to Section 204 (a) concerning the provision of a program

of instruction regarding alcohol and drug abuse to s:Jdents in kindergarten
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ar,:: grades 1-12, we feel that if these services were to be expanded to

include from Head Start age to beyond 12th grade, through employer efforts

they would be required to attend and by expanding these services beyond

the normal realm of education, many of the Indian youth would be able to

receive these services that they normally would not have been able to.

Also, in the same Title, Section 204 (b) should be changed from,

and I q.ote... "school providing programs of instruction under subsection

(a) are encouraged to emphasize family participation in such instruction"

to state... "are required to have family participation whenever possible

in such instruction." By doing this, it would increase parental involvement

and help to reduce the userge of alcohol and drugs.

In Section 205 (a) C.1 (2) (3) concerning programs of Indian youth

in the summer. It has been our personal experience that these programs,

as presented at the Uintah and Ouray Reservation, have not been proven

effective. But it is in the opinion of the youth we represent, that if

these activities were to be monitored it would greatly increase the

effectiveness and would act as a substitute for drugs and alcohol.

We are in total agreement with the Section that provides for emergency

shelters. This would be an excellent alternative to jail because it

would provide necessary rehabilitation needed in most cases.

The overall outlook of H. R. 1156 has been viewed favorably by the

tribal yrqth we represent. We feel that all tribes would benefit from

the passing of Bill H. R. 1156, we believe that the Bureau of Indian Affairs

and Indian Health Services would provide adequate services.

Suggestions have been made that recreational funds be vrovided for

communities where the youth could plan games and other activities to help

youth understand and deal with this problem in a more peer emphasized

program. Include some classes about drug abuse and see what personalities

are involved. (1) Maybe they have a low-self esteem. (2) Being unable

to lie to their goals and expectat,ons and (:) %o one to talk to about
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the problems they are facing.

Me, the youth, are willing to help get other youth off drugs and

get them high on life.

Parents need to help their children copy with their problems and

encourage them to get a good education end be able to say "no" when

they need too.

Many believe they don't have to listen to their parents concerning

the importance of an education and law.

If we had more programs to show the younger generation how

alcohol and drugs could affect them and others, perhaps they'll

have a greater view of the problem.

Alcohol is affecting our tribe and not in a positive way. Our

older people have depended on alcohol and many have died for this reason.

But, our veuager people fail to recognize the future of where their

drincing will lead.

These programs, we feel will give better unders ending about how

alcohol and drug abuse affect our younger people and prevent this

vicious cycle from continuing.

we feel that the alternatives that would aid in the battle against

ti.ese substances and the recreational facilities and funds are not

adequate enough to fulfill these needs.

If our facilities were improved and trained adults were to create

a program that could not just get people interested but could provide a

ally needed alternative to the use of drugs and alcohol.

It is the general concensus of not only the youth of the tribe,

but many respected adults, that the only true resolution to this

problem is that the parents get involved and support their children

in everything positive that they do.

In conclusion... we feel that through this Bill a general starting
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point for youth in the right direction couid be c:ablished and that the

results, and changes in the Indian youth could really be accounted for.

First, we could be starting a firm foundation for the children and that

would be utilizing every effort to control the use of them. substances

in the years to come. So, it is in the opinion of the youth we represent,

that we recommend this Bill to be passed and we as a tribe, as Indian people,

as a whole nation will be able to help our future brothers and sisters.

That we will all benefit from it. We would like to thank the House Committee

on Interior and Indian Affairs for giving us this time and opportinity

to express the views of the Ute Indian Tribe Youth on the H. R. 1156 "Indian

Juvenile Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Act." Thank you.

Respectfully submitted:

Youth Committee representing the Ute Indian Tribe
of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation of Utah
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My ME is Kenneth Grant, and I am the President of the Senior Class

at Choctaw Central High School, a Bureau of Indian Affairs-administered

secondary school serving the members of the Mississippi Bend of Choctaw

Indians in east central Mississippi. The tribe has sane 4,500 members

living on or near 18,000 acres of trust land in six counties. Total

enrollment in the BIA schools on reservation (there are six elementary

schools and a middle school in addition to the high school) is 1,200.

The need for H.R. 1156 or similar legislation is very great in Indian

country. Indian students face unique pressures other American young people

do not face as a generkl group, including the rural isolation of

reservation life, English as a second language, low expectations in the

Bureau scaools, and low self- images, all of which conspire to encourage

patterns of substance ahuae.

The tribe recently conducted a major study of self-images on the

Choctaw reservation, a4ninistering a questionnaire to 339 randomly selected

reservation residents, 196 of them high school stuo,Ints. The survey

included several items designed to determine role models for students in

order to determine whether these role models would be Indian or non- Indian.

What the study found, instead, was that 69.4 per cent of the respondents

had no role models at all. According to mental health specialists, a major

developmental task of adolescence is the identification of adult role

models who can assist students in understanding adult responsibilities. The

apathy and despair that the lack of role models suggests is a breeding

ground for the use and abuse of alcohol and drugs.

As might be expected, the survey found that 62 per cent of the

students use alcohol in one form or amather, and that the percentage
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increases with the age of the student. Even more surprisingly for a

reservation setting, the survey revealed that 35 per cent of the students

had used marijuana, and 37.7 per cent said they knew someone who had used

drugs other than marijuana. Clearly, though drug problems may have taken a

number of years to reach the reservation, they are there now.

The linkage of these statistics to teen suicide is readily apparent.

The survey found 4,..t suicide inclination averages at 31.7 per cent ,mong

all the high school students, but that the percentage increased with age

and was markedly more serious among seaters of the junior and senior class.

The tribal government, the HIA, and the TES are all ill-equipped to

deal with a problem of this magnitude. Public Law 95-561 has restricted the

resources going to counseling in the schools, and mental health funding

through the Indian Health Service is severly constrained. The lack,

perhaps, of these "first-step" services has led a muter of young people on

the reservation to further deterioration of their lives and troubles with

the law. Yet there is no juvenile facility on the reservation, a bill in

the Mississippi State Legislature to permit the tribe to use state juvenile

facilities died in committee, and young people in trouble are thus free to

moat will.

I do not think we need examine the issue of whether agencies are

already addressing these problems, because clearly they are not, and the

problem are rapidly growing. Indian young people gave unique needs that

are not being addressed, and the federal government has as such of a unique

responsibility to them as it does to Indian adults.
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